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ABSTRACT 

The goals of this dissertation are two-fold. My first major goal is descriptive, to contribute 

to the documentation of the Central Coast Salish language spoken by the Shammon, Klahoose and 

Homalco peoples. The primary source of data is my field notes collected from 1988 through 2000 

in consultation with Elders resident in Sliammon, B.C. 

My second major goal is theoretical, to deepen our understanding of the distribution and 

representation of schwa in Shammon. Schwa, often characterized as a brief "neutral" vowel with 

special properties cross-linguistically, is central to an understanding of Sliammon phonology and 

morphology. 

In Chapter 2, it is hypothesized that schwa is featureless, and that it acquires its surface 

realization via colouration from adjacent consonants and vowels. 

The focus of Chapter 3 is on the prosodic structure of the language, and the independent 

hypothesis that schwa is also weightless. These generalizations are presented within the Nuclear 

Moraic Model of Shaw (1993, 1996). 

Chapter 4 focuses on schwa-zero alternations. Schwa is proposed to be non-lexical, and 

schwa epenthesis satisfies the constraint Proper Headedness which requires that a Foot contains a 

syllable which is headed by a vocalic Nucleus. Schwa epenthesis also satisfies the ban on stem-

initial consonant clusters. This chapter also provides evidence that Full Vowel Reduction involves 

the loss of phonological weight (i.e. a mora). The output of Full Vowel Reduction is distinct from 

schwa in its featural representation, but identical to schwa in its prosodic representation. 

Although schwa epenthesis is driven by the constraints on Proper Headedness, there is also 

evidence that Shammon has a number of strategies which conspire to avoid schwa in stressed open 

syllables. Chapter 5 brings together different cases of this, and shows that they receive a unified 

explanation with reference to the constraint *9]o, and its interaction with other constraints. 

Chapter 6 addresses two cases in which schwa epenthesis is systematically avoided: (i) the 

possessive -hV suffix and (ii) the plural /L'-/ prefix. Chapter 7 provides a synopsis of the 

descriptive and theoretical claims of the dissertation. Appendices IV-VII contribute to the basic 

documentation of Sliammon including: Consonant Contrasts, Root List, Lexical Suffixes, and 

Affixes/Clitics. 
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Pronunciation Guide 

Consonants 

/p/ voiceless bilabial stop 

as in English [pmc] pinch, [piknik] picnic, [pampkin] pumpkin. 

as in Sliammon [pa?a] one, [?dpAn] ten, [xwdpxwop] hummingbird. 

/p7 ejective bilabial stop 

as in Sliammon [pexw] flood, [poho] raven, [t̂ apaw] busy, [xap] crad7e basket. 

/t6/ interdental affricate 

as in Sliammon [Tettan t e 9m] Tm going to eat, [?3te na? nuxwii] my canoe. 

/f/ ejective interdental affricate 

as in Sliammon [t̂ amqw<r] cloud, [f̂ orcis] seven, [0at'e3m] spring salmon, 

[manatee?] to beat a drum (in the traditional way), [VA^ 6 ] bay. 

I\l voiceless alveolar stop 

as in English [tent] tent, [tawn] town, [tipi] tepee. 

as in Sliammon [ti?ta ~ ti:ta] that one, [setqen] upper lip, [tihmot ~ ti:mot] really big. 

1(1 ejective alveolar stop 

as in Sliammon [t'Xlek ~ t'/Chk] a hole, [qat'an ~ qafen] rat, [ta?gAf!] herring. 

PfU voiceless lateral affricate (IPA ft); also informally referred to as "Charles Alias" 

as in Sliammon [Xapxw] broke, [XdihXsm] wer, [XmXan] real shy, [xaX] break (rope). 
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It! ejective lateral affricate (IPA t'i); also informally referred to as "Running Man" 

as in Sliammon [Xaiam] salt, [ztafsam] strong, [3Um£Am] square, 

[xweXay] mountain goat, [xat] to want, to desire, [n\At\ calm (water). 

Icl voiceless alveo-palatal affricate (IPA tj) 

as in English [cest] chest, [caepal ~ caepl] chapel. 

as in Sliammon [ciciye?] grandmother, [picu ~ pecu] basket, [hoc] I'm going. 

Ibl ejective alveo-palatal affricate (IPA t'J) 

as in Sliammon [cs?no] dog, [CAX] ripe, cooked, [hi] rain, [cictiyax] sandpiper, 

[co?co?] wren, [&\q] robin, [sa?ci] tanned leather, [ x e & c Y ] autumn, fall, [pa?a6] net, 

[6ic] straight. 

Ikl voiceless velar stop 

as in English [kelp] kelp, [kicon] kitchen, [kasc] catch. 

as in Shammon [kepu ~ k^po] coat, [kiks] cookie, [ki:ke?] bug, [lakle ~ Iflde] key, 

[p30k] bullhead (fish). 

Ikl ejective velar stop 

as in Sliammon [iekce?] small basket for sewing; junk box, [wawafcila] limpets, 

[ki:iut ~ ii:ket] crow, [kew&egim] coyote. 

Ikwl voiceless labio-velar stop 

as in Sliammon [kwa:nacim] sir down, [kwassm] ruffed grouse, [£WUA1CWU] salt water, 

[kwuma?] ratfish, [senkwu ~ senkwo] ocean, [m90kw] blackcap berry, [qayk1^ bald 

eagle. 

Similar to English [kwest] quest, and [kwilt] quilt , except that Sliammon k w functions as a 

single sound rather than a sequence of two sounds, as in English [kw]. 
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/kw/ ejective labio-velar stop 

as in Sliammon [iwa?] sliced salmon, [kwdta ~ kwut'a] barbecuing stick, [iwa?wa] belly, 

stomach (external), [xayxelewus] nightmare, [tA&wtu]cwtas] s/he is pulling it, 

[ju:lcwvt] smash it up, [seskwim ~ seskwtm] shaking, [kwas] hot. 

Iql voiceless uvular stop 

as in Sliammon [qax] many, [qayx] Mink (stage name), [moqsin ~ mXqsen] nose, 

[taqa] saiai berry, [§3q0ot] sigh, [iAxqzn] raspy throat, [pAq] white, [tKq] out. 

Iql ejective uvular stop 

as in Sliammon [qat'an ~ qat'an] rat, [qa?3t| sea otter, [gaqet ~ garqet] it's opened, 

[s/qt] peel off s.t. (i.e. cherry bark); to split s.t, [tAq] rot, [sXq] fifty cent piece, half. 

/qw/ voiceless labio-uvular stop 

as in Sliammon [qwAl' ~ qwaf] he/she/they came, [f dqwmot] saps running, 

[q^q^les] copper, [t'e?neqw] salmonberries, [maseqw] sea urchin, [?toqw] hard. 

Iqwl ejective labio-uvular stop 

as in Sliammon [qwet] beach, [qwexw] ashes, [qwXlqwabs] raccoons, [ta?qwa] devil fish, 

octopus, [ toq w ] clear skies, [poqw] grey, brown, [Xwo?qw] sawbill duck, [t'edt'eoqw] 

feather. 

/?/ glottal stop / laryngeal stop 

as in English [?dpan] open, [?o ?o] oh oh!, [?aepsl ~ ?aepl] apple. 

as in Sliammon [?asxw] seal [Veitan] eat, food, [?e:?] yes, [xwa?] no, 

[x^ax^ne?] tidepool sculpin, bullhead, minoe, [xa?a ~ xa'a] butter clam, [ne:?et] be in the 

way, [sa?a] rwo, [sd?ot] choose it, [Terje] tree, relative. 
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/& voiceless interdental fricative 

as in English [0m] thin, [pze0] path. 

as in Sliammon [?ay?aju03m] language of our people; speak well, [0d6en] mouth, 

[6e?0a] that one (fern.), [ma6kw] blackcap berry, [wal0] bullfrog, [qegA0] deer. 

Isl voiceless alveolar fricative 

as in English [silk] silk, [skin] skin, [smelts] smelts. 

as in Shammon [saftxw ~ sattw] woman, [qasqps] fired of sitting, [Tines] tooth, 

[?a?bs] sea cucumber. 

/if voiceless lateral fricative 

as in Sliammon [ta?amin] Sliammon people, [ IAX] bad, [Xaiam] salt, 

[tal'ftom] wolf, [qwa?wii ~ qwa?wet] pitch, chewing gum, [pusiai] Adam's apple. 

Isl voiceless alveo-palatal fricative 

as in English [saeg] shag (cormorant), [sel] shell, [sip] ship. 

as in Shammon [se?] climb, go up, [ s q A i h s ] his/her partner, [sim] dry, [saqGot] sigh, 

[jisin] foot, [t'isaqw] snot, [tiiunis ~ tiimis] man, [miismus] cow, [kwiskwis] Steller's 

jay-

fx*] voiceless palatalized velar fricative 

[xwa?3lowlaxym] spiked heel, high heels 

Rare in occurrence and not well documented. This sound occurs as a variant of Isl. 

/xw/ voiceless labio-velar fricative 

as in Shammon [xwa?] no, [xwuXa?ju] trout, [niixwif ~ ndxwel] canoe, [tixw6a't] tongue, 

[lax™] falling snow, [?a?axw] it's snowing. 
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[w] voiceless labio-velar glide — variant o f /xw/ 

as in Sliammon parjEcx^ot ~ ?a?jecw?ot] how are you (sg)?, [?asxw ~ ?asw] seal, 

[Tsnxw ~ jenw] fish, [t̂ dmaTjuw ~ t̂ dmaTjux™] barnacle. 

Ixl voiceless uvular fricative 

as in Sliammon [xa?a] butter clam, [Xaws] new, [xawgas] grizzly bear, 

[xawsin ~ xawsin] bone, [sojcam] racing canoe, [y/Cxt] rib, [xexyeq] crab, 

[qaX] many, [̂ â atsx] grasshopper. 

/xw/ voiceless labio-uvular fricative 

as in Sliammon [Xwelfcay] mountain goat, [Xweyt] stretch it, [x^ax^nE?] tidepool 

sculpin, bullhead, minoe, [t'edxwo] ling cod, [pEx w ] flood, fax™] to melt. 

IhJ voiceless laryngeal / glottal fricative 

as in English [hEmlak] hemlock, [hElp] help, [helo] hello. 

as in Sliammon [ha?3mo] pigeon, [h£'?gm] strawberry, [hanaqwos] wolf eel, aggressive, 

[hahasamc] Tm sneezing, [hdmhom] blue grouse, [hEhawcis] paddling, 

[hEhEgAi] for the first time, [tih ~ ti:] big, large, [?ah] sore, pain, [qAht] to lift up. 

Iml bilabial nasal 

as in English [memo] memo, [mslt] melt, [msesk] mask, [maegnit] magnet. 

as in Sliammon [man ~ mAn] father, [ m A ' g A J cougar, [cuxwmen] a week, [nam?Am] to 

write, [tarn] what? 

Iml laryngealized bilabial nasal 

as in Sliammon hamu [haPmo] pigeon, sama [sa?ma] mussel, [stmsim] it's already 

dried, tarn [tarn?] belt, [idtmoih] littleneck clam, xwaXwayim [xwaxwayim?] housefly. 
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ltd alveolar nasal 

as in English [not] note, [natikal] nautical. 

as in Sliammon [nigin] lunch, [niginaye] lunch basket, [nat ~ nAt] night, 

[jinis] foori, [xwa:stAn] suet, [tan ~ ta:n] mother. 

Ihl laryngealized / glottalized alveolar nasal 

as in Shammon Xina [X£?na] oolichan oil, iaim [tzlno] dog, [tan ~ tan?] that one. 

IV lateral liquid 

as in English [lek] lake, [lift] HA. 

as in Shammon [lastpol ~ laspol] soccer ball, [lik9le ~ lik3le] key, [laplas] plank, long 

board, [CE91AS] three, [?elqay] barbecued deer meat, [?atnopel] car, automobile. 

It/ laryngealized/ glottalized lateral 

as in Shammon ?afas [?a?bs] sea cucumber, [qw3l] to come, [paf ~ pal?] heron, crane. 

lyl alveo-palatal glide 

as in English [yes] yes, [yel] yell, [yoga] yoga, 

as in Shammon [yXxay ~ yexay] berry basket, [yetat] to call s.o., [ye?gay] inner cedar 

bark, [yeqet] disgusted with it, need it, [pi:paye ~ pe:paye] one person, [yiyqet] easy, 

inexpensive, [0a?qay ~ 0 a ? q A y ] sockeye salmon. 

lyl laryngealized/ glottalized alveo-palatal glide 

as in Shammon qaya [qaTye] water, sayja [saryje ~ sayje] leaf, [cixuy] children, 

[>tA7vXAy] elder, [si:say ~ saysay] be scared. 
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Ijl (voiced) alveo-palatal affricate (non-continuant resonant) 

as in English [JElifts] jellyfish. 

as in Sliammon p% [JIAVJ run, [jiceys] spear for cod and cod eggs, (jinjines] teeth, 

[SJESOI] yesterday. 

/w/ labio-velar gUde 

as in English [wasp] wasp, [was] wash 

as in Sliammon [wal0] bullfrog, [WA'XAS] frog, [paw?us] one dollar, 

[qaw6] potatoes, [yi?gaw] partically dried, dried up, [f/xaw] gone bad. 

/w/ laryngeaUzed/glottalized labio-velar glide 

as in SUammon kwawa [kwa?wa] belly, stomach (external), [xewxa?gAt] chipmunk, 

[wiwlos] young man, [me:mAw] cat, [taw ~ tu?] ice. 

IgJ (voiced) velar stop (non-continuant resonant) 

as in English [gem] game, [gost] ghost. 

as in SUammon [gaqet] ir's opened, [gfje] earth, land, [tigy9x w] nine, 

[pa?agii] one boat, [Gdga, Gdgi, hdga] go, 

Vowels 

[i] high non-back tense oral vowel 

as in English [ski] ski, [pitsa] pizza, [siisi] sushi, [piasno] piano. 

as in Sliammon [tixw0ai] tongue, [xe&£] fall, [kwiskwis] Steller's jay, [skwici] bothersome, 

pesty. 

[i] high non-back lax oral vowel 

as in English [fts] fish, [swim] swim, [kmsip] kinship. 

as in SUammon [jinis] tooth, \jit\ run, [hi] rain, [616] straight. 
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[e] mid non-back tense oral vowel 

as in English [gem] game, [snek] snake, [snel] snail. 

as in Shammon [qegA©] deer, [qweyqway] sand, [senkwu ~ senkwo] ocean. 

[e] mid non-back lax oral vowel 

as in English [net] net, [kelp] kelp, (Jet] jet, [sel] shell. 

as in Shammon [?eit9n] eat, food, [kekce?] small basket for sewing, junk box, 

[qeqte?] youngest in family, [hewqen] swan, [kwen] how many, [xexyeq] crab. 

[u] high back rounded tense oral vowel 

as in English [flut] flute, [glu] glue, [flu] flu, [pluto] Pluto, [siimask] sumac. 

as in Sliammon [kwusem] green, blue, [musmus] cow, [<rukw] to fly, 

[kwukwpa?] grandfather, [wuk^ scoop net. 

[v] high back rounded lax oral vowel 

as in English [hvk] hook, [put] put 

as in Shammon [kwv0ays] island, [kwunvukwt] red blanket, [tvkwt] pull it. 

[o] mid back rounded tense oral vowel 

as in English [foks] folks, [most] most, [pok] poke, [smok] smoke, [totem] totem. 

as in Shammon [PdFoq*] feafner, [toq^ hard, [4oqw] clear skies, [ibqwtoqw] oysters, 

[tdqwmot] saps running, [hdmhom] blue grouse, [t'edxwo] ling cod, 

[idtmom] littleneck clam, [kw6?oxw] smoked salmon. 

[o ~ a] mid back rounded lax oral vowel 

similar to the [o] in English [horn] horn , 

as in Shammon [xwo?qw] sawbill duck, [Toqwioqw] warm water, [sjesot] yesterday, 

[?amam5?] chiton, [kwdnot'] porpoise. 
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[a?] low non-back tense oral vowel 

as in English [laemp] lamp, [gasf] gaff, [klaem] clam. 

as in SUammon [kvaepo] coat, [cê aet'an] mouse, [kasmputs] rubber boots, 

[kwina?cxw] you carry it. 

[a] low central oral vowel 

as in SUammon [iikwAiac] gunny sack. 

[a] low back oral vowel 

as in English [swan] swan, [swamp] swamp, [pat] pot, [kad] cod. 

as in Sliammon [sd?a] fwo, [?asxw] seal, [kwdxwa?] box, [t'dqt'aq] slow. 

[s] mid central lax oral vowel 

as in English [ago] ago, [ftfkas] focus . 

as in SUammon [tatemcxw] what are you doing? 

[A] low-mid back oral vowel 

as in English [ b A t ] but. 

as in Sliammon [WAXAS] frog, [sdpnAc] tail, [CAX] ripe, cooked, [qAit] many. 

Diphthongs 

[iy~i:] 

as in Sliammon [tiymot ~ ti:mot] really big< /tih-mut/, 

[ey] 

as in SUammon (jiceys] spear for cod and cod eggs, [Xweyt] stretch it. 

[uy] 

as in SUammon [need example]. 
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[uy ] as in Sliammon [cuy] child, [ci:cuy] children, 

[ay] 

as in Sliammon [qaykw] eagle, [ q a y x ] Mink (stage name), [xwe?tay] mountain goat, 

[ p A g a y ] halibut, [y/xay ~ yexay] berry basket, [pa?ay£] appendix. 

[ay ~ A y ] 

as in Sliammon /say=ana/ [s Aye?na] neck, [ y e ? g A y ] inner cedar bark. 

[ A y ] 

as in Sliammon taXxay [tKtxAy] elder, 

[ i w ] as in Sliammon [wiwlos] young man. 

[ew] as in Sliammon [xXXews] pluck a bird, feather a bird, [pewi] lard, rendered-down fat 

[ew] as in Sliammon [xewxa?gAi] chipmunk 

[ew] as in Sliammon [t̂ ewq] red elderberry 

[ u w ] as in Sliammon [yuw ~ yaw] it's been raining, dried up 

[ o w ] as in Sliammon [xwal'owlaxyin ~ xwa?3lowlaxyin] spiked heels, high heels. 

[aw] as in Sliammon [paw?us] one dollar, [xawgas] grizzly bear, [qawG] potato, 

[t̂ apaw] b u s y 

[aw] as in Sliammon [xaws] new. 

[aw] as in Sliammon [?aw?awakw] 2ors of tobacco 
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[AW] as in Sliammon mimaw [me:mAw] cat 

[aw] as in Sliammon [taw ~ tu?] ice. 

[oy] as in Sliammon [̂ aqwo:ys] summer. 

Surface Long Vowels 

[i:] as in Sliammon [krkeekik] blackbkd, [ki:kik ~ Ri:kek] crow, [ti:tolkwum] small roots, 

\jr.t cep] you (pi) are running, [ti:ta ~ ti?ta] that one, [QiiQa ~ ei?0a ~ 0E?0a] that one 

(fern.), [ti:6os ~ tvtvs] Spring, [ki:ke?] bug, [ci:cuy] children, [ttcim]combhair, 

[si:say ~ saysay] scared. 

[e:] as in Sliammon [he:ynAC ~ hiynAc] bottom of a basket, [pe:paye] one person, 

[ne:?et] be in the way, [me:mAw] cat. 

[E:] as i n Sliammon [q£:s£t] to tie it, [xE:xnAq ~ x E ? E x n E q ] Owl's Grove (sacredplace), 

|j£:qwam] sweat, [qwE:tam] front of the house (faces the beach qwet), [?£:?] yes 

[u:] as in Sliammon [tu:kwumm ~ tu:kwum£n] bailer, [ju:kwut] smash it up, 

[Tu:kw ~ ju?kw] Indian rice, [su:kwam] outer cedar bark, [Ju:pays] step over. 

[o:] as in Sliammon [xwd:qw£t] s.o. snoring (in that state), [md:la ~ m d : l A ] mill. 

[a:] as in Sliammon [ p i p E m c ] I'm working (rightnow), [A^fawvm] any berry, 

[?a:y£?] house. 

[a:] as in Sliammon [qwd:qwuq] woodricJc, [kwd:na?cim] sit down, [xwa:stAn] suet, /?ah-sxw c7 

[?d:sxwc] Tm hurt (cf. ?ah be hurt, sore). 
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El M a r 

Necesito del mar porque me ensena: no se si aprendo miisica o conciencia: 

no sS si es ola sola o serprofimdo o solo ronca voz o deslumbrante 

suposicidn de peces y navios. El hecho es que hasta cuando estoy dormido 

de algun modo magnetico circulo en la universidad del oleaje. 

Pablo Neruda 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.0 General Introduction 

Sliammon is a Central Coast Salish language spoken just north of Powell River on the 

Malaspina Peninsula at Shammon, British Columbia, Canada (cf. Appendix I on Salish Languages, 

as well as Czaykowska-Higgins and Kinkade (1998)). The term "Shammon" is used here in this 

thesis as a cover term to refer to the language of the Homalco, Klahoose, and Shammon people 

currently living in Shammon, B.C. The language is currently spoken by approximately 40 of the 

800 residents of Sliammon. According to a number of elders that I have consulted, the Homalco, 

Klahoose and Shammon consider themselves "one people with one language". 

Traditionally, the Shammon, Klahoose and Homalco people utilized a vast area of land and 

waterways for traditional harvesting of annual salmon runs, berry-picking, and hunting. Their 

traditional territory extends along both sides of the northern Strait of Georgia from Malaspina 

Strait, in the south, to Desolation Sound and Homfray Channel, to the head of both Toba and Bute 

Inlets in the north, and the islands between the Mainland and Vancouver Island. These islands 

include Texada, Harwood, Savary, Hernando, Mitlenatch, Marina, Cortes, West Redonda, East 

Redonda, Sonora, Stewart and Dent Islands, amongst others (cf. for example Barnett 1955; 

Kennedy and Bouchard 1983; Shammon Treaty Society). 

Today, many of the Homalco, Klahoose and Shammon people live at Shammon, B.C., 

located just north of the city of Powell River. There is a community at Squirrel Cove on Cortes 

Island, and many of the Homalco people moved to Homalco Reserve located on Vancouver Island 

(near Campbell River), when the last families left the Church House village site. 
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The name Shammon is an anglicization of /ta?amin/ [ia?amtn], a term which refers to the 

Shammon people. The word /t'isus-m/ [tesosam] is the place name which refers to Sliammon Bay, 

Shammon Creek, and to the Shammon village which is located near the mouth of the creek. One 

elder explained that this place name is clearly related to the term /DIM-t'isus/ [tetsos] which refers to 

'a small saltwater fish' which occupies the large tidepool in front of Sliammon. 

The language has also been referred to as Mainland Comox or Comox in previous 

ethnographic and linguistic research which was intended to indicate the dialect spoken by the 

Homalco, Klahoose, and Shammon peoples living on the Mainland in contrast to the Island Comox 

dialect, originally spoken on Vancouver Island. "Mainland Comox" is a designation which is 

dispreferred by current speakers of the language since they associate "Comox" with the name of 

the town of Comox, B.C. which is located in what is now Kwakwakawa'kw or Kwakwala-

speaking territory. 

Some people have referred to the language as [?ay?aju69m]. However, as one Sliammon 

elder explained [?ay?aju09m] means to 'speak well' (from the root /?J/ [?i? ~ ?i:] good ); so, it 

could be used to describe someone who speaks English well, or French well, or any other 

language, and is not restricted in its use to mean 'the language of the Homalco/Klahoose/Shammon 

people'. In short, different people have expressed varying opinions regarding the appropriate use 

and meaning of this word. 

There are also separate terms which combine a place name or the name of people living 

there with the lexical suffix =qin for 'mouth, language' to indicate the local variety of the language 

spoken by a person from that particular location: [ia?aminq£n] /fa?amin=qin/ 'Sliammon 

language', [td?qhq£n] /tu?q=qin/ 'Klahoose/Squirrel Cove language', and [?d?phqen] /?u?p=qin/ 

'Homalco/Church House language'. However, there also is some discussion regarding the 

grammaticality of words with the addition of =qin meaning 'language of x', and therefore without 

consensus on the part of the speakers, it would not be appropriate to use this type of construction 

as a designation for the language. As researchers and visitors, we are looking to the Homalco, 

Klahoose, and Shammon people for guidance regarding an appropriate name for their language. In 

the meantime, in this present work I will continue to use the name "Shammon" as a cover term 
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which includes speakers of Homalco, Klahoose, and Sliammon living at SUammon, B.C. The 

community has plans to discuss an appropriate name for the language by consulting with Elders 

from all three bands: SUammon Band, Klahoose Band (Squirrel Cove), and Homalco Band in 

Campbell River. 

There seem to be very few differences between speakers which can be clearly attributed to 

"dialect" differences. There are a few lexical items which seem to have restricted distribution or 

specific pronunciation of individual lexical items, such as /janxw/ |Jenxw] 'salmon, fish' versus 

/JanXw/ jjen3Cw] 'salmon, fish'; note that a SUammon consultant provided this word with a final 

velar fricative /xw/ whereas a Klahoose speaker systematically used the corresponding uvular 

fricative /xw/. Nonetheless, these differences seem to be very limited. There may also be a 

differences in the rate of speech which are readily perceived by native speakers of the language; 

these latter are not documented in the present work. 

There are concerted efforts on the part of the Sliammon, Homalco and Klahoose people to 

revitalize the use of their language. The SUammon Language Program in the Powell River School 

system (accredited by the Ministry of Education) teaches children from kindergarten to grade 12, 

the language spoken by the Homalco, Klahoose and SUammon people. The emphasis of the 

program is on spoken language and oral fluency in its cultural context. 

The primary source of the data in this dissertation is my fieldnotes collected from 1988 

through 2000 in consultation with SUammon elders, especially: Mrs. Mary George, Mrs. Agnes 

McGee, Mrs. Phyllis Dominic, and Mrs. Eva Hanson. Additional data were collected and/or 

verified with the following elders and/or speakers: Mrs. Annie Dominick, Mr. Dave Dominick, 

Mrs. Helen Hanson, Mrs. Marion Harry, Mr. Pete Harry, the late Mr. Joe Mitchell, Mrs. Elsie 

Paul, Mrs. Sue Pielle, and Ms. Betty Wilson. The collaborative Sliammon/UBC orthography 

workshops held in SUammon during the summers of 1996-1998 also provided a forum for re-

checking additional data. To these many elders who patiently contributed their expertise, I am 

deeply grateful. Although the majority of my fieldwork was carried out at Sliammon, I also 

benefited tremendously from working with two SUammon elders who were residing/visiting 

Vancouver, and therefore provided the opportunity of meeting on a weekly basis. 
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In addition to tape recordings, there are two video recordings which were filmed in 

collaboration with the SUammon community under the auspices of the U B C Teaching and Learning 

Enhancement Fund (TLEF), awarded to Dr. Patricia A . Shaw. This video film footage is to be 

incorporated into multimedia curriculum materials to enhance the community-based teaching of the 

SUammon language in traditional cultural contexts. The collaboration and team work involved in 

these sessions has been invaluable. 

1.1 Goals of the Dissertation 

The goals of this dissertation are two-fold. My first major descriptive goal is to contribute 

to the basic documentation of the language spoken by the Sliammon, Klahoose and Homalco 

peoples. It is my hope that the language data contained within this dissertation will be useful to the 

SUammon community and will help further their efforts in language education. 

My second major goal is to present an analysis of the distribution and representation of 

schwa1 in Sliammon. This is of both descriptive and theoretical interest. Schwa is the brief 

"neutral" vowel [a] which shows special phonological properties in many languages. It is central 

to an understanding of the SUammon phonology and morphology. It is argued here that there are 

three different "kinds" of schwa in SUammon, as evidenced by their phonological behaviour: (i) 

excrescent schwas, (ii) epenthetic schwas, and (iii) reduced full vowels, which have the same 

prosodic structure as schwa. 

One of the major goals with respect to the distributional restrictions is to demonstrate that 

the surface constraint (or constraints) which bans schwa in stressed open syllables (informally 

abbreviated as, * a ] a ) plays a central role in the organization of the grammar of the language. The 

phonological constraint *6]o when combined with other constraints within the grammar of 

SUammon has far-reaching implications for the phonological and morphological structure of the 

language. 

1The symbol schwa [si] comes from the Roman alphabet; it is a lower-case e which has been rotated 180°. The 
name schwa or shva (Hebrew sh'wa) comes from traditional Hebrew grammar, according to Pullam and Ladusaw 
(1986) who cite Prokosch (1939:94). 
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I am assuming the general model of Optimality Theory in which constraint interaction, 

conflict and minimal violation determine the optimal output candidates, following Prince and 

Smolensky (1993), McCarthy and Prince (1993 et seq.), and many subsequent works that have 

been stimulated by the evolution of this research paradigm. 

This thesis presents continued research which I began in the context of my M.A. Thesis 

(Blake 1992) and addresses several outstanding issues which were raised there. In Blake (1992: 

43-45), I observe that schwa in Shammon tends to occur in the following two contexts: (a) in an 

unstressed closed syllable (i.e. minimally a CaC syllable) or (b) in an open syllable which bears 

primary stress, as illustrated by the data in (1-2) (for an overview of the transcription system 

adopted here, see Guide to Pronunciation (pp.xv-xxvi); Chapter 2; and Appendices HI and IV). 

(1) Schwa in closed syllables: CaC 

Input2 Schwa epenthesis 

a. PL-pq paqpsq 

b. t'in-?m t'in?am 

Output 

p A q h p A q h 

ten?am 

Gloss 

all white 

to barbecue (sahnon) 

(2) Schwa in stressed open syllables: Ca 

Input Schwa epenthesis 

a. IMP-Xpxw XaXapxw 

b. t ^ a 3 t'eakwa 

c. ngi nagi 

Output 

Xa"Xapxv 

t ' ^ a 

n i g i 

Gloss 

become broken 

edible root 

you (sg) (Indep.) 

2 Although there are no constraints on inputs within OT, I have provided Input forms (underlying representations) 
which conform to the following principles: (i) each morpheme has a single underlying representation or "Input 
form" for phonologically-conditioned allomorphs, and (ii) the Input only contains unpredictable information. It 
has been shown by many phonologists working within OT that when GEN creates other Inputs, the surface 
phonological and morphological constraints of the grammar will nonetheless converge to select the same optimal 
form. I therefore do not show multiple Inputs for the set of output candidates in this context. Here, the important 
point is that the surface distribution of schwa is determined by the constraint ranking regardless of whether or not it 
is present in the Input form. cf. Matthewson (1994: 38) for similar discussion regarding schwa in Lillooet (Salish). 

3This edible root grows in clumps and is prepared in a traditional rock-pit fire. It is steamed, peeled and eaten. 
MG calls them 'Indian bananas' due to their characteristic yellow colour, clustering bunches, and the fact that they 
are easily peeled (once cooked). This root, along with sea urchin, is considered a delicacy. The plant itself is a 
fine-stemmed fern. These roots may well be the rhizomes of the spiny woodfern. 
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Although schwa does appear to occur in stressed open syllables as shown by the data in (2) 

above, there are also a number of strategies which are employed in order to avoid stressed schwa in 

an open syllable, as shown by the data in (3). 

(3) Avoidance of stressed schwa in an open syllable 

Input Output Gloss 

a. et'em 63t'89m eaVt^am jig for cod O' restructuring 

b. 0ym Gayam 6a?yim to sink R' restructuring 

c. t'exu t^axu ling cod Gemination 

d. p6=iqwan p90[h]iqwan pX0heqwAn black hair [h] epenthesis 

d\ cx=iqwan caX[h]iqwan cexheqwAn black hair [h] epenthesis 

e. pq=iqwan paq[?]iqwan p A q ? s q w A n blonde hair [?] epenthesis 

f. pxwm+[i] paxw im puxwem steam V-strengthening 

These various different strategies include Glottal Restructuring (3.a-b), Gemination (3.c); [h] or [?] 

epenthesis (3.d-e), and Vowel strengthening (3.f). What all of these strategies in (3) have in 

common is that they prevent schwa from occurring in a stressed open syllable, thus avoiding 

violation of the constraint *a ] 0 . 

The contrast between (2-3) raises the following question: under what set of conditions 

does schwa occur in stressed open syllables? The proposal made in this thesis is that the constraint 

which aligns the head of the prosodic word (PrWd) to the left-edge of the lexical stem outranks the 

constraint against stressed schwa in an open syllable. This means that it is more important for 

primary stress to be properly aligned with the left-edge of the stem domain than it is to obey the 

constraint which bans stressed schwa in open syllables, hi this context, schwa will occur in a 

stressed open syllable, if no other strategy militates against it. 

In this thesis, I claim that the surface distribution of schwa in SUammon is predictable from 

surface prosodic constraints. For example, schwa surfaces between a word-initial consonant 

cluster in order to satisfy the high-ranking constraint against Complex Onsets in the language. 
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Schwa is also epenthesized in order to satisfy Proper Headedness, the requirement that the syllable 

which is the head of a Foot contains a nucleus, as shown by the contrast between stressed initial 

CaC syllables versus final Minor syllables (CC) which have no vocalic nucleus, as will be argued 

in Chapter 3. 

Shaw (1993,1995,1996c) characterizes schwa as non-lexical, featureless and non-moraic, 

drawing on evidence from a wide-range of languages including the Salish languages Stat'imcets 

(Lillooet) andNuxalk (Bella Coola). Kinkade (1998: 208) argues that epenthetic schwa in Upper 

Chehalis is both non-moraic and unspecified for phonological features, providing comparative 

evidence supporting the proposed representation of schwa in Sliammon. 

This dissertation also aims to contribute to the cross-linguistic studies of schwa in other 

Salish languages: Bagemihl (1991) on Bella Coola, Matthewson (1994), Roberts (1993), Roberts 

& Shaw (1994), Shaw (1993, 1994, 1996) on St'at'imcets (Lillooet), Bianco (1996) on 

Cowichan, Willet and Czaykowska-Higgins (1995) on Nxa'amxcin (Moses-Columbian), and 

Kinkade (1998) for Upper Chehalis, so that a cross-linguistic perspective on the behaviour of this 

vowel emerges. 

1.2 Previous scholarship on Sliammon language 

Early scholarship on the Sliammon (Comox) language and culture includes: Haeberlin 

(1918), Sapir (1915), Boas and Haeberlin (1927), Swadesh (1950), Swadesh (1952), and Barnett 

(1955), amongst others. 

There are also a growing number of papers which appear in the pre-prints for the 

International Conference on Salish (and Neighboring) Languages; these include: J. Davis 

(1971a, 1970b, 1971, 1973), Bouchard (1971), Hamp (1971), Harris (1975), Hagege (1976), 

Kroeber (1988), Watanabe (1994b, 1996) and Blake (1997a, 1999), most of which are based on 

fieldwork on the language. 

Hagege (1981) produced a descriptive grammar of the language written in French (cf. 

Kroeber (1989) for a critical review). J. Davis (1970), Blake (1992), and Watanabe (1994a) are 

Masters Theses on the language, focusing mainly on basic aspects of the phonology and 
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Reduplication. Watanabe (2000) is a detailed description of the Morphology of the language which 

documents a number of aspects of the language which have not been discussed elsewhere. 

Research on the syntax of the language includes papers by J. Davis (1973, 1978a, 1978b), 

and Blake (1996, 1997a) on basic clause structure and Passives in Sliammon. Kroeber (1991, 

1999) includes many syntactic examples of MComox (Homalco, Klahoose, Sliammon) in the 

broader context of his research on comparative Salish syntax, and are based on his own fieldwork 

on the language in the early 1980s. Harris' (1981) dissertation is on the Island Comox dialect; the 

speaker he worked with the late Mrs. Clifton, passed away several years ago. No other individuals 

are known to speak this dialect. 

There is also a growing body of fieldnotes on the language including: H.G. Barnett UBC 

Special Collections; W. Suttles (n.d.) SUammon fieldnotes; J. Davis (1969-1970); Kennedy and 

Bouchard (1971-1981); P. Kroeber (early 1980s); Blake (1988-2000); Watanabe (1990-2000) 

collaborative SUammon-UBC TLEF Project under the direction of Dr. Patricia A. Shaw (1996-

1998), and S. Urbanczyk (1998) working on Klahoose, Cortes Island, B.C. 

Kennedy and Bouchard's (1983) publication entitled Sliammon Life, Sliammon Lands 

reports on detailed ethnographic research from (1971-1981). 

1.3 Theoretical Framework 

1.3.1 Representations adopted in this Dissertation 

The issue of representation is one which is particularly challenging. I will briefly discuss 

some of the most common issue regarding documentation, transcription, and levels of 

representation. 

Previous work on the language such as Sapir (1915), J.Davis (1970, 1971), Blake (1992), 

Watanabe (1994a) include the surface phonetic forms for most if not all examples. One of the 

potential drawbacks is that a phonetic representation may include a lot of information which is non-

contrastive. Nonetheless, a distinct advantage of including aU of the surface phonetic forms is so 

that the reader can readily compare this level of representation with the more abstract phonemic 

representation, and future scholars will be able to make new hypotheses based on this surface 

phonetic data. It therefore seems preferable to me to include as much phonetic detail as possible. 
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At the same time, for practical reasons many forms are not transcribed with comparable 

phonetic detail. Any phonetic transcription is an abstraction to some degree. The process of 

transcribing what one hears is, of course, the first level of analysis. In the chapters to follow, the 

representation adopted for any set of data is somewhat dependent upon the focus of a particular 

section. The reader is therefore referred to Chapter 2, where I discuss many of the most frequently 

occurring allophonic processes which have been the focus of my research on the language. 

Because of the inevitable variation attested in the speech of any individual or of different 

individuals within a speech community, the reader is urged to cross-reference all of the available 

sources on the language in order to ascertain the range of variation in both underlying 

representation and surface forms. 

The representations adopted in this thesis are as follows: phonemic (Input) form and 

surface (Output) representation. In addition, I often provide for the reader an "intermediate" form 

which abstracts away from certain aspects of the consonant/vowel interaction in order to make the 

discussion at hand easier to follow. For example, reconsider the data presented earlier in (1), the 

first sets of which are reproduced for ease of reference here: 

(1) Schwa in closed syllables: CaC 

Input Schwa epenthesis Output Gloss 

a. PL-pq psqpaq p A q h p A q h all white 

b. t'in-?m trn?am ten?3m to barbecue (salmon) 

The data in column 3 the "Output" represents the surface phonetic level, showing in this case the 

effects of C-V interactions. Even narrower phonetic transcriptions will sometimes appear in square 

brackets [ ], when they are used. The data in column 2 abstract away from some of the phonetic 

detail in Column 3, e.g. vowel height assimilation to adjacent consonants (i ~ e); schwa colouration 

( a ~ A) ; aspiration of stops (q ~ qh) etc. The data in Column 1 represent an abstraction: the kinds 

of phonological information which are predictable are not present, e.g. I\l is regularly realized as [e] 

following a glottalized obstruent; a stop Iql is regularly aspirated ....etc. Column 4 provides a short 
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English translation. The reader is referred to Chapter 2 and the Appendices for further 

exemplification. 

In each section, I have tried to indicate clearly what phonological properties I am attempting 

to account for, as well as clearly indicate what properties are to be discussed elsewhere, or are 

simply not handled in the context of this thesis. Inevitably and regrettably, this thesis is also finite, 

and discusses only a fraction of the very fascinating linguistic processes integral to this language. 

Nonetheless, an area in which I have tried to pay particular attention to detail is in my 

transcription of the phonetic vowel quality. I have also focused specifically on the realization of 

glottalized resonants and obstruents, aspiration of syllable-final consonants, the allophonic 

realization of schwa, and native speaker judgements regarding morafication and syllabification. 

Areas which remain particularly problematic both for description and for analysis include 

stress/pitch interaction and the placement of secondary stress. In cases where I could not decide 

whether or not there was a secondary stress, I did not mark stress. Therefore, because a form is 

not marked with secondary stress does not imply that secondary stress does not occur in this 

word/phrase rather it simply may not be indicated. Primary stress is marked throughout. See §3.3 

for further discussion. 

It should also be noted that there is a considerable range in variation both within a single 

individual's speech and across speakers within a community, some documentation of which can be 

found in Davis' (1970) work. The range of variation is also documented in this thesis by listing the 

variants. For example, the word for coat is pronounced in a variety of ways: [kapo ~ kyaspo]. The 

tilda [ ~ ] separates one variant from another. 

The phonemic or Input forms adopted in this thesis and those labelled in Watanabe (2000) 

as //morpho-phonemic// are similar. Watanabe (2000) does not take into account the effects of 

syllabification and foot formation in driving vowel reduction, schwa colouration, or vowel height 

assimilation. His surface representations have phonemic vowels and he generally abstracts away 

from consonant/vowel interaction. These differences may appear to be significant on the surface 

but are the result of different focus and investigation of different linguistic properties of the 

language. I have made a number of choices with respect to representations which attempt to 
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mimrnize these differences. For example, to be consistent with Watanabe (2000a) I use /j, g/ in the 

present work rather than the archi-phonemes IY, W/ of Blake (1992). I have also adopted Ii, u, a/ 

rather than Ie, o, al for ease of comparison. 

1.3.2 Theoretical Models of Phonology 

The analysis presented in this dissertation is predicated on two major theoretical claims 

made within the general theory of phonological systems. 

First, I adopt Shaw's (1996c) claim which argues that "an adequate theory of syllable 

structure must recognize both Nuclear headedness and moraic weight as independent structural 

properties." Shaw's claims are formulated in Optimahty Theoretic terms. In particular, she has 

proposed the addition of the constraint SYLL MORA which ensures that all syllables have 

phonological weight. The analysis presented in this thesis draws significantly on Shaw's claims. 

Second, I adopt the general model of Optimality Theory (OT), following Prince and 

Smolensky (1993), McCarthy and Prince (1993 et seq.). OT is a model of output constraints in 

which constraints are ranked with respect to each other. All constraints are in principle violable, 

and there is constraint interaction and conflict. An optimal output candidate will often violate a 

lower-ranking constraint in order to satisfy a higher-ranking, conflicting constraint. The reader is 

referred to the growing body of literature on OT for additional background and exemplification 

within this particular theoretical framework, and particularly to McCarthy and Prince (1994, 1995) 

on Prosodic Morphology within OT. 

1.4 Overview of the Dissertation 

The next section presents an outline of the remainder of the dissertation. 

Chapter 2 presents a summary of the consonantal and vocalic sound system of the 

language, focusing on the phonological weight contrast between the full vowels Ii, u, al and schwa. 

Chapter 2 outlines the tenets of the Nuclear Moraic model of Shaw (1993, 1995, 1996a,b,c). In 

accordance with this theoretical model, I hypothesize here that schwa in Shammon is both non-

moraic and featureless (cf. Blake 1992, Kinkade 1992, Shaw 1993 et seq.). In addition, this 
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chapter establishes that the realization of Full Vowel Reduction (laxing) in unstressed syllables in 

Sliammon is distinct from the surface realization of schwa. 

Chapter 3 provides an analysis of the prosodic structure of the language with emphasis on 

the distribution of schwa. §3.1 motivates the moraic structure of coda consonants in the language, 

§3.2 provides a description of some of the basic issues regarding syllabification, emphasizing the 

interaction between syllable structure constraints and the morphology. §3.3 provides a preliminary 

introduction to metrical structure in the language, highhghting the fact that primary stress in 

SUammon, unUke many other SaUsh languages in the family, is fixed on the stem-initial vowel 

regardless of its inherent weight. 

Chapter 4 begins with a basic typology of the different "kinds" of schwa which are found in 

SUammon as evidenced by their phonological behaviour: (i) excrescent schwa, (ii) epenthetic 

schwa and (iii) non-alternating schwas, which are subsumed under (ii). Schwa is proposed to be 

non-lexical (i.e. not present in the Input), and epenthesis is driven by the constraint Proper 

Headedness which requires that the Foot contains a syllable which is headed by a Nucleus 

(specifically, a vowel). §4.3 provides evidence that Full Vowel Reduction (laxing) involves the 

loss of phonological weight, expressed in terms of moras. The output of Full Vowel reduction is 

distinct from the realization of schwa in terms of its featural representation, but is claimed here to 

have the same prosodic representation as schwa. This section provides independent data on Full 

Vowel Reduction which confirms the hypothesis made in Blake (1999). 

Although schwa epenthesis is driven by the constraints on Proper Headedness, there is also 

evidence that the language has a number of strategies which conspire to avoid schwa in a stressed 

open syllable (*9]a). Chapter 5 brings together different cases of surface allomorphy, and shows 

that they receive a unified explanation with reference to the constraint *6]o. 

Chapter 6 addresses further impUcations for the analysis developed in the context of this 

dissertation. §6.1 documents and analyzes the variant forms of the possessive -hV suffix in 

SUammon, along with its variant sites of affixation (sometimes a suffix, sometimes an infix). §6.2 

makes important claims regarding the status and form of prefixes, interacting with pervasive 

constraints on the morpho-syntactic structure of the language. The effect of these general 
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constraints on two prefixes in particular is discussed. One is the s-nominalizer, broadly attested 

across other languages in the Salish family, but conspicuously absent in Shammon. The second is 

a plural prefix/infix, here hypothesized to be /LV, cognate with the plural l-infix of Musqueam and 

Saanich. The existence of this prefix has not been previously recognized by others working with 

Sliammon, undoubtedly due to its highly variant realization, viz. [-i? ~ -u? ~ -a?]. What is shown 

here is that these variants follow directly from the convergence of hypotheses related to the 

realization of sonorant /L7, combined with constraints on prefixation. A crucial observation related 

to both these underlying prefixes is that both, being strictly "consonantal", would violate a 

pervasive constraint against initial complex clusters if they were simply prefixed, i.e. *s-C..., *L'-

C... Significantly, 9-epenthesis is not an available strategy to rescue either of these cases. The 

thesis concludes, therefore, with a discussion of how the operative higher order constraints here 

interact with the constraints governing the realization of schwa which have been motivated in 

previous chapters. 
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Chapter 2: Introduction to Sliammon Sound System 

How wonderful is the human voice! It is indeed 

the organ of the soul! .... The soul of man is 

audible, not visible. A sound alone betrays the 

flowing of the eternal fountain, invisible to man! 

Henry David Longfellow 

2.0 Introduction 

The goal of this chapter is to present a detailed overview of the sound system of Shammon, 

presenting first the consonant contrasts and then focusing on the vowel inventory. 

2.1 Sliammon Sound System 

Sliammon, like other Salish languages, has a large consonantal inventory (43 consonants). 

The contrasts indicated here are based on minimal and near-minimal pairs presented in Appendix 

IV, and are largely in agreement with work of J.Davis (1970), Blake (1992) and Watanabe 

(1994a, 2000). The proposed phonemic inventory of the language is presented in (1): 

(1) Sliammon Phonemic Inventory (cf. J.Davis 1970, Kroeber 1989, Blake 1992, Watanabe 1994) 

Place 
Manner 

Labial Dental 
Interdental 

Alveolar Lateral Alveo-Palatal 
Palatals 

Velar Uvular Laryngeal 

Stops 
plain 
ejectives 

P 
P 

t e 

t'e 

t 
f 

X 
t 

c 
t 

k k w 

k kw 

q q w 

q q w ? 

Fricatives e s t s xw x xw h 

Non-continuant 
Resonants 

J 
J 

g 
k 

Resonants 
plain 
glottalized 

m 
m 

n 
n 

1 
f 

y L w 
w 

Vowels 
i u 

[9] 

a 
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Each symbol in (1) is an abbreviation for a set of phonological features which will be discussed in 

more detail in §2.3.2.1. 

2.2 Consonant System 

2.2.1 The Inventory 

There are 19 Stops (13 stops, 6 affricates) plain and glottalized pairs at seven different 

places of articulation: Labial, Dental, Alveolar, Alveo-palatal, Velar, Uvular and Laryngeal: 

/p, p, te, t'e, t, t', X, % c, &, k, k, kw, kw, q, q, qw, qw, II. Affricates are analyzed here as a species of 

stop since they clearly pattern with the class of [-continuant]s, and are distinguished by their release 

features, following Jakobson, Fant and Halle (1952), Czaykowska-Higgins (1988), Shaw (1991), 

and LaCharite (1993). 

The fricatives in Sliammon are 16, s, i , s, xw, x, Xw, hi and are exemplified in Appendix IV. 

There is no labial or labio-dental fricative in Sliammon, nor is there a velar fricative Ixl (except as 

an infrequently occurring variant of /§/). 

The symbols /j, j , g, g/ are used to represent the set of features which display 

Obstruent/Glide/Vowel alternations. In Blake (1992), I used the archi-phonemes IY,Y\ W, W7, 

distinct from ly, y, w, w/, to represent the segments which alternate (/j/ [J ~ c ~ y ~ i ~ e]; /g/ 

[g ~ k ~ xw ~ w ~ u ~ o]) along with their glottalized counterparts; the use of capitalized glide 

symbols was to emphasize the Resonant behaviour of these sounds. In the present work, the 

symbols I), j , g, g/ are adopted for ease of comparison with other research on SUammon such as 

Davis (1970), Kroeber (1989, 1991/1999), Watanabe (1994, 2000). However, the arguments 

regarding resonant status of I), j , g, g/ and their proposed featural representation is basically the 

same as those in Blake (1992). 

In addition to /j, j, g, g/, the class of resonants includes /m, m, n, n, I, l', y, y, L, L', w, w/. 

The archi-phonemes IL, VI are used to indicate a set of features which show a range of morpho-

phonemic alternations ILI [w ~ y ~ i] and IVI [w ~ y ~ a? ~ ?a ~ i] to be discussed in §2.2.5. 

This traditional way of presenting the consonant inventory is supplemented with extensive 

discussion of what these symbols represent - since each symbol is an abbreviation for a set of 
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distinctive features. The consonant and vowel inventory will be discussed in terms of 

combinatorial specification §2.3, following Archangel! and PuUeyblank (1994). 

Contrast the large consonantal inventory with the relatively small phonemic vowel 

inventory in (1): Ii, u, al plus [9]. Although there are a large number of surface vowels in the 

system, these surface variants arise from consonant-vowel (C-V or V-C) interaction (retraction, 

labialization, place assimilation) and vowel reduction. The surface realization of schwa is 

discussed in detail in §2.4. 

2.2.2 Consonant AUophones I 

The following consonantal allophones are not the focus of this study and are listed here so 

as not to give a false impression about the Shammon language. It is beyond the scope of the 

current dissertation to discuss and document the full range of complexity which characterizes the 

consonantal sound system of the language. The following consonantal allophones are mentioned 

here and each one of them is identified as a topic which warrants for future research (i.e. systematic 

ehcitation and acoustic studies). The goal of this section is to define limitations on range of 

consonantal phenomena to be discussed in the remainder of this thesis, while acknowledging the 

richness and range of complexity within the consonantal sound system. In general, these data 

include a level of phonetic detail which is not necessarily transcribed in the remainder of this thesis. 

2.2.2.1 Stops and Affricates 

2.2.2.1.1 Affiication of Stops 

The uvular stops /q , q7 are often accompanied by a fricative release, indicated here by the 

raised [x] after the stop. These affricated stops are written phonetically as [qx] and [qx], and 

appear to be restricted to syllable onset position, as shown by the data in (2-3). 
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(2)/q/-[qx] 

Input Output Gloss 

a. qawm qa?um qxa?om ~ qa?wum eye 

b. CsCPL-qawm q9wqa?w9m qx9wqxa?wi>m ~ d eyes 

c. CaCPL-maqin maqmaqsn niAq'taaqxan lots of hair 

d. pyqn piqan pi9qx9n shoulder 

e. CaCPL-pyqn pdypiqan pipisqxan shoulders 

(3)/q/-[qx] 

Input Output Gloss 

a. qayk w qayk w qx/Cykw ~ qXykw bald eagle 

b. CaCPL-qaykw qayqaykw qxeyqxayk^ eagles 

In contrast /qw, qw/ are rarely affricated, a fact which is also noted by J.Davis (1970: 40). 

2.2.2.1.2 Aspiration 

Stops (stops and affricates) are aspirated word-finally, as shown in (4) (cf. Davis 1970: 62) 

(4) word-finally 

Input Output Gloss 

a. ?j a cxw?ut ?9?}acxw?ut ?a?jecxw?oth How are you (sg) ? 

b. ?j a cap?ut ?9?jacap?ut ?a?jEcep?oth How are you (pi)? 

c. ?j can ?ut ?iycan?ut ?iy cen?©^ I'mfme 

d. ?wkw st ?ut ?] ?9wkwst?ut?9y ?u-kwst ?oth W We're all fine 

e. ?j-mut ?i?mut Yv.mvfi ~ Yiymvfi very good 

Word-internal syllable-final stops are also aspirated, as shown in (5) (cf. Blake 1992, 1995). 
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(5) syllable finally 

Input Output Gloss 

a. t̂ ip-it-mut t̂ ipitmut t'ee3 . pet11. mut*1. very pointed 

b. CaCPL-pq paqpaq p A q h . p A q h . ail white 

c. ?atnupil Vatnupil ?ath. no . pel. car, auto 

c'. ?atmupil ?atmupll ?ath. mo . pel car, auto 

d. ngapty nigapti nX . g A p 1 1 . ti. women 

e. xwup-xwup xwup . xwup . Xwoph. xwo^. hummingbkd 

The examples in (6) show that aspiration may actually occur at a mora boundary1. 

(6) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. ct-t C9tt c i t¥ cut it 

a', ct-t cn sm catt can sam cf tVcin sam I will cut it up 

It should also be noted that it is sometimes quite difficult to distinguish the full release of a stop in 

the environment before another stop versus the presence of aspiration in this context. 

2.2.2.1.3 Palatal Off-glide on Palatals and Plain Velars 

The alveopalatal and plain velar (DOR) consonants are often followed by an audible palatal 

off-glide, as shown by the data in (7-11). 

1Bagemihl (1991: 635:fn 50) suggests that aspiration in Bella Coola may occur at a mora boundary: C-» f+sp 

giy_jM. 
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(7) c - * [&] (note: [1] represents a dark/retracted 1 and not a voiceless lateral fricative i) 

Input 

a. calas 

b. calas-s 

calas 

calass 

Output 

C ^ ^ I A S 

cyeiAs: 

Gloss 

three 

Wednesday (three) 

(8) s -» [gy] 

Input 

a. ns-m nasam 

Output 

niŝ ani 

Gloss 

swim 

(9) k -»[ky] 
Input 

a. k9t'=iqw=uja 

b. C3CPL-k3t=iqw=uja 

ka?t'iqwu?ja 

k f̂lca?t'iqwula 

Output 

kye?teqwo?jeh 

kŷ tkye?t'eqwojeh 

Gloss 

pinky, small finger 

small fingers 

(10) k-* [P] 
Input Output Gloss 

a. hankala hdnkala hsnkyela pot for cooking 

b. kikak kikak crow 

c. cyk-?m=min 6ayk[a]?[a]min cl;ky£?amin trypan 

d. tTl=iqw t M i q w tAlkyeqw nostril 

e. C3CPL-tll-iq w t 9 l t ' 9 l k i q w fXitAlkyeq^ nostrils 

f. tit tik tifcy slim 

(ii) g - t e P i 

Input Output Gloss 

a. tig9xw/tiguxw tigaxw / tiguxw tigy-uxw nine 

b. DIM-qag0+[i]=ui qaqagiOut qicpg'\sQb\ small potato 
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This fact is documented by J.Davis (1970: 38, 67) and may be explained by the articulation of 

these consonants which are characterized as having a raised dorsum (DOR [hi]). The p] is 

therefore a release feature associated with a high consonant before the transition to a back non-high 

vowel. 

2.2.2.1.4 Secondary Lahialization 

Consonants are pronounced with visible Up rounding before the rounded vowel /u/, which 

is indicated here by the raised [*"], as shown by the data in (12). This is a phonetic effect in these 

cases since there is no contrast between t'e and i6™ or between t and tw, for example. 

(12) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. t'eut'euqw t'ewo't-ewoqw feather 

a'. CaPL-feut'6uqw t' ea^wot , e woqw feathers 

b. AXw=ay &&way tw6xwAy dog salmon 

V. CaCPL-fox^ay fo'x^bjTay %»6xv'Kv'oxwAy dog salmon (pi) 

c. CaCPL-&iqw=sn *9qw*aqwS9n Xwdqw^Aqwsin thighs 

d. &?=uja û?u?Ja £ w d?o?jE h fast picker, fast hands 

d\ CaPL-ft?=uja Ma?u?Ja Aa^ 3 ?o?jE lots of fast pickers 

The next examples show that labialization also results in a neutralization of contrast: /q , qw/ merge 

in favour of [q™] before the labio-velar vowel IvJ (=13.a). The related words in (13.a'-a") show that 

the Root /pq/ [p/q] white is q-final. 

(13) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. pq=ukwt p9qukwt pAqwokwth white blanket, outfit 

a', pq paq pXqh white 

a", pq-pq psq-paq p / q h p A q h all white 
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One minor and erratic phonetic effect (which will be mentioned here) includes the rounding 

effect that the consonant c has on a following vowel, as shown by the morphologically related 

examples in (14.a-c) versus (14.d). 

(14) Lexical Suffix =cis/:=c9s hand 

Input 

a. IMP-hiw=cis-ma 

b. fti?=Cis 

c. ta?a=cis 

but 

d. 0iya=cis 09ya=cis 

hi-hiw=cis-ma 

f3u?=cis 

ta?a=cis 

Output 

h e h 9 w c i s y m a h 

t̂ dVcis 

taVacis 

©iecus ~ ©iyecis 

Gloss 

paddling (one paddle) 

seven 

eight 

five2 

2.2.2.2 Fricatives 

2.2.2.2.1 Allophones of /& 

The articulation of the interdental fricative /©/ varies to some degree between [0 ~ s]. The 

symbol [s] is used to indicate an interdental s sound; a sound which is intermediate between 0 and 

s. The variant [g] appears to occur before or after a back vowel u, a, 9 and may simply be a slightly 

retracted articulation of /©/ so that the transition from an anterior consonant to a back vowel 

(or vice versa) is made with less articulatory effort. 

Kroeber (p.c.) suggests that (14.d) may be /0iya=cs=us/ [Oiecsus] meaning five dollars. This point requires 

further research. 
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(15) s in the environment of /a/ 

Input 

a. kwGays 

b. 6a?n 

c. CaCPL-Ga?n 

d. Gat̂ m 

e. C3CPL-6at'6m 

f. DM-eat^mfi]^! 

g. qigae 

kwa'0ays 

0a?an 

0a?0a?an 

Gat̂ sm 

Oat'e0at'eam 

GaeafimM 

qigaG 

Output 

kwi5GAys ~ kwiSsAys 

0a?an ~ sa?an 

0a?0a?an ~ sa?sa?an 

©at̂ am ~ sat̂ am 

Git̂ Gat̂ am ~ sit̂ sat̂ am 

GaGat̂ emu'l ~ sasat̂ enrCri 

qe-gAG ~ q e - g A S ^ 

Gloss 

island 

cohoe salmon (late run) 

lots of cohoe 

Spring salmon 

Spring salmon (pi) 

small Spring salmon 

deer 

(16) in the environment of IvJ 

Input 

a. Gumin Oilman 

b. CaCPL-Gumin GamGuman 

c. GuGin GuGin ~ 9n 

d. C9CPL-GuGin GaGGuGin 

Output 

Gdm9n -^dman 

sgmsoman 

GdGin 

sissoGm 

Gloss 

eyebrow 

eyebrows 

lips 

lots of lips 

In the data in (17), /G/ is recorded systematically as [0]. 

(17) 

Input 

a. GyOa 

b. Giy=umixw=tn 

c. qwup=uGin 

d. MP-maGiw+[?] 

e. Giq=nac 

Gi?Ga 

Giyumixwtn 

qwupuGin 

mamaGiw 

Giqnac 

Output 

GI?GA 

6eyomixwtn 

qw6poGen ~ qwd:p6Gen 

marnaGew 

GeqnAch 

Gloss 

that one (fern) 

floor 

beard 

to limp (limping) 

dig roots 
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The situation is also complicated by the fact that the Island Comox language is reported to have had 

[s] where the Mainland dialects (Homalco, Klahoose and Sliammon) use [6] (cf, Harris (1981) on 

Island Comox). The interdental fricative may actually have a grooved articulation which makes it 

sound much closer to [s] - this phenomena is surely the source of some misrecordings where s is 

written instead of 0. 

2.2.2.2.2 Variants of/s/ [ s - x ^ 

Historically, Proto-Salish (PS) *x fronted to s in Sliammon (cf. Thompson (1979a), 

Kuipers (1981, 1982), Galloway (1988), Kinkade (class notes), and Kroeber (1999:6-10) for a 

summary of the phonological sound correspondences). One elder spontanteously produced [x^J as 

a variant of III, as shown by the following examples. The forms in (18) are cited from a single 

speaker. 

(18) 

Input 

a. xw9l'uwla=xn 

a'. xaluwla=sn 

b. ?imax-ija / ?imax-ija 

b'. ?imas 

Output 

x w a?lowlax y m 

x^ilowlastn 

?emax yi?je ~ ? £ m a x y i j a 

? e m A § 

Gloss 

spiked heels, high heels 

spiked heels 

ant (lit: fast walker) 

walk 

The examples in (18.a-b) are apparently old words judging from the comments of the elder, who 

learned these words from her father. These isolated examples may reflect the final stages of the 

historical sound shift since the Lexical Suffix (LS) =s9n foot, lower leg is most often pronounced 

as [=san ~ =§in] by other consultants, but is pronounced as [=xy9n] in these limited set of 

examples. Sapir (1915:30) records [x ]̂ for ant, and J. Davis (1970) also documents a small 

number of instances of [x^l. Watanabe (p.c.) also records [xyixyit'a-tsm] tip-toeing, walking on 

one's toes. 
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2.2.2.2.3 Allophones of xw 

Davis (1970: 37) states that /xw/ is pronounced as [x™] intervocalically, and is often reduced to a 

voiceless [w] elsewhere. I have transcribed [xw] both intervocahcally, and in word-initial pre-

vocahc position (i.e. syllable Onset position). The reduction to [w] was also noted and 

documented in the context of the Sliammon/UBC Orthography Workshops (1996-1998), and is 

written here as a voiceless labio-velar glide: [wj. 

(19) 

Input 

a. sattxw 

b. janxw 

c. Xpxw 

d. ?asxw 

e. tixweai 

sattxw 

Janxw 

Xspxw 

?asxw 

tixweai 

Output 

saitw 

jeuw 

Xdpw 

?dsw 

tix w eai~tiw6ai 

Gloss 

woman 

fish, salmon (generic) 

broke 

seal 

tongue 

Notice for example that the second person subject clitic cxw you (sg) is most often 

pronounced [cw]; however, since it is a frequently occurring morpheme, and [w] is an allophone of 

/xw/, it is written as cxw elsewhere in the dissertation and will generally be written that way in order 

to mimmize differences in transcription, and facilitate comparative Salish research. 

(20) Second Person Subject Clitic: cxw you (sg) 

Input 

a. IMP-tam cxw 

b. IMP-JX* a cxw 

c. papi-m cxw 

d. IMP-cag-t cxw 

tatam cxw 

j9-yX" a cxw 

papim cxw 

ca-cag-[a](t) cxw 

Output 

tatamcw 

ji:Xaxw 

papemcw 

c;s6egACW 

Gloss 

What are you doing? 

Are you (sg) running? 

you're working 

you 're helping him/her 

The fact that /xw/ is often realized as a voiceless labio-velar glide [w] provides support for the 

existence of minor syllables in Sliammon (cf. §3.2.2.3.1). For example, /sa1txw/ [saitw] woman is 

syllabified as sai . tw and ca-cag-a(t) cxw [cecegAcw] you're helping him/her is syllabified as 

hi . ce . gA . cw . 
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2.2.2.2.4 h ~ xw in the environment of IMI 

The fricative Dal alternates with a surface [xw] in the environment of Ivd, as shown by the variants in 

(21). 

(21) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. puhu puhu pono~pdxwo raven 

b. nuh-m nuham ndhom~ndxwom feast, invite for feast 

2.2.2.3 Non-continuant Resonants /J, j, g, g/ 

2.2.2.3.1 Pre-nasalization 

Prenasahzation of /g/ [ng] occurs phonetically in word-initial position (usually 

utterance/phrase initially in sentential contexts). Prenasahzation is related to the timing of 

articulatory gestures; the onset of voicing occurs before the velum has completely sealed off the 

nasal cavity. The air which escapes through the nasal cavity produces the pre-nasalized obstruent: 

[ng]. This is a phonetic effect which is variable, and has not been recorded for many lexical items. 

It will not be transcribed elsewhere in this thesis. 

(22) [9g] 

Input 

a. gi 

b. ga-gt' 

b'. CaCPL-gagt' 

b". DIM-gf" 

c. gija/ gja ? check 

c'. CaCPL-gija 

d. gVt̂ ap 

d'. C 3 C P L - g ? f 9 a p 

gat 

gawt' 

gawgawt' 

gigat' 

gija 

ga?Pap 

gaPgaVt̂ ap 

Output 

rjgai _ ĝ <j 

5ga?owf~ngA'?awt' 

gugowt' 

g i g A f * 

Ogije 
rJgi:gijeh 

Oga^ap 

5ga?ga?t'eaph 
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Gloss 

shiny 

oar 

oars 

small oar 

soil, ground 

lots of soil 

driving, steering 

driving around pi. 



Note that the corresponding pre-nasalized alveopalatal [nyj] has not been documented, so that there 

is an asymmetry between the realization of /j/ and /g/, as observed in Blake (1992). Further, this 

pre-nasalization is not observed before the voiceless velar stops Ik, k, kw, kw/. 

2.2.2.3.2. Retracted /g/ 

Davis (1970: 44-45) records the following words which contain a retracted variant of /g/, 

written here as [G] (note: the proposed Input forms are mine). He analyzes these examples as cases 

of free variation in which /g/ is assunilated in the environment of either a preceding or a following 

(non-adjacent) uvular consonant [q]. 

(23) Data cited from J.Davis (1970:44-45) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. gaqaO [G/qa6] married woman3 

b. ga-gq[aq]a6 [GawqaqaG] married women 

c. qax=igan [qaxeGtn] tell lies 

d. qa?agin=aq=awtxw [qa'aG+naiqawtx™] bawdy house 

J.Davis also cites [ce?3Gay] old time wooden spoon but is unable to explain the retraction in this 

case. It is proposed here that this comes from /cag=?ay/ (help=tree) "wooden-helper" and that /g/ 

[G] is retracted in the environment of the following glottal (cf. §2.4 which shows that ? patterns 

with the post-velars in the retraction of the full vowels). It is proposed here that /g/ is retracted in 

the environment of any post-velar (PHAR) consonant, this class including /q, q, qw, qw, x, xw, h, ?/ 

(cf. §2.3 on phonological features). Additional examples were recorded in the context of the 

present research: 

(24) 

a. mga msga [mXGA] cougar 

The current most well-accepted translation of gaqa6 is husband; gawqasam means playing house; living together. 
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2.2.2.4 Resonants 

2.2.2.4.1 Nasals ~ voiced stops 

Davis (1970: 34) notes that the nasals /m, n/ are sometimes strengthened to [b, d] in word-

final position. These are clearly allophones of IvaJ and /n/. This was also noted for the following 

lexical items from the most elderly consultants, but does not appear to be present in the 

pronunciation of younger speakers. Sapir (1915) makes the same observation for Island Comox. 

(25) [m] ~ [b] 

Input Output Gloss 

a. jaqw-m Jaqw-9m j e q w A m ~ j e q w A b sweat, perspire 

(26) [n] ~ [d] 

Input Output Gloss 

a. ctuxwan catuxwan cituxwAn ~ cituxwAd wild blackberry 

2.2.2.4.2 Glottalized resonants 

There is some variation in the surface realization of glottalized resonants in word-final position, as 

shown by the data in (27) and discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5. 

(27) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. cuj cuy cuy ~ cuy? child, baby 

b. tarn ga tan tarn ga tan tarn gA tXn ~ tAn? what's that? 

c. DIM-Aaxay+[?] AaXxay XalbUy ~ XaXxAy? old 

d. IMP-qwe-m+[?] qw9-qwe-am qwdqwe9m telling a story 

e. tam tarn tAm ~ tAm? belt, to tie 
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2.2.2.4.3 Retracted Coronals 

The next section documents retraction of the coronal consonants I si and HI. 

Is/ is retracted to [s] in a number of contexts: 

(28) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. mu?us mu?us md?os head 

a'. C9CPL-mu?us m9?-mu?us mamd?os heads 

The resonant IV is often pronounced with a back articulation [1]. [Note the symbol i is used for a 

voiceless lateral fricative; 1 for a velarized liquid]. 

(29) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. CaCPL-bplas laptaplas tepteplas planks (<CJargon) 

The data in (30) shows that retraction (PHAR) is spread throughout the word. 

(30) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. qwalas qwalas q w a l A S raccoon 

a'. C9CpL-qwalas qw9l-qwalas q wXlq walAS raccoons 

There are a small number of "retracted" Roots have been identified in SUammon; however, 

this area of the phonology requires further research4. Consider the following retracted Root in 

SUammon sal- (the retraction is indicated here by underlying the Root) which refers to a circular 

motion, as "you would turn a glass or the continual rotation of a Ferris wheel". In the surface form, 

Retraction has received quite a lot of attention in the discussion of Interior Salish languages 

(cf. van Eijk (1985/1997), Remnant (1990), Bessell (1992), Shahin (1995) on Lillooet (N.Interior Salish); Doak 

(1989), amongst others, and Czaykowska-Higgins/Kinkade (1998) for general discussion regarding retraction. 
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both the vowel [a] and the coronal consonants [s, 1] are noticably retracted: [§A!]. The proposal 

made here is that this morpheme has a PHAR feature associated with it, as indicated by the presence 

of PHAR in the proposed Input. 

(31) Sliammon Retracted Root sal-

Input Output Gloss 

a. sl+PHAR-t cx1 .w sal Tf> cx' w SATCX' you turn (it) around 

b. IMP-sl+PHAR-m sa-sal-am sdsalam (its) turning 

The following Cowichan (Hul'qumi'num') cognates may help to explain the source of Retraction in 

this Shammon Root. The Cowichan orthographic forms appear in angled brackets < > and are 

cited from Hukari and Peter (1995: 295). The Output forms have been transliterated based on the 

Guide to Pronunciation which appears in H&P (1995:340-341). 

(32) Cowichan Cognates 

Orthographic Form Output Gloss 

a. <sul'-ut> sal'-at sal'at spin wool 

b. <sul,-sui'-tun> sal'-saf-tan sal'sal'tan spinner, spindle whorl 

As shown by the data in (32), the Cowichan Root has a final glottalized t - the glottalization may 

well be the source of Retraction in the Shammon form. This tentative proposal seems to be 

supported by the observation that glottal stop and glottalized consonants in Shammon have a 

lowering effect on adjacent vowels in the language, as will be discussed in §2.4. 
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2.2.3 Consonant Allophones II 

The following issues require particular discussion since these consonantal processes occur 

pervasively in the language and the reader will need to keep track of these insertion, and deletion 

phenomena. 

2.2.3.1 Issue of Labialization 

2.2.3.1.1 C ° v s C w 

Davis (1970:27-28) notes that the labialized consonants are not perceived as rounded in the 

environment of a tense rounded vowel. He cites Sapir (1915) on Island Comox, and Newman 

(1969) on Bella Coola, both of whom make the same observation. Davis represents the rounded 

series as /C°/ at the phonemic level which is used to indicate visible labialization without an audible 

off-glide. He differentiates [C°] from [C™] on the surface, and inserts the off-glide [w] by 

phonological rule (viz. I°l -* [*]/ non-round vowel). The data in (33) illustrate this convention. 

(33) 

Input 

a. k°isk°i§ 

a'. CVCpL-k°isk°is 

b. q°n:=iq0<la 

b1. C9CpL-q0n=iq0,ta 

but 

c. k°urht 

c'. CVCpL-k°umt 

kwiskwis 

kwis-kwiskwis 

qw3?niqwia 

qwan-qw9?niqwta 

k°urht 

k°um-k°umt 

Output 

kwi§kwis 

kwiskwiskwis 

qwa?aneqwiA 

qw9nqwa?aneqw <iA 

k°umth 

k°umk°umth 

Gloss 

Stellar's jay 

Stellar's jays 

knee 

knees 

kelp 

lots of kelp 

The distinction between [C°] and [Cw] is not transcribed in the remainder of this thesis. A raised 

[w] is used throughout to indicate Up rounding, and does not differentiate between Up rounding 

versus Up rounding with an audible off-glide. The audible off-gUde is not perceived before a round 
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vowel; however, related plural CaC- reduplicative forms confirm that the consonants are labialized, 

as shown by the data in (34). 

(34) 

a. C wuC 

a'. CwaC-

2.2.3.1.2 Neutralization of contrast: C/C* -> C7u 

It should also be noted that there is a surface neutralization of plain vs. rounded contrast in 

velars and uvulars in the environment of a tense rounded vowel, as shown by the gaps in the data 

in Appendix IV. 

Evidence for /..Cu/ can be seen from the following plural and diminutive plural forms in 

(35-36). The surface form of the CaC- reduplicative prefix in (35.a) shows that the Root for ling 

cod is /t̂ xu/ with a plain Ixl when the triggering context for labialization is absent. The Ixl is 

realized as [x™] before the rounded vowel lul. Similar disambiguating behaviour is seen in the 

other forms here. 

(35) 

Input 

a. DIM-CsCPL-f^xu+t?] 

a', t̂ xu 

b. C3CpL-puxu=u1: 

b'. puxu 

ft-t^ax-feaxu? 

t'eaxu 

pax-paxui 

puxu 

Output 

t ' 6 l t ' e A X t ' e 0 X w O ? 0 

t^d^o 

p A X p A X w 6 t 

pdxwo 

Gloss 

lots of small cod 

ling cod 

small ravens 

raven (cf. also pdho) 

In contrast, the CaC reduplicative prefixes in (36.a'-b') show that these Roots contain a labialized 

consonant since labialization surfaces in contexts other than before a round vowel, as in xwas-

xwusam for example. 
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(36) 

Input 

a. xwus-m 

a'. C3CpL-xwus-m 

b. pukw 

b'. DIM-CaCpL-pukv 

xwus-9m 

xwas-xwus-am 

pukw 

pi-p9kw-pukM 

Output 

xwdsom 

xwASxwosom 

pukw 

pe-pukwpukw 

Gloss 

I. ice cream, soapberry 

lots of soapberries 

book 

lots of little books 

2.2.3.2 Glottalization and Phonology of Laryngeals 

2.2.3.2.1 Allophones of glottal stop /?/ 

One of the most difficult questions regarding the consonantal inventory of Shammon is 

what is the status of ? and h. Are these consonants a stop and fricative respectively, or are they 

both resonants, or is one an obstruent and the other a resonant? Davis (1970: 35) classifies /?, hi 

as sonorants, whereas Blake (1992) classifies 111 as a glottal stop, and Ihl as a fricative. In the case 

of/?/ there is conflicting evidence. In word-final position, a glottal abruptly stops the air flow and 

cuts off the preceding vowel, as in the pronunciation of the words in (37). 

(37) Word-finally 

Input 

a. DIM-ciya+[?] 

a', ciya 

b. DIM-kwupa+[?] 

b'. kwupa 

c. DIM-pcu+[?] 

c'. p£u 

d. DIM-nan+[?] 

d'. nan 

ci-cya? 

ciya 

kwu-kwpa? 

kwupa 

pi-pcu? 

pacu 

ni-nan 

nan 

Output 

ciĉ yfe? ~ cic'yfe? 

ciya ~ ciye 

kwukwpa? 

kwupa 

pipcu? 

picu ~ picu 

nenAn ~ nenAn? 

nan 

Gloss 

grandmother (Dim.) 

grandmother 

grandfather (Dim.) 

grandfather 

small basket 

cedar root basket 

nickname (Dim.) 

name 
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Word-final glottals (especially in stressed mono-syllables) are aspirated, providing evidence for 

their status as stops, as shown by the data in (38). Recall that stops and affricates are aspirated in 

syllable-final position as discussed in §2.2.2.1.2. Since these word-final glottals patterns with the 

stops in the language with respect to aspiration, it is proposed here that a full glottal stop [?] is 

characterized by the features [-cont, PHAR, LAR[cgl]]. Aspiration therefore targets all [-cont] 

segments in the language. 

(38) 

Input 

a. ?wkw st ?ut ?y 

b. ?i? 

c. tala a kw90 na? 

d. k^-t gy 

Output 

Tuk^t ?oth ?i?h 

?e?~?e?h 

talaha kwa6 na'?~talaha kw30 na?h 

kwfsth 3gi?~kwisth 3gi?h 

Gloss 

we're all fine 

yes 

Have you got money? 

count it! 

This contrasts sharply with perception of some intervocalic glottals derived historically from 

resonants which typically lack complete closure characteristic of glottal stop. Preliminary 

spectographic data shows vowel formant structure, and creakiness characteristic of a glottal glide 

here hypothesized to be comprised of the features [SON, PHAR, LARfcgl]]. The symbol ['] is used 

here to represent this creaky voice articulation, following J.Davis (1970). 

(39) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. paL' pa?a pd'a~pd?a one 

b. saL' sa?a sd'a~sd?a two 

This observation was documented by Davis (1970), and therefore provides independent 

confirmation of these facts (cf. J.Davis (1970: 24-27) regarding glottal constriction). Historically, 

these glottals in Sliammon come from resonants, as shown by the comparative SUammon, Sechelt 
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(Central Coast Salish), and Thompson (Interior Salish) evidence in (40). The Sechelt data is cited 

from Beaumont (1985). The Thompson forms are cited from Thompson and Thompson (1992: 

187); the Thompson vowel Id is realized as [e ~ as] cf. T&T (1994: 13-16) for allophones of Id. 

(40) Comparative data: Sliammon / Sechelt / Thompson 

Input Output Gloss 

a. paL' pa'a pd'a ~pd?a one (SI) 

a', pala pala pala one (Se) 

a", peye? peye? peye? one (Th) 

b. saL' sa'a sd'a~sd?a two (SI) 

b'. seye seye seye two (Th) 

Not only are these glottals ['] related to resonants from a comparative perspective but within the 

synchronic grammar of Shammon they show alternation with the resonants y and w, as shown by 

the morphologically related forms in (41). 

(41) Sliammon[7?~w~y] 

Input 

a. paL' pa'a 

a'. saL' sa'a 

b. paL'=us pawus 

b'. saL'^s sawus 

c. paL'-paL' pay-pa'a 

c'. ssL'-saL' say-sa'a 

Output 

pa'a ~ pa?a 

sa'a ~ sa?a 

paw?us ~ paw?us 

saTwus 

pe:pa'a ~ pe:pa?a 

se:sa'a~ ŝ :sa?a 

Gloss 

one 

two 

one round object 

two dollars 

one person 

two people 

2.2.3.2.2 Proposal 

The proposal made here regarding the characterization of [?/'] follows from the theoretical 

perspective adopted regarding the nature of phonological features. If features are linguistic primes, 
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then what prevents combination of [PHAR, LAR[cgl]] with either of the features [-cont] or [son]? 

The feature [-cont] characterizes the stops and affricates in the language whereas the feature [son] 

characterizes the class of resonants in the language. 

If the features [PHAR, LAR[cgl]] are combined with [-cont], this produces a glottal stop 

whereas collocation of the features [PHAR, LAR[cgl]] with [son] produces a glottal resonant or 

glide (cf. Combinatorial Specification of Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994)). If Sliammon has 

both glottal stops [?] and glottal glides ['] in its inventory, then what evidence is provided to the 

language learner to determine what kind of glottal is present in any particular form? There is at 

least some evidence based on morpho-phonemic alternation, as shown above, as well as by 

phonetic cues. In addition, a full glottal stop occurs word-initially (phrase-initially) and word-

finally whereas the glide ['] tends to occur between sonorants, as in (42). 

(42) 

[?] in onset position [-cont PHAR LAR[cgl]] 

[?] in word-final position [-cont PHAR LAR[cgl]] 

['] in intervocalic position [son PHAR LARfcgl]] 

The hypothesis that there are glottal glides in the language receives some support from the facts 

regarding Glide Vocalization. 

2.2.3.2.3 Glide Vocalization 

The data in (43-44) show glide/vowel alternations (y~i/e and w~u/o) which are analized here as 

glide vocalization. 

(43) Glide Vocalization: y ~ i/e 

Input Output Gloss 

a. i:ay=nac=tn fay=nac=t9n taynactan skirt 

a'. DIM-iay=nac=tn+[?] ia-iy=nac=t[i]n tafinactin small skirt 
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b. sayja 

b\ DIM-sayja+[?] 

c. qayx 

c'. DIM-qayx=u4+[?] 

sayja 

sa-syja? 

qayx 

qa-qyx^i 

sa?yjA 

sasi-je?811 

qayx 

qaqex^ui 

leaf 

small leaf 

Mink, stage name 

small (young) Mink 

(44) Glide Vocalization: w ~ u/o 

Input 

a. qag© qaw0 

a'. DIM-qag0+[i]=ut(f) qa-qag[i]6ui(t) 

a". CaCpL-qagO^uf qaw-qawOui 

Output 

qawO 

qaqAgyi9e64(th) 

qwdqAw66f 

Gloss 

potato 

small potato 

small potatoes 

As shown by the data above, the palatal glide y alternates with the [-back] vowel IM [i ~ e], 

whereas the labio-velar glide w alternates with the vowel Jul [u ~ o]. Evidence from the form of 

the Active Intransitive suffix /-?m/ when it is followed by the Instrumental suffix /=min/ suggests 

that vocalization of? does occur, surfacing as the corresponding PHAR vowel [a]. It is proposed 

here that the PHAR glide [son PHAR LARfcgl]] alternates with the corresponding PHAR vowel in the 

language, as demonstrated by the following ? ~ a alternations. 

The Active Intransitive /-?m/ surfaces as [?am] in the following examples. 

(45) 

Input 

a. t'in-?m t'in-?9m 

b. sup-?m sup-?3m 

c. ?ae-?m ?a0-?9m 

d. pA-?m p3A-?9m 

Output 

tEn? 3 m 

sdp?am ~ sdp9m 

?aG?Am 

pXX?9m 

Gloss 

barbecue (fish) 

chop (wood)5 

to give (s.t. atpotlatch) 

pick (berries) 

5The word S9p?am means hit something, and gat6akwup is also used to mean chop wood. 
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When the Active Intransitive /-?m/ is followed by the Instrumental suffix =min, the identical 

instances of m-m are merged into a single [m], following Watanabe (2000). Notice that the glottal 

is both preceded and followed by a consonant, as shown by the forms in (46) Column 1. 

(46) 

Input ?-vocalization: [a] Output Gloss 

a. *ic-?m=min iib-amm. ii-^Emen comb 

b. tg-?m=min tu?-amin tii?AmEn freezer 

b\ tg taw taw ~ hi? ice 

c. &-q-?m=min cst-q-amin cftqamEn knife 

c'. ct-t-as C9t-t-as 6lthtAS he cut it 

d. DIM-msiqw-?m=min mi-msiqw-arnin memseqwAmen pins 

d\ msiq w m 9 s i q w mXs£qw purple sea urchin 

e. tat'-?m=min iat'-amin ia?tAm£n herring rake 

e\ tagat' ia?gat' t a?g9t h herring 

e". DIM-tagat'+[?] ia-igat' fa'r 9g9t' h small herring 

In the surface output form, the glottal [?] does not surface - a reflex of the PHAR vowel surfaces 

instead [-EntEn ~ AmEn ~ amsn], as shown by the data in (46.a-e) Columns 2 and 3. Conditions 

governing the realization of £ ~ A ~ a based on influence of adjacent consonants are detailed in 

§2.4. 

The proposal made here is that the PHAR glide ? vocalizes to [a], resulting in the observed 

surface output -amin. The implications of this proposal are far reaching but suggest that there is 

full symmetry in the relationship between Glide and Vowels in the language, as in (47). 
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(47) Glide Vocalization 

DOR[hi, -bk] y ~ i 

LAB DOR w ~u 

PHAR ? ~a 

2.2.3.2.4 Glottalization 

Sliammon also has independent processes of glottalization which accompany Diminutive 

and Imperfective reduplication, as illustrated by the data in (48-49). It will be shown in §5.2 that 

glottalized resonants are not permitted in syllable-initial (non-moraic) position in keeping with the 

generalizations in Blake (1992, 1995). 

It is proposed here that glottalization which accompanies Diminutive reduplication targets 

the right-most moraic resonant within the stem domain, as shown by the data in (48). The floating 

glottal feature is represented here as [cgl] (constricted glottis) in Column 1. 

(48) Diminutive 

Input Output Gloss 

a. qwat'-m qwatem qwatem river 

a'. DIM-qwat-m+[i]+[cgl] qwa-qwt'[i]m q^q^fEih small river, creek 

b. tay^nac^n tay=nac=t9n iaynactan skirt 

b\ DIM-i:ay=nac::=tn+[i]+[cgl]'ia-1y::=nac=t[i]n tatinactm small skirt 

c. yaxay yaxay yXxAy clam basket 

c*. DIM-yaxay+[cgl] ya-yxay yey3XAy small clam basket 

The diminutive data in (37.a-c) above show that vowel-final stems also take a final glottal stop. 

Glottalization which accompanies Imperfective reduplication targets the right-most moraic 

resonant (syllable-final) which is within the domain of Stem formation (cf. Appendix VII on the 

definition of morphological Stem, and Blake (in prep.) on Imperfective reduplication). 
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(49) Imperfective 

Input Output Gloss 

a. ?iitan ?iftan ?E i tAn ear 

a'. IMP-?iitan+[cgl] c ?i-?ittan c ?8?E<ftAnch Tm eating 

b. tg^qin tag=qin tiiwqen ~ t w 3 q e n to answer back 

b\ IMP-tg=qin+[cgl] to-tg[a]=qin tat3gaqen answering back 

c. hayi-m haytam hayiam to flirt 

c'. IMP-hayt-m+fcgl] ha-hayiarh h a h a y i A i h flirting 

d. qwas-Vm qwasam q w a s A m flower 

d'. IMP-qwas-Vm+[cgl] qwa-qwasam q w a q w a s A m blooming, flowering 

e. ?ah-m c ?ah-am c ?ahAmc I got hurt 

e'. IMP-?ah-m+[cgl] c ?a-?ah-arh c ?a?ahAihc h Tm getting hurt 

2.2.3.2.5 Deglottalization 

The next section discusses deglottalization of a Root-final glottalized resonant in the environment 

before the Causative suffix /-stg/. Within Roots or Lexical Suffixes (LS), inherent glottalization 

associated with resonants is retained before another consonant, as shown by the data in (50-51). 

(50) Root /LS 

Input 

a. nuwi niiwi: 

b. FaHn ^ay=tan 

c. q^i^'ay^sn qwaiaysan 

Output Gloss 

ndwt ~ ndTwai older brother, best friend 

t̂ ayiTtan ~ t̂ aykan umbrella 

qwai . ley . sin shoes 

The examples in (51.a-f) show the retention of glottalization on =awtxw, the Lexical Suffix for 

house, dwelling, building. 
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(51) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. tiws-am=awtxw tiwsEmawtxw place of learning 

a". IMP-tiws-am+[cgl] titiwSem learning 

b. cah-am=awtxw cehamawtxw church 

b\ cah-am cshAm pray 

c. Janxw=awtxw jenxwawtxw cannery 

c'. janxw jenxw~jenw fish 

d. kwu?uxw=awtxw kwu?uxwawtxw smoke house 

d'. kwu?uxw kwu?vxw smoked fish 

e. ?axiG=awtxw ?axe6Awtxw bedroom, hotelroom 

e\ ?axie ?axeO lay down 

f. pakwit=awtxw pakwitawtxw floating house 

f. pakwit pa:kwit raft 

When a Root which ends in a glottalized resonant is followed by a consonant-initial suffix, 

the glottalization associated with the resonant is lost (cf. ?j [?ay] good; -sxw form of causative 

suffix /-stg/), as in the examples in (52). 

(52) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. ?j-stg a cxw ta hi ?aysxwa cxw ta hi ?iysxwACXw t3 cti Do you like the rain? 

a'. ?j-stg can ta hi ?ays(xw) can ta hi ?iys cin t^ctf I like the rain 

b. ?j-stg a cxw ta ?axw ?aysxwa cxw ta ?axw ?iysxwACXw t3 ?axw Do you like the snow? 

V. ?j-stg can ta ?axw ?ays(xw)can ta ?axw ?iys cin t3 ?axw I like the snow 
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At this point it is not clear whether or not deglottalization is triggered by all consonant-initial 

suffixes or whether the causative suffix -stg has a special deglottalizing effect6. 

When a glottalized resonant is followed by a subject clitic rather than a suffix 

(cxw 'you sg.', st 'we') or particle (ga 'polite request, imperative'), deglottalization does not occur, 

as shown in (53). The subject clitic/particle in each case is underlined. 

(53) 

Output 

cam sin cxw cem sin cxw 

cacam sin cxw cecsm Sin cxw 

cam cxw ga am cxw ga 

cam ga ctmagA~ cirh3g§ 

Input 

a. c a m sin c x w 

a'. I M P - c a m sin c x w 

b. c m c x w ga 

c. c m ga 

Gloss 

Where are you going? 

Where are you going? 

What's that matter? 

Why? 

The proposal made here is that because the external argument (i.e. the subject pronoun) is 

introduced in the syntax (morpho-syntax), it is outside the domain of deglottalization. It is not 

within the same phonological domain as the Root/Stem which precedes it, and therefore the final 

glottalized resonant and following consonant are not adjacent to one another. Deglottalization does 

not occur between independent words either, as shown by the data in (54). The word qwaf come 

surfaces with a final [t ] before qa?men. 

(54) 

Input 

a. xat a k w 0 q̂ t q?-m-an 

a'. qwf 

Output 

x a l a kwa0 q wA 'f q a ? a m e n 

q w a T ? ~ q w A T ? 

Gloss 

Do you want to come with me? 

come 

6 W a t a n a b e ( p . c . ) p r o p o s e s t h a t t h i s i s a n i d i o s y n c h r a t i c p r o p e r t y o f t h e c a u s a t i v e s u f f i x . T h i s i s l e f t f o r a t o p i c f o r 

f u r t h e r r e s e a r c h . 
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At this point, there is positive evidence for deglottalization before the causative morpheme. This 

area of the phonology is most complex (cf. also discussion in Watanabe (2000)), and requires 

further research (cf. Blake in prep). 

2.2.3.2.6 Glottal Restmcturing 

Glottalized obstruents /OV are realized as [?0'] in the environment after a stressed schwa in 

order to prevent stressed schwa from occurring in a stressed open syllable (Blake (1995, 1999), 

Urbanczyk (1999), and §5.1). In the data below, the reader will also note the regular realization of 

schwa as lowered to [a] before a glottal. 

(55) 

Input 

a. xt̂ -t 

a'. xt'e-t 

c. xt'6-t-'ut cn 

d. xt̂ -t-'ut a cxw 

X9?t'e-t 

X9?t'6-[9]t 

xa?t'e-tut can 

X3?1:'e-tut a cxw 

Output 

xa?. 

xa?. Pat* 

xaW . tot. cin 

Gloss 

weigh it 

weigh it 

I weighed it 

xaVf3 . to . tse . cxw Did you weigh it? 

Chapter 5.1-5.2 provides detailed discussion of the surface realization of both glottalized obstruents 

and glottalized resonants. 

The data in (56) shows that glottal insertion [?] also marks a very limited number of diminutive 

forms. 

(56) 

Input 

a. sattxw 

a'. sa[?]ttxw 

b. wiwlus 

b'. wiwlus+[cgl] 

sattxw 

sa?ttxw 

wiwlus 

wiwlus 

Output 

sattw ~ sattxw 

sa?attxw~sa?ttxw 

wiwlos 

we?w9los 

Gloss 

woman 

Uttiegirl 

young man 

young man at puberty 
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2.2.3.2.7 Floating feature: constricted glottis [cglj 

Consider the realization of the Past Tense marker /-[cgl]ui/ in (57-60). What we observe 

from a comparison of the morphologically related forms in (57) is that the past tense morpheme 

/-[cgl]ui/ (written as //-?uL// by Watanabe (2000: 306)) systematically causes glottalization of a 

preceding resonant, as in (57.a'-d') Column 2, but fails to affect a preceding fricative (58.a'-d') or 

stop (59). 

Since glottalized resonants are not permitted in syllable-initial position, they are restructured 

as ?R between vowels (cf. Blake 1992, 1995, 1999 and §5.2). If this restruchrring cannot occur, 

then association of the floating [cgl] feature is blocked, given the high-ranking constraint which 

blocks glottalized resonants from Onset position (*R70nsef). Examples of stem-final resonants 

which are not glottalized include: /xpj-[cgl]ui can/ x6pjui can [xap^vt cen] I turned back (cf. 

/xpj/Xopi turnback). 

(57) preceding Resonant 

Input Output Gloss 

a. kwn=igs-m kwaniwsam kwanewsAm rest (-igs body) 

a*. kwn=igs-m-[cgl]ui a cxw kwaniwsamuiacxw ^anewsaTmotaecx* Did you (sg) rest? 

b. kwtus-m ga k w 3tusam ga k w t5tos9m 3 gA turn around (request) 

b\ kwtus-m-[cgl]ut a c x w kw9tusarhuia5xw kw'utosa?^mo<ta3cxw,, Did you turn around? 

c. ns-m nasam nfsyam swim 

c\ IMP-ns-m-[cgl]ut can nansamui can ninsajT^motctn I was swimming 

d. sp=iqwan sa?piqwan sa?peqwAn get hit on the head 

d\ sp=iqwan-[cgl]u,i c S9?piqwariu1: c sa?peqwa?3notch I got hit on the head 
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(58) preceding Fricative 

Input Output Gloss 

a. IMP-gay-t-as gagayatas gXgaye-tAS he's asking them 

a'. gay-t-as-[cgl]ut gayatasui gayetasof he asked him 

b. kway-as ga kwayas ga kwayis 9gA hide it (request) 

b\ kway-as-as- [cgl]ui kwayasasui kwaytsesot he hid it 

c. ic-t ga tact ga i tc t 3 ga cut it (request) 

c\ ic-t-as-[cgl]ui fd t̂asui iic t̂asot he (already) cut it 

d. tkw-t ga takwt ga t u l w t 3 gA pull it (request) 

d'. IMP-tkw-t-as-[cgl]ut: t9tkwatasul t3tkw9tasoi he was pulling it 

The [cgl] feature associated with the Past Tense morpheme does not typically glottalize a preceding 

stop, as shown by the data in (59). 

(59) preceding Stop 

Input Output Gloss 

a. IMP-gay-t-as gagayatas gAgayfe-tAS he's asking them 

a'. gay-t-[cgl]ui c gayatuf c gayetoiĉ 1 I asked him 

b. j t k w - t J9tkwat J i t k w A t h shake it 

b\ Jtkw-t-[cgl]ui a cxw jatkwatu4acxw Jitkwatoiaxxw Did you shake it? 

c. t^-t wipe it 

c\ t^-t-tcgljut a cxw f8okwtutacxw fet5kwtoiaxxw Did you wipe it? 

The fact that glottalization is not always present in the Output suggests that it lacks segmental 

status, i.e. a root node. It behaves phonologically like a floating glottal feature since it requires an 

ehgible host in order to be realized. The floating feature is represented here as [cgl], but is 

represented elsewhere in parentheses (?) to indicate that it does not always have a surface 

manifestation (cf. Watanabe 2000, for example). 
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When the past morpheme occurs after a vowel-final 

(60.a). 

(60.a) 

Input 

a. Kwn-ei-[cgl]ut c kw3(n)f3ihui c 

b. pap-?[i]m-0i-[cgl]u'l c pap?im0ihuf c 

b. pap-?[i]m-t-anapi-[cgl]ut c pap?imtanapihuic 

lect suffix, it is often realized as -h-uf, as in 

Output Gloss 

k wt50ehoic h I looked at you 

pap?Em6ehoich I fixed it for you (sg) 

papTemtanapehoic11 I fixed it for you (pi) 

I hypothesize that the intervocalic [h] is epenthetic - since it is the default consonant in intervocalic 

position (cf. §2.2.3.2.8 on h-epenthesis and §2.3.2.1.5 on the featural representation of /hi). Since 

the floating ? only targets a resonant (consonants specified as [son]), it is subject to deletion in this 

context as wel l 7 . 

2.2.3.2.8 Epenthetic Consonant [h] 

The consonant [h] is epenthesized between a vowel-final Root and before a vowel-initial 

Lexical Suffix. The epenthetic laryngeal [h] appears in square brackets in each o f the following 

examples. See §5.4 for further discussion of the resolution of vowel hiatus ( V - V sequences) in 

Sliammon. 

(61) h-epenthesis 

Input 

a. lamatu=ukwt lamatu[h]ukwt 

a', lamatu lamatu 

7Watanabe (p.c.) records two cases in which a vowel-final 

*7uiqwu-h-ut, and kwas=uja-?ui not *kwasuja-h-ul 

Output Gloss 

lamatu[h]ukwt sheep's wool, sweater 

lamato sheep 

Root/LS takes -?ut rather than -h-ut: ?ui:qwu-?ui and not 
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b. tala=awus=tn tala[h]awust9n tala[h]awust9n eye glasses 

b\ tala tala tala ~ taL\ money 

c. kapi=aya kapi[h]aya kyapi[h]aye coffee pot 

c\ kapi kapi kyapi ~ kdpi coffee 

d. hrhu^ay h9?mu[h]ay hd?mo[h]Ay cascara bark 

d\ hriiu h9?mu hd?mo pigeon 

2.2.4 Obstnient/Glide/Vowel Alternations 

This section summarizes the Vowel/Glide/Obstruent alternations (/j7 Q ~ y ~ i/e ~ c], and 

/g/ [g ~ w ~ u/o ~ k ~ xw]) in Sliammon. Although these alternations have been discussed by 

previous scholars including Sapir (1915), Davis (1970), Hagege (1981), Kroeber (1989), Blake 

(1992, 1995), and Watanabe (1994, 2000), there is no agreement as to whether the corresponding 

underlying "segments" are obstruents or resonants. In order to emphasize the resonant behaviour 

of these sounds, in Blake (1992) I used the archi-phonemes /Y, Y', W, W7, distinct from 

/y> y> w, w/, as an abbreviation for the feature matrices for what in the present work are represented 

as /j, j , g, g/. I propose here that the lack of agreement /j/Y/ or /g/W/ is symptomatic of 

phonological theories which treat "segments" as primitives (cf. Archangeli and PuUeyblank 1994). 

I claim that the sets of features which show these surface alternations in Sliammon are a set of 

conflicting features. Consider first the variant phonetic realizations of each of these sets of 

alternations given in (62-63). 

Descriptively, [y] occurs either before another consonant, or at the end of a word. [T] 

occurs in pre-vocalic position, and the phoneme /j/ vocahzes to i ~ e (depending on the C-context) 

when it occupies the nucleus of a syllable, [c] is the surface realization when it occurs in a word-

internal coda followed by [t]. In summary, this segment appears on the surface as 

r j ~ £ ~ y ~ i ~ e ] 5 neutralizing in the appropriate contexts with /y, 2, i/. 
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(62) iy 
Input Output Gloss 

a. huT-it ra [ho'-Jit] ready 

b. huj [y] [hoy] stop, finish 

c. haj-haj-i-i [y,j] [hayhajii] everybody's flirting 

d. haji-am+fcgl] [y] [hayiAm] flirt 

e. ?J-?j=umis [ij] [?i?ajumis] very beautiful 

f. tj-taj-aj=us PI [tic .ta?. je?.jts] cheeks 

The data in (63) shows that [w] occurs before another consonant, and that it alternates with 

[g] in prevocalic position . The phoneme /g/ vocalizes when it occupies the nucleus of a syllable, 

and it surfaces as [xw] in word-final position, [k] is the surface realization of /g/ when it occurs in 

a word-internal coda position followed by a voiceless non-continuant. This appears to be in 

keeping with the generalization the obstruent clusters agree in voicing (lack of feature [sonorant]). 

The segment /g/ surfaces as [g ~ k ~ xw ~ w ~ u ~ o], neutralizing in the appropriate contexts with 

underlying /k, xw, w, u/. 

(63) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. hig=us [g] hegus chief, rich in old way 

b. DIM-C3CpL-hig=us [w] hehawhegvs small chiefs 

c. mga [g] mXg-9 cougar 

d. mag-mga [w] mdwmXg-9 cougars 

e. C3CP L-iagf [u,g] •fuiiagit' herring (pi) 

f. kwn-ng [xw] kwdnaxw see him/her 
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Two points are crucial to understanding these segments. First, following Blake (1992) the 

Vowel/Glide/Obstruent alternations are governed by the prosodic organization of the syllable 

(cf. Blake (1992, 1995) and §3.2 on syllable structure in Shammon). 

(64) 

[j, g] in syllable onset (non-moraic) position 

[y, w] in syllable coda (moraic) position 

[i, u] in syllable nucleus (Nucp) position 

Second, the defining features for each of the surface variants of /J, g/ are given in (65). 

Their glottalized counterparts are identical, with the addition of LAR[cgl]. Their variant surface 

realizations result from the systematic non-realization of one (or, in the case of [x™], two) of their 

underlying features in a particular context. Namely: the feature [-cont] is not realized in moraic 

position (with the exception of c), and the feature [son] is lost in word-final position in the case of 

[xw]. The angled brackets are used here to indicate a feature which is not realized on the surface: 

<ra>. 

(65) Distribution of f-elements for /J/ 

[J] - [son, -cont, DOR hi, -bk] 

[i] - [son, DOR hi, -bk]; <[-cont]> 

[y] - [son, DOR hi, -bk]; <[-cont]> 

[c] - [-cont, DOR hi, -bk]; <[son]> 

Distribution of f-elements for /g/ 

[g] - [son, -cont, DOR hi]; <LAB[rd]> 

[u] - [son, DOR hi, LAB rd]; <[-cont]> 

[w] - [son, DOR hi, LAB rd]; <[-cont]> 

[xw] - [DOR hi, LAB rd]; <[son, -cont]> 

In accordance with Optimality Theory (henceforth OT), the loss of features is driven by the 

interaction of conflicting constraints which ensure the creation of optimal prosodic constituents 

(Prince & Smolensky 1993, McCarthy & Prince 1994, Kirchner 1995, among others). In the case 

of the Shammon data in question, a high ranking feature co-occurrence constraint drives the 

underpaying of lexically distinctive features. Align L ([-cont], o) determines which features are 
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underparsed, thus creating both optimal onset, and optimal coda constituents, as proposed in Blake 

(1995). 

Evidence that /j, g/ are specified as [son] is provided by the fact that they undergo 

glottalization, along with the other resonants /m, n, 1, y, w/ in the system, as argued in Blake (1992, 

1995). Alternations between [g ~ w ~ xw] from /g/ provide evidence that the feature [son] is 

subject to deletion, and therefore provide evidence that [son] has autosegmental properties and is 

crucially not an "integral" part of the root node (contra McCarthy (1988), for example). This 

provides evidence for the position of the feature [sonorant] as a dependent of the Root node within 

the Feature Geometry which will be presented in §2.3.2. 

2.2.5 Laterals/L, LV 

Following Blake (1992), the symbols PL, LV are used to represent sets of features which 

are realized as [y ~ w ~ f] and [y ~ w ~ f ~ ?] respectively. The distribution of each of these 

surface variants is dependent upon its position within the word, and on the quality of the adjacent 

vowel. The proposed status of /L, LV is motivated by the following morpho-phonemic alternations 

in (66-67), and by the fact that the independent phonemes /!/, IV , lyl, /w/ do not undergo these 

alternations. 

(66) ILI 

Input Output Gloss 

a. nxwiL naxwtt niixwit dugout canoe 

b. nxwiL-s naxwiy-s nvxwiys his canoe 

b'. nxwiL-it naxwiy-it ni5xwiyith their canoe 

b". nxwiL-ma naxwiy-ma nuxwiyma travel by canoe 

c. t^amqn. t'eamqw<i t'eamqw4 cloud 

c'. t'eam-t'eamqwL-[i]m t'eam-t'eamqW[V]yim t̂ amt̂ amq^yim it's foggy 
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(67) IVI 

Input Output Gloss 

a. paLVpaL'a8 pa?a pa?a one 

a'. saL'/saL'a sa?a sa?a two 

b. paL'=agif pa?agrt pa?agii one canoe 

b'. saL'̂ agrf sa?agii sa?agii two canoes 

c. paL'=us pawus paw?us ~ paw?vs one round object 

c'. saL'̂ us sawus sawus check two dollars 

c". DIM-saL'=us sa-swus sasu?t)s two sm. round objects 

d. paL'-paL' pay-pa?a pe:pa?a one person 

d\ saL'-saL' say-sa?a se:sa?a two people 

e. paL'=lawi pay=lawi? paylawe? one bottle (=lawi bottle) 

e'. saL'=lawi say=lawi? saylawe? two bottles 

As observed from the data in (67), IVI becomes \ \ \ in word-final position. Word-internally it 

becomes [w] in the context of the round vowel /u/, [?] when it occurs in a total PHAR context (i.e. 

between a's), and [y] elsewhere. Notice that in (67.e-e'), IVI becomes [y] before the coronal lateral 

IV even though it is preceded by the vowel [a]. This reinforces that fact that the glottal [?] from IVI 

occurs in a total PHAR context. See also Appendix IV for further examples of the contrasts 

between IL, VI and /y, y , w, w, t/. 

determining the underlying representation for the Roots one and two is somewhat problematic. These Roots often 

behave as though they are consonant-final. For example, they do not induce h-epenthesis with the addition of a 

vowel-initial LS; however, if the Roots are of the shape paL' and saL', then one might expect pat and sat when L' 

occurs in word-final position. This issue is not resolved here; it remains a topic for further research. 
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2.2.6 Geminate Consonants 

The resonants [n, m, 1, y, w] are lengthened intervocahcally, as shown by the data in (68). 

(68) Resonants 

a. IMP-ix-m ia-ix-am faixAm leaking 

a'. IMP-"fx-m a tQ nxwiL ia-fx-ama t0n9xwit i3tx9m:at30ni5xw:it Isyr. boat leaking? 

Obstruents are lengthened in intervocahc position after an initial stressed schwa, as in (69). 

(69) Obstruents 

Input Output Gloss 

a. nxwiL 

a'. nxwiL-ma 

b. t'exu 

b'. DIM-t̂ xu+t?] 

noxwii 

n9xwiy-ma 

t'e9xu 

t̂ i-t̂ xu? 

n v x w : i i 

n t f x w : i - m a ? 

t ' e o x w : o 

t ' e i t ' e x w o ? o 

dugout canoe 

travel by canoe 

ling cod (fish) 

small ling cod 

Gemination of intervocahc consonants after stressed schwa will be discussed in greater detail in 

§5.3. 

2.2.7 Consonant Deletion 

The following deletion processes also affect the surface realization of consonants. 

2.2.7.1 Identical Consonants 

Davis (1970: 42) documents the fact that identical consonants CiCi generally reduce to a single 

instance of that consonant (Q). The data in (45-46) also show reduction of m-m to a single 

instance of m, as m lh-a-lm==m'ml catqamin [cttqamen] knife. 

A principled exception to this generalization is presented in (70) and involves Root-final -t 

followed by the -t of the Control Transitivizing suffix. 

(70) 

a. C9t-t-as cartas [cit9tAS ~ cith. tas] he cut it 
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Notice that if consonant deletion were to occur in this context yielding [£atAs], it would have the 

effect of leaving schwa in a stressed open syllable. As will be argued in Chapter 5, stressed schwa 

in an open syllable is systematically avoided, if possible. 

2.2.7.2 Coronal Deletion 

SUammon also has a number of consonant deletion processes which involve coronal consonants: t, 

n, t deleting before other coronal consonants. Consonants which undergo deletion are 

parenthesized (C) in column 2. 

2.2.7.2.1 t-deletion 

The data in (71) shows that the t-transitivizer undergoes deletion in the environment before a 

following c. 

(71) t-deletion 

Input 

a. gqw-t ga 

b. gqw-t-as 

c. gqw-t can 

d. gqw-t caxw 

t-deletion 

g9qwt ga[?] 

g9qwtas 

gaqw(t) can 

gaqw(t) caxw 

Output Gloss 

gdqwt ga?~goqwt drag it (request) 

gdqwtas ~ goqw. tss s/he drags it 

gdqwcm ~ gdqw. cen Tm dragging it 

goqw. cexw you drag it 

2.2.7.2.2 n-deletion 

Nasal n-deletion is illustrated by comparing related forms of the LS =iqwan fop of head, 

high point. The LS is n-final, as shown in (72). 

(72) 

Input 

a. tih=iqwan 

b. ^ip=iqwan 

c. tf9-[i]m=iqwan 

tihiqwan 

t'eipiqwan 

ta?^imiqwan 

d. sp=iqwan-?[i]m=min s3?piqwan?unin 

Output 

tiheqwAn 

t'eepe3qwAn 

ta?^emiqwAn 

sa?peqwAn?emin 

Gloss 

big head 

pointed head 

red head (red hair) 

fish club 
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When the coronal resonant n precedes either a t or 0, it fails to surface, as shown by the 

morphologically related forms in (73) (see Watanabe (2000) for some lexical exceptions). 

Example (73.b) shows that deletion of In/ before /0/ results in compensatory lengthening of the 

preceding full vowel. As discussed in §3.1.1.1, compensatory lengthening occurs in stressed 

syllables and has not been documented in unstressed syllables. 

(73) 

Input n-deletion Output Gloss 

a. xim=iqwan-t-m xnniqwa(n)t3m xemeq^tam get clawed in the head 

b. sp=iqwan-0-as ss?piqwa(n)0as sa?p£qwa:0AS he hit me on the head 

c. xwulkw-ay=iqwan=tn xwulkwayiqwa(n)tan xwuUcway£qwat9n hair ribbon 

2.2.7.2.3 i-deletion 

The example in.(74.a) shows that the past tense marker /-'ui/ is i-final (cf. §2.2.3.2.7 on other 

realizations of the past tense marker). The data in (74.b) shows that i deletes before -s. Both the 

past marker /-'ut/ and the third person possessive marker -s are within the affixal domain. Root-

final i is retained before an s-initial suffix, as in 2tai-sxw (Watanabe p.c). 

(74) i-deletion 

Input i-deletion Output Gloss 

a. gay-t-[cgl]ui c gayftdic I asked him 

b. mna-?ui-s ma?na-?u(i)-s ma?3na?6s his/her child (former) 

b'. mna ma?na ma?na one's offspring, child 
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2.3 Theoretical Assumptions 

2.3.1 Features 

The next section provides a general introduction to the phonolgical features which identify natural 

classes of sounds which pattern together in the language. These features are listed in (75) and 

discussed in detail in the following sections. 

(75) Features 

Continuant [-cont] 

Sonorant [son] (all resonants) 

Consonant [-cons] (vowels and ghdes) 

Laryngeal: constricted glottis [LAR[cgl]] 

Labial (LAB) (primary place: labials) 

Round [rd] (labialized consonants: labio-velar and labio-uvulars) 

Coronal (COR) (interdentals, coronals, laterals) 

Dorsal (DOR) (alveopalatals, palatals, plain velars, uvulars) 

High [hi] (alveopalatals, palatals, velars) 

Back [-back] (alveopalatals, palatals) 

Low [lo] (low vowel /a/) 

Pharyngeal (PHAR) (post-velars: uvulars and laryngeals) 

Lateral (lat): X, X, f, 1, f, L, L' 

Nasal (nas) 

Distributed (dist) 

2.3.2 Feature Geometry 

The phonological features in (75) are represented in the articulator-based Feature Geometry 

presented in (76), following earlier proposals that features are hierarchically ordered (cf. Sagey 

(1986), McCarthy (1988), Halle (1992), Archangeli and PuUeyblank (1994), amongst others). I 

have included only the part of the geometry which is relevant for characterizing the Shammon data 
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presented in this thesis. This is essentially the same model argued for in Blake (1992:8-9). The 

features as well as articulator nodes are privative - they are either present or absent from the 

representation. 

(76) Feature Geometry 

RNo (Root Node) 

[-cons 

[rd] [dist] [-bk][hi][lo] 

2.3.2.1 Representation of Shammon Consonants 

The following sections (§2.3.2.1. l-§2.3.2.1.5) provide the feature geometric 

representations which I am assuming for each of the consonants in the language (cf. also Blake 

(1992)). The representation of each of the consonants is central to an understanding of the 

consonant-vowel (C-V) interaction discussed in §2.4. The adjacent consonants also determine the 

surface realization of schwa which will be discussed in §2.4.4. 

2.3.2.1.1 Labials 

Labial consonants are specified as LAB and not as LAB[rd] since they do not seem to exert a 

rounding effect on a preceding schwa unlike velar and uvular consonants which have secondary 
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labialization. The presence of the feature [rd] entails the existence of the Dorsal node 

([rd] D D O R ) . 

Geometry P P m m 

R N o o o o 

[son] [son] [son] 

[nas] [nas] [nas] 

[-cont] [-cont] [-cont] 

L N o 0 

[cgl] [cgl] [cgl] 

P N o o 0 o 

L A B L A B L A B L A B L A B 

2.3.2.1.2 Coronals and Laterals 

The class of coronals includes dentals and alveolars. The dental consonants t e and t'e and the 

interdental fricative 0 are distinguished from the other coronals in the system by the nature of their 

consonant release; they are overtly marked as [distributed], as in (78). 

(78) Coronals 

Geometry t e f e 0 t ( s n n 

R N 0 o o o o o o 0 

[son] [son] [son] 

[nas] [nas] [nas] 

[-cont] [-cont] [-cont] [-cont] [-cont] 

L N o O O 

[cgi] [cgl] [cgl] [cgl] 

P N o o 0 0 o o o o 

C O R C O R C O R C O R C O R C O R C O R C O R C O R 

[dist] [dist] [dist] [dist] 
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(79) Laterals 

Geometry X t 1 f L L' 
RN 0 o o o 0 o 0 
fsonl [son] [son] [son] [son] 
[-cont] [-cont] [-cont] 
Rati [lat] Tlatl Rat] [lat] [latl Hat] [lat] 
LN o o o 

rcgii rcgii rcgii [cgl] 
PN o 0 o 0 o 0 o 

COR COR COR COR COR COR COR COR 
DOR DOR DOR 
[hi] [hi] rhii 

2.3.2.1.3 Alveopalatals 

The alveopalatals in (80) are marked as DOR[hi, -bk] following Blake (1992). Motivation 

for their DOR[hi, -bk] specification rather than a featural representation such as COR DORfhi] comes 

from the fact that alveopalatals front /a/ to [e] (see discussion of V-features, §2.4), whereas the 

class of coronal consonants do not. Alveopalatals are specified as [hi] since they affect the height 

of the non-low vowel or /u/. 

(80) 

Geometry 5 c s T I y > 

y 
RN o o o 0 0 o o 

[son] [son] [son] [son] [son] 
[-cont] [-cont] [-cont] [-cont] [-cont] 
Tlatl 
LN 0 o o 

[cgll [cgll [cgll [cgll 
PN 0 o 0 o o 0 0 
DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR 
[Ml [Ml rMi [Ml [M] rMi [Ml rMi 
[-bk] [-bk] [-bk] f-bkl [-bk] [-bk] [-bk] [-bk] 
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2.3.2.1.4 Velars 

Both the plain velars and the labio-velars determine the height of adjacent vowels, as will be 

discussed in §2.4.3-§2.4.4. These consonants are therefore marked as DORfhi]. 

(81) 

Geometry k k k w k w x w » 

g w 5 

W 

RN o o 0 0 o o o o o 

[son] [son] [son] rson] [son] 

f-cont] [-cont] [-cont] [-cont] [-cont] [-cont] T-cont] 

LN 0 0 0 o 

rcgii [cgll [cgl] [cgll [cgll 

PN o o o o 0 o o 0 o 

LAB LAB LAB LAB LAB LAB LAB LAB 

Trdl [rd] N l [rdl N ] [rd] [rdl N l 

DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR 

[hi] [hi] H [hi] [hil [hi] [hi] [hi] [hi] 

2.3.2.1.5 Post-Velars: Uvulars and Laryngeals 

The uvulars and laryngeals are represented as in (82). Uvulars are characterized here as complex 

DOR PHAR whereas laryngeals are specified as PHAR, following Cole (1987), McCarthy (1991), 

Shaw (1991), amongst others. 
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(82) Uvulars and Laryngeals 

Geometry q 
J 

q X q w q w X w ? h 

RN o o 0 0 0 o o 0 

[son] 

[-cont] [-cont] [-cont] [-cont] [-cont] [-cont] 

LN 0 o o 

[cgl] [cgl] [cgl] [cgl] 

PN o o o 0 0 o o o 

LAB LAB LAB LAB 

[rd] [rd] [rd] [rd] 

DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR 

PHAR PHAR PHAR PHAR PHAR PHAR PHAR PHAR PHAR 

There is some difficulty in determining the appropriate representation of [h] in Sliammon. Schwa 

colouration before the consonants ? and h is not perfectly symmetrical. Schwa systematically 

lowers to [d] before the glottal [?], as shown by the data in (83.a-e) and discussed by Kroeber 

(1989). The diminutive examples in (83.c'-e') are provided in order to provide morphological 

evidence for the weak roots (CC) posited in (83.c-e). 

(83) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. m?-t ms?t md?th get s.t. 

b. sp=iqwan sa?piqwan sd?peqwAn get hit on the head 

c. X>fum 3b?ium XdWom wolf 

c'. DIM-A:?4um=u<r Xi-X9?'fumu<i XiXa?t6mi)4 young wolf, wolf cub 

d. mqwt'e m9?qwt'e md?qwf9 onion, wild onion 

d*. DIM-mqwt'e+[i] mi-m3?qw[i]t'e m8?ma?qwet'e small onion 

e. kwnay kw9?nay kwd? 3nAy cover, lid 

e'. DIM-kwnay+[?] kwi-kwnay kwikwnAy ~ kwtkwnAy small lid 
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Notice, however, that schwa varies between [A ~ d] before h, as shown in (84). This type of 

variation is not recorded before [?]. 

(84) schwa before h 

Input Output Gloss 

a. qh-t qaht q/ht ~ qdht lift s.t. 

a'. qh-t-'ui can qahtui can qXhtot cen I lifted it up 

a". qh-t can sm qah(t) can sam qdh cen sam Tm gonna lift it up 

b. eh-t Oah-t eATit~6dht prop s.t. up 

b'. hu ga 6h-t hu ga 6aht hd gA eXhth go prop it up 

b". 0h-?m=min 09h-?amin 0Ah?Amen centre pole for tent 

The data in (85) provides evidence that lil is retracted and lowered to [e] in the environment of [h]; 

therefore, /h/ is marked as PHAR. The different effects on schwa before /?/ may be attributed to the 

other marked properties of/?/. 

(85) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. hiw=cis hiwcis hewcis paddle 

a'. IMP-hiw=cis-ma hi-hiwcisma hehewclsma get there by paddling 

The fact that [h] is the epenthetic (Onset) consonant in the language provides support for its default 

representation; it is the least specified consonant in the system. 
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2.4 Vowel System 

The goal of the remainder of this chapter is to present the phonetic vowel inventory and 

show how the surface vowels are derived from the four vowel system: i, u, a, 9 . Schwa is treated 

as an epenthetic non-moraic Nucleus. Its prosodic distribution and properties will be discussed in 

more detail in Chapters 3-6 but its phonetic realization is addressed here. §2.4.2 provides evidence 

for a three way weight contrast in the language: schwa which is proposed to be non-moraic, full 

vowels which are moraic, and long vowels which are bimoraic, and are derived via Compensatory 

Lengthening. The hypothesis put forward here is that this weight contrast in Sliammon is encoded 

phonologically in terms of moraic structure, following the generalizations originally made in Blake 

(1992), and recast within the Nuclear Moraic Model of Shaw (1993 et seq.). §2.4.3 discusses the 

full vowels /i, u, a/ and the consonant-vowel interaction which accounts for the variant surface 

realization of each of these vowels. §2.4.4 documents the effects of adjacent consonants (and 

vowels) on the surface realization of schwa. §2.4.5 introduces the issue of Full Vowel Reduction 

which occurs in unstressed syllables; this is discussed further in Chapter 4. 

2.4.1 Vowel Inventory 

Sliammon has a large number of phonetic vowels, as shown by the inventory in (86), following 

Davis (1971), Blake (1992), Watanabe (1994). 

(86) 

i i u 
i t 

v 
o 

e 
£ 9 o 
(ae) A 

a a 
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The surface inventory includes tense and lax variants, front-central-back and hi-mid-low 

realizations. As shown by (86), there are no front rounded vowels nor are there any low rounded 

vowels in the system (i.e. [o] is treated as non-low). 

The phonetic vowels in (86) are allophones of a vowel system based on three underlying 

contrasts /i, u, al plus an epenthetic default vowel "schwa". The vowel contrast in Sliammon is 

low/non-low distinction (cf. Blake 1992). The non-low vowels Ii, ul are most often realized as 

[e, o] respectively. The allophones of the low vowel lal range from [e (a?) ~ a ~ a] and depend on 

the place of articulation of the adjacent consonants. I have changed my former usage (Blake 

(1992)) of le, o, a/ as the basic phonemic symbols to adopt Ii, u, al, in order to minimize phonemic 

transcription differences between authors writing on SUammon, and to also make it easier for those 

wishing to do comparative research in SaUsh.1 The underlying representation for each of the Full 

vowels Ii, u, al is presented in (87). 

(87) i, u, a 

i u a 

Vo Vo Vo 
| \ [-cons] 
i 

| \ [-cons] 
i 

| \ [-cons] 

1 
PN 

1 
PN PN 

| / \ | 
DOR LAB DOR DOR 
[-bk] [rd] [lo] 

The surface height of the non-low vowels Ii, xxi is determined by the height of adjacent 

consonants, via consonant-vowel (C-V) feature sharing. The phonemes Ii, u/ are [i, u] next to 

alveopalatals/palatals, whereas they are [e, o] in a "neutral" context, and are retracted to [e, o] in the 

environment of PHAR consonants. The vowel system of SUammon has received a fair bit of 

^nkade (1997: 212, fh.l) makes a similar point with respect to the phonemic vowel inventory of Upper Chehalis. 
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discussion in J.Davis (1970, 1971), Kroeber (1989), Blake (1992, 1999), Watanabe (1994). The 

featural specification of the allophones of the full vowels is provided in (88). 

m_ , , , 
fx! /a/ Al/ 

M [el M M [Al M M [°1 

RN o o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 

f-cons] [-cons] [-cons] [-cons] [-cons] [-cons] [-cons] [-cons] [-cons] [-cons] [-cons] 

PN 0 o o o 0 o 0 o o o 

LAB LAB LAB LAB 

Trdl [rd] [rd] [rd] 

DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR DOR 

[nil fhil [hi] 

r-bki [-bk] [-bk] [-bk] [-bk] 

rioi [lo] Po] [lo] 

PHAR PHAR PHAR (PHAR) PHAR PHAR 

The basic featural identity of Ixl is DOR [-bk]. Its variant realizations are outlined in (89). 

(89) 

Ixl is realized as [i] in the environment of a [hi] consonant (alveo-palatals and velars). 

Ixl is realized as [E] in the environment of a post-velar consonant (uvulars & laryngeals), i.e. PHAR. 

Ixl is realized as [E] in the environment of glottalized consonants. 

Ixl is realized as [e] elsewhere. 

Ixl is laxed to [i] in unstressed position in the environment of a [hi] consonant. 

Ixl is laxed to [E] in other unstressed contexts. 
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The basic featural identity of IvJ is LAB [rd] DOR. Its variant realizations are outlined in (90). 

(90) 

IvJ is realized as [u] in the environment of a [hi] consonant (alveo-palatals and velars). 

IvJ is realized as [o] in the environment of a post-velar consonant (uvulars & laryngeals), i.e. PHAR. 

IvJ is realized as [o] in the environment of glottalized consonants. 

IvJ is realized as [o] elsewhere. 

IvJ is laxed to [v] in unstressed position in the environment of a [hi] consonant. 

IvJ is laxed to [o] in other unstressed contexts. 

The basic featural identity of lal is DOR [lo]. Its variant reahzations are outlined in (91). 

(91) 

lal is realized as [e] after a [-back] consonant (alveo-palatals/palatals). 

lal is realized as [a ~ ae] in the environment of a non-sonorant lateral (X, X\ 4). 

lal is realized as [a] in the environment of post-velars (uvulars and laryngeals), i.e. PHAR. 

lal varies between [a ~ A] in the environment of anterior consonants (coronals and labials). 

lal is realized as [a] elsewhere. 

lal is laxed to [A] in unstressed post-tonic position. 

The allophones of schwa are given in (92), and discussed in further detail in §2.4.4. 

(92) 

schwa is realized as 

schwa is realized as 

schwa is realized as 

schwa is realized as 

schwa is realized as 

schwa is realized as 

schwa is realized as 

[v] in the environment of a tautosyllabic [hi, rd] consonant (labio-velars) 

[o] (rounded midback V) before a non-high [rd] C (labio-uvular) 

[t] in the environment of a [hi, -bk] consonant (alveo-palatal/palatal) 

[e] between a [-back] consonant and a PHAR consonant 

[i ~ t] in the environment of a [hi] consonant (plain velars) 

[A] is the environment of a plain uvular, i.e. DOR PHAR 

[a] in the environment of laryngeals (?, h), i.e. PHAR and LAR. 
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Sliammon also has a limited number of surface long vowels (i.e. [i:, e:, E:, U:, O:, a:]) which are all 

derived through compensatory lengthening, here treated as the loss of a moraic coda consonant. 

Analyses of how surface long vowels are derived are presented in detail in J.Davis (1970: 52-56), 

and Blake (1992, Chapter 3), and due to space limitations will not be discussed further here. 

The primary focus of the remainder of this chapter is on the weight contrast between schwa 

and the full vowels /i, u, a/, and their respective surface phonetic realizations. 

2.4.2 Vowel Quantity 

The next section explores the evidence for a distinction in vowel quantity or weight, as 

represented by the prosodic constituant "mora". Sliammon exhibits a weight contrast between the 

allophones of schwa, and the allophones of the full vowels Ii, u, a/. 

2.4.2.1 Phonological Weight Contrast 

Phonetically the full vowels Ix, u, al are half-long [v] in stressed open syllables, as shown 

by the data in (93). This point is documented independently by Watanabe (p.c). Notice that the 

stressed vowel in (93.a) is also recorded with an off-glide [ei]. Diphthongization is another 

diagnostic for the constrast between schwa on the one hand, and the full vowels Ii, u, al on the 

other hand. 

(93) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. pilaq pilaq pe-L\qh (~ peiL\qh) bracket fungus 

b. ?imin ?imin ?E-mm door 

c. qiga© qiga6 qe-gA0 deer 

d. kwupa kwupa kwu-pa ~ k w i i - p A grandfather, grampa 

e. ?upan ?upan ?d-pAn ten 

f. xaX-ng-mi c xaXnumic xdXno-mic I love you 

g- tapas tapas ta -pAS cave 

h. tViq f̂ at'iq t̂ a-t'eq a drop of water 

i. ?amamu? ?amamu? ?d-mamo? chiton 
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Schwa, on the other hand, is noticeably shorter in duration, and surfaces consistently as a 

brief lax vowel, as in (94). 

(94) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. tt tat tii rain 

b. et e^t ect straight 

c. mkw-t makw-t eat it 

d. c7=umixw=tn C3?umixwt9n2 co?omexwtan flooring, carpet 

e. t'em=tn f^mtn t̂ amtn breast 

f. sq-t saqt s/qt peel it off 

g- m?-t m9?t md?t get it 

Kroeber (1989: 108) also observes that schwa and the surface variants of schwa are generally "lax 

and a bit shorter than the allophones of non-schwa vowels, at least in stressed open syllables." 

2.4.2.2 Theoretical Assumptions 

The main purpose of the next section is to put forth a proposal which captures this 

observed durational contrast. The question which this observation raises is how is this length 

contrast encoded phonologically? 

Blake (1992) proposes that schwa and the following moraic coda consonant share a mora 

resulting in a mono-moraic syllable whereas a M l vowel and following moraic coda consonant are 

both moraic resulting in a bi-moraic syllable. This entails a syntagmatic rule of weight-by-position 

which is sensitive to whether or not the coda consonant is preceded by a full vowel or by schwa. 

2The labialization of schwa to [D] in this context comes from the full vowel /u/ in the following syllable. This is 

an instance of translaryngeal harmony (see §2.4.4.5). The root cs?- be on top of surfaces as [ce?-] in other 

phonological contexts, as shown by forms like /£?=na5=tn/ [cE?nA6tm] small blanket to sit on. 
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2.4.2.3 Representation of Weight Contrast: Nuclear Moraic Model 

In this dissertation, this leading idea is recast within the Nuclear Moraic Model of Shaw 

(1993, 1994, 1996c). Within this model, schwa is Nuclear, and non-moraic. The prosodic 

representation for schwa is given in (95). 

(95) Nuc 

The hypothesis put forward within the Nuclear Moraic Model is that schwa is weightless. Since it 

lacks phonological weight (i.e. a mora), the fact that it is perceptually shorter in duration is encoded 

in its phonological representation. In addition to the prosodic representation of this vowel (i.e. a 

bare nucleus), it is also claimed here that schwa lacks inherent phonological features and as such is 

subject to colouration by adjacent consonants (and vocalic nuclei), as argued in Blake (1992:35-

42). The range of phonetic colouration of schwa is sketched in §2.4.1 above, and explored in 

greater detail in §2.4.4. 

Full vowels, on the other hand, are represented as both Nuclear and moraic, as in (96). The full 

vowels /i, u, a/ each dominate specific vocalic place features as specified in (88), and schematically 

represented here as [fj. 

(96) 
Nuc 

I 
[f] 
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The fact that schwa is shorter than the full vowels Ii, u, al is encoded here by a difference in moraic 

structure. The proposal that schwa is non-moraic in Sliammon is supported by the phonological 

behaviour of CaC weak roots versus CAC Strong Roots (cf. Blake 1992:40-42; Blake 1999). 

This proposed difference in prosodic structure (Nuclear non-moraic versus Nuclear moraic) 

will play a central role in determining the distribution of schwa. Prosodic structure of Sliammon is 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 3 where additional evidence is provided in favour of the weight 

contrast introduced here. 

This proposal regarding the distinction between schwa on the one hand, and the full vowels 

on the other hand draws significantly on the research of Shaw (1993 et seq.) on other neighbouring 

Salish languages (St'at'imcets (Lillooet), Nuxalk (Bella Coola), and hsnqsminsm (Musqueam 

Salish). This theoretical model provides insight into the behaviour of schwa in Sliammon, and 

provides an alternative analysis to Blake (1992). 

2.4.3 Full Vowels 

2.4.3.1 Surface Realization of the Full Vowels 

The next section discusses the allophonic realization of the full vowels Ii, u, al. 

2.4.3.1.1 Retraction 

The Full Vowels are systematically lowered before and after uvulars, and laryngeals ?/h 

indicating that these post-velar sounds function together as a natural class. As seen in §2.3.2.1.5, it 

is proposed that this class is captured by hypothesizing that these segments share PHAR 

specification. This PHAR specification triggers retraction of Ii, u, al, as in (97). 

(97) Retraction 

lil -» [e] / PHAR 

IvJ -» [o] / PHAR 

lal ~* [a] / PHAR 
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This lowering takes place in both stressed and unstressed syllables, and is illustrated by the data in 

(98-106). Since M l vowels are generally laxed in unstressed closed syllables, the discussion here 

will focus on full vowels in stressed syllables. 

The [-bk] vowel I'll is retracted in the environment before and after post-velars (uvulars and 

laryngeals), as shown by the data in (98-101). It is retracted in stressed open and stressed closed 

syllables alike which shows that the presence of [E] cannot be attributed to a constraint on closed 

syllable shortening, for example. 

(98) Retraction of I'll with uvulars 

Input Output Gloss 

a. qiqti? (DIM?) qiqti? q E q . t £ ? youngest in family 

b. L'-DIM-xnq+[i] x[i?]i-xn[i]q XE . ?EX . n£q Owl's Grove 

c. mixai mixat rat.xAf black bear 

(99) Retraction of I'll with laryngeals 

Input Output Gloss 

a. ?ilq=ay ?ilqay ?E1 . qay barbecued deer meat 

b. ?ittan ?ittan ?£i. tan ~ ?E'f . tAn to eat, food 

b'. IMP-?ittan+[?] c ?i-?ittan c Tm eating 

c. ?inhus ?inhus ?En. hos ~ ?£n . hos new moon, month 

d. ei?ea ei?6a 0£?. 0a that one (fern.) 

e. higin hi?gin hi?. gm strawberry 

f. DIM-hkwi?[i]qw hihkwi?iqw h£h . k w i . ?Eq w great-gr. grandmother 

g- DIM-higus hi-hagus hE . hagus ~ hEhagvs small chief 

The data in (100) shows that I'll is also systematically retracted in the environment of glottalized 

consonants. 
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(100) Retraction of I'll with glottalized consonants 

Input Output Gloss 

a. t'in t'in ten barbecued fish 

a'. IMP-t'in-?m ti-t'in-?3m te. ten. ?9m barbecuing fish 

b. kwin kwin kwen how many 

c. W i t w W i k * worm 

d. fit^iq W i q t^e.t^eq mud 

e. t'iniqw t'i?niqw te?. neqw salmonberries 

Note that Retraction is obligatory, as indicated by the contrast between the grammatical examples in 

(101) Column 2 versus the ungrammatical examples in (101) Column 3. Focus on the quality of 

the stressed vowel in each example. Failure to retract the vowel I'll in the environment of a post-

velar or glottalized consonant is clearly ungrammatical, judging from comments made by speakers 

of the language. 

(101) 

Input Retraction No Retraction Gloss 

a. qiqti? qeq. te? *qiq.te? youngest in family 

a'. *qeq. te? 

b. mixai me. XA4 *mi. XA4 black bear 

b'. *me. XA! 

c. ?ritan ?e't. t A n *?ii . t A n to eat, food 

c'. *?ef. t A n 

d. ?inhus ?en . hos ~ ?en . hos *?rn . hos new moon, month 

d'. *?en. hos 

e. t'in t'en *t'in barbecued salmon 

e'. *ten 

f. kwin kwen *kwin how many 
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f. 

g. t'eit'eikw f ^ . i M 

g'-

h. tmiqw fe?.neqw 

h'. 

*kwen 

*t^i. t' ee£w worm 

*fT? . neqw salmonberries 

. neqw 

The vowel IvJ is retracted and realized as [o] before post-velars or glottalized consonants, as shown 

by the data in (102-104). The retraction of IvJ parallels the observed behaviour of lil discussed in 

(98-101) above. 

(102) Retraction of/u/with post-velars 

Input 

a. juq^uqw/jaqw 

b. DIM-xwusm+[i]+[?] 

c. puhu 

d. ?amamu? 

e. cu?cu? 

f. IMP-?u<iqwu+[?] 

juq-juq-

xwu-xwsirh 

puhu 

?amamu? 

cu?cu? 

?u-?utqwu? 

Output 

joqw.joqw 

pd. ho . 

?d. ma . mo? . 

co?. co? 

?d . ?ot. qwo? 

Gloss 

lukewarm water 

small soapberry 

raven 

chiton 

wren 

digging clams 

(103) Retraction of /u/ with glottalized consonants 

Input Output 

a. Rwufiut' kwunut' £ w o?.nof 

b. humhum humhum horn. horn 

c. fufmum fuimum i d i . mom 

Gloss 

porpoise 

blue grouse 

Uttleneck clam 

Failure to undergo retraction is judged as ungrammatical, as shown by the data in (104). 
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(104) 

Input Retraction No Retraction Gloss 

a. DIM-xwusm+[i]+[?] xwoxw . sim . *xwuxw. sim . small soapberry 

b. puhu po. ho. *pu. hu. raven 

c. ?amamu? ?d. ma . mo? . *?d. ma. mu? . chiton 

c\ *?d . ma. mo? . 

d. cu?cu? CO? . cb?. *co?. CO? wren (also: 6eSo?6o?) 

d\ *cd?. CO? 

e. hurhhum hom . horn. *hum . hom. blue grouse 

e'. *hdm . hom. 

f. iutmum toi. mom . *tdi. mum . littleneck clam 

f. *tot. mom . 

The low vowel lal is retracted and realized as [a] in the environment of post-velars, as shown by 

the data in (105-106). 

(105) Retraction of lal in the environment of uvulars 

Input Output 

a. DIM-qayx^ui 

b. IMP-qwasm+[?] 

b*. DIM-qwasm+[?] 

c. DIM-qwatm[-i-]+[?] 

d. IMP-xwaj-t-awl 

qa-qyxwui 

qwa-qwasam 

qwa-qws[9]m 

qwa-qwt'[i]rh 

xwa-xwaj[a]tawi 

qd . qe . xwvi 

qwd . qwa . sam 

qwdqw. sam 

q w aq w . t'erh 

xwdxw . je . tAwi 

Gloss 

smaUMink 

blooming, flowering 

little flower 

small river, creek 

fighting each other 
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(106) Retraction of/a/with laryngeals 

Input 

a. IMP-?a0-m+[?] ?a-?ae-9m 

b. ?ah ?ah 

V. IMP-?ah-m+[?] c ?a-?ah-9mc 

c. IMP-?axw+[?] ?a-?axw 

d. DIM-kwupa+[?] kwu-kwpa? 

Output 

?d . ?a . 0 A m 

?dh 

?d. ?a . hAmch 

?d. ?axw. 

k wiik w . pa?. 

Gloss 

giving (at a potlatch) 

sore, pain 

I'm hurting 

it's snowing 

grandfather 

The allophone [a] (DOR [lo]) and the retracted allophone [a] (DOR [lo] PHAR) are both written as a 

script 'a' in the remainder to this thesis. 

Retraction results from consonant-vowel feature sharing, as illustrated in (107). A capital 

Q is used to refer to the class of PHAR consonants in the language. 

(107) Retraction 

PN PN 
I \ / 
I \ / 

DOR PHAR 
[-bk] 

[e] 

b. 

u Q 
I I 
PN PN 

I \ / 
t \ / 

LAB DOR PHAR 
[rd] 

[0] 

PN PN 
I \ / 
I \ / 

DOR PHAR 
[lo] 

[a] 

As shown by the representations in (107), each retracted vowel [e, o, a] is characterized by its 

surface PHAR specification. 
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2.4.3.1.2 Place Assimilation 

The non-low vowels Ii, \xl are realized as [i, u] in the environment of DORfhi] consonants (alveo 

palatals and velars), as shown by the data in (108). 

(108) 

Input 

a. DIM-cuj=ui 

b. IMP-juxw-t+[?] 

c. IMP-guh-Vm+[?] 

cu-cj=u4 

}U-JuXw-9t 

gu-guh-um 

Output 

cue. jut 

jii. jo . X w A t 

gu . gu . hom 

Gloss 

small child 

vomiting 

barking 

(109) 

u c 
I I 

PN PN 
l\ I 

LAB DOR DOR 
[rd] \ / | 

\ / [-bk] 
[hi] 

The low vowel lal is realized as [e] after alveo-palatals, as in (110). 

(110) [E] 

Input Output Gloss 

a. ?aya?-hV ?aya-ha-? ?a'. y E . . hci? lie's got a house 

b. DIM-sayja+[?] sa-syja? sa . si-. js? small leaf 

c. DIM-canu+[?] ta-bnuf Hb . no? Utile dog 

d. DIM-cag='ay+[?] 6a-̂ gay bib. g A y small wooden spoon 

e. DIM-janxw[-i-]=u°i+[?] ja-jn[i]xw=ut jjfj. ne . xwuf small fish 

f. DIM-yaxay+[?] ya-yxay VEV . X A y small clam basket 

g- IMP-cah-m+[?] ca-cah-9m ^E . ^E . ham praying 

g'- IMP-cah-'Vg-m 6a-cah-ag-am ^E . be . ha. gam they're all praying 

h. IMP-yax+[?] ya-yaX y e - V A X sobering up 
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This is analyzed here as partial assimilation to the preceding alveo-palatal. This is illustrated by the 

representation in (111). 

( I l l ) 
c a 
I I 

PN PN 
I I 

DOR DOR 
/ \ / \ 

[hi] [-bk] [lo] 

[ce] 

The fact that the feature [hi] fails to spread is encoded in the grounded constraints *HI/LO and 

*LO/HI. It is also proposed here that spreading of [-bk] entails the loss of the feature [lo] (if [-bk] 

then not [lo]). 

As noted earlier, the low vowel /a/ is never rounded. This follows from the general lack of 

low round vowels in system, and is analyzed formally as a high-ranking grounded constraint 

*LO/RD, following Archangeli and PuUeyblank (1994). 

Archangeli and PuUeyblank (1994) develop a model in which features (f-elements) freely 

combine in order to derive the inventory of consonants and vowels in a particular language. 

Combinatorial specification is constrained by phonetically-motivated grounded conditions which 

ban antagonistic articulatory gestures (i.e. a vowel cannot be both high and low at the same time -

*HI/LO) and permit combinations which are compatible from an articulatory perspective. It will be 

argued here that consonant-vowel interaction in Shammon is also constrained by grounded 

constraints. 

2.4.3.1.3 Effect of Anterior Consonants on /a/ 

The low vowel /a/ [a] occurs in free variation with [A] in the environment of labial and 

coronal (anterior) consonants. The effect is gradient and variable. Examples of free variation 

[a ~ A'] are given in (112). 
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(112) 

Input 

a. tan 

b. man 

c. nat 

d. pipa 

e. ppa 

tan 

man 

nat 

pipa 

papa 

Output 

tan ~ tXn 

man ~ mXn 

nat ~ nXt 

pipa ~ p i p A 

papa ~papA 

Gloss 

mother 

father 

night 

paper 

pepper 

In the context of consonants specified for [hi], /a/ is realized as [A], as shown by the 

morphologically related forms in (113). The vowel and surface form of the following [hi] 

consonant Igj are underlined in Column 3. 

(113) 

Input 

a. maga3 

b. DIM-maga=ui 

c. CaCPL-maga 

d. mi-mag+[?] 

maga 

ma-maga-wat 

maw-maga 

mi-maw 

Output 

mXgA 

mXmAgdwai: 

mdwmXga 

me:mAW 

Gloss 

cougar 

little cougar 

cougars 

cat 

2.4.3.1.4 Interaction of Retraction and Place Assimilation 

In general, Retraction takes precedence over spreading of DOR[hi], as shown in (102.a; 

108.b) for example. Retraction and the spreading of DOR[-bk] are sympathetic, as shown by the 

data in (1 lO.b). The data in (114-115) show some conflicting tendencies. The data in (114) shows 

that the vowel IvJ is realized as DOR[hi] when it occurs between DOR[hi] consonants (kw_j and 

xw_j) even though the vowel IvJ is immediately followed by the laryngeal constriction associated 

with /]/. This provides evidence that the glottalization associated with /]/ does not entail the 

3 This Root also shows some irregular behaviour. It is written elsewhere in this dissertation as /mga/ maga 

'cougar'; however, the diminutive form with the retention of the Root vowel is expected with strong roots of the 

form CACA, and not with weak CCA Roots. 
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presence of the PHAR node (cf. the representation of /j/ in (80)). The examples involve the surface 

realization of the LS=uja hand, lower arm. 

(114) =uja [=u?Te] 

Input 

a. Fifcw=uja t'eikwu?ja 

b. Xpxw=uja Xipxwu?ja 

Output Gloss 

t̂ ek^Vje left-handed 

XXpxwu?je break one's arm, hand 

When /u/ is preceded by a labial or coronal consonant, the non-low back rounded vowel Ixxl is 

realized as [o] (its most "neutral" realization), as shown by the morphologically related forms in 

(115). 

(115) =uja [=o?je] 

Input 

a. ct'=uja 

b. s4p=uja 

c. cm=uja 

C9t'u?ja 

salpurja 

ca?mu?ja 

Output 

&to?Jeh 

siip6?je 

6e?3mo?j6h 

Gloss 

cut one's hand 

sUp out of one's hand 

cold hands 

The vowel lal also surfaces as [A] in the environment of a uvular, as shown in (116). 

(116) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. qwalas qwalas qwdl:AS raccoon 

a'. DIM-qwalas=ut qwa-qwalasu"i qwA'qw3la-s6t Utile raccoon 

a". CsCPL-qwalas qwal-qwalas qwA'lqwalAS raccoons 

b. xap xap xap ~ X A p papoose basket 

c. yaXay yaxay yXxAy ~ yexAy berry-picking basket 

d. qast qast qast ~ qXst special person in yr. Ufe 
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The example which is of particular interest is the diminutive (DIM) in (116.a'). Notice that the low 

vowel a is realized as [A] is a stressed open syllable which is preceded and followed by a labio-

uvular consonant. Uvulars are proposed to be DOR PHAR. Notice that the resulting vowel [A] is 

not rounded which follows from the fact that there are no low round vowels in the language. If the 

root were qwalas, we would expect a diminutive form in Ci- as well as labialization of the stressed 

vowel in a total labio-uvular context (cf. Blake (1992), Watanabe (1994, 2000), and Blake (in 

prep) on Reduplication in Shammon). The morphological evidence clearly points to the underlying 

vowel here being /a/; however, the surface realization [A] instead of [a] entails total Place 

Assimilation to the uvular. The low vowel /a/ is realized as DOR PHAR. The effects of uvulars 

(and post-velars in general) on vowels in Shammon merits further study. 

2.4.3.2 Full Vowel / Consonant Interaction 

The next section presents a summary of the effects of both preceding and following 

consonants on the full vowels /i, u, a/. The tables in (117-119) summarize the realization of the full 

vowels Ii, u, al in an initial stressed closed syllable. 

(117) lil DOR[-bk] 

C2 

CI 

LAB COR DOR[hi] PHAR 

LAB e~ i e e 8 

COR e e ~ i i 8 

DOR[hi] i 1 i 8 

PHAR e e 8 8 

The specification DOR[hi] is used here to include alveopalatals, palatals and velars irrespective of 

their specification for the feature [back]. PHAR identifies the class of post-velars. 
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(118) /u7 LAB[rd] DOR 

C2 

CI 

LAB COR DORfhi] PHAR 

LAB d d~ ii ii o~d 

COR d d ii 0 - 0 

DOR [hi] u~ d ii d~d 

PHAR * * 

o ~ o d d 5-6 

It should be noted that the following consonant appears to exert a stronger influence on the 

resultant vowel quality than the preceding consonant does; although, in the case of the preceding 

PHAR and following DORfhi], Iwl is realized as [d] and not as *[u] showing that Retraction is less 

costly than DOR[hi] assimilation. This is a classic case of constraint conflict, and provides evidence 

for the ranking: *DOR[hi] » *PHAR. 

The summary of the surface realization of /a/ in (119) includes a distinction between 

alveopalatals/palatals (DOR[hi, -bk]) and the velars (DOR[hi]) in order to underscore the effects of a 

preceding alveopalatal on the realization of/a/, as discussed in (110). 

(119) lal DOR [lo] 

C2 

CI 

LAB COR DOR[hi, -bk] DOR[hi] PHAR 

LAB d d ~ X d d d 

COR d d a~ a? a~a d 

DOR[hi, -bk] £ £ e ~ £ £ e 

DOR[hi] a~ a6 d d d d 

PHAR d d a~d a ~ A a 
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2.4.3.2.1 Proposed Analysis 

The surface vowels can be shown to arise from the interaction of constraints which drive 

Retraction and Place Assimilation. The intuition behind this analysis is that consonants and vowels 

which share Place specifications are more highly valued than ones which do not. Consonant-

vowel feature sharing occurs subject to a set of constraints which are phonetically grounded in the 

sense of Archangeli and PuUeyblank (1994). Sympathetic (compatible) articulatory gestures are 

enhanced and licensed whereas antagonistic articulatory gestures are banned by constraints on 

possible co-articulation. The grounded constraints which are clearly operative in Shammon are 

given in (120). 

(120) Grounded Constraints 

a. If a vowel is [-bk], then it is not [rd] *-BK/RD 

b. If a vowel is [rd], then it is not [-bk] *RD/-BK 

c. If a vowel is [lo], then it is not [hi] *LO/HI 

d. If a vowel is [lo], then it is not [rd] *LO/RD 

A high-ranking constraint ensures that Retraction occurs (PHAR place is shared with an adjacent 

vowel) at the expense of spreading [hi]. This generalization suggests that the grounded condition 

*PHAR/HI is also operative in Sliammon. 

(121) 

If PHAR, then not [hi] *PHAR/HI 

This accounts for the height of vowels which occur after alveopalatals and before uvulars. The 

study of Glide Vocalization §2.4.6 also motivates the constraint in (122). 

(122) 

If [hi], then not PHAR *HI/PHAR 
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The effect of adjacent consonants on Full Vowels is summarized in (123). 

(123) 

Full Vowel Retraction DOR [hi] *DOR[hi] » * P H A R Grounded Condition 

I'll DOR[-bk] [el [il [el *-BK/RD 

Al/ LAB[rd] DOR M [ul [Ol *RD/-BK 

lal DOR[lo] [al [el [el *LO/RD 

*LO/HI *LO/HI 

The output of Full Vowel assimilation to adjacent consonants is subject to the grounded conditions 

in (120-121). These high-ranking grounded constraints reflect generalizations about Sliammon. 

There are no front rounded vowels in the language, nor are there any low rounded vowels. These 

grounded constraints are therefore proposed to be undominated constraints. 

The output of Retraction never yields a [hi] retracted vowel (cf. Bessell 1992a). Since full 

vowels are retracted whenever they are adjacent to a post-velar consonant, I assume that the 

presence of PHAR (retraction) prohibits the spread of DOR[hi]. This is reflected in the grounded 

constraint *PHAR/HI in (121) 

Sharing of DOR features [hi] and [hi, -bk] occurs from adjacent alveopalatals and velars, the 

output is given in (123) Column 3. Notice that the low vowel lal is never [hi] expressing the fact 

that vowels can not be both low and high at the same time (120.c). (123) Column 4 shows the 

effect of consonants on either side of the full vowel. As observed from the data, Retraction (spread 

of the PHAR node) takes precedence over the spread of the Dorsal feature [hi]. 

Vowel assimilation to neighbouring consonants in the language seems to be subject to two 

different sets of constraints - first of all, Faithfulness to the lexical vowel features which establish 

the contrast between /i, u, al, and second of all, to the phonetic grounded conditions. A constraint 

which drives Vowel Assimilation to the neighbouring consonants may be in conflict with the 

grounded conditions. The grounded constraints must outrank VAssimilation since the opposite 
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ranking would create total assimilation without consideration for the phonetic viability of such a 

feature-sharing relation. The tableau in (124) shows the effects of this ranking. 

FAITH I-Offl Grounded Conditions V Assimilation 
« s r a . V C 

-bk rd 
b. V C 

| \ 1 
1 \ | 

-bk rd 

*! (*-BK/RD) 

c. V C 
|\ 1 
1 \ | 

<-bk> rd 

*! 

As shown by the optimal candidate in (124.a), C-V feature sharing is violated in order to 

satisfy the high-ranking Grounded constraint *-BK/RD. Violation of this constraint is ruled out as 

in (124.b). It is also necessary to consider what rules out candidate (124.c). 

Since lexical features of each full vowel are present in the output of Vowel assimilation, 

this means that Faithfulness and the Grounded Constraints both outrank Vowel Assimilation. It is 

also proposed here that the vowels never lose their featural content in order to assimilate and satisfy 

the grounding conditions. Faithfulness of the lexical features (FAITH [f]) associated with both 

consonants and vowels is high-ranking. 

(125) Faith[fJ, Grounding » V Assimilation 

What is the cost associated with Vowel Assimilation? There is no insertion of a feature not present 

in the Input; rather assimilation involves the insertion of a path (association line) between a vowel 

and adjacent consonantal place features (i.e. a DEP-PATH violation) (cf. Pulleyblank 1996:289-299). 
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(126) 

Faith[f], Grounding » V Assimilation » DEP-PATH 

Consider the partial tableau which shows how this works for the full vowels Ii, u, a/ when 

followed by a rounded uvular consonant (Qw). In order to consider a full range of candidates, the 

optimal candidate as well as other non-optimal ones, I adopt the following conventions here: 

[e, o, a] represent the retracted counterparts of the full vowels Ii, u, a/ as above. I will use the 

addition of a small raised w ([ew, ow, awj) to indicate a candidate which has undergone both 

retraction and labial assimilation (the leftward spread of [rd] from the consonant onto the preceding 

full vowel (or in the case of o sharing of [rd]). The candidates containing [Ew, aw] will shown to be 

non-optimal since they violate the grounded constraints *-BK/RD and *LO/RD respectively. 

(127) 

Input: IC i Q w / 

V: DOR[-bk] 

Qw:LAB[rd] DOR PHAR 

FAITH [f] GROUNDING V ASSIMILATION DEP-PATH 

® a . C £ Q w + DOR ""RD + 

b. C ew Q w *! C-BK/RD) + DOR 

c. C o Q w *! MAX-V[-BK] * 

The symbol ii used in (128.c) stands for a front rounded vowel (i.e. the consonant has spread all of 

its place features and the vowel u has retained its lexical [rd] specification). 
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(128) 

Input: / C u s7 

u: LABfrd] DOR 

s: DOR[hi, -bk] 

FAITH [f] GROUNDING V ASSIMILATION DEP-PATH 

•sr a. C u s *(-bkl * 

b. C i s *! <LAB [rd]> 4-

c. C u s *! (*RD/-Bk) 

d. C o s *i* DOR[hi -bk] 

The tableau in (129) shows that /a/ shares a PHAR specification with a following labio-

uvular consonant, but that its [rd] specification is not spread onto the vowel due to the high-ranking 

grounded constraint *LO/RD , which bans low rounded vowels. So although the optimal candidate 

in (129.a) fails to undergo complete C-V feature sharing as shown by the violation of the constraint 

V-Assimilation, it does so in order to satisfy the higher-ranked constraints on Faithfulness and 

Grounding. Candidate (129.b) is ruled out since the [rd] specification has been spread onto an 

adjacent low vowel; this constitutes a violation of the grounded constraint *LO/RD. Candidate 

(129.c) is ruled out due to a violation of Faithfulness; the feature [lo] which defines the low vowel 

/a/ is not present in the Output. Candidate (129.d) is ruled out since consonant-vowel feature 

sharing (i.e. vowel assimilation) does not take place at all; failure to spread the PHAR node rules 

this out. 

(129) 

Input: /C aQ w / FAITH [fl GROUNDING V ASSIMILATION DEP-PATH 

«• a. C a Q w *[rd] ' * 

b. C a w Q w *! (*LO/RD) 

c. C o Q w *! <[lo]> * 

d. C a Q w *! PHAR, *[rdj 
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2.4.4 Schwa 

Schwa in Sliammon is subject to colouration from adjacent consonants and vowels. The 

allophones of schwa are brief in duration. Their quality results from feature sharing with adjacent 

consonantal and/or vowel place features, with some degree of variation. 

Schwa becomes [t ~t ~ i ] in the environment of alveopalatals, palatals and plain velars. 

Schwa is realized as [v] in the environment of labio-velars whereas it is shghtly lower and rounded 

[o] in the environment of labialized uvulars. Schwa is lowered to [A] in the context of plain 

uvulars, whereas it is lowered to a brief [a] in the environment of ?. It should be noted that [?] 

appears to have a systematic lowering effect on a preceding stressed schwa, a property not always 

exhibited by [h]. Schwa before [h] varies [A ~ a], as discussed in §2.3.2.1.5 above. Since schwa 

is realized as [a ~ i ~* ~ v ~ o ~ A ~ a ], it is important to distinguish schwa and the allophones of 

schwa from the allophones of the full vowels Ii, u, al. The reader is referred to J. Davis 

(1970 et seq.), Kroeber (1989), Blake (1992), and Watanabe (1994) for similar discussion 

regarding the surface allophones of schwa. 

As argued in §2.4.2.2.1, schwa in Shammon is analyzed here as a bare Nucleus, devoid of 

inherent phonological features, and lacking in phonological weight, following Shaw's (1996a, 

1996b) analysis of other neighbouring Salishan languages (Lillooet, and Bella Coola). Kinkade 

(1998: 208) argues that epenthetic schwa in Upper Chehalis is both non-moraic and unspecified for 

phonological features, providing additional comparative evidence supporting the proposed 

representation of schwa in Sliammon. 

Matthewson (1994: 4) in her discussion of Lillooet schwa states that "consonants on both 

sides of hi colour its realization, in a non-discrete fashion, suggesting phonetic interpolation effects 

rather than phonological processes." Shammon seems to exhibit some patterns of schwa 

colouration which are systematic; these are (i) Retraction, (ii) Labialization, and (iii) the effects of 

preceding Alveopalatals. These three effects are therefore derived by constraint interaction. These 

effects are distinct from the effects of some preceding consonants on schwa - here I have recorded 

greater amount of variation, the forms are gradient, and do not seem to have the same status within 
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the grammar - their variability may well be attributed to phonetic interpolation rather than 

phonological constraints. 

The following section provides examples of the allophones of schwa and the range of 

variation in the output of this vowel. 

Schwa is realized as [a] in a 'neutral' context, as shown by the data in (130). Consider the 

realization of schwa in the initial stressed closed syllable. These examples are derived via CaC-

Plural reduplication; the schwa in question occurs within the reduplicative prefix. As shown by the 

placement of stress, the reduplicant occurs within the domain of the Prosodic Word. 

(130) CaC- Plural Reduplication 

Input Output Gloss 

a. CoCPL-pma pam-p9?ma p9m . pa? . ma wooden floats 

b. CaCPL-masiqw m9s-masiqw m9s . iriA . seqw purple sea urchins 

c. CaCPL-0umin 09m-0umin 09m . 0o . men eyebrows 

d. CaCPL-t'eamqwi f99m-t'eamqw,l t'e9m . f^Am . qw4 lots of clouds 

e. CaCPL-sup=nac=min s9p-supnacmin s^p . sop . HAC . min stumps 

f. CaCPL-sma S9m-s9?ma sam . sa? . ma mussels 

g- CaCPL-tumiS t9m-tumis t9m . to . mis' young men 

h . CaCPL-tan t9n-tan t 9 n . tan lots of mothers 

i. CaCPL-tala=aya-ap t9l-tala[h]aya[h]ap tsl .ta. la. ha. ye . h A p your (pi) purses 

j- CaCPL-t'in tan-t'in t9n . ten barbecued fish 

k. CaCPL-t'iniqw t9n-t'i?niqw fen . t'e? . neqw salmonberries 

1. CaCPL-Xapatii root? Xgp-Aapatit t6p . t<5 . pa . tit cedar bark baskets 

m. CaCPL-qwn=iqWtra qwan-qw9?niqwta qw9'n .qwa? .nuqw knees 

n. CaCPL-?asxw ?9s-?asxw ?9s . ?as . xw seals 
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2.4.4.1 Schwa and Retraction 

Schwa is realized as [A] in the environment before a plain (non-labialized) uvular 

consonant, as shown by the data in (131.a-f). 

(131) [A ] 

Input 

a. CaCPL-pq 

b. CaCPL-mqsin 

c. CaCPL-mixai 

d. CaCPL-sxm 

e. CaCPL-t^xu 

f. CaCPL-Xq=sin 

pgq-pgq 

maq-maqsin 

m a x - m i x a i 

S 9 X - S 9 X 9 m 

t ' 69X-t ' E9XU 

Xaq-Xaqsin 

Output 

pXq . p A q 

mXq . mAq . sin 

mXx . m e . XA$ 

S A X . SAJCAm 

t ' 6 A X . t ' 6 9 . X w O 

XXq . XAq . sin 

Gloss 

it's all white 

noses 

black bears 

racing canoes 

lots of ling cod 

lots of moccasins 

This is analyzed as C-V feature sharing; in particular, sharing of the consonantal place node (PN) 

as shown by the autosegmental representation in (132). 

(132) 
9 
o 

'PN 

A 
DOR PHAR 

Schwa is also retracted and realized as [A] before a tautosyllabic glottalized consonant, as shown 

by the data in (133). 
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(133) [A] 

Input 

a. Xam-Xam 

b. tn-t 

c. mX 

d. CaCPL-?aptn 

e. CaCPL-tm 

Xam-Xam 

iant 

maX 

?ap-?aptan 

tam-tam 

Output 

XXm^Am 

iXnt 

mXX 

?Xp . ?ap . tan 

tarn. t A m 

Gloss 

square 

to weave s.t. 

calm (on water) 

green sea urchins 

lots of belts 

When schwa follows a uvular or laryngeal consonant it varies between [a ~ A], showing that the 

preceding segment does not exert as strong an influence on schwa as the one which follows it. 

(134) [a~X] 

Input 

a. CaCPL-qwalas 

b. CaCPL-qwns 

c. CaCPL-qwasm 

d. CaCPL-?atnupil 

e. CaCPL-qap=awus 

qwal-qwalas 

qwan-qwanas 

qwas-qwasam 

?at-?atnupil 

qap-qapawus 

Output 

q w Xl. qwa . las 

qwXn . q w A n . nts 

qwas . q w A . sam 

?Xt. ?at. no . pel 

qXp . qa . pa . wvs 

Gloss 

raccoons 

humpback whales 

lots of grouse 

cars 

bats 

Schwa becomes [a] before a tautosyllabic glottal, i.e. one not followed by another V. This [a] is 

brief in duration, and is not as long as [a] from lal (cf. Kroeber 1989). Notice that this occurs both 

before 111 as in (135.a-c), and before the [?] associated with a glottalized resonant, as in (135.d-f). 

(135) [a] 

Input 

a. CaCPL-RED-pu?pxv 

b. CaCPL-qVft 

C CaCPL-Xwu?p 

d. sma 

pa?-pa?-pu?pxv 

qwa?-qwa?i 

Xwa?-xwu?p 

sa?ma 

Output Gloss 

pX? . pa? . pu? . pxw lotsofkindhng 

q w d ? . q w A ? i lots of raspberries 

xwd? . xw6?p lots of awls 

sd?mA mussel 
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e. mria m9?na md?na ~md?nA child, one's offspring 

f. qya qa?ya qd?ye water 

The autosegmental representation in (136) illustrates lowering of schwa to [a] before ?. 

(136) 
9 ? 
o 

I \ 
PN LARfcgl] 

I 
PHAR 

Although the uvulars and laryngeals form a natural class of PHAR consonants, uvulars are distinct 

from laryngeals by virtue of their DOR specification (akin to DOR [-hi] within a model which admits 

binary features). As shown by the data in (135), glottal stop which is specified as both PHAR and 

LAR [cgl] has a significant lowering affect on schwa, an effect which is not shared with the plain 

uvulars. 

2.4.4.2 Schwa and Labialization 

Schwa is realized as [v] when it occurs either before or after a labio-velar consonant, as in (137). 

(137) [v] in environment of labio-velar 

Input 

a. CaCPL-pukw 

b. c 9CPL-t' ek wa 

c. C3CPL-0kw=nac=tn 

d. C9CPL-tixw6at 

e. CaCPL-kwnay 

f. C9CPL-kwaft 

pskw-pukw 

t' e3kw-t' eakwa 

09kw-09kwnactn 

t9xw-tixw0ai 

kw9n-kw9?nay 

fcw9f-kwatt 

Output Gloss 

pukw . pukw lots of books 

t'ex5kw . t'e9 . kwa edible rootstalks 

0ukw . 0ukw . n a c . t n lots of chairs 

ti5xw . t i x w . 0A1 tongues 

kwvn . k w a? . nAy lots of Uds 

lwvi . k w A f t lots of plates 
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(138) 

Schwa is both retracted and rounded before a labio-uvular consonant, as shown in (139). 

(139) [o] 

Input 

a. C»CPL-Xiqw=ana 

b. C9CPL-Xqw=inas 

c. CaCPL-i9q w 

d. C3CPL-£xw=ay 

foq^iq^ana 

X9qw-X9qwinas 

igq w -i9q w 

5feXw-3feXway 

Output Gloss 

toqw . ttqw . ?a . na earlobes 

toqw . to . qwe . nAS hearts 

4oq w . i:oqw arrows 

toxw . to . x w A y lots of dog salmon 

(140) 
9 
o 

PN 

/ I \ 
LAB DOR PHAR 

[rd] 

2.4.4.3 Schwa and Place Assimilation 

Schwa is realized as [i] between coronals, and as [t] in the environment of DORfhi] consonants 

(alveopalatals and plain velars). The relevant syllable is underlined in the Output column of (141). 
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(141) [i] 

Input Output Gloss 

a. C9CPL-6uein eae-eue in e i g . Go. e m hps (pi) 

b. cuj C9CPL-saitxw S9i-sattxw cuy . s£t- sal. txw young women 

c. CaCPL-Xlaqan fol-foVlaqan %t 1. Aa? . la. qAn lots of slugs 

d. CsCPL-jX=umixw j9A-j9?Airmix w . J£? . AO . mixw car, vehicle 

e. CaCPL-macin macWnacm mi6 . ma . 6tn lice 

f. CsCPL-kapu kap-kapu kytp . kyas . po lots of coats 

(142) 
9 
o 

/ \ 

[-bk][hi] 

2.4.4.4 Interaction of Retraction and Place Assimilation 

J.Davis (1970) and Urbanczyk (1999) state that schwa becomes [e] when it occurs after an 

alveopalatal and before a laryngeal. As documented here in §2.4.4.6, when schwa occurs after an 

alveopalatal and before a plain uvular stop, it is realized variably as [A ~ e]. Blake (1992, 1995), 

and Watanabe (1994, 2000) make a slightly different claim in which schwa neutralizes with the low 

vowel lal before a laryngeal, and then, like lal assimilates to the preceding alveo-palatal yielding [e]. 

The morphological status of the Root in question is taken here to be the deciding factor as to 

whether the vowel is underlyingly an lal or is a schwa. If the Root behaves as a Weak Root for 

morphological purposes, the surface [e] is analyzed as schwa whereas if the Root were to behave 

as a Strong Root, then surface [E] is analyzed as lal. Recall that surface [E] also comes from I'll in 

the environment of a following post-velar consonant, but that the allophones of schwa are 

perceptually shorter in duration than the allophones of the full vowels. 
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Examples in which schwa is realized as [e] are documented in (143). Notice that in each 

case both the alveopalatal and the following laryngeal ? belong to the same syllable. A comparison 

of the examples in (148.b-b'), repeated here as (143.d-e), shows that this is a necessary condition 

for assimilation. 

(143) 

Input 

a. sm-it 

b. hu cap CaCPL-ju? 

c. s?t ga 

d. c?=umixw==tn 

e. c?=nac==tn 

§9?mit 

hu cap ]9?-ju? 

S9?t ga 

cb?umixwt9n 

C 9 ? n a c t 9 n 

Output 

se?. met 

hd . cep . je? . Ju? 

se?t g A 

co . ?o . m i x w . t 9 n 

til . n A c . tin . 

Gloss 

dried (stative) 

you (pi) go home 

go upstairs 

rug on floor 

small blanket to sit on 

The surface realization [e] involves the rightward spread of DOR[-bk] and the leftward spread of 

PHAR given the present analysis, as in (144). 

(144) 
s 9 ? 

PN PN PN 
| / \ / 

DOR DOR PHAR 
| \ / 

[hi] [-bk] 

[SE?] 

The examples in (145.a-c) show that for some speakers Retraction takes precedence over the effect 

of a preceding alveopalatal, since schwa is realized as [A] and not as [E]. The examples in (145.d-f) 

show that schwa is realized as [A] before a plain uvular, as in (131) above. 
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(145) [A] in the environment before a plain post-velar 

Input Output Gloss 

a. cq hq cAq robin 

b. cx c9x CAX ripe, cooked, done 

c- jq pq jA'q smooth 

d. pq paq pA'q white 

e. Xq £gq XXq rot 

f. qx qax qXx many 

(146) 

PN 

DOR 
/ \ 

[hi][-bk] 

Height assimilation of schwa to the following alveopalatal (spread of DOR[hi]) occurs 

consistently, but the effect of the preceding labialized consonant on schwa varies across speakers, 

giving the surface variation recorded in (147.a-b). Again the tautosyllabic consonant which 

follows schwa exerts a stronger effect on the surface realization of this epenthetic nucleus than the 

preceding consonant does. 

(147) different speakers 

Input 

a. k^ - t 

b. kws=u0in-m 

c. CaCPL-kwnay 

k w 9S t 

k w 9 s u 0 i n 3 m 

k w 9 n - k w 9 ? n a y 

Different Speakers Gloss 

kwt)st ~ kwist count s.t. 

kwi5so0en9m ~ kwfso6en9m to tell a joke 

kwtfnkwa?nAy ~ kwinkwa?nAy lots ofhds 
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2.4.4.5 Transiaryngeal Harmony 

Not only is the surface realization of schwa determined by adjacent consonants, it can also 

be influenced by the quality of adjacent vowels. The example in (148.a) shows that schwa may be 

coloured by a preceding vowel, and that assimilation occurs across an intervening laryngeal. The 

example in (148.b) shows that transiaryngeal harmony can also occur in the other direction; schwa 

becomes harmonic with a following vowel, and assimilation occurs across an intervening 

laryngeal. 

(148) 

Input 

a. tg-?m-t-'ui c 

b. 6?=umixw=tn 

b'. cV?=nac=tn 

b". £?-

tu?amtui c 

C9?umix w t9n 

ca?nact9n 

<b?-

Output Gloss 

tu?omt6ic ~ tu?omt61:c I froze it for her 

bo . ?o . mix w . tan rug on floor 

btl. nAC . tin . small blanket to sit on 

be on top of 
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2 A A.6 Summary of Allophones of Schwa 

The following table presents a summary of the allophones of schwa: Q indicates the place 

of articulation consonant which precedes schwa, and C2 is used to indicate the place of articulation 

of the consonant which follows schwa. The dotted line (-—) indicates that there are no clear 

examples in the present data base. The gap in (150) involves the plain velars in C2 position, a 

position in which plain velars are severely limited in distribution (cf. Appendix IV). This is 

directly due to the fact that Proto-Salishan *k/k were fronted to clh respectively. Examples of [k] 

and [k] within the synchronic grammar are loan words from either English or Chinook Jargon, or 

the neighbouring Wakashan language Kwakwala. 

(150) 

C2 

C i 

LAB COR Alveopalatal Velar Labio-Velar Uvular Labio-Uvular Glottal ? 

LAB 9 9 ~ A 9 9 ~ 9'w A V ~ D a 
COR 9 ~ A 9 ~ I I l t ) ~ ii A i5 ~ o d 

Alveopalatal I 1 ~ e I ~ 1 v ~ ii A ~ E 0 E 

Velar I 1 I 9 w~l5 A d 

Labio-Velar V V I ~ V •u ~ d A d 

Uvular A A 9y [e-] ~ A A A 6 ~ 9'w a~ A 

Labio-Uvular A * 
A A ~ 9 d w ~ d X ~ d 0 d 

Glottal A 9 ~ A 9 ~ A A A A a 

As we have observed, schwa retracts to [A] in the environment of plain uvulars (PHAR DOR) 

whereas it retracts and lowers to a brief [a] in the environment before glottal stop (PHAR). 

Retraction always takes place when schwa is adjacent to a post-velar consonant. Schwa is 

labialized when it precedes a labialized (i.e. [rd]) consonant. As seen from (147) above a preceding 

Labialized consonant does not tend to affect a following schwa to the same degree that a following 

labialized consonant does. Labialization spreads leftward but tends not to spread rightward (note 
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the variability mentioned in §2.4.4.2). Labialization takes precedence over assimilation to a 

preceding alveopalatal (DOR[-bk]). 

2.4.4.7 Proposed Analysis 

The analysis proposed here follows from same constraints proposed for the Full Vowels 

H, u, al and the fact that schwa lacks lexical feature specification. 

When schwa is followed by a tautosyllabic laryngeal consonant ?, it is systematically 

lowered to [d]. Retraction to the low vowel [d] interacts with Labialization in the following way. 

Retraction from a following glottal seems to take precedence over rounding from a preceding 

labialized consonant. This not only shows that Retraction to [a] outranks Labialization but 

underscores the fact that consonants which follow schwa seem to have a stronger effect than 

consonants which precede schwa. Notice that retraction to [a] and Labialization are in conflict 

since there are no low rounded vowels in the language, as discussed in §2.4.3.2.1. Again this 

follows from the grounded constraint which states that if a vowel is D O R [lo], then it is not round. 

This is abbreviated as * L O / R D . 

A preceding alveopalatal ( D O R [hi, -bk]) can affect the height and place of articulation of 

schwa depending on the place features of the following consonant, as shown by the data in 

(143-145) above. Alveopalatals generally share their [hi] specification with a following schwa 

except when schwa is followed by a post-velar ( P H A R ) consonant. Since retraction of schwa in the 

environment of a following post-velar consonant ( P H A R ) seems to be categorical (that is, it always 

takes place), the failure of [hi] spread from a preceding alveopalatal consonants is analyzed as a 

high-ranking grounded constraint which states that if the vowel (in this case schwa) is P H A R , then 

it is not [hi] (*PHAR/HI) . A preceding alveopalatal also shares its [-bk] specification with a 

following schwa as long as schwa is not followed by a tautosyllabic labialized consonant. In this 

case, rounding takes precedence over the spread of [-bk]. This is analyzed here as a grounded 

constraint which states that if a vowel is [rd], then it is not [-bk] ( * R D / - B K ) . This constraint also 

captures the fact that Sliammon lacks front rounded vowels in its inventory. 
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It is not fortuitous that schwa colouration and the realization of the underlying full vowels 

show many parallels; in particular, Retraction and the effects of a preceding Alveopalatal, One 

question we might address here is why does schwa colouration also involve Labialization whereas 

the realization of the full vowels does not? This is explained in a straightforward manner given the 

lexical representation of the Full Vowels and the grounded constraints proposed above. 

Labialization can not occur to either I'll or lal due to the grounded constraints *-BK/RD and *LO/RD. 

The effects of labialization on lul are not perceived since lul is lexically specified as LAB[rd] DOR. 

This observation is important since it provides us with a diagnostic for differentiating schwa (and 

the allophones of schwa) from a reduced full vowel. Full Vowel Reduction is discussed in the 

next section. 

2.4.5 Reduced Full Vowels 

The prosodic properties of Full Vowel Reduction in Shammon will be discussed in detail in 

Chapter 4 where it will be argued that reduction is sensitive to stress. A full vowel is reduced in a 

closed unstressed (post-tonic) syllable in order to improve the resulting Foot structure (cf. §3.3 on 

Metrical Structure in Shammon and §4.3 on Full Vowel Reduction). Representative data are 

presented here in (151) in which full vowels alternate with their lax counterparts. 

(151) Full Vowel Reduction 

Input 

a. yax-t-anapi-as-'ui 

a', yax-t-anapi c 

b. hihw c xa -̂ng-mi 

b'. xaA-ng-mi c 

Output Gloss 

yax-[a]t-anapi-s-ul ye .xa .ta .na .ge.. sot He was thmking of you 

ye . xa . ta . na . rate. I remembered you (pi) 

he:wc xat. no . ine. I love you very much 

xat. no . mi£. I love you (sg) 1 

y a x - [ a ] t - a n a p i c 

h i h i w c xaAnumi 

x a A t i u m i c 

Notice that i f this proposal is correct, then we have evidence that the first person subject clitic c J in these contexts 

is syllabified with the preceding object suffix and is therefore part of the Prosodic Word domain. This wi l l become 

important in determining the position of clitics within prosodic and morphological domains (cf. Selkirk 1995 on 

the position of clitics, and Watanabe 2000 on clitics in Sliammon). 
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c. ?awukw-hV c ?awu-hu-kw C .. ? A . wo . hokwc I have tobacco 

c\ ?awukw ?awukw ?a . wukw ~ ?A'wx)kw tobacco 

d. t'ug-0-as t'ug-[u]-6-as to . gu . ©AS she recognizes me 

d'. t'ug-t c t'ug-|>]<t>c to . gt?c I recognize her 

e. DM-mixat^ui mi-m<i>xaiut mem . la • tot black bear cub 

e*. mixai mixai m e . X A J black bear 

f. ?i=ttan-hV c ?iita-ha-n c ?et. ta . hAnc; Tve got food 

f. ?iitan ?iitan ?ei. tAn eat, food 

g- sup=nac-hV a supna-ha-c a sop . a§ . ha . ca. Has he got a tail? 

g'- sup=nac supnac sop. riAC tail 

It is proposed that Full Vowel Reduction entails the loss of a mora associated with the Full Vowel, 

but that the full vowel retains its phonological features, following Blake (1999). 

Traditionally, full vowel reduction is often treated as reduction to schwa; that is, the loss of 

a mora and the phonological features which it dominates. Within OptimaUty Theory, the 

constraints which govern the prosodic structure can be ranked independently from the constraints 

on featural Faithfulness. It therefore seems entirely feasible to "adjust" the prosodic representation 

(in this case underparse a mora <u>) in order to create an optimal Foot without affecting the 

featural content which it dominates. In this way, constraint violation is minimal. 

It seems important therefore to consider whether or not Full Vowel Reduction in Sliammon 

is the same as reduction to schwa. It is claimed here that the output of Full Vowel Reduction has 

the prosodic structure of schwa and the featural content of a full vowel. In order to see this, 

consider the representation of the three "types" of output vowels (schwa, full vowel and reduced 

full vowel) presented in (152). 
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(152) 

Schwa Full Vowel Reduced Full Vowel 

C Nuc C 
1 ' 1 

Nuc 
I 

Nuc 
1 1 i 

1 ' 1 
1 o | 

1 1 
<u> 

1 / \ 1 
[f] [f] [f] [f] 

Notice that the difference between the surface representation of schwa and the output of full 

vowel reduction is not whether or not the vowel has features (both do) rather the source of those 

features. The surface output of schwa is completely determined by the features associated with 

adjacent consonants (and vowels) whereas the output of Full Vowel Reduction retains its lexical 

featural content (DOR[-bk] for I'll [i], LAB [rd] DOR for lul [v ~ o], and DOR[lo] for lal [A]). The 

height of the reduced full vowel is still determined by the height of the adjacent consonants; 

however, the lexical content of the reduced vowel prevents total place assimilation, in keeping with 

the grounded constraints and faithfulness, as discussed above. 

2.4.5.1 Evidence that Full Vowel Reduction (laxing) Reduction to Schwa 

The next section presents two cases which supports this claim. Basically, the quality of a 

reduced full vowel is distinct from the surface realization of schwa in a number of contexts. 

The first case involves what happens to unstressed lil when it is followed by a labialized 

consonant (Cw). If full vowel reduction were the loss of a mora and die phonological features 

associated with this vowel, then we would expect the surface reduced vowel (i.e. the Output) to be 

identical to schwa in the same context. The data in (153.a'-c') shows that schwa is rounded before 

a labialized consonant whereas (153.a"-c") Column 3 shows that schwa does not surface as a mid 

central unrounded vowel [a] in this context. 
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(153) Schwa Colouration 

Input 

a. qwx-t ga ta qigaO 

a'. IMP-qwx-t can 

a". 

b. nxwrt 

b'. CaCPL-nxwif 

b". 

c. DIM-Xxw=ay+[?] 

c'. txw=ay 

c". 

qwaxt 

qw9-qwxt can 

naxwii 

naxw-naxwif 

Xi-Xxway 

3bxway 

Output 

qwAxt~qwdxt 

qwoqwxt3 cm 

*qwaqwxt3 cm 

mixwif ~nuxwit 

ni5xwnx)xwE'l 

*naxwn-uxwet 

titxwAy 

&5xwAy 

*XaxwAy 

Gloss 

butcher the deer! 

I'm butchering it 

dugout canoe 

canoes 

small chum salmon 

chum, dog salmon 

Contrast this with the following data in (154) which shows unstressed I'll [e / i] in the same 

phonological context (i.e. before a labialized consonant). Notice that reduced I'll surfaces as [e / 1 ] , 

and crucially does not surface as [o I v], as shown by the starred (*) forms in (154.a'-e'). 

(154) Full Vowel Reduction/i/[e/i] 

Input V-reduction <u> Output Gloss 

a. masiqw (mau . siqw<u > u) massqw purple sea urchin 

a'. *ma. saq w *masoqw 

b. t'eip=iqw (t\ . piqw<u>u) t'ee-pEqw pointed nose 

b'. •t^i. paqw *t'eEpoqw 

c. Xiqiw ( A I u . qiw<u>u) XsqEW dark 

c'. *Xi. q a w *^Eqaw 

d. tiqiw (tiu . qiw<u>u) tEqEW horse 

d\ *ti. qaw *tE'qaw 

e. ?i?agikw (?iu . ?au . gi£ w<u> u) ?e?agtkw clothes 

e'. *?i. ?a . gak w *?e?agukw 
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The grounded constraints posited to explain the full vowel allophones §2.4.3 and the output of 

schwa colouration §2.4.4, also provide an explanation for why reduced Ixl [e / 1 ] fails to undergo 

rounding. Since Ixl is lexically specified DOR[-bk], place assimilation and consonant-vowel 

interaction is subject to the grounded constraint *-BK/RD which states that if a vowel is [-back], 

then it is not round. Reduction, which is construed as the underpaying of a mora (Max[p] 

violation), does not affect the correspondence relations of the features it dominates. Since schwa 

lacks inherent place features, it is free to undergo Labiahzation, thus explaining the observed 

contrast between the Output of Full Vowel Reduction and Schwa Colouration. 

The second case which shows that the Output of Full Vowel Reduction is distinct from 

schwa colouration involves lul in an unstressed syllable between adjacent coronals, and a 

comparison with schwa in the same phonological context. Consider the realization of schwa 

between coronals. As shown by the data in (155) schwa is realized as [a ~ f]. 

(155) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. C9CPL-sattxw sa4-sa1txw sftrsacrtxw women 

b. C a C P L - t ' i n i q w t'9n-t'i?niqw t9nt'e?neqw saknonberries 

If full vowel reduction of lul were reduction to schwa (i.e. a bare nucleus), then we would expect it 

to surface as [a ~ i] between coronals. The data in (156) shows that this is not the case. Reduced 

lul is realized as [v ~ o] in keeping with the proposed analysis; crucially it retains its inherent DOR 

[rd] specification. 
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(156) Reduced IvJ [o~v] 

Input Output Gloss 

a. jas-'ui jasui Jesot: yesterday 

a*. *Jas3i *jESt! , *JES3+ 

b. Xpxw-t-'ut c Xapxwatuic X9pxwatvic I broke it 

b\ *X9pxwats4c *X9pxwatiic 

b". *X9pxwat9ic *X9pxwatalc 

c. kwunut' kwu?nut' kwd?not' porpoise 

c'. *&wu?n9t' *kwd?n9t' 

d. xat̂ -eut xaf̂ Out xdf9eoth fit (clothes) 

d'. •xat̂ Gat *xat^e3t, *xdt'eeit 

The explanation is parallel to the one presented above. When moras are parsed into Feet they are 

subject to constraints on well formedness, in particular Foot Binarity at the moraic level (FTBINp). 

The constraint conflict therefore is between the pressure to parse moras (Max[p.]) into well-formed 

Feet, and to construct Feet which obey Foot Binarity. Since the constraint conflict is of a prosodic 

nature, additional violations of Faithfulness (i.e. the loss of phonological features) will always 

entail non-minimal violation of the constraint hierarchy. In the case of IvJ, the loss of the features 

DOR[rd] would involve exactly these kind of non-mmimal violations. The resulting candidate 

would have more constraint violations, and therefore be less optimal than a candidate which incurs 

minimal violations (just enough in order to satisfy the constraint ranking). Consider the following 

tableau which illustrates this point. 
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(157) Jasut [Tesoi] yesterday 

Input: Ja u . suu4u 

DOR 
[rd] 

FTBINp FAITH [f] MAX[p] 

« r a. (ja>i . sotu) 

1 
DOR 
[rd] 

b. (Jau . suu4u) 

DOR 
[rd] 

*! 

c. (ja u . s 3 t u ) *!** 

This is illustrated briefly here to show that the output of Full Vowel Reduction is distinct from 

Schwa Colouration. Detailed discussion and analysis of the prosodic properties of Full Vowel 

Reduction will be presented in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 3: Prosodic Structure of Sliammon 
Raven did not come on Thursday, He sent nothing. 

Not a word. Not a sign. 

Nothing on Thursday. Nothing on Friday. 

Nothing on Saturday. Nothing on Sunday. 

Then be sent eagles. 

Phyllis Webb 

3.0 Introduction 

This chapter is a pivotal chapter. It provides additional evidence for a phonological weight 

contrast between the full vowels and schwa, thus confirming the hypothesis made in Chapter 2, 

and it motivates the prosodic structures which will be assumed in Chapters 4 and 5. Arguments 

regarding the moraic structure of the language are presented in §3.1. §3.2 introduces the basic 

syllable-structure constraints, and §3.3 is a brief introduction to Sliammon metrical structure. 

Kenstowicz (1993), and Blevins (1995) both summarize the central role of the 

syllable within linguistic theory. Speech sounds are not simply ordered with respect to one another 

in accordance with the constraints on possible sequencing; rather speech sounds are proposed to 

be organized into higher prosodic units of Mora (p), Syllable (a), Foot (Ft), and Prosodic Word 

(PrWd), following Selkirk (1980a, 1980b), McCarthy and Prince (1986 et seq.). The modified 

version of the Prosodic Hierarchy which is adopted here is presented in (1), and re-introduces the 

Nucleus (N) as a linguistic prime, following work by Shaw (1992, 1993, 1995, 1996). 

(1) Prosodic Hierarchy 

PrWd 
I 

Ft 

a 
I 

N 
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Shaw (1995,1996) provides the syllable typology in (2): 

(2) Nuclear Moraic Model of Syllable Structure (Shaw 1993, 1995, 1996) 

Super-light Light Light Heavy Heavy Super-heavy 

non-moraic mono-moraic mono-moraic bi-moraic bi-moraic tri-moraic 

a. b. c. d. e. f. 
o o o o o o 
l\ l\ l\ l\ l\\ l\\ 

/ N / N l\ / N / N \ / N \ 
/ | / | / | / A / | \ / / \ \ 

/ j / u I p /lip. / p - M / iiiiii 
I | / I / I / \/ / I I / \/ | 

C [3] C V C C C V: C V C C V: C 

This model allows for super-hght syllables which are characterized as Nuclear but non-moraic 

(=2.a). The model also groups mono-moraic nuclear CV syllables (2.b) together with the mono-

moraic non-nuclear CC syllables in (2.c). Although they differ in the presence/absence of a 

vocalic Nucleus, the claim made by this model is that they behave in a similar fashion with respect 

to their phonological weight. The non-nuclear syllables such as the ones in (2.c) provide a 

representation for obstruent-only syllables; these are also referred to as 'Minor Syllables', following 

Sloan (1988), Shaw (1996.a, 1996.b). As will be shown in §3.2, Shammon has minor syllables at 

the right-edge of the word. The reader is also referred to Shaw (1996.a) on Minor Syllables in 

Lillooet and Bella Coola, and to Bates and Carlson (1997) on Minor Syllables in Spokane (Salish). 

This model also predicts mono-moraic syllables of following form, following Shaw (1996.b): 

(3) 
Light: mono-moraic 
a. o 

/ N \ 
/ I \ 
/ I V-
I I I 
C [3] C 
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The structure in (3) represents a mono-moraic closed syllable which contains a non-moraic Nuclear 

schwa and a moraic coda consonant. Schwa most often occurs in this configuration, as discussed 

in detail in Chapter 5. 

If schwa is weightless, and syllables are maximally bi-moraic, then we may also expect to 

find evidence for bi-moraic syllables of the form in (4). (cf. Shaw (1996b) who questions whether 

or not schwa can license a complex coda.) 

(4) 
Heavy: bi-moraic 
a. 

a 
l\ \\ 

I N \ \ 
/ | uu 
/ I I I 

C [9] C C 

As will be shown in §3.2, both CgC and CgCC syllables are attested in SUammon. What is of 

particular interest is the fact that SUammon exhibits a constraint against trimoraic CACC syllables 

whereas C9CC syllables are attested. This contrast provides additional evidence for the hypothesis 

that schwa is Nuclear and non-moraic whereas the full vowels Ii, u, al are Nuclear and moraic. 

3.1 Moraic Structure 

Within this model, the mora (u) is the basic unit of phonological weight in keeping with a 

growing body of Uterature (Hyman (1985), Hayes (1995), Zee (1988), Bagemihl (1991), 

PuUeyblank (1994), amongst others). Pulleyblank (1994) presents arguments that moras are 

present in the Input rather than assigned by weight-by-position (cf. Hayes 1995). 

It will be argued in this section that SUammon displays a contrastive weight distinction. In 

particular, schwa is weightless whereas the full vowels Ii, u, al are mono-moraic. For example, 

Weak Roots of the shape C9C are proposed here to be mono-moraic whereas Strong Roots of the 

shape CAC are bimoraic. (Recall that "A" in CAC stands for a full vowel). The independent 

existence of Compensatory Lengthening (CL) in the language motivates preservation of underlying 
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moraic structure and provides evidence that coda consonants are moraic (cf. Hayes 1989 on CL; 

Blake 1992 on CL in Shammon). 

The goal of §3.1.1 is to establish the fact that coda consonants in Shammon are moraic. 

Once this point has been established, §3.1.2 shows that CaC syllables behave differently than 

CAC syllables. Since there is evidence that a single post-vocalic coda consonant is moraic, then 

this difference in behaviour is therefore attributed to a difference in phonological weight of the 

vowel; schwa is weightless whereas the full vowels Ii, u, al are mono-moraic. This corroborates 

the claim made in Chapter 2 where it was noted that schwa is shorter in duration than the full 

vowels. The hypothesis that all post-vocalic coda consonants are moraic is central to the 

discussion of the constraints on the distribution of schwa which will be developed in detail in 

Chapter 5. 

3.1.1 Coda consonants are Moraic 

The purpose of this section is to show that post-vocalic coda consonants are moraic in 

Shammon. Evidence is presented from Compensatory Lengthening facts §3.1.1.1, Stress 

assignment and Full Vowel Reduction §3.1.1.2, and the stress properties of the Stative suffix -it 

§3.1.1.3. The conclusion that coda consonants are moraic in the language finds additional 

confirmation from judgements regarding prosodic constituency provided by speakers of Sliammon 

in §3.1.1.4. 

3.1.1.1 Compensatory Lengthening 

As shown by the data in (5) and following Blake (1992), the loss of a syllable-final glottal 

[?] gives rise to Compensatory Lengthening of the preceding full vowel nucleus, following Blake 

(1992). The relevant syllable is underlined in (5) Column 3. Although the data in (5.c-d) show 

that two variants appear to be in free variation, the existence of vowel lengthening provides 

evidence for the moraic status of the coda consonant. 
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(5) Compensatory Lengthening: loss of? 

Input Output Gloss 

a. ga?-ga?t'eap ga?ga?t'eap gaJ!.ga?.t'eAph ne's gone driving 

a'. ga?t'eap ga?t'eap ga;f 9Aph drive, steer 

b. XwaF=iqw=uja xwafeiqwu?Ja X W A ' . t'ee .qw6? . JE joint (human body) 

b'. x^tMq^uja xwaf9qwu?5a xwA't'e. qw6;j£ wrist 

c. tyta ti?ta tf?tA~ti:tA that one (gen.) 

d. OyOa 0i?Oa Qi2eA~ej ;0A that one (fern) 

Loss of syllable-final [h] also gives rise to Compensatory Lengthening, as in (6). The 

morphologically related forms show that the Root is h-final. 

(6) Compensatory Lengthening: loss of h 

Input Output Gloss 

a. tih tih Mi-tii big 

a'. tih=us tihus tijaos big head 

a". tih=iqw tihiqw tfheqw big nose 

a'". IMP-tih-INC ti-tih-ih titiheh it is getting big 

b. IMP-puh-INC pu-puh-uh piipuhuh it is getting windy 

b\ puh-?m puh?9m puh?Am -- pu:?am to blow (wind) 

b". puh-?m[i] puh?im puh?sm ~ - pu:h£m it's windy (state) 

c. ?ah ?ah M be hurt, sore 

c'. ?ah-stg ?ahsxw ?a:sxw hurts 

c". ?ah-stg c ?ahsxw C 2i:sxwc I'm hurt 
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A third context illustrating Compensatory Lengthening entails the loss of a final n in the 

environment before t, or 6, as shown by the data in (7.a-b). The form in (7.c) shows that the 

Lexical Suffix (LS) =iqwan head is n-final. 

(7) Compensatory Lengthening: loss of n 

Input n-deletion Output 

a. sp=iqwan-6-as S9?piqwa<n>6as sa?peqwa:6AS 

Gloss 

he hit me on the head 

b. xim=iqwan-t-m ximiqwa<n>tam X E m e q w a : t 9 m get clawed in the head 

c. np=iqwan napiqwan n 9 p e q w A n brain 

To summarize, the loss of a syllable-final {?, h, n} causes Compensatory Lengthening, and 

therefore provides evidence that post-vocalic syllable-final consonants are moraic. Since h is a 

fricative, and n patterns with the class of Resonants, the hypothesis made here is that all coda 

consonants are moraic in Shammon, following Blake (1992). This is illustrated by the 

Input/Output representations in (8). 

(8) 

Input Output 

p p p p 

I I - w 
C V C C V: 

It should also be noted that Compensatory Lengthening seems to be restricted to stressed syllables. 

One may also wonder why Compensatory Lengthening does not take place more frequently than it 

does. Since many cases of consonant deletion (Coronal deletion: n-deletion, t-deletion, t-deletion 

cf. §2.2.7.2) occur in order to reduce the phonological weight of the syllable in question, 

conservation of the moraic structure via Compensatory Lengthening is non-optimal in these 

contexts. Furthermore, as will be argued in Chapter 4 there is a high-ranking constraint 
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PEAK PROM FT which ensures that the phonological weight of the head of the Foot is greater than 

or equal to the phonological weight of the non-head. Conservation of moraic structure in an 

unstressed syllable would therefore cause a violation of this constraint. 

3.1.1.2 Stress Assignment and Vowel Reduction 

One of the central claims made in Chapter 4 is that Full Vowel Reduction occurs in unstressed 

closed syllables in order to reduce the phonological weight of the non-head. The proposed analysis 

of the stress facts and of Full Vowel Reduction entail that coda consonants are moraic, as shown 

by the data in (9.a-d). The brackets in the Output indicate the foot structure: a period is used to 

indicate syllable boundaries, and u indicates the moraic status of each segment. The data in (9.a'-d') 

provides morphologically related forms which provide evidence for the representations assumed 

here. 

(9) 
Input 

a. saL'̂ awus 

a'. saL' 

b. fop=awus 

b\ fop 

c. Aax=ay 

c*. DIM-Aax=ay+[?] 

c". IMP-^ax-INC 

d. kwuyukw 

d\ IMP-kwuyukw-m 

sa?a[?]awus 

sa?a 

fopawus 

tip 

Aaxay 

AaAxay 

Aa-Aax-ax 

kwuyukw 

kwu-kwuyukw-am 

Output 

(sau?au) (?a^wusu) 

sa?a 
( A e u . pau . wvsu) 

A E p 

(£a u . x A y u ) 

^ a A X A y ~ A a A x a y 

<tau . £a u . XAX^) 

(kwiiu yi)kw

M) 

kwulwoyukwvm 

Gloss 
two eyes 

two 

area below the eye 

under 

elder (most respectful) 

old person 

getting old 

Fish hook, troll 

trolling 

If coda consonants were non-moraic, then there would need to be a different explanation for what 

drives Full Vowel Reduction. 
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3.1.1.3 Stative-it 

The special stress behaviour of the stative morpheme provides evidence that this suffix is 

bimoraic: -iutu. Consider the data in (10) which show that the stative always bears secondary 

stressed when it follows a Strong Root of the form CAC. This fact is noted and discussed in detail 

in Watanabe (2000). What is of interest here is that the final CAC syllable is stressed, and resists 

reduction, as shown by the contrast between the grammatical examples in (lO.a-d) and the 

ungrammatical examples in (lO.a'-d'). 

(10) Stative 

Input -̂conservation Output Gloss 

a. x w u u q w

u - i ut u xu u u . qwiutu (*w<*0 < s°- s»°™g (state) 

a- *(xwdqwet) 

b. h u ^ - i a V hu u u .J i u t u (hd:)(jlf) already done 

b\ *(h°J l t) 

c t a u P u - i u t u ta .̂piutu (ta:)(pethHta:Xpfeth) tight 

c\ *(tapet) 

d. t% j u - iutM t%?u . JVU ( « 0 CjlthHt'ea?)0ith) shade 

d'. *(t'ea?jit) 

The fact that the stative bears secondary stress and resists full vowel reduction suggests that it is 

lexically footed (cf. Shaw et.al. 1999). Lengthening of the Root vowel preserves the bimoraic 

status of the initial syllable, since the Root-final consonant is parsed as an Onset to the stative 

suffix -it, as shown in (lO.a-c). The second variant in (lO.d) shows that the phonological weight 

of the second consonant of the Root is preserved when a vowel-initial suffix is added. The glottal 

portion [?] of j continues to occupy the coda of the first syllable, and the j functions as the Onset to 

the second syllable. This satisfies the Onset constraint while also being Faithful to the moraic 

structure of the Root, as shown by the Foot structure in (11). 
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(11) Input: t Output: [t̂ aTjit*1] shade 

E l £ T 

cr o 
I N \ / N \ 

/ | \ 
p H / p u 

/ 
a ? J t 

This kind of conservation of moraic structure provides evidence that post-vocalic consonants are 

moraic, and that the moraic content of Roots is present in the Input. Restructuring of glottalized 

resonants is discussed further in §5.2. See Appendix V for a list of Strong and Weak Roots in 

Sliammon. 

3.1.1.4 Moraic Structure: Speaker Judgements 

Additional confirmation that coda consonants are moraic comes from judgements regarding 

sub-syllabic constituency provided by speakers of the language. One elder consistently provides 

moraic units when asked to divide words into "syllables". She often taps out the number of 

rhythmic beats for each word. It is clear from a comparison of other forms syllabified by other 

speakers, and from syllable-sensitive processes in the language such as the vowel/glide/obstruent 

alternations discussed in §2.2.4, that the prosodic constituents provided by this speaker are smaller 

than a syllable. The fact that these are moraic-sized units is inferred by a comparison of a large 

number of forms which were morafied by this speaker. Relevant data was collected over a two 

year period and carefully compared with the judgements given by other speakers. A comparison of 

related data also enables us to rule out (a) morpheme-by-morpheme breakdown, (b) counting 

vowels, or (c) counting consonants as a possible interpretation of this speaker's judgements. A 

sample of the clearest data is presented in (12-13) below. 
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(12) 

Input Moraic Structure Output Gloss 

a. tkw-t takw

u tu tulwth pull it (cedar root) 

b. px-t p9xu tu pAxf*1 tear s.t. 

c. ?sp ?asu p u ?dsp finished 

d. plkw-t palu kw9tu palkw3th roll it 

(13) 

Input 

a. Xif9 

b. xwip-t 

b'. xwip-?amin 

Moraic Structure 

SH t'6 

X 1 | L l
 1 U 

x w i u pstu 

x w i u p u ?a umm u 

Output 

X E t ' 8 

x^pit11 

xwip?amin 

Gloss 

/ron, metal 

sweep it 

duster, brush 

These judgements regarding moraic structure provide further evidence for the non-moraic status of 

schwa. Compare (12.a) with (13.a) for example. The word tskwt pull it is parsed prosodically as 

tekw

u tu not * t 9 u k w

u . tu . If the initial CaC were bimoraic t 9 u k w

u , then it would be morafied in 

a similar fashion to the first two moras in (13.a): xiut'e

u. However, this is not the case. This kind 

of contrast provides additional evidence that schwa is non-moraic in these examples. 

The data in (14) provides further evidence for the moraic status of post-vocalic consonants. 

(14) 

Input Moraic Structure Output Gloss 

a. cap© cau p^ e u 
cepO aunt, uncle 

b. kwaqt kwâ  q u tu kwaqth holler, scream 

c. IMP-t̂ k-it t' ei ut' e

u kvu 
they're all screaming 

d. pl'ascan p3?u bs u cau n u pa?3lAscim cone of tree (pine, fir) 
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3.1.1.5 Onset consonants are non-moraic 

Onsets are non-moraic as seen from the data in (15), in keeping with the cross-linguistic 

generalization that Onsets do not contribute to the phonological weight of the syllable (cf. Hayes 

1995). 

(15) 

Input Output 

a. kwaj-0ut-'ut a cx w kwa>06toi8ecxw 

a'. ( k w a u . J^Xe&u • touXteu • c x w

u ) 

Gloss 

Did you suffer? 

6 moras; 3 Feet 

b. IMP-gasx-?m[i]+[?] a cx w gagASX8?emAcxw 

b'. (ga u. g A S u ) ( x l u . ? e u ) ( m A u . cx w^) 

Are you making lot of noise? 

6 moras; 3 Feet 

If following Hyman (1985), all consonants and vowels are moraic in the underlying representation, 

then satisfaction of the undominated constraint which requires that all syllables have Onsets in the 

language will be ranked higher than MAX[u], the constraint which keeps track of correspondence 

violations. In particular, a mora which is present in the Input but is absent in the Output incurs a 

MAX[p] violation, following McCarthy and Prince (1995 on Correspondence). 

3.1.2 Moraic status of Vowels 

The data in §3.1.1 establishes that coda consonants are moraic. Now consider the moraic status 

of the vowels. The following section presents evidence from Stress Assignment in the language 

which shows that schwa behaves differently than the full vowels Ii, u, al. This difference in 

behaviour is captured by their difference in phonological weight: schwa is non-moraic whereas the 

full vowels are moraic, thus providing independent confirmation of the hypothesis made in 

Chapter 2, and additional support for the Nuclear Moraic Model of Shaw (1993 et seq.). 
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3.1.2.1 Long vowels are bimoraic 

Recall that surface long vowels are derived in Sliammon via Compensatory Lengthening. Long 

vowels are represented as bimoraic, in keeping with standard assumptions of Moraic Theory. 

(16) Compensatory Lengthening 

Input Output 1 Output 2 Gloss 

a. tyta ti?ta ti:ta ~ t i . t A that one (gen.) 

b. 6y6a eftea-ee'Tea ei:6a that one (fern.) 

c. ma?-t-as ma?tAs ma:tAs he got it 

(17) 

NUC 

A 
p p 
\ / 
V: 

The data in (18.a'-c') shows that Strong Roots of the form C A C retain their bimoraic status with the 

addition of a bisyllabic Lexical Suffix. 

(18) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. tiuhu tin tih~ti: big 

a'. tih=u0in tihuGin ti:h60En big mouth 

b. qw«uPu- qwup- qwop- body hair 

b\ qwup=i6xan qwupi0xan qwd:pe0XAn hair under arms 

b". qwup=u0in qwupu6in qwd:p60en beard, facial hair 

c. qwiuV qwit qwEt beach 

c*. qwit=axan qwitaxan qwe:taxAn front of house 
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As shown by the autosegmental representation in (19), the second consonant of the Root functions 

as the Onset to the vowel-initial Lexical Suffix, and the full vowel of the Root is lengthened in 

order to maintain the bimoraic status of the Root. 

(19) /tih=u0in/ [ti:h6een] big mouth 

FT FT 
a a a 

/ | l\ I | \ 

/ N / N / N \ 
/ p. \i I u / | u 

I \l I I / I I 
t i: h o 0 e n 

Both feet satisfy Foot Binarity at the level of the mora (FTBDSTu) and therefore also satisfy 

Mhumality. This results in a surface candidate which has adjacent stresses: (cf)(cr a). 

3.1.2.2 Full vowels are moraic 

The stress facts in (20) also provide evidence that coda consonants are moraic in Sliammon since 

the bisyllabic word [t'eifekyith] they're all screaming bears secondary stress. 

(20) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. IMP-t̂ k-it t'ert'ek>lth they're all screaming 

a'. (PipPp) Cfcyu) 2 feet, 4 moras 

If moras are grouped together in a binary fashion in order to form trochees, then CAC . CAC is 

quadra-moraic and consists of two feet. If coda consonants were non-moraic, then we would 

predict a single bimoraic foot: (t'6iut'e . kiut), and not *(feiut'e

u) (kl utu). 
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3.1.2.3 Schwa is non-moraic 

Compare the behaviour of the full Vowels in (20) with the behaviour of schwa in (21). As 

shown by the data in (21), two adjacent CaC syllables form a single foot. If schwa were moraic 

then the output in (21) should be parallel to the stress facts in (20) above. This is not the case, as 

shown by the ungrammatical examples in (21.a"-b"). 

(21) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. crn-crh ta qya cimcirh t 3 qa?9ye the water is cold 

a'. (&amu . 4am )̂ 

a". *(^nmn) (^umu) *4 moras 

b. pq-pq p A q h p A q h all white 

V. (paqM . paq^ 

b". *(p9uclu) (P^uqu) *4 moras 

The goal of this section has been to present additional evidence which shows that schwa is distinct 

from the full vowels /i,u ,a / in terms of its phonological weight. This provides additional support 

that schwa is non-moraic (weightless) whereas the full vowels Ii, u, al are mono-moraic. This 

hypothesis has implications which are explored in the subsequent section. 

3.1.3 Implications: CC Roots and Minimality 

3.1.3.1 The Problem 

Words in Shammon can be long involving complex affixation and reduplication; however, 

there are also restrictions on the minimal size of free-standing lexical items. 

McCarthy and Prince (1993: 44) provide the following explanation of the derived notion 

Minimal Word: 
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(22) 

The prosodic hierarchy and Foot Binarity, taken together, derive the notion 

"Minimal Word" (Prince 1980, Broselow 1982, McCarthy and Prince 1986, 1990a, 

1991a, 1991b). According to the Prosodic Hierarchy, an instance of the category 

Prosodic Word (PrWd) must contain at least one Foot (Ft). By Foot Binarity, every 

Foot must be bimoraic or disyllabic. By transitivity, then, a Prosodic Word must 

contain at least two moras or syllables. 

By observing some of the smallest stressed free-standing words in Sliammon, we can see 

that Minimality is generally respected. A word which consists of a Foot is either bimoraic (up) as 

shown by the data in (23) or is disyllabic (oo) as shown by the data in (24). 

(23) Bimoraic Words 

Input Bimoraic Foot Output Gloss 

a. pixw (piuxw

u) pexw flood 

b. t'in (t'iu nu) ten barbecued salmon 

c. puqw (pu uqw

u) pdqw brown, grey 

d. cuj (cuu yu) cuy child 

e. xat (xau 5tu) xaX want 

f. tan (tiunu) tan mother 

(24) Disyllabic Words 

Input Disyllabic Foot Output Gloss 

a. ppa (pa. PA) papA pepper 

b. pcu (ps. cu) picu cedar root basket 

c. qji (q3. ji) qXji ~ qaji again 
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Furthermore, at the present point in time only two mono-moraic Roots of the shape CV 

have been recorded. They are 6u and hu which are both variants of the verbal auxiliary go. 

(cf. Appendix V, and Watanabe 2000 for a similar observation regarding the general lack of CV 

Roots in Sliammon). This observation seems to indicate that content words which are mono-

moraic are in some sense "too small", and are therefore generally excluded by constraints on 

Minimal Word in the language. The question then is how are 0u ~ hu licensed? 

It should also be noted that the verbal auxiliary 6u/hu occurs in predicate-initial position, 

and is often followed by a second-position enclitic (subject, imperative, quotative etc.,) which seem 

to be footed with the preceding auxiliary, as shown by the examples in (25). By subsuming the 

enclitic within the domain of the Prosodic Word, the resulting Foot satisfies Foot Binarity. 

(25) 

Input 

a. hu ga t^ux^unis-m 

b. hu ga m?-t 

c. hu ga s? 

d. hu c IMP-nsm+[?] 

huga t̂ uxwuriisam 

huga ma?t 

huga sd? 

hue nansam 

Output 

hdgA f9dxwonesam 

hdgA ma?!*1 

hdgA se? 

hoc*1 ninsam 

Gloss 

go brush your teeth! 

go get it! 

go upstairs! 

Tm going swimming 

The problem which we need to address here however, concerns the status of free-standing CaC 

Roots/Stems, such as those cited in (26). 

(26) 

Input Epenthesis Output Gloss 

a. Ap fop XXph deep 

b. & caf &i rain 

c. m^ maX" mXX* calm (on water) 

d. pq paq pXqh white 

f. XX xaX xXX break (e.g. a rope) 

g. mq maq mXq full (from eating) 
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h. qx 

i. Xq 

qax 

Xaq 

Xaq 

qXx 

XXqh 

XXq 

many, lots 

outside 

rotten (fruit, berries) 

Notice that when these Roots occur in a sentential context, they are stressed, as shown by 

the data in (27). The predicate in question either occurs in word-initial position, as in (27.a-d) or in 

the position of the main verb with the presence of a verbal auxiliary or other predicative element 

(27.e-g). The example in (27.h) shows the CaC Root in an overt DP preceded by the article kw. 

(27) 

Input Foot Structure Cnitput Gloss 

a. mt s P u i w (maX) s f W mXX calm today 

b. pq ta ?aya? (paqh) ta?aye? pXqh the house is white 

c. xX ta xwifm (xaX) t3 Xwe?lam XXX the rope broke 

d. qx pu?pxw (qax;) pu?pxw qXx lots of kindling 

e. h i h w Xp he:w (Xap*1) XXp it's really deep 

f. kwn a cxw mq kwXnascxw (maq) mXq Are you full? 

g- hu ga tq h d g A (*aqh) XXq go outside! 

h. h i h w say-mut kw bt he:w saymvth kw (6ai) bet it's really raining 

The (CaC) Root in question is footed as indicated by the presence of primary stress and the 

brackets to indicate the Foot boundary. It should be noted that the article ta and the syntactic 

nominalizer s are proclitics, and are therefore phonologically dependent on the Prosodic Word 

which follows in (27.a-c); these proclitics do not affect the footing of the (CaC) predicate which 

precedes them. 

Given the model adopted in this thesis, schwa is characterized as a bare Nucleus, and does 

not have any phonological weight associated with it (i.e. it is non-moraic), as argued in Chapter 2. 

The question, then, is do these stressed lexical words of the form Ca'C in (26-27) satisfy or violate 
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Minimality? Recall that Minimality is derived from the Prosodic Hierarchy and its interaction with 

FOOT BINARITY, as in (22). It is clear from the examples in (26-27) that CaC words do not satisfy 

Foot Binarity at the level of the syllable since they are clearly not disyllabic; however, do these 

words satisfy Foot Binarity at the moraic level? In other words, are they represented as in (28.a) or 

(28.b)? 

(28) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. cHu 6[a]fu (cf<fu) rain 

b. 6i u ctau]4u (cf^a) rain 

3.1.3.2 Discussion and Proposed Analysis 

There seem to be two plausible lines of argumentation. First, although schwa often behaves 

phonologicaliy as though it is non-moraic, schwa in this context could be constrained to be both 

Nuclear and moraic in order to satisfy Foot Binarity (=28.b). The cost of such an analysis would 

be the insertion of additional structure; in particular, a violation of both DEP[NUC] and DEP[p]. This 

implies the following partial constraint ranking: 

(29) FTBINp » DEP[NUC], DEP[u] 

In this case, Foot Binarity at the level of the mora must be satisfied at the expense of a DEP[NUC] 

and a DEP[u] violation. 

The other possible analysis is that the constraint FTBINp is ranked in such a way that it is 

violated in this context, and that these CaC forms represent degenerate feet in Shammon. Given 

Optimality Theory, FTBINp would be violated in order to satisfy some higher-ranked constraint in 

the grammar, yielding the output in (28.a). A plausible candidate is the interface constraint which 

ensures that every lexical content word receives stress. The following discussion pursues this 

hypothesis. 
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Prince and Smolensky (1993: 43) discuss Lx«PR(MCat) which requires that a member of 

a morphological category (MCat: Root, Stem, Word) corresponds to a prosodic category (PCat: 

Foot, PrWd). They also propose that these relations between morphological categories and 

prosodic categories can be achieved via Alignment (cf. also McCarthy and Prince 1993.b on 

Generalized Alignment). Alignment ensures that the left or right edge of a morphological category 

matches with the corresponding edge of the relevant prosodic category, making special reference to 

an edge (cf. also Chen 1987, Selkirk, Nespor and Vogel, McCarthy and Prince 1993). The 

alignment constraint in the case of Sliammon is given in (30). 

(30) Align L (MStem ; Foot) 

Align the left edge of every morphological stem with the left edge of a Foot (Ft). 

If the interface constraint Align L (MStem; Ft) is ranked above Foot Binarity (FTBINu, o), then it 

will be more important to ensure that the left-edge of every stem is aligned with a Foot than it is to 

satisfy FTBINp.. Therefore, CaC Roots, which themselves are well-formed stems, are stressed 

eventhough they fail to satisfy Foot Binarity, as shown by the partial ranking in (31). 

(31) hi hi [Hi] rain 

Input: hi u ALIGN L (MSTEM; FT) FTBINu DEP[NUC] 

«• a. (h%) 

b. hip *t 

The optimal candidate in (31.a) is footed and satisfies the Align constraint at the expense of 

creating a mono-moraic Foot. Candidate (31.b) is ruled out since the lexical content word hi, 

which is itself a stem, fails to be aligned with the left-edge of the Foot. 

One of the questions which this proposal raises is why there is no augmentation in order to 

satisfy Foot Binarity? If the constraints on Root Faithfulness are dominant, in particular 
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DEP[u]R 0 0t 3 then strengthening will be ruled out, as shown by the tableau in (32). Weak Roots are 

faithful to moraic structure. 

(32) bi &i [cni] rain 

Input: hi u ROOT FAITH: DEP[u] ALIGN L (MSTEM ; FT) FTBINp DEPfNUC] 

a. (c9i u ) 

b. (69 U4U) *! 

c. C94 u *! 

This may be considered an unorthodox proposal given the claims of Prince and Smolensky 

(1993: 109) who suggest that "Lx=PR and FTBIN are universally undominated." However, in the 

true spirit of OT, all constraints are violable. The proposal which is made here is that in a limited 

set of cases Foot Binarity is violated in order to satisfy Root Faithfulness. A Root in a non-derived 

domain can be sub-minimal because of Faithfulness. This appropriately characterizes the 

degenerate mono-moraic (CdCu) feet in Sliammon. This proposal seems to find support in the fact 

that these words are shorter in duration than free-standing bimoraic words, such as those in (23), 

and as documented in Chapter 2. 

3.1.4 Summary 

This section has presented arguments for the moraic structure which is assumed in this 

thesis. Of particular importance is the claim that all coda consonants are moraic in Shammon. In 

addition, evidence from stress assignment provides support for the claim that schwa is non-moraic 

in contrast to the full vowels which are moraic, since CaC functions as light whereas CAC behaves 

as heavy. This claim has interesting implications regarding the licensing of free-standing C3C 

stems. 
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3.2 Syllable Structure 

This section outlines the basic syllable structure constraints in Shammon, building on the 

basic descriptive generalizations of Blake (1992). Two new observations are worth noting. First 

of all Sliammon makes limited use of so-called "minor syllables"; these are obstruent-only 

syllables of the shape CC. These non-nuclear syllables occur at the right-edge of mono-morphemic 

stems, such as sat . txw woman or t̂ am . qwf cloud . These syllables are of particular interest 

with respect to our discussion of the distribution of schwa in Shammon since these "extra" 

consonants do not trigger schwa epenthesis in order to satisfy the constraint that all syllables have 

Nuclei (cf. §3.2.1.2). 

The second observation relates to the general ban on Complex Onsets in the language. 

Although Shammon lacks word-initial Complex Onsets, there are a limited number of word-

internal st- Onsets which have not been discussed elsewhere. 

3.2.1 Simple Syllables 

This section discusses "simple" CVC syllable structure in Sliammon, and establishes the 

constraints on the occurrence of syllable-internal "constituents" : Onset, Nucleus and Coda. 

Within the Nuclear Moraic model, the "Onset" is identified as the non-moraic consonant which 

precedes either a Nucleus, or a moraic consonant (e.g. in the case of a CCp Minor syllable). The 

term "coda" refers to the moraic consonant which occurs either after the vocahc nucleus and within 

the same syllable, or after the non-moraic onset in the case of CCp syllables. I will continue to use 

the convenient labels "onset" and "coda" in the discussion which follows. It will be argued here 

that all syllables in the language have a single Onset consonant, and that coda consonants are 

permitted. Section 3.2.1.2 argues that although all content words surface with a vocahc nucleus, 

not all syllables do. This section makes an important contribution to our understanding of 

Shammon phonology in that it documents the existence of so-called Minor Syllables in the 

language, and explains the observed asymmetry between the numbers of consonants allowed at the 

beginning of words versus the number of consonants permitted word-finally (cf. Blake 1992 on 
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extra-metrical consonants at the right-hand edge of the word domain). Complex constituents, such 

as Complex Onsets and Complex Codas, are discussed in §3.2.2. 

3.2.1.1 Onset 

3.2.1.1.1 The Data 

Words in Sliammon generally begin with a single consonant, as shown by the mono-

morphemic lexical items presented in (33). 

(33) 

Input Output Gloss 

a . m i x a i m e x A i m e . x A i . black bear 

b. p u h u p d h o p d . h o . raven ( m e s s e n g e r ) 

c. k w u m a k w u m a k w u . m a . raffish 

d. qwuw9t qwdwut ~ q w d w i t q w d . w u t . beaver 

e. q w alas q w a lAS q w a . IAS . raccoon 

f. w a x a s w a x AS w a . X A S . green frog 

There are no vowel-initial words in the language, nor is there any evidence for vowel-initial Roots 

either. Roots are always consonant initial, as shown by the data throughout this dissertation, and 

by the Root List in Appendix 5. When a vowel-final Root is followed by a vowel-initial Lexical 

Suffix, an epenthetic [h] intervenes, as shown by the data in (34). 

(34) Root=LS 

Input 

a. waxat'ei=aya 

a'. waxat'ei 

b. kapî aya 

b'. kapi 

wa~Xat9i[h]aya 

kapi[h]aya 

Output 

waxat,9e[h]ay£ 

waxat̂ e 

kyapi[h]aye 

kyapi ~ kapi 

Gloss 

pipe case 

pipe (for smoking tobacco) 

coffee pot 

coffee 
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c. qnayu=aya qdnayujjijaya 

c'. qn=ayu qsnayu 

d. lamatu=ukwt lamatu[h3ukwt 

d'. lamatu 

Other cases of vowel hiatus within 

and discussed in detail in Blake (2000). 

(35) 

Input 

a. ca-cag-a6i-as 

b. ya-yaf-a6i-as 

c. ca-cag-at-anapi-as 

d. ya-yai-at-anapi-as 

q/nayojjhjlye 

q/nayo 

^ S t O ^ k ^ 

lamato 

sewing needle case 

sewing needle 

sheep's wool, I. sweater 

sheep (< Fr. via CJargon) 

the affixal domain involve deletion, as shown in (35), 

yayaiaSis 

cacagata?napis 

yayafatsnspjs 

Output 

6ecEga0is 

yeyeiaQts 

cEcegat3?n3pis 

yeyeiatanapis 

Gloss 

s/he is helping you (sg) 

s/he is calling you (sg) 

s/he is helping you (pi) 

s/he is calling you (pi) 

3.2.1.1.2 Proposed Analysis 

The Onset constraint is defined in (36) following Prince and Smolensky (1993:25) and 

McCarthy and Prince (1993). Since there is no evidence that this constraint is ever violated, it is 

proposed here that it is undominated in Shammon. 

(36) ONSET Every syllable has an Onset 

The constraint ONSET must dominate DEP[h] which militates against the insertion of epenthetic [h]. 

Since [h] is the least specified consonant in the system, and is arguably characterized as having a 

PHAR specification, the constraint DEP[h] or DEP[PHAR] will keep track of the cost associated with 

h-epenthesis. 
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(37) DEP[h] 

An [h] which is present in the Output and not present in the Input will incur a DEP[h] 

violation. 

DEP[h] belongs to the family of Faithfulness constraints within a correspondence model of 

Optimality Theory, following Prince and Smolensky (1993) and McCarthy and Prince (1994). An 

[h] which is present in the Output but is not present in the Input violates DEPfh] since there is a 

lack of correspondence between the Input and the Output. 

If ONSET and ROOT FAITH (i.e. MAX[f]) outrank DEP[h], then an epenthetic [h] occurs in 

order to provide an Onset, and also to avoid deletion of either the vowel belonging to the Root or 

the vowel belonging to the following Lexical Suffix (LS). As argued in Blake (2000), Lexical 

Suffixes in SUammon behave like Roots with respect to vowel hiatus, and are therefore analyzed as 

bound Roots. As bound Roots, Lexical Suffixes will be subject to Root Faithfulness constraints 

rather than to Affix Faithfulness, following Blake (1995, 1996, 2000). Consider the tableau in 

(38) which shows h-epenthesis between a Root and following LS =aya place, container. 

(38) tala=aya [talahaye] purse 

Input: taUv=aya ONSET ROOT FAITH (MAX) DEPlTll 

a. ta. la . [h]a . ya 

b. ta. la<a> . ya *! 

c. ta. l a . a . ya *! 

What is interesting about Sliammon is that vowels in hiatus are treated differently depending on 

their morphological affiUation, but the high-ranking Onset constraint is always satisfied. 
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3.2.1.1.3 Gemination: Onsets and Faithfulness to Moraic Structure 

The data in (39) show that an intervocalic resonant is systematically parsed by speakers as 

the coda to the preceding syllable and as the Onset to the following syllable. This occurs with CC 

and CCC Roots in (39), and with some examples of Roots containing a full vowel in (40). 

(39) 

Input 

a. qwf a cxwm 

b. qwf a cap sm 

c. wn-?m-min 

d. kl0+[i] 

e. tTk+[i] 

Output 

qwuTaecxwvm 

qwt>laecips9m 

wonamin 

kThe 

t'Xhk 

Syllabification Gloss 

q w 9l ' . la?c . xwam Are you sg. coming? 

q w 9l ' . lae . clp . S 9 m Are you pi. coming? 

W 9 n . na . mm a drill 

161. ue 

Ul. h i 

crooked 

a hole 

(40) 

Input Output Syllabification Gloss 

a. ?ima6 ?emA0 ?em. mA0 grandchild 

b. ?ayis ?ayis ~ ?ayis ?ay. yis man's sister, cousin 

c. ?aya?-s ?aye?s ?ay. ye?s his house 

d. C3CPL-Janxw jinjenvxw j9n . jen . n9xw lots of fish 

e. kwul=awtxw kwulawtxw kwuT . law . txw school 

If all coda consonants are moraic in the language as evidenced by Compensatory 

Lengthening, and the stress facts in §3.1.1 above, then there is no inherent length contrast in post-

vocalic consonants in the language. If post-vocalic consonants were ambi-syllabic (non-moraic) 

then these would be the only non-moraic coda consonants in the language. Since this would be 

non-structure preserving in the sense of Kiparsky, it is proposed here that these consonants are 

moraic, and that gemination satisfies the constraint that all syllables have Onsets. In addition, 
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gemination also satisfies the constraint M A X [ f i ] which ensures a Faithful parse of underlying 

moraic contrasts. This proposal is confirmed in a number of different ways. Native speakers 

certainly syllabify these strings differently, and Harris (1981) writing on Island Comox treats these 

consonants as geminates. Both P. Kroeber and H. Watanabe (p.c.) both note that these consonants 

may be longer in duration, judging from their own transcriptions of SUammon. These array of facts 

leads me to hypothesize here that these consonants are moraic. 

Notice that gemination of an intervocaUc consonant has the effect of satisfying the high-

ranking Onset constraint in the language while also maintaining the moraic structure of the Root 

(cf. Chapter 5). 

3.2.1.2 Nucleus 

This next section addresses the status of the Nucleus in SUammon. There is a growing 

body of literature which recognizes the Nucleus as the core of the syllable. For example, Levin 

(1985) argues that the syllable is projected from a single primitive category Nucleus which is the 

head of the syllable. Shaw (1992) adduces templatic evidence in favour of a Nucleus based on her 

analysis of reduplication in Nootka and Nitinaht (Wakashan), and Ojibwe (Algonquian). Early 

reference to the role of the Nucleus in syllable structure include Trubetzkoy (1939), and Fudge 

(1976), amongst others (cf. also references in Anderson (1985), and Kenstowicz (1994)). 

Bagemihl (1991), Shaw (1993, 1996) make reference to the Nucleus in their discussion of Nu^alk 

(Bella Coola) and St'at'imcets (Lillooet). 

Within OptimaUty Theory, the central role of the Nucleus is characterized by the constraint 

SYLL NUC, following Prince and Smolensky (1993: 87). 

(41.a) SYLL NUC Syllables have vocaUc nuclei 

Shaw (1996.c) captues this same generalization with reference to Proper Headedness: 

(41 .b) PROPHEAD o A syllable is headed by a NUC [=SYLL NUC] 
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This is important since it will be argued in §3.2.2.3 that although many/most syllables in 

Sliammon satisfy SYLL NUC/PROPHEADa, there are a limited number of obstruent-only syllables in 

the language — syllables which clearly violate this constraint. 

The presence of a surface full vowel satisfies SYLL NUC / PROPHEADo in the data in (42). 

(42) Full Vowels 

Input Output Gloss 

a. xit'6 xit'e xii6 iron, metal 

b. kwin kwin kwen how many? 

c. iukw fukw *iikw to fly 

d. wukw wukw wukw scoop net 

e. kwas kwas kwas hot (temperature) 

f. pal' pal' pal' heron 

The presence of schwa in the Output in (43-44) also satisfies this constraint. Since constraints in 

OT are constraints on outputs, whether or not schwa is present in the Input is irrelevant to the 

satisfaction of SYLL NUC - the constraint evaluates whether or not each syllable contains a Nucleus 

in the Output. 

(43) Schwa 

Input Output Gloss 

a. qaji q# again, still 

b. pacu pscu picu cedar root basket 

c. n 3 x w i f naxwii nx5xwtt dugout canoe 

d. tskwfi takwfi tvkwie rabbit 

e. tsqwa ts?qwa ta?qwa octopus, devil fish 

f. qaya qa?ya qa?ye water 

g. mana m9?na ma?na one's child, offspring 
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(44) Schwa epenthesis 

Root Schwa Epenthesis Output Gloss 

a. qji q[3]ji qgji again, still 

b. pcu p[a]cu picu cedar root basket 

c. nx w r r n[9]xwi<r no5xwi't dugout canoe 

d. tk w4i t[3]kw4i tukw4e rabbit 

e. tq wa t[a]qwa ta?qwa octopus, devil fish 

f. qya q[9]ya qa?ye water 

g- mna m[9]na ma?na one's child, offspring 

3.2.1.3 Coda 

3.2.1.3.1 The Data 

Sliammon has syllables which are closed by a moraic coda consonant, as shown by the data in 

(45). The syllabification in Column 2 is provided by speakers of Sliammon. 

(45) Closed syllables 

Input 

a. DM-k wupa+[?] 

b. xap 

c. t ' e ix w - t ' e ix w 

d. mus-mus 

e. t'aq-t'aq 

Syllabification 

. k w u k w . pa? . 

. xap . 

. f 3 i x w . t' e ix v 

. mus . mus 

. t'aq . t'aq . 

Output 

k w uk w pa? 

xap 

t ' e ex w t ' e ex w 

musmus 

taqt'aq 

Gloss 

grandfather 

cradle basket 

fish hawk 

cow 

slow 

It wi l l be argued in §3.2.2.1 that Sliammon generally lacks Complex Onsets, so that 

[k wp, x wt ' e, sm, qt] are not licit Onsets. 
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3.2.1.3.2 Proposed Analysis 

Since coda consonants occur frequently in the language, this entails that the constraint NO 

CODA must be low-ranking in Sliammon. In addition, the family of Faithfulness constraints which 

ensure that a lexically specified post-vocalic consonant has a surface correspondence must be 

higher-ranking. The relevant constraints are given in (46). 

(46) / 

NO CODA Syllables are open (M&P 1993: 10) 

MAX[f] Each feature [f-element] in the Input is in a correspondence relation 

with a feature in the Output. 

DEP[f] Each feature in the Output is in a correspondence relation with a 

feature in the Input. 

The constraint MAX[C] is a constraint which evaluates the cost associated with deletion of a 

consonant whereas DEP[C] is the constraint which evaluates the insertion of a consonant which is 

not in the Input. The constraint which ensures that syllables are open (NO CODA) is violated in 

order to satisfy Faithfulness (MAX and DEP constraints), as shown by the partial ranking in (47) 

and the tableau in (48). 

(47) FAITHFULNESS » NO CODA 

(48) xap [xap] cradle basket 

Input: xap FAITHFULNESS NO CODA 

i®- a. xap 

b. xa<p> *! MAX[C] 

c. xap[a] *! DEP [a] 
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As shown by the tableau in (48), there is a faithful parse of the consonants and vowels in the Input 

and the correspondence relations between segments/features in the Input/Output are maintained. 

Since Faithfulness is ranked higher than NO CODA, deletion of the coda consonant is ruled out, as 

shown by candidate (48.b). Faithfulness also rules out vowel epenthesis which occurs in order to 

try and avoid a violation of NO CODA, as in (48.c). 

3.2.2 Complex Syllable-Internal Constituents 

More traditional linguistic theories use surface phonotactics to determine the possible types 

of syllables in a language. It will be argued in §3.2.2.1, that while Sliammon typically avoids 

Complex Onsets, a limited number of word-internal [st-] Onsets do occur in order to satisfy 

higher-ranking constraints on the Alignment of prosodic and morphological constituents. 

Violation of *Complex Onset is therefore optimal in a specific context - and occurs just when 

required to do so by a higher-ranking constraint. The ban on Complex Onsets cannot be viewed as 

a surface true generalization across the entire set of syllabified words. Again it is constraint 

ranking, constraint conflict and minimal violation which determine the most harmonic output. 

In §3.2.2.2, it will be argued that Sliammon avoids heteromorphemic CA-CC syllables 

since they violate the constraint against trimoraic syllables in the language (*ppp]0). At the same 

time, trimoraic syllables do occur in mono-morphemic Roots, such as CACC. High-ranking Root 

Faithfulness and the constraint on Root Contiguity drive violation of *ppp]cr. It is therefore not 

possible to make a statement regarding the output of syllabification which follows simply from the 

surface phonotactics and which does not take the morphological constituency into consideration. 

As pointed out by McCarthy and Prince (1993), a model of phonology in which constraints 

or generalizations about the language musr be surface true is untenable. Within OT, the optimal 

candidate may actually violate a number of constraints in order to satisfy some higher-ranked 

constraint within the grammar. The syllable typology which immerges is therefore complex and 

derived from the interaction of prosodic and morphological constraints. 
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3.2.2.1 ""Complex Onset 

Not only do syllables in Sliammon have an obligatory Onset but there is also a general lack 

of word-initial consonant clusters in Sliammon. The general ban on cComplex Onsets is discussed 

in the next section. 

3.2.2.1.1 The Data 

Schwa occurs between the first two consonants of a C R ' V Root, as shown by the data in 

(49) Column 2. Given a theoretical framework which lacks constraints on Inputs, consider what 

would happen i f the speaker posits an Input representation in which schwa is not present in the 

Input. A s shown by the output forms in (49), schwa occurs between the first two consonants, and 

avoids a violation of the constraint *COMPLEX ONSET. The ungrammatical forms in (49.a'-e') 

show that Sliammon lacks word-initial C R ' Onsets. 

(49) C R ' V Roots 

Input Output Gloss 

a. s m a sa? . ma sa?ma mussel 

a', sma * s m a 

a", s m a * s m . ?a 

b. mna ma? . na marna one's child, offspring 

b'. mna *mna 

b". mna *mn . ?a 

c. ?l'as / ?al'as ?a? . las ?a?lAS sea cucumber 

c'. ?l'as *? las 

c". ?l'as * ? 1 . ?as 

d. qya qa? . ya qa?ye water 

d'. qya * q y a 

d'. qya * q i . ?a . 
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e. kwwa k w 9?. wa kwa?wa stomach, belly 

e\ kwwa *kwwa 

e". kwwa *kwu.?a. 

Note also that the resonants m, n , 1, y, w are not syllabic, as shown by the ungrammatical forms 

in (49.a"-e"). The glides y, w do not undergo vocalization in this position either in order to satisfy 

the constraint which requires a vocalic nucleus, as shown by the contrast between (49.a-e) and 

(49.a"-e")1. 

A survey of word-internal obstruent resonant clusters and the syllabification of these 

clusters shows that *CR Onsets are banned in word-internal syllables as well. 

(50) 

Input Syllabification Output Gloss 

a. ?atnupil ?at. nu . pil ?atnopel car, automobile 

a'. *?a . tnu . pil 

b. saplin sap. lin saplen bread 

b*. *sa. plin 

c. Oicmus 6ic. mus 0icmos back of house 

c'. *0i. emus 

d. lkli lak. Ii likle key 

d\ *la. kli 

e. watla wat. la watla ~ wathla sweetheart 

e'. *wa. tla 

f. DrM-xwil'[-i-]m+[?] xwixw. lirii xwexwlem string, thread 

f. *xwi. xwlim 

'It is not that glides never undergo glide/vowel alternations; they do. The factor which may be affecting the surface 

form in these cases is the presence of a glottalized resonant R'. Notice that CVR'V is systematically realized as 

Cv?Rv and not as *CvR?v (§5.2). Glottalization occurs adjacent to the stressed vowel and occupies syllable coda 

position, not the Onset of the weak member of a stress foot. 
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Not only does Sliammon lack CR Onsets but it also lacks OO (obstruent) Onsets as well, 

as shown by the data in (51). It should be noted that it is quite difficult to find mono-morphemic 

word-internal obstruent clusters since canonical Roots are predominately CVC/CaC or extended 

CVCV, CVCVC in shape. I have included diminutive forms since the word-internal consonant 

cluster occurs within the Root and not across a morpheme boundary, so as to avoid complications 

with syllabification potentially being affected by the presence of the edge of a morphological 

category. 

(51) word-internal CC clusters 

Input Syllabification Output Gloss 

a. xwatqw-m x w at. q w 9 m xwatqwom thunder 

a'. *x w a . tq w 9m 

b. tkwi:i t 9 k w . 4i tukw4e rabbit 

b\ * t9 . k w 4i 

c. DM-kwupa+[?] k w u k w . pa? kwukwpa? grandfather 

c\ * k w u . kwpa? 

d. DHM-qwasm+[?] q waq w . ssrh q w aq w s9m little flower 

d\ *qwa . q w s 9 m 

e. DIM-xus-[i]m+[?] x w u x w . sim x w bx w s im small soapberry 

e'. * x w u . xwsirh 

The lack of CR onsets predicts the lack of obstruent obstruent (OO) onsets given the sonority 

sequencing generalization of Clements (1990). If a language allows an Onset cluster with a level 

sonority profile it typically allows an Onset cluster which has a rising sonority towards the nucleus 

(OR), given markedness. Notice that the word-internal cluster is heterosyllabic, as shown by the 

Sliammon data in (51 .a-e). 
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3.2.2.1.2 Proposed Analysis 

The relevant syllable structure constraints are provided in (52) 

(52) NO CODA Syllables are open (M&P 1993:10) 

•COMPLEX ONSET Syllables do not have complex onsets 

The Sliammon facts in (49-51) show that it is better to incur an extra violation of the constraint NO 

CODA than it is to violate *COMPLEX ONSET. This partial ranking is given in (53) and illustrated 

by the tableau in (54). 

(53) *COMPLEX ONSET » NO CODA 

(54) DIM-kwupa+[?] [kwukwpa?] grandfather 

kwu-kwpa? COMPLEX ONSET NO CODA 

«• a. kwiikw . pa? 

b. k wu. kwpa? *! 

As observed in §3.2.1.3, Faithfulness (here MAX [C]) is ranked higher than NO CODA in order to 

prevent deletion of a Root consonant, as shown by the tableau in (55). 

(55) DM-kwupa+[?] kwukwpa? grandfather 

kwu-kwpa? ROOT FAITH: MAX [C] NO CODA 

a. kw\ikw.pa? ** 

b. kwu<kw>.pa? *! * 

c. kwii.kw<p>a? *! 
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3.2.2.1.3 Comparative Evidence for the lack of Complex Onsets 

The next section provides comparative evidence which shows the lack of complex onsets in 

the language. As shown above, only a single consonant appears in word-initial position. In fact, 

one of the striking properties of Sliammon is the absence of the nominalizing prefix s- which is 

found in all of the other Salish languages (cf. Davis 1970:15 and §5.6). 

3.2.2.1.3.1 Shammon / Sechelt Data 

Compare the Sliammon (SI) and Sechelt (Se) forms in (56) which show the absence of this 

widespread prefix in Sliammon, cited from Blake (1992:49). Sechelt data are cited from Beaumont 

(1985), abbreviated RCB. The forms he cites are provided in the Sechelt practical orthography and 

appear in angled brackets <>. I have reconstructed the Input/Output forms based on the guide to 

pronunciation (Beaumont 1985:5-13). 

(56) Initial Complex Onsets: A comparison of Sliammon and Sechelt cognates 

Input Output Gloss Language 

a. nxwiL m5xwii dugout canoe 5/ 

a'. s-nxwii: sn9x w i i <snexwilh> canoe (RCB) Se 

b. qwayx qw/yx ~ qwey9x firewood SI 

b'. s-qwyx sqwXyix <skw'eyex> firewood (RCB) Se 

c. xws X W A S animal fat, lard SI 

c'. S-XW9S S X W A S <sxwes> grease (RCB) Se 

d. tumis himis man SI 

d'. s-tumis s tonus <stumish> man (RCB) Se 
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3.2.2.1.3.2 Sliammon / hdnqaminam (Musqueam) Data 

The historical loss of the widespread nominalizing prefix s- is shown again by a 

comparison of Sliammon and hanqsminam (Musqueam) cognates in (57.a-i'). Musqueam (Msq) 

is a related Coast Salish language spoken in the lower Fraser River delta, and is separated from 

Sliammon (SI) by Squamish and Sechelt territories2. 

(57) Initial Complex Onsets: A comparison of Sliammon and Musqueam cognates 

Output Gloss Language 

a. naxwiL nuVM ~ nvxw:ii dugout canoe SI 

a'. S-n9Xw9"f Sn9X w 9t canoe Msq3 

b. qa?X" qa?X" sea otter SI 

b\ s-qe:X sqae:X" sea otter Msq 

c. kwakw=aju kwakwa?Ju squirrel SI 

c\ s-kwaya? skwaya? squirrel Msq 

d. £gq &Aq robin, tiny bird SI 

d'. s-kwqeq skwqeq robin Msq 

e. "fagat' i"a?g9t' herring SI 

e\ s-*tew9t' stew9t' herring Msq 

2The hanqaminam (Musqueam) data are cited with permission from the collaborative Musqueam/UBC FNLG 

materials: © 1999 Musqueam Indian Band and UBC FNLG. I gratefully acknowledge the contribution of all of the 

elders who have made this research possible; especially Adeline Point, the late Edna Grant, the late Arnold Guerin, 

the late Dominic Point: hay ce:p qa si:?em. 
3These cognates exhibit other well-attested sound correspondences: SI t corresponds to Msq kw. SI g corresponds 

to Msq w; SI s corresponds to Msq x. In addition, Proto-Salish *u became a/e in hanqaminam, as noted by 

Elmendorf and Suttles (1960), and u in Sliammon. See also Kuipers (1981, 1982), Kinkade (1998) , Kroeber 

(1991/1999) for comparative Salish sound correspondences, and Suttles (forthcoming) on hanqaminam. 
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f. Saqay Osqay sockeye SI 

f. s-Osqay sOsqay ~s09qi? sockeye Msq 

g- t ^ e k ™ worm SI 

g'. s-t'eakw st'e9kw worm Msq 

h. W i q t'6et'eeq mud SI 

h'. s-t̂ iqal st îqal mud Msq 

i. tumis tu-mis ~tonus man SI 

i'. s-tamsx staniLx warrior Msq 

3.2.2.1.3.3 Proposed Analysis 

How do we account for the loss of the nominalizing s-prefix in Sliammon? What would 

happen if an s-prefix were posited? As observed in (49-51) above, Sliammon generally lacks 

Complex Onsets. If the constraint which bans complex onsets (*COMPLEX ONSET) is ranked 

above the constraint which requires a faithful parse of the prefix s-, then it would be better to delete 

the s-pfefix than to violate the constraint which bans complex onsets, as shown by the partial 

ranking in (58) and the tableau in (59). 

(58) *COMPLEX ONSET » AFFIX FAITH (MAX) 

(59) n3xwit [ni5xwii ~m5xw:icr] dugout canoe 

s-n[Tj]xwii •COMPLEX ONSET AFFIX FAITH (MAX) 

"sr a. <s-> m5xwif 

b. s-nijxwi4 *! 

This is discussed further in Chapter 5 in which the s-nominalizing prefix is compared with the 

plural IV-I prefix. 
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3.2.2.1.3.2 Root-Initial Consonant Clusters 

If we assume that the distribution of schwa is predicted from the constraint ranking, 

contrast what happens to an initial C-prefix in Sliammon with what happens to CCVC Roots in the 

language. 

3.2.2.1.3.2.1 Sliammon / hanqaminam (Musqueam) Data 

The Sliammon and Musqueam cognates in (60) show that Musqueam retains Root-initial 

complex clusters while Sliammon has an epenthetic [a] between Ci and C 2 of the Root. 

(60) Sliammon / Musqueam Comparative Evidence 

Output •Complex Onset Gloss Language 

a. qwa4e?=san *qw4e? . san shoe(s) SI 

a'. qw4ey=xan shoe Msq 

b. qaion *qtron bow of boat SI 

b'. sqian bow of canoe Msq 

C. A 3 X w - t *AXwa't beat s.o. in a contest SI 

c'. Axw-at beat him in a game Msq 

d. t'aqwam *t'qwam thimbleberry SI 

d\ t'qw9m thimbleberry Msq 

e. patt *p"iat thick (layer) SI 

e'. piet thick Msq 

f. Rwas-t *kwsat count it SI 

f. kwx-et count them Msq 

g. kwa<r-t *kw<rat spill it SI 

g'. kw4-et spill it Msq 

What we observe is that instead of deleting the first consonant of the Root, schwa always surfaces 

between C\ and C 2 of the Root in Sliammon. CCVC Roots undergo epenthesis in Sliammon in 

order to avoid a violation of *COMPLEX ONSET, as illustrated above. This is in contrast to the 
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treatment of the hypothetical cases discussed above which would involve deletion of a 

nominalizing prefix s-. 

3.2.2.1.3.4.2 Proposed Analysis 

If a speaker posits an Input such as /qtun/, the relative ranking of * COMPLEX ONSET and 

DEP[NUC] (the constraint which keeps track of the cost associated with schwa epenthesis) drives 

schwa epenthesis and selects candidate (61.a) over candidate (61.b). 

(61) qtun qaion bow of the boat 

Input: qtun COMPLEX ONSET DEP[NUC] 

" 5 * a. qafun 

b. qtun *! 

The tableau in (62) shows that MAX[C] ROOT is also ranked higher than DEPfNUC] since deletion of 

either Ci or C 2 of the Root in (62.b-c) is clearly less optimal than candidate (62.a) which involves 

schwa epenthesis. 

(62) qtun qaton bow of the boat 

Input: qtun ROOT FAITH: MAX-C ROOT DEP[NUC] 

"3= a. qatun 

b. <q>tun *! 

c. q<t>un *! 

Notice that is the speaker posits /qatun/ as the Input, then all three constraints are satisfied in the 

optimal candidate: qatun. 
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By transitivity then, we have established the following partial constraint rankings: 

(63) *COMPLEX ONSET 

•COMPLEX ONSET 

•COMPLEX ONSET 

MAX-C ROOT 

MAX-C ROOT 

» AFFIX FAITH (MAX) 

» DEP[NUC] 

» NO CODA 

» NO CODA 

» DEP[NUC] 

The data in (64) establishes the relative ranking of DEP[NUC] and NO CODA Consider the status of 

the following CVC Roots which can appear as unaffixed stems. 

(64) CVC Roots 

Input 

a. tin 

• piq 

c. £uq w 

d. pukw 

e. tan 

f. man 

tin 

piq 

Xuq w 

puk w 

tan 

man 

Output 

ten 

peq 

Xoqw 

piikw 

tan ~ tXn 

man ~ mAn 

Gloss 

barbecued fish 

wide 

hard 

book 

mother 

father 

Notice that Root Faithfulness and DEPfNUC] must dominate NO CODA since it is better to have a 

faithful parse of the coda consonant than to allow epenthesis, as shown in (65). 

(65) tin [ten] barbecued fish (salmon) 

t'in ROOT FAITH DEP[NUC] NO CODA 

a. t'in 

b. t'i.n[9] *! 

c. t'i<n> *! 
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(66) Partial Constraint Ranking by Transitivity 

•COMPLEX ONSET » AFFIX FAITH (MAX) 

•COMPLEX ONSET » DEP[NUC] » NO CODA 

ROOT FAITH: MAX-C ROOT » DEP[NUC] » NO CODA 

The next section provides additional evidence for the lack of Complex Onsets in Sliammon. 

3.2.2.1.4 Loan Words: Evidence for lack of Complex Onsets 

The phonology of words borrowed into Sliammon from English also provides evidence 

that Complex Onsets are generally banned in the language. Compare the English words in (67.a-b) 

which contain complex onsets with the corresponding Sliammon loan words in (68.a-b). 

(67) English Source 

a. plXmz plums 

b. brdwk broke 

(68) Sliammon loan words 

Input Output Gloss 

a. pirns palmas pslmss (~ pabmas) plum, plums 

b. plokw-it c palokwi(t) c palokwic I'm broke (no money) 

In the Sliammon loans, the initial consonant cluster is avoided by the presence of [a], as shown by 

the output forms in (68.a-b). 

The goal of the preceding section has been to establish the lack of Complex Onsets in the 

language. The next section addresses some apparent counter examples to this claim. 
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3.2.2.1.5 Apparent Exceptions to ""Complex Onset 

3.2.2.1.5.1 Initial sC sequences 

The following examples which were uttered in isolation begin with word-initial consonant 

clusters and therefore appear to be counter examples to the generalization that Sliammon lacks 

Complex Onsets. All of these examples in (69-70) involve an initial s. 

(69) 

Input 

a. s qwajim 

a", s IMP-qwajim+? 

b. s kwici 

c. s naq 

Output 

sqwXjim 

sqwaqwajim 

skwi-ci 

snXq ~ s3nXq 

Gloss 

he's so poor, in poor health 

worse than poor, sickly 

bothersome, a nuisance 

dear, loved one 

(70) time expressions 

a. s ca?at 

b. s canui 

c. s cams 

d. s Jasu4 

e. s 1?eukw-'u4 

sce?at 

sce?noi 

seems 

sjesoi: ~ s3jesoi 

s(e6kwvi 

now 

when? 

why? 

yesterday 

at the end of a day 

Although each example involves a sequence of two consonants (sC) from a linear perspective, the 

claim which is made here is that these two consonants do not form a constituent (i.e. Complex 

Onset) within the domain of the Prosodic Word (PrWd). 

Evidence that the initial s is segmentable is provided by the contrast between the data 

provided in (69-70) versus the data in (71) which lacks the initial s. Consider the contrast between 

the related words and phrases provided by one elder who consistently omits the initial s when she 

produces these words in isolation. Compare the data in (69-70) with the examples in (71) which 

lack the initial s- proclitic. 
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(71) Sliammon data 

Input Output Gloss 

a. qwajim q w 9 j i m ~ q w 9 j9m poor, poor in health 

b. k w ic i k wi?ci bothersome 

c. cam ga c im 9 gA ~ cim 9ga why? 

c\ cam cx w ga cim cx w 9 ga what's the matter? 

d. jasut JESO"! yesterday(cf. sjesoi) 

e. t'6ukw t' edkw today (cf. sPok") 

e\ MP-t^u^-INC breaking daylight 

Since this s proclitic is a sentence-level constituent and is not part of the word, it is omitted in 

(71.a-e) when the word is pronounced in isolation. When the word occurs in a sentential context, 

the initial s reappears, as in (72.a'-a") and (72.d). The form in (72.c) shows that the non-reduced 

form of this phrase involves ?9s and that the s is syllabified as the coda of the first syllable; 

compare this with (71.c) above. 

(72) Sliammon data 

Gloss 

poor 

He's a really poor man 

I'm poor (really tired) 

bothersome 

now 

when was it? 

why? 

what's the matter? 

Input 

a. qwajim 

a', hi hw s qwajim tayta tumis 

a", hihw c ?9 kws qwajim 

b. kwici 

c. ?9s 6a?at 

d. hihw kws ca?amrf 

e. cam ga 

e'. cam cxw ga 

Output 

q w 9 j im ~ q w 9j9m 

hehew sqw9jim ti?t9 tumis 

he':hewc (?9) kws q w 9 j im 

kwi?ci 

?9s6e?Ath ?9S . 4e? . ?At 

he:w kws ce'?anot 

cim 9 gA ~ cim 9 ga 

elm cxw 9 ga 
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f. jasuf jesoi yesterday 

f. s jasul s.jes.so'f yesterday 

g. t'eukw PoP today 

g'. M P - t ^ u ^ - T N C t'edt'eokwukw breaking daylight 

h. mamaia mamaia white person 

h'. sq s mamata-s sXq s m a m A ' i A S s/he's a half breed 

In (72.f-f) this speaker produces both jesot ~ s.jeso'f for yesterday but clearly considers the initial 

s in the second variant outside of the domain of the first syllable, as indicated by the judgements 

regarding syllabification. 

A single consonant such as s which is not syllabified as part of the initial Onset, is 

proposed to be licensed moraically, as shown in (73) below (cf. Bagemihl 1991 on moraic 

licensing in Bella Coola). 

(73) 

a. ŝ  fjausu • soi:u) 

It should be noted that the elder who systematically omits the initial s in (71) above did produce 

two words with the initial sC. 

(74) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. s qway s qway sqway ~ sqwXy telephone 

b. s k^-'u'l skwi?ju4 skwi?Jo4 ~ s k w i ? M this morning 

Unfortunately, these two examples have not been systematically tested with other consultants nor 

have they been tested in different syntactic environments in order to detennine the nature of the 

initial s. Recall that there are a number of sources for initial s: nominalizing prefix s- which has 

generally been lost, the proclitic s found in subordinate clauses, and a reduced form of ?9s/?as. 
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The explanation for the existence of sC initial words involves a complex set of factors, such as 

those in (75). 

(75) 

• there are a number of s's which precede the stem in linear string 

• Markedness: coronal s often found as an exception cross-linguistically 

• Existence of word-internal sC onsets to satisfy metrical constraints 

• Contact with other Salish-speaking peoples where s-nominalizer is preserved 

• Increasing use of English which has many sC-initial words 

What is clear is that Sliammon lacks word-initial C C onsets which do occur in many other Salish 

languages. Ranking of * COMPLEX ONSET relatively high, but as with all constraints it can be 

violated i f constrained to do so by some higher-ranking conflicting constraint. A case in point wi l l 

be discussed in §3.2.2.6.1. 

3.2.2.1.5.2 Clitic Initial Constructions 

The following clitic-initial constructions in the language also appear to be exceptions to the 

proposal that Sliammon lacks Complex Onsets. These constructions are particularly interesting 

since the first position in the phrase is typically occupied by the predicate or verbal auxiliary. A s 

shown by the data in (76-78), the subject clitics are the first element in the linear string. In fact, the 

subject clitic is followed by another second position clitic (k w u, k w i ? , k w a?) which indicates that the 

entire clitic group occupies this first position. 

These constructions are of interest from a phonological perspective since we need to 

determine how these phrase-initial consonants are licensed? The output forms in (76.a-g) were 

recorded with a very brief excrescent schwa following the clitic which seems to suggest that these 

clitics are not syllabified with the following syllable, and therefore do not violate 
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*COMPLEX ONSET. The data in (76) involves the first person subject clitic c and the clitic kwu 

whereas (77) involves combination of c with kwi?. 

(76) First Person (sg) Subject Clitic: c I (usually an enclitic) 

Input 

a. c kwu kwan=nac-it 

b. c kwu ?i"ftan-it 

c. c kwu Xum 

d. c kwu qaqam 

e. c kwu Xsct-am 

f. c kwu carhcam-am 

g. c kwu qw9l' gc=iqwan-m 

h. c kwu cag-uxw-an 

i. c kwu qw9l' t'ap=us 

j . c kwu qw9l' t'ukw=ana 

k. c kwu Xax-INC 

1. c kwu 6ag-uxw-an 

Output 

c 3 kwu kwa?anascit 

c 3 kwu ?ettanit 

c 3 kwu torn 
c 3 kwu q a q A m 

c 3 kwu XCctam 

c 3 kwu cf mce? em9m 

Gloss 

I'm sitting down 

I've eaten 

I've had enough; I'm almost there 

I'm hungry 

I'm sleepy 

I'm cold; I've gotten cold 

c 3 kwu qwXl' gA?&eqwAn9m I've gone bald 

c kwu &eguxwm 

c kwu qwXf t'aspos 

c kwu qwXf tukwa?ana 

c kwu Xaxax 

c kwu ce-guxwin 

I've already helped him 

I'm getting (going) blind 

I'm getting (going) deaf 

Tm getting old 

I've helped him already 

(77) First Person (sg) Subject Clitic: c J 

Input 

a. c kwy cag-uxw-an 

b. c kwy 6ag-t-'uf 

b'. c kwy cag-t-an-'ui 

c. c kwy kwan=iws-it 

d. c kwy ?rttan-it-'ui 

e. c kwy huj 

Output 

c kwi? ce-guxwtn 

c kwi? cegatoi: 

c kwi? cigatanoi 

c kwi? kwanewsith 

c kwi? ?ettan?lto1: 

c kwi? hoy 

Gloss 

I've helped him (just now) 

I've already helped him 

I've already helped him 

I already rested 

I've already eaten 

Tm finished 
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(78) First Person (sg & pi) Forms: c J ; st we 

Input Output Gloss 

a. c kwa? ?9J-INC (stv.?) c kwa? ?a?3Ji I'm all better now 

b. c kwa? ta(?)gam-it c kwa? ta?gamî  I announced it 

c. cxw kwa? ?9J-INC cxw kwa? ?a?3Ji you're all better 

d. st kwa? ?3j-INC st kwa? ?a?3Ji we're all better 

e. st kwa? tag-am-it-'uf stkwa? tagamitoi We announced it 

3.2.2.1.5.3 Discussion and Proposed Analysis 

It is proposed here that the sentence-initial clitic c is licensed moraically, as evidenced by 

the excrescent schwa which accompanies the release of this consonant. In particular, c is not the 

first member of a complex onset, and therefore does not constitute a violation of the constraint 

•COMPLEX ONSET. As will be argued in §3.2.2.3, Sliammon has obstruent-only syllables of the 

form CCp. The other subject clitics cxw and st are proposed to form minor syllables. Since these 

clitics are unstressed, and schwa epenthesis is proposed to occur within the domain of the stem in 

order to satisfy PROPER HEADEDNESS at the level of the Foot, these CC syllables are licensed 

without containing a vocalic nucleus. 

3.2.2.1.6 Word-Internal Complex Onsets 

3.2.2.1.6.1 The Problem 

In the previous sections, it is argued that Sliammon generally lacks word-initial and word-

internal Complex Onsets. The next section presents a systematic set of cases in which *COMPLEX 

ONSET is violated, as shown by the data in (79). A word-internal st- cluster is parsed as a 

Complex Onset rather than spanning two different syllables, as shown by a comparison of the 

grammatical and ungrammatical examples in (79). 
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(79) Word-internal sC- Onsets and the Causative Suffix /-stg/ 

Output 

a. pt-st-agt 

a'. 

b. kw9n-stu-mi c 

b'. 

c. kw9n-st-anaq 

c'. 

d. kwi-kw9n-st-ana-mut 

d'. 

e. IMP-tiwsam-st-anaq 

e\ 

f. MP-tiwsam-stu-mi c 

f. 

JLA" . stawi 

*]its . tawi 

kwi5n . sto . nuc 

*kwtins . to . mic 

Pvn . sta . nAq . 

*kwt5ns . ta . nAq . 

k w i . kw9n ..sta:. na? . mot 

*k w i . kw9ns . ta: . na?-. mot 

ti. tiw . sem . stAn . nAq 

*ti. tiw . sems . tAn . nAq 

ti. tiw . sem . sto . mic 

*ti. tiw . sems . to . mic 

Gloss 

have a race (with e.o.) 

I'll show it to you 

person who shows off 

he's really showing off 

teaching 

I'm teaching you 

Compare the data in (71) with the data in (79) (both data sets from a single speaker), which 

show that there is an asymmetry between word-initial syllables versus word-internal syllables. The 

problem then is how do we account for the contexts in which Complex Onsets are banned, and the 

contexts in which Complex Onsets are permitted? 

All of the examples in (79) involve the Causative Marker /stg-/. The surface st- Onsets 

occur in both stressed and unstressed syllables so that an explanation for their distribution cannot 

be attributed to whether or not they occur in a strong/weak metrical position. 

3.2.2.1.6.2 Proposed Analysis 

These examples receive a principled explanation within an Optimality theoretic grammar 

given constraint ranking, conflict and minimal violation. The constraint which bans complex 

onsets (*COMPLEX ONSET) is violated in order to satisfy some higher-ranked constraint(s) within 
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the grammar. Consider the following analysis which is proposed here in order to account for the 

data in (79). 

Some morphemes prefer to be aligned with the edge of a relevant prosodic category rather 

than being parsed into different prosodic constituents (cf. McCarthy and Prince (1993b) on 

Generalized Alignment). I propose the following language-specific instantiation of Alignment 

which ensures that the left-edge of the Causative morpheme is aligned with the left-edge of a 

syllable, as in (80). 

(80) ALIGN L [CAUS, o] 

Align the left edge of the Causative morpheme with the left edge of a syllable. 

Consider the following representations which illustrate how satisfaction of this constraint works. 

The representation in (81.a) violates ALIGN L since the causative morpheme is parsed into two 

different syllables, whereas the representation in (8 Lb) satisfies the constraint since the causative 

morpheme is aligned with the left-edge of a syllable. The example in (81 .a'-b') illustrates how this 

applies to the form: jaX-st-awi have a race with each other, repeated here from (79.a). 

(81) 

Violates ALIGN L Satisfies ALIGN L 

a. * stem-s] [t... 

a] [a 

b. stem] [-st... 

o] [a 

a'. *jiXs . tawl b'. jtX" . stawl 

The optimal output satisfies ALIGN L at the cost of violating *COMPLEX ONSET, as shown by the 

tableau in (82). 
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(82) k w9n-st-anaq [kwi3n . sta . r iAq] person who shows off 

kw9n-st-anaq ALIGN L [CAUS, a] •COMPLEX ONSET 

«s" a. k w 9 n . sta . riAq 

b. k w 9ns . ta . n A q *! 

In addition, if all coda consonants are moraic as argued in §3.1, then syllabifying VCCCV 

as VCC . CV will create a structure a preceding trimoraic syllable whereas syllabifying the same 

string as VC . CCV. does not. Notice that the output candidate which violates *COMPLEX ONSET 

also creates more optimal Foot structure. Consider the following metrical structures in (83) which 

illustrate this point (cf. §3.3 on Metrical Structure in the language). 

(83) 

have a race; race e.o. 

•COMPLEX ONSET 

*(H*lW)Ft 

•CLASH 

a. jX-st-agi 

«SP a', 

a". 

[TiXstawi ~ JiXstAwf] 

(J9XU . StAW u -I u ) 

* ( j 9 l u S u • t A W u t u ) 

*Cj^uSu) ( tAWn^) 

b. kwn-stu-mi c 

b'. 

b". 

b'". 

[kwiinstomic] 

( k w 9 n u . sto u . micu) 

• ( k w 9 n u s u . t o u . nuc u) 

• (k w 9n u s u ) ( to u . mic u ) 

I'll show it to you 

•COMPLEX ONSET 

*(P-upu)Ft 

•CLASH 

c. kwn-st-anaq [k^nstAnaq] s.b. who shows off 

c- (k w 9n u . stau . n9qu) *COMPLEX ONSET 

C". • (k w 9n u s u . ta u . n 9 q u ) *(upup)Ft 

•(kw9n us u)(ta u. n 9 q u ) *CLASH c . 
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d . IMP-tiws-am-stu-mi c [titiwsemstomLc] I'm teaching you 

d ' . (tiu. ti uw u)(s£ umn)(st6 u. micM) *COMPLEX ONSET 

d" . *(ti^)(ti^w^)(sem^s^)(t6^)(mLc^) *(pup)a 

d'" . *(ti J i. ti^w^)(s9m^su)(to^ . m i c ^ ) * v - r educ t ion 

As shown by the syllabification and Foot structure presented in (83.a"), if the s were syllabified 

with the preceding syllable, this would also have the effect of increasing the moraic count of the 

entire word. In fact (83.a") is ill-formed because the Foot contains four moras (a non-minimal 

violation of FTBIN). The constraint ranking must also rule out candidate (83.a"') in which there are 

two adjacent Feet. By comparing the output candidate in (83.a') with (83.a'"), it seems that creating 

a bi-syllabic tri-moraic Foot is more highly valued than a sequence of two bi-moraic mono-syllabic 

feet - in other words, the amount of phonological material which occurs within the Foot domain is 

maximized, and this results in the violation of the lower-ranked *COMPLEX ONSET constraint. In 

addition, adjacent stressed syllables (*CLASH) are avoided4. 

This section presents evidence that *COMPLEX ONSET is violated in order to ensure that the 

causative morpheme is aligned with the edge of a syllable. By observing the ungrammatical 

examples in (83.a"'-d"'), failure to properly Align this suffix would also create structures in which 

the causative morpheme straddles not only two syllables but also two Feet. CRISP ALIGNMENT is 

therefore satisfied at the expense of a *COMPLEX ONSET violation. 

4The constraint *CLASH is not an undominated constraint in Sliammon. It can be violated just in case the word is 

comprised of a Root and following bisyllabic LS, such as qwup=i6xan [qw6:pe6xAn] hair under arms; tih=u0in 

[ti:h60en] big mouth ; sil=awtxw [se:lawtxw ~ se:lawtw] tent. In these cases, it is more important to stress the 

adjacent lexical heads than it is to satisfy the constraint which disprefers adjacent feet (*CLASH). 
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3.2.2.2 Establishing Maximal syllable size: ""Complex Coda 

It appears to be relatively easy to establish the simple syllable types in the language; 

however, it becomes more difficult to establish the upper limits on the size and shape of syllables in 

Sliammon. 

3.2.2.2.1 The Data 

Given the Nuclear Moraic Model of Shaw (1993 et seq.), i f schwa is nuclear and non-

moraic in contrast to full vowels which are Nuclear and moraic, then we predict an asymmetry 

between number of coda consonants licensed by schwa versus the number of coda consonants 

licensed by a full vowel. Further, i f feet are optimally bimoraic in the language (i.e. they satisfy 

FTBINp), then we expect to find (CsCC) and (CAC) Feet. This is in fact the case, as shown by the 

data in (84-85) which involve mono-morphemic words in the language. 

(84) CaCC 

Input Output Gloss 

a. t'kws t9k w s t'i5kws to burst; gun shot 

b. X6t Xa&t Xa6t sleep 

c. Xpxw Xspxw Xapxw break 

d. m6kw m96kw ma0kw blackcap berry 

e. p i t p a i t paft thick 

f. xfJc w xat 'k w xat 'k w design, carved 

g. i n t "font fant to weave 

h. qmkw q a m k w q a m k w capsize, tip over 

i . cpx 6apx &apx dirty 
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(85) CAC 

Input Syllabification Output Gloss 

a. t'in t'in t'en barbecued salmon 

b. piq piq peq wide 

c. cuj cuy ciiy child 

d. t'eukw t'eukw t'edkw day, light, bright 

e. man man man ~ mXn father 

f. tan tan tan ~ tXn mother 

g- qway qway qway talk, speak 

The data in (84-85) above satisfy the constraints SYLL NUC and SYLL MORA, as well as the 

constraint *[upu]a which assigns a cost associated with super-heavy syllables. 

(86) 

SYLL NUC Syllables have vocalic nuclei (P&S 1993) 

SYLL MORA Syllables have phonological weight (Shaw 1995, 1996) 

*[ppp]a Syllables are not trimoraic 

CaCC syllables do incur a *COMPLEX CODA violation, but do so in order to satisfy the high-

ranking Root Faithfulness constraints. 

Now consider the following data which contain trimoraic CACC syllables. Notice that 

these examples involve mono-morphemic Roots in the language, as opposed to trimoraic syllables 

which may arise as a result of morphological concatenation. As will be shown in §3.2.2.2.3, 

trimoraic syllables are avoided when they arise across a morpheme boundary whereas they are licit 

in the mono-morphemic forms in (87). 
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(87) CACC 

Input Output Gloss 

a. kwifa kwelth upstream area 

b. piwi pewi rendered fat, lard 

c. kiks kiks cookie 

d. xwukwt xwiikwth nothing, none 

e. kwumt kwumth kelp 

f. cap9 Sep© aunt, uncle 

g. ?asxw ?asxw seal 

h. ?aqwt ?aqwth downstream area 

The examples in (87) entail that ROOT FAITH outranks the constraint which bans trimoraic 

syllables. 

(88) ROOT FAITH » *upu]0 

(89) kwumt [kwumf] kelp 

Input: kwumt ROOT FAITH *[upuja 

«• a. kwuhit ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

b. kwurii<t> *! 

c. kwu<ni>t *! 

The optimal candidate in (89.a) violates the constraint against trimoraic syllables (*[upp]a) in order 

to satisfy the higher-ranking Root Faithfulness constraints which ensures that there is a 

correspondence relation between the Input and the Output. 
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Notice also that although schwa epenthesis takes place for purposes of stress assignment 

(cf. §4), schwa epenthesis does not occur in order to break up the final consonant cluster, as in 

(90). 

(90) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. kwifa kwelt *kwiX[9]t upstream area 

b. piwt pewi *piw[3]'T rendered fat, lard 

c. kiks kiks *kik[9]s cookie 

d. xwukwt xwukwt *xwukw[9]t nothing, none 

e. kwumt kwumt *kwu?m[9]t kelp 

f. cap6 cep0 *cep[9]0 aunt, uncle 

g- ?asxw ?asxw *?as[9]xw seal 

h. ?aqwt ?aqwt *?aqw[9]t downstream area 

3.2.2.2.2 Proposed Analysis 

Schwa epenthesis into a Root not only incurs a DEPfNUC] violation but also violates O-

CONTIGUITY of the Root which ensures that the contiguity relations in the Output are in 

correspondence with the contiguity relations in the Input (cf. McCarthy and Prince (1995:371) and 

Lamontagne (1996)on Contiguity). This effectively assigns a cost associated with insertion into 

the Root which interrupts the contiguity of the string. If O-CONTIG ROOT dominates DEP[NUC], 

then schwa epenthesis will be prevented within the Root unless constrainted to do so by some 

higher-ranking constraint (cf. §3.2.2.3 where ROOT CONTIGUITY is violated in order to satisfy 

PROPER HEADEDNESS). Consider the tableau in (91) which shows the effects of this partial 

ranking. 
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(91) cap0 [cep6] parent's sibling; aunt, uncle 

5ap0 0-CONTIGROOT DEP[NUC] 

" 3 s a. cap6 

b. cap[a]e *! 

Contiguity must also dominate the constraint which bans trimoraic syllables, as shown by a 

comparison of the candidates in (92). 

(92) cap6 [cep6] parent's sibling; aunt, uncle 

Input: cap6 ROOT FAITH O-CONTIGRT *[lW]a DEP[NUC] 

«• a. caupueu 

b. cau p[9]6u *! 

c. ca^p^e^ *! 

d. cau<pu>eu *! 

Notice that this is different from what happens across a Root/Affix boundary, as shown by the data 

in the following section. 

3.2.2.2.3 Diminutive Reduplication and *nup]cr 

The next section shows that morphologically-triggered vowel deletion associated with 

Diminutive reduplication is blocked in cases where this would otherwise create super-heavy 

CACC syllables. 

3.2.2.2.3.1 Diminutive Reduplication 

In CV- diminutive reduplication, the Root vowel is deleted as shown by the data in (93), 

and discussed in Davis (1970), Kroeber (1989), Blake (1992), Watanabe (1994, 2000). 
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(93) Diminutive Reduplication 

Input Output Gloss 

a. xwil'm xwil'9m x w e? 9 lAm rope 

a'. DIM-xwil'[-i-]m+[?] xwi-x^im ^ex^iem string, thread 

b. xwus-m x w us9m xwdsom ~ xw6sAm soapberry 

b\ DM-xwus[-i-]m+[?] xwu-xwsim xwdxwsim small soapberry 

c. teum=aju t'euma?ju t̂ dmaVju barnacle 

c\ DM-t,6um=aju=u'i+[?] t̂ u-t̂ majuVui ^dt^majuVol small barnacle 

d. qwasm q w as9m q w as9m flower 

d'. DM-qwasm+[?] q wa-q ws9ih q waq ws9ih little flower 

e. canu canu ce?no dog 

e'. DM-canu+[?] ca-cnu? cecno? little dog 

f. yaxay yaxay y X x A y clam basket 

f. DM-yaxay+[?] ya-yxay yey 9 XAy small basket 

Vowel deletion associated with Diminutive Reduplication is blocked if it creates a sequence 

of three consonants following the full vowel (i.e. a trimoraic syllable), as shown by the contrast 

between the data in (94.a'-d') and the ungrammatical examples in (94.a"-d"). 

(94) 

Input 

a. w a l 0 

a'. DIM-wal[-i-]e+[?] 

a". 

a'". 

wal6 

wa-wa? . lie 

*wa-w? . lie 

*wa-w . fie 

Output 

wale 

wawa?ke 

Gloss 

bullfrog 

baby bullfrog5 

*ppp]a 

*R70nset 

B.Wilson (p.c.) has also documented w a w l a 0 for the diminutive of bullfrog. 
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b. cays cayas ceyis ~ ceyis arm, hand 

b\ DHM-cay[-i-]s+[?] ca-ca?. yis ceceyis small hand 

b". *ca-c?. yis 

b'" *ca-c. yis *R70nset 

c. kwurht kwurht kwurhth kelp 

c'. DIM-kwumt=u'i+[?] kwu-kwum. tut kwukwumtiji small kelp 

c". *kwu-kwm. tut *ppp]a 

d. qaykw qaykw qa'ykwh bald eagle 

d'. DlM-qaykw=u<r+[?] qa-qay. kw-ut qaqaykwM young eagle 

d". *qa-qy . kwui *uu|i]a 

Candidates (94.a"'-b"') are ruled out by the high-ranking constraint which bans glottalized resonants 

in Onset position. Candidates (94.c"-d") also involve sonority reversals within the coda: (94.c") 

*kwukwm . tui and (94.d") *qagy . kwui. 

The following mono-syllabic Roots also retain the Root vowel, as shown by the data in 

(95). These CVC stems take the Ci- diminutive prefix, a fact which is also noted by Watanabe 

(2000). The ungrammatical forms in (95.a"-c") show that deletion of the Root vowel would create 

hetero-morphemic trimoraic syllables of the from CA-CC. 

(95) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. pukw pukw piikw book 

a'. DIM-pukw pi-pukw pepukw small book 

a". *pi-pkw *p\ip]o 

b. Xap / Xp Xap Xap deep 

b\ DHM-Xap Xi-Xap XiXap little bit deep 

b". *Xi-Xp *ppp]a 
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c. kwas kwas k w a s ~ k w A S hot 

c\ DM-kwas kwi-kwas k we'k wAS little bit hot 

c". *kwi-kws *JW]o 

As observed in this section there is a general constraint against super-heavy syllables in 

Sliammon as shown by the Diminutive examples in (94-95). Mono-morphemic Roots of the shape 

CVCC violate the constraint *upu]a in order to satisfy the constraints on Root Faithfulness. As 

argued in (91-92) above, mono-morphemic Roots do not take schwa epenthesis either, due to the 

relatively high-ranking constraint on Root O-Contiguity. 

Having discussed both simple syllable structure in Sliammon, and the constraints on 

maximal syllable size, consider the following residual issue. 

3.2.2.3 Asymmetry between beginning of words and ends of words 

One of the properties which characterizes Sliammon words is that the beginnings of words 

are restricted to a single consonant before the stressed vowel, as in (96). 

(96) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. kwiskwis kwiskwis kwiskwis Steller'sjay 

b. kwut'a kwut'a kwut'a barbecue stick 

c. kwas kwas kwas hot 

d. mqwt'e m[3]qwt'e mAcf? ~ ma?qwt'e onion, wild onion 

Contrast this with what happens at the ends of words. As can be observed from the data in (97), 

words in Sliammon often end in long string of consonants. 
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(97) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. F a m q n , Pamqwi Pamqw1: c7oud 

a'. *t'eamqw9t 

b. saitx* saitxw sa1txw ~ saitw woman 

V. *satexw 

c. qtxw qs?txw q/?txw ~ qa?txw to burn (fire) 

c'. *qa?tsxw 

d. IMP-qtxw qaqtxw qaqtxw burning 

d'. *qaqtsxw 

e. pu?pxw pu?pxw pii?pxw kindling 

e'. *pu?psxw 

How do we explain this observed asymmetry? Why is there only ever a single consonant at the 

beginning of words in Sliammon but the language tolerates many consonants word-finally? In 

particular, examples like those in (97.a-e) clearly exceed the constraints on maximal syllables 

established in §3.2.2 above. 

In Blake (1992), these extra consonants are treated as extrametrical; however, it was 

necessary to admit more than a single consonant at the right-hand edge of the word. Since 

extrametricality is typically limited to a single consonant or prOsodic unit at the edge of a domain, 

treating these consonants as "extrametrical" seems somewhat questionable. 
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3.2.2.3.1 Minor Syllables in Sliammon 

Syllabification of these examples in (98) Column 2 shows that the final CC is 

systematically treated as a separate constituent. The syllable boundary is marked with a period, and 

reflects the judgements of Sliammon speakers. 

(98) 

Input Syllabification Output Gloss 

a. f eamqwL t̂ am . qw"l t*amqwi cloud 

b. sa<ftxw sat. txw sattxw ~ sattw woman 

c. qtxw qa? . txw q A ? t x w ~ q a ? t x w to burn (fire) 

d. IMP-qtxw qaq . txw qaqtxw burning 

e. pu?pxw pu? . pxw pii?pxw kindling 

Shaw (1993, 1995, 1996) discusses the role of minor syllables in Berber, Mon-Khmer, and 

Salish languages, with examples from Lillooet (St'at'imcets) and Bella Coola (Nuxalk). A minor 

syllable is comprised of an Onset consonant followed by a moraic coda consonant. Within Shaw's 

Nuclear Moraic Model which I adopt here, a minor syllable is mono-moraic, but non-nuclear. 

(99) 

a 

l\ 

I VL 

I | 

c c 

Blake (1995, 1999) claims that Sliammon has minor syllables, as shown by the data in (98). 

Shaw (1996) also refers to minor syllables as "headless" syllables since they do not contain 

a nucleus. In her discussion of headless syllables and their interaction with stress, Shaw (1996: 4) 
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states that a headless syllable has the following properties: (a) it cannot meet the requirements of 

either SYLL NUC or Proper Headedness at the level of the syllable, (b) it is constrained to metrically 

weak positions, and (c) it is mono-moraic (i.e. metrically light). 

Notice that there is a kind of complementarity between the locus of stressed schwa and the 

occurrence of minor syllables in Sliammon. Sliammon has minor syllables - syllables which 

violate the constraint SYLL NUC. This means that schwa epenthesis is not driven by the constraint 

SYLL NUC otherwise we would expect all syllables in Sliammon to have vocalic nuclei. It is 

claimed here that epenthetic schwa in Sliammon is inserted in order to satisfy Proper Headedness at 

the level of the Foot. Shaw (1996.c) proposes that Proper Headedness is a family of three 

independent and rankable constraints, as defined in (100). 

(100) Proper Headedness of Shaw (1996c: 10) (cf. Ito and Mester 1992; Ola 1995) 

a. PROPHEAD pw A Prosodic Word is headed by a Foot 

b. PROPHEAD FT A Foot is headed by a Syllable 

c. PROPHEAD a A Syllable is headed by a NUC [=SYLLNUC] 

As can be seen from the data in (98), minor syllables in Sliammon do not occur in a stressed 

syllable (i.e. as the head of a metrical foot). Furthermore, schwa epenthesis occurs between Ci and 

Cj of the Root, as shown in (101). 

(101) til hi [hi] rain 

Input: ti PROPHEAD DEP[NUC] 

«• a. t[6]i 

b. bi *! 
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(102) tt [tit] rain 

Input: tt PROPHEAD O-CONTIG ROOT 

«• a. v5[9]4 

b. tt *! 

Evidence from §3.2.2.2 above shows that O-CONTIG ROOT » DEP[NUC], therefore by transitivity 

the partial ranking in (103) is established. 

(103) PROPHEAD » O-CONTIG ROOT » DEP [NUC] 

Contrast this with an example like sattxw [saitx™] woman. 

(104) . . 

Input: saitxw PROPHEAD O-CONTIG ROOT n r r r N u n 

«sf a. sat. txw 

b. sat.t[9]xw *! 

Notice that the optimal candidate in (104.a) violates SYLL NUC / PROPHEADo since the final syllable 

lacks a vocalic Nucleus but that it does so in order to satisfy O-CONTIG ROOT. 

In addition to minor syllables which occur within the domain of the Root, the subject clitics 

also surface as CC minor syllables, as shown by the data in (105-106). Judgements regarding 

syllabification are given by the speakers. 
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(105) word-final minor syllables 

Input 

a. qp-t-'uf a cxw 

b. xpj-'u't a cxw 

c. qmiw-'ui a cxv 

Output 

qgp . tu . ia . cxw . q/pto<i£ecxw 

xap . ju . "fa . cxw . XApjvr iaecx w 

qam . kwu . "la . cxw . qXmkwu4a3cxv 

Gloss 

Did you touch it? 

Did you turn back? 

Did you tip over? 

(106) 

Input 

a. k^is-it st 

b. tg=qin-t-'u'f st 

c. rMP-0iq=nac-'uf st 

Foot/Output 

(kw9 . ?e) ( s i t . st h) 

(t i iw . qe) (tot . st h) 

*9 epenthesis 

*(kw9 . ?e) (sit. S9t) 

*(hiw . qe) (tot. S9t) 

Gloss 

we're standing up 

we answered it 

(6e) (0eq. na) (cut. st h) *(0e) (0eq.na) (cui.Sst) we're digging roots 

d. IMP-qat' e-ag=mix w s t 6 (qa.qa)( t ' e aw)(mlx w .s t h ) *(qa.qa)(t'eaw)(mlxw.s9t) we're gathering pi. 

e. qms-t-'ui st (qgm . s[a]) ( t o t . st?1) * (q9m . s[a]) ( t o t . S9t) we stored it away 

Compare the output form in (106) Column 2 with the ungrammatical forms in (106) 

Column 3. As can be observed from the foot structure, the minor syllable (stjj,) occurs in 

unstressed position. If schwa epenthesis in Sliammon is driven by the need to satisfy Proper 

Headedness, then it is unnecessary to epenthesize schwa into a metrically weak (non-head) 

position. Basically, schwa is epenthesized in order to be stressed. 

3.2.3 Summary 

This section provides the basic syllable structure to provide background for discussion regarding 

syllabification entailed in the remainder of the thesis. 

6This predicate means 'to gather people together from different places', and is related to the word kathaumixw ' a 

gathering together of different peoples' which is the name given to the International Choral Festival held in Powell 

River once every two years. 
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3.3 Introduction to Sliammon Metrical Structure 

This section presents some of the basic properties regarding metrical structure in Sliammon. 

Although a complete analysis of Sliammon stress assignment is clearly beyond the scope of this 

thesis, the a number of the phonological properties of the language which are discussed in some 

detail (Schwa Epenthesis and Full Vowel Reduction) require some familiarity with the basic stress 

facts of the language. The most important generalization regarding stress in Sliammon for our 

present purposes relates to the position of primary stress. 

3.3.1 Basic Observation: Primary Stress is Leftmost 

Primary stress in Sliammon occurs on the first syllable of the stem, as shown by the data in 

(107). This is true of the vast majority of the data collected in this study, and accords well with the 

descriptive generalizations of Davis (1970), Kroeber (1989), Blake (1992) and Watanabe (1994, 

2000). Primary stress is marked by an acute accent over the vowel in the stressed syllable (v). 

Primary stress is left-most, as shown by the data in (107) 

(107) 

Input Output 

a. Xina Xi?na 

b. pilaq pilaq 

c. kwut'a 

d. Rwu?uxw 

e. watla 

f. pal'at'9 

g. pcu 

h. mnat'ei 

i. knika 

Rwut'a 

kwu?uxw 

watla 

palaf3 

p[a]cu 

m[9]nat'ei 

k[a]nika 

Ae?na ~ Xena 

peiL\qh ~ peUq*1 

k w d t a ~ k w u t a 

Rwd?oxw ~ kwii?t>xw 

wathla ~ wat hlA 

pal'Af9 

p i c u ~ p i c u ~ pecu 

manatee 

k i n i k e ~ k i n e k A 

Gloss 

oolichan oil 

bracket fungus, mushroom 

barbecuing stick 

smoked salmon, fish 

sweetheart 

skunk 

cedar root basket 

drum 

coloured person 
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Primary stress also occurs on reduplicative prefixes, as shown by the data in (108.a-f). 

This provides evidence that the reduplicative prefixes (Plural, Diminutive, and Imperfective) in 

Sliammon are within the domain of the stem (cf. Davis (1970), Kroeber (1988, 1989), Blake 

(1992, in prep.) and Watanabe (1994, 2000) on Reduplication, and Sapir (1915) on Reduplication 

in Island Comox). See Appendix VII on the identification of the morphological stem domain. 

(108) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. CaCpL-mixai max-mixaf m/xmexAi black bears 

a'. mixat mixai mexAi black bear 

b. DM-janxw[-i-]=u<i+[?] Ja-jn[i]xwuf jejnexwui small fish 

b\ janx w janx w jenxw fish, salmon (generic) 

c. DIM-C9CpL-pukw pi-pakw-pukw pe-pukwpukw lots of little books 

c\ puk w puk w piik w book 

d. DIM-CaCpL-higus hi-hsw-higus hehgwhegTJs small chiefs 

d\ higus higus hegTJS ~ hegus chief 

e. IMP-t^uk^-INC t'eu-t'eukw-ukw t'6dt'eokwukw breaking daylight 

e\ t'euRw t'eukw t'edkw day, light 

f. MP-?ajus m-t-agi ?a-?ajus9mtawl ?a?ajus9mtawi exchanging gifts 

f. ?ajusm-t-agi ?ajus9mtawi ?aji)S9mtawt exchange gifts (e.o.) 

Stressed syllables in Sliammon tend to be markedly higher in pitch than their unstressed 

counterparts, a fact which is also discussed by Watanabe (2000). The observed pitch patterns are 

indicated in (109), where [H] indicates a syllable which bears a relatively high pitch, and [L] 

indicates a syllable which is lower in pitch. 
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(109) 

Input Output tpitch] Gloss 

a. ?ima6 ?ima0 ?emA6 [HL] grandchild 

b. ?usa ?usa ?6sa [HL] blueberry 

c. qa?qa qa?qa qa?qa [HL] mat, mattress 

d. t'gm t'[9]g[9]m t9g9m [HL] sun, moon 

e. qsnaf q[9]snay qgs 3 nAy [HL] dress, shirt 

f. qga q[9]?ga qa?gA [HL] cane, walking stick 

Although there does seem to be a strong correlation between high pitch and metrical 

prominance, J.Davis (1970) observes that pitch and stress can also occur independently of one 

another. The reader is also referred to Watanabe (1998, 2000) for interesting findings regarding 

the interaction between stress and pitch. In his discussion, he defines many of the complex issues 

and problems for further research. 

3.3.2 Foot Form Trochaic 

Sliammon has left-headed (trochaic) feet as shown by the data in (HO.a-g). The 

ungrammatical forms in (1 lO.a'-g') confirm that feet are not right-headed (iambic). 

(110) Left-dominant, Trochaic Feet 

Input Output Gloss 

a. ciya ciya c i y e - c i y a grandmother, granny 

a'. *ciye ~ *ciya 

b. kwut'a k w ufa k w6t ' a~k w u ta barbecuing stick 

b\ *k w ota ~ *k w uta 

c. wikal'i wikal'i wike?le ~ wika?le hermit crab 

c \ *wike?le ~ *wika?le 
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d. mnat19! 

d'. 

e. MP-cag-t-as 

e'. 

f. ya't-t-anapi-m-'u't 

f. 

g. xwup=inas=tn 

g'-

m[9]nat'ei 

ca-cag[a]tas 

ya<i[a]tanapimu'i 

xwupinastn 

manatee 

*m9nat'ee 

ie&egatAs 

*6eiegatAs 

ye'tatanapemu't 

*yeiatanapem6'i 

xwdpenastn 

*xwopenAst9n 

drum 

s/he is helping her 

you (pi) got called 

brooch 

In sentential contexts, mono-syllabic content (lexical) words are also stressed, as shown by 

the examples in (111). The grammatical markers (particles and clitics), on the other hand, are 

typically unstressed and phonologically dependent (cf. Appendix VII on affixes and clitics). 

( I l l ) Sentential Contexts 

Input 

a. Xina a k w 0 na? na? 

a', na? na? 

b. ?wkw st Tut ?j ?y 

b\ ?J ?y 

c. pq t9 ?aya? pgq 

c\ pq p9q 

d. hu ga s? S9? 

d\ S? S9? 

Output Gloss 

Xe?na[h]A k w 90 na? Do you have oolichan oil? 

na? 

?iikwst ?oth ?i? 

pXqh t9 ?aye? 

p / q 

hd g A se? 

se? 

belong to 

We're all fine 

good 

the house is white 

white 

go upstairs! 

go upwards 

Since mono-syllabic lexical items are stressed in sentencial contexts, they are also marked with 

primary stress in isolation, as in (112). 
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(112) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. t'in ten barbecued salmon 

b. <rixw iixw lose a loved one 

c. pixw pexw flood 

d. wukw wukw scoop net 

e. <hikw fukw to fly 

f. £uq w Z6qw hard 

g. tuqw fdqw clear skies 

h. kwas kwas hot 

i. kwa6 kwa£ dogfish 

j. ?axw ?axw falling snow 

k. ci tit rain 

1. pq pXq white 

m. p6k p96k bullhead (fish) 

n. t̂ ms t'eAms soaked 

o. fkws t9kwS to burst 

p. m6kw m9'6kw blackcap berry 

3.3.3 Stressed Schwa 

Many Salish languages avoid stressing schwa if there is a full vowel in the syllable to its 

right (cf. Thompson and Thompson (1992), Czaykowska-Higgins and Kinkade (1997:15-16) and 

the references cited therein, Bianco (1995, 1996), Shaw et. al. (1999), amongst others). Stress in 

Sliammon is always leftmost even if it means stressing schwa rather than an adjacent full vowel, as 

shown by the data in (113) (cf. Blake 1992, 1995, and Urbanczyk 1999). 
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(113) 

Input 

a. qya 

b »' 
• qga 

c. mna 

a. tkwfi 

Schwa epenthesis 

q[s]?ya 

q[9]?ga 

m[9]?na 

t[9]kWlli 

Output 

qa?ye 

qarga~qargA 

ma?na 

tukwfe 

Gloss 

water 

cane, walking stick 

child, offspring 

rabbit 

3.3.4 Location of Secondary Stresses 

Now consider longer words which have more than a single degree of stress. The primary 

stress is located at the left-hand edge of the word, as shown by the data in (114). Secondary stress 

is marked by the grave accent [v]. The syllable which bears primary stress tends to be higher in 

pitch, as indicated in Column 4 (H=high, M=mid, L=low pitch). 

(114) Primary and Secondary Stresses 

Input 

a. qms-t-'u'r c 

b. IMP-t^u^-INC 

c. DM-Xatx+[i] 

d. DIM-&?him=ut 

e. fn-t-'ut a cxw 

q 9 m . sa . xM . ch 

. f?u . kwukw . 

Xa-Xat[i]x 

Xi-XgVtumu't 

igntulacx™ 

Output 

qXmsat6ich 

fWofcwufcw 

[pitch] Gloss 

[HLM] / stored it away 

[HLM] breaking daylight 

AaXatEX ~ AaA9tex [HLM] grasshopper 

MaVfomu'T [HLML] wolfcub 

•IXntoifficw [HLML] Did you weave it? 

Some forms are recorded with adjacent stressed syllables, as shown by the data in (115). 

(115) 

a. laplas laplas laplas plank, long board 

b. kamputs kamputs kasmputs rubber boots 
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The stative forms in (116.a-e) also have adjacent stresses, and are accompanied by [HH] pitch 

pattern, as documented by Watanabe (2000). 

(116) Stative / - i tu U / 

Input Output [pitch] Gloss 

a. qwac-it qwacit qwa:£ith [HH] burping, belch 

a'. qwac-it c qwaci<t>c qwa:£ic [HH] I'm burping 

a". IMP-qwa& c qwa-qwa£ c qwaqwacch I'm burping 

b. qwiqw-?m+[i] q^q^im q^q^em [HH] s.b. is nailing 

c. Xuxw-it Xuxwit Ao:xweth [HH] crying 

c'. MP-foaxw-it-'ui st Xu-Xuxwitui st tot.. xwe.toi. st we were all crying 

d. tap-it tap-it ta:peth [HH] tight 

d'. rMP-tap-INC ta-tap-ap tatapAph getting tighter 

e. gan-[i]m ganim ga:nem [HH] orphan 

e'. IMP-gan-[i]m+[?] ga-gan-irh gagAnem having no parents 

3.3.5 LSs and Stress Assignment 

One area which has not been discussed in any detail elsewhere, but warrents mention here 

is the role which Lexical Suffixes play in stress assignment in Sliammon. Bi-syllabic Lexical 

Suffixes tend to be stressed in Sliammon, as shown by the data in (117). From a 

historical/comparative perspective, Lexical Suffixes in Salish languages may originate from 

independent Roots with the loss of the initial consonant, following Egesdal (1981), Martina (1987), 

and Kinkade (1998). Blake (2000) argues that LSs in Sliammon behave like bound Roots with 
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respect to the resolution of vowel hiatus in the language. It is proposed here that the root-like 

status of Lexical Suffixes in Sliammon may also explain the observed stress properties1. 

(117) LSs and stress assignment 

Input Output Gloss 

a. t̂ iyĉ agic Fiyca?gi2h twisted spine (t^iyi twisted, =agic spine) 

b. xawsin=agic xawsina?3gLc spine (xawsin bone) 

c. Xpxw=agic XXpxwa?gic break one's back (Xpxw break) 

d. IMP-qway=axi0 qwaqwayAxe0 talking in one's sleep (=axi© bed) 

e. ?usa=aja ?6saha?je blueberry leaves (?usa blueberry) 

f. qnayu=aya qXnayohaye sewing needle case (qsnayu sewing needle) 

g- pq=aya parqaye stove pipe (paq smoke, =aya container) 

h. ngin=aya niginaye lunch basket (nagin lunch) 

The LSs =ui young of a species usually bears secondary stress, as shown by the data in (118). 

(118) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. qaykw qaykw qXykwh bald eagle 

a'. DM-qaykw=u<l+[?] qa-qay^ut qaqAykwui small eagle 

b. kwurht kwumt kwumt kelp 

b'. DM-kwumt-u<l+[?] kwu-kwumtuf kwukwumti)t small kelp 

c. tagat' ialgai ia?g3t' ~ ta?gAt' herring 

c'. DjM-'lagat'=u'l-+[?] ia-igaivft iatgatbi small herring 

d. janxw janxw jenxw fish (generic) 

d'. DIM-janxw[-i-]=u'H[?] ja-jnixwui jej3nexwM small fish 

'Kinkade (1973), Czaykowska-Higgins (1996, 1998), Shaw et al. (1999), Tamburri Watt (1999, 2000) discuss LSs 

and stress assignment in a number of other Salish languages. 
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e. xwaxwni? xwaxwni? xwaxw9ne? bullhead 

e'. xwaxwni?=u'r xwaxwni?ui xwaxW3ne?6f small bullhead 

f. tym Xysm Xi?9m cockle 

f. DIM-Xym[-i-]-ui Xa-Ayimuf takifembi small cockle 

g- t^umaju t̂ umaVju t̂ dma?)!) barnacle 

g'- DIM-t̂ umaju^ul- t̂ u-t̂ majiirvrr t̂ dt̂ majuVoi small barnacle 

h. sma S9?ma sa?ma blue mussel 

h*. DM-sma=ui+[?] si-sma?uf sisma?6f small blue mussel 

i. puxwu p u x w u pdxwo raven 

i'. DIM-puxu=u<i+[?] pi-px^Wui pepxwo?,u'i small raven 

Other LSs, such as =inas, do not bear secondary stress if it creates a stress clash, as shown by the 

comparison between the data in (119-120). 

(119) =inas chest 

Input 

a. ntx-[i]m=inas 

b. IMP-jkw-m=inas 

b'. IMP-j l w 

n9txim=inAS 

j9-jkw-[a]m=inAS 

j3 - j l w 

Output 

nXt. xe . me . n A S . 

jey . kwa . me . n A S . 

Jeykw 

Gloss 

heart beat 

heart burn 

rubbing 

(120) =inas chest 

Input 

a. qwup=inas 

b. xate=inas 

c. Xkw=inas 

q w u p = i n A S 

x a t ' e = i n A S 

X9kw=inAs 

Output 

qwd . pe . n A S . 

xa . t°e . nAS 

tv . k w i . nAS 

Gloss 

hair on chest 

breast bone, sternum 

heart 

Although primary stress is most often leftmost as discussed above, it is a point which 

requires further investigation; exceptions to the generalization that primary stress is leftmost 
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involves words which contain Lexical Suffixes. I have recorded some examples in which primary 

stress is right-most rather than left-most, as shown by the data in (121). Notice that these examples 

have a [MLHL] pitch pattern; primary stress is correlated with the syllable which bears the highest 

pitch. 

(121) 

Input Output [pitch] Gloss 

a. qwuw=ana qwuw=a?ana qw6wa?ana [MLHL] ear 

b. DIM-qwup=ana qwu-qwp=a?ana qw6qwpa?ana [MLHL] hat sticking out ears 

c. xwaw=iqw=uja xwa?w=iqw=u?ja xwa?weqw6?Je [MLHL] finger 

d. Xax=iqw=uja Xax=iqw=u?ja Xaxeqwd?je [MLHL] thumb 

e. kit'=iqw=uja kit'=iqw=u?ja kyefeqwd?jE [MLHL] pinky, little finger 

These examples all involve Lexical Suffixes, as indicated by the equals sign (=) which precedes the 

LS (cf. also Appendix VI). The examples in (121.c-e) contain two adjacent LSs. The surface 

stress patterns resemble the same stress patterns associated with compounds in the language, as 

shown by the single example in (122). Compounds are rare in Sliammon, as discussed by Hagege 

(1976), and Watanabe (2000). 

(122) 

a. pq-at-cayis 

a', pq 

a", cayis 

paqaicayis 

paq 

cayis 

pAqiAiceyis 

pXq 

ceyis 

palm (white of hand) 

white 

hand 

For our present purposes, I will continue to assume that primary stress is left-most but 

acknowledge that a complete analysis of Sliammon metrical structure is still wanting, and there are 

many questions which remain for future research. In particular, although the locus of primary 
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stress is fairly well established, the generalizations regarding secondary stress placement are not 

well understood. 

3.4 Summary 

This chapter provides discussion and independent motivation for the prosodic structures 

which are assumed in the remainder of the thesis. As argued in §3 .2, the distribution of schwa is 

often detennined by the requirement that each Foot contains a vocalic nucleus, and is not driven 

solely by constraints on syllabification, since Sliammon has vowelless syllables in word-final 

position. 
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Chapter 4 

Distribution of Schwa in Sliammon 
Raven has blue eyes, like the waters of 

[Harwood Island] on a good day. 

He also carries a black magic umbrella. 

This makes me want to sing. Caw caw. 

Or cry. 

Phyllis Webb 

4.0 Introduction 

In this chapter, I argue that there are three different schwas in Sliammon, as evidenced by 

their phonological behaviour: (i) Excrescent (or transitional) schwa, which is written as a small 

raised schwa [9] to differentiate it from all other schwas, which are written as [a], (ii) Epenthetic 

schwa (E-schwa), which displays a ~ 0 alternations, and (iii) Non-alternating schwa (S-schwa) 

which does not show any surface alternation, and is subsumed under (ii). The terms E-schwa, and 

S-schwa are descriptive, pre-theoretical terms used here following van Oostendorp (1999) in order 

to underscore "the various roles which schwa can play in the phonology of a language". Van 

Oostendorp (1999) also includes the term R-schwa to refer to schwas which shows full 

vowel/schwa alternations. It will be argued in §3.3 that Full Vowel Reduction in Sliammon is 

distinct from reduction to schwa. Although the resultant reduced full vowel shares the same 

prosodic representation as schwa (i.e the reduced full vowel is proposed to be Nuclear and non-

moraic), it retains its distinctive feature specification. The traditional designation "Reduced Vowel" 

is maintained in order to emphasize the fact that it does not neutralize with schwa. 

4.1 Excrescent versus Epenthetic Schwa 

In terms of accounting for the distribution of schwa in Sliammon, it is necessary to 

distinguish 'epenthetic' schwa from 'excrescent' schwa, following work by other Salishan scholars, 

such as Bagemihl (1991), Bessell (1992), Matthewson (1994), and Kinkade (1997). In the section 
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which follows, I will outline the phonological distribution and surface alternations which do 

provide evidence for the distinction between epenthetic schwa on the one hand, and excrescent 

schwa on the other hand. 

4.1.1 The Problem 

In Sliammon, some schwas surface consistently in each token of a given word. This holds 

of different instances of the same word from the same speaker as well as across speakers, as in 

(1-2). 

(1) Same Speaker 

Input Schwa [a] Output: Multiple tokens Gloss 

a. i x i [9jX iXx bad 

b. i i i [ 9 ] i i i i rain 

c. mt m[s]5t mXX calm (on water) 

d. qya q[9]?ya qa?ye water 

e. qwasm qwas[s]m qwas9m flower 

f. pq=ukwt+[i] p[s]qukw[i]t pXq^k^it1 1 dressed in white 

(2) Different Speakers 

Input Schwa [s] Output: Multiple speakers Gloss 

a. pq p[9]q pAq smoke 

b. pq p[a]q pXq white 

c. sxm s[9]x[9]m sXxAm racing canoe 

d. q wl ' qw[9]f q w Xl' they came 

e. m0kw m[9]0kw m90kw blackcap berry 

f. ngin n[9]gin nigin ~ nigm packed lunch 
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Contrast this with the data in (3-4). In these examples the schwa [3] is very brief and more variable 

in its surface realization. For example, a speaker may pronounce a very brief schwa in one token 

of a given word whereas in other instances this brief transitional vowel is not recorded, as in (3). 

(3) Same Speaker 

Output 2 

xwe?3bm 

ye?3gAy 

pa?a qwd?3mAy 

OXmse?3 

Input 

a. xwil'-m 

b. yagay 

c. paL' qwumay 

d. Games'a? 

Output 1 

xwe?bm 

ye?gAy 

pa?a qwd?mAy 

OXmse? 

Gloss 

rope 

inner cedar bark 

one year (one snow) 

twenty 

The output forms in (4) Columns 3-4 show that the presence of this brief schwa [3] also 

varies across speakers. 

(4) Different Speakers 

Input Speaker 1 Speaker 2 Gloss 

a. tm=us=tn t3?mustsn ta?most9n ta?3most9n headband 

b. qsnaj qasnay qXsnAy qXs3nAy shirt, dress 

c. Vatnupil ?atnupil ?atnopel Vat^opel auto, car 

d. lkli lakli likle lik l̂e key 

e. Jaja Jarja jE?3Je relative, friend 

f. L'-xi-xniq x[i?]i-xniq xe?exneq xe?ex3neq Owl's Grove 

These variable transitional schwas are very brief in duration, audibly shorter than the instances of 

schwa which surface consistently. The transitional schwas are inserted either after a glottal, as in 

(3) or between consonants when the second consonant is a resonant, as in (4). 

4.1.2 Evidence from Syllabification 

There are some schwas which are syllabified as separate syllable peaks, and other schwas 

which are not. This contrast is shown by the data in the syllabification columns of (5-6). Recall 

from §2.4.2.2.1 and §2.4.4, that schwa lacks inherent features, and as such is subject to colouration 
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from adjacent consonants which accounts for the range of surface outputs in (5) Column 3 and (6) 

Column 2. 

In the data in (5), the stressed initial schwa [a] functions as a syllable peak. The 

syllabification of each form is given in Column 4. 

(5) Schwa functions as a syllable peak 

Input 

a. np=sn 

b. tU[-i-] 

c. £t-t-as 

d. HMP-fkw-t-as 

napsan 

talik. 

cartas 
tatkwatas 

Output Syllabification Gloss 

napsm nap. san tripped 

t'akk tal. lik a hole 

6at3tas ~ 6at3tAS cat. tas he cut it 

tatkwatAS tat. kwa . tas . he's pulling it 

Contrast this with the syllable judgements in the next set of data. The data in (6.a-b) shows 

presence of a brief schwa [3] in the environment before a word-initial resonant. In (6.c-e) a brief 

schwa [3] occurs either before or after a resonant when it is adjacent to a voiceless obstruent. In 

(6.f) it occurs between two identical stops. A comparison of the syllabification of forms in (6) 

Columns 3-4 shows that these instances of schwa are not considered separate syllable peaks by 

Sliammon consultants, in contrast to the data in (5) above (cf. §3.2 for constraints on 

syllabification), [h] is the least-marked epenthetic consonant in the language, and is inserted here to 

show that the ungrammatical examples in Column 4 are not ruled out independently by the Onset 

constraint. 

(6) Brief schwa * Syllable peak 

Input Output Syllabification •SyllPeak Gloss 

a. yp-t [yapt ~ 3yapt] yapt *[h]3. yapt break it 

b. y&-[i] [yi& ~ zyit] yi£ *[h]9. yit mil 

c. mX-mut [marmot] maX. mut *ma . . mut very calm 

d. MP-xai-mut [xaxai3mot] xa . xaf . mut *xa . xa . f9. mut he's really tall 

e. qayx [qay3x] qay. x *qa. y9x Mink 

f. ct-t-as [cartas] cat.tas *ca.t3.tas he cut it 
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It seems worthwhile to note that these brief schwas [3] in (6.c-e) occur between an 

obstruent and following resonant or vice versa, and provide a transition between consonants with 

different major class features. Recall from §2.3.2 that obstruents are unmarked for the feature 

[sonorant] whereas resonants are lexically specified as [sonoranfj. 

Contrast this with what happens in (7). Here a brief schwa [3] occurs between a front 

(i.e.[-bk]) vowel [i ~ e ~ e] and a following post-velar consonant. (Note: the symbol [I] represents 

a backed/retracted variant of IV, and not a voiceless lateral fricative.) In this case, the brief schwa 

[3] provides a transition between a vowel and a following consonant produced at opposite places of 

articulation; for example, between the [-bk] vowel and a uvular stop, as in (7.a-b). When the 

tongue moves from the anterior portion (front) of the oral cavity towards the uvula, it moves 

through a neutral position. This brief neutral transition is perceived as a transitional schwa: These 

are cases of diphthongization and will not be discussed further here. 

(7) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. RED-qway+[?] qwi-qway qwe3qway talking 

b. piqin piqin pi3qen shoulder blades 

c. cq caq ce3q fence 

d. calas calas CE31AS three 

So what we have observed in this section is that [a] and [3] are syllabified differently; [a] 

functions as a syllable peak whereas [3] is ignored for purposes of syllabification. The next section 

characterizes this observed difference in terms of epenthetic versus excrescent schwa. 
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4.1.3 Discussion and Proposed Analysis 

In his paper on syllable structure in Bella Coola, Bagemihl (1991: 600) discusses the 

characteristics of excrescent vowels, following work by Levin (1987)1. These generalizations are 

presented in (8) below and are cited from Bagemihl (1991): 

(8) Excrescent vowels 

a. The quality of an excrescent vowel is variable, frequently tends towards schwa, and 

is generally determined by phonetic coarticulation effects. The surface quality of an 

excrescent vowel does not necessarily correspond to any of the underlying vowel 

qualities of the language. 

b. The insertion of an excrescent schwa is triggered by the need for a transition between 

adjacent articulations, and is not inserted in order to syllabify stray consonants. 

Phonological rules do not refer to an excrescent schwa. 

The central claim to be made in this section is that these brief transitional [3] schwas in Sliammon 

show the same cluster of properties attributed to excrescent vowels in (8.a-b) above. Given the 

present analysis of the phonology and morphology of the language, there is no evidence that these 

excrescent vowels are referred to by phonological constraints within the grammar. I conclude that 

these brief transitional schwas are phonologically inactive, and therefore excrescent. I propose a 

sub-classification of two types of excrescent vowels, the second constituting what are commonly 

referred to as "echo vowels".2 

'Matthewson (1994), Bianco (1996), and Kinkade (1997) present similar argumentation, citing Bagemihl's (1991) 

research on syllable structure in Bella Coola. 

I use the term "echo vowel" to refer to the brief vowel often heard after laryngeal closure (cf. Bessell 1992). This is 

distinct from the "linking" vowel in Sliammon associated with Control Transitive Allomorphy (cf. J.Davis 1970 et 

seq., Kroeber 1989, Blake 1999, Watanabe 2000). 
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4.1.4 Further Differentiation: Echo Vowels 

There is often an echo vowel, represented here as a raised excrescent vowel [e, a], after a 

syllable final glottal, as shown by the data in (9) Column 3. It is typically a copy of the preceding 

vowel. 

(9) Echo Vowels 

Input Output Syllabification •Syllable peak Gloss 

a. ?il'-it ?i?lit ?e?%t ?e?. let *?e . ? e . let shallow 

b. qawum qaVwum qa?awum qa? . wum *qa . ? a . wum eye 

c. tlc+[i] te?l[i]c ta?alic ta?. lie *ta . ? a . lie round 

d. qwut?e q9?wut'e qaVawut56 qa? . wuf9 *qa . ? a . wut'6 uvula 

e. qwl' q w9l? q w 3 l ? 9 q w 9l *qwal. ? 9 come 

Echo vowels, like excrescent schwas, are not considered separate syllable peaks by Sliammon 

consultants, as shown by the contrast between the data in (9) Columns 4-5. Echo vowels may 

represent a broken vowel in which the glottal constriction (laryngealization), written as [?], 

represents the most prominent glottal pulse during the articulation of a creaky vowel. The glottal 

constriction may be articulated with the supra-laryngeal tract in the vowel configuration, a 

configuration which may continue slightly after laryngealization has ceased (or the glottal stop has 

been released), producing an echo vowel: v?v (cf. Bessell (1992:6) for similar argumentation for 

Makapmxcin (Thompson Salish), and Chomsky and Halle (1968: 315-316) for a discussion of 

glottal constriction). 

Since excrescent vowels and echo vowels are not referred to by phonological constraints 

nor do they figure into the prosodic structure of the language (i.e. they do not function as syllable 

nuclei), they are not discussed further in subsequent chapters. It is worth emphasizing that anyone 

working on the language for the first time will need to make the distinction between excrescent 

schwa versus other instances of schwa. 
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(10) 

[3] excrescent schwa 

[a] schwa 

The next section presents the distribution and analysis of epenthetic schwa (E-schwa) which shows 

schwa ~ zero alternations. 

4.2 Distribution of E-schwa 

4.2.1 Some schwas are epenthetic 

Diminutive CV- reduplication is accompanied by deletion of the Root vowel, as discussed 

by Kroeber (1989), Blake (1992), Watanabe (1994), and illustrated by the data in (11). The 

reduplicant is a CV- prefix (a monomoraic open syllable) and in these examples is immediately 

followed by the Root. The Root vowel does not surface in the diminutive, as shown by (1 l.a'-d') 

Columns 3 and 4. The use of the angled brackets <> in Column 3 shows which vowel is deleted. 

(11) Deletion of the Root vowel in Diminutive 

Input Red+Base V-deletion Output Gloss 

a. x wil'm x w i l 'am xwe?lAm rope 

a'. DM-x w i l 'm+[i ]+[?] D M - ( x w i l i m ) x w i - x w < i > h m string, thread 

b. x w u s - m x w u s a m x w dsT jm soapberry 

V. DM -x w us -m+[ i ]+ [? ] D M - ( x w u s i i h ) x w u - x w < u > s i m x w d x w s i m small soapberry 

c. yaxay yaxay y A x A y clam basket 

c'. DM-yaxay+[?] D M - ( y a x a y ) ya-y<a>xay y e y x A y small basket 

The following diminutive and non-diminutive pairs in (12.1) and (12.2) show that some 

schwas are clearly epenthetic, an observation also made by Watanabe (2000). When the Root is 

followed by a consonant-initial suffix (e.g. =nac, or =sn) or is comprised of more than two 

consonants, then this gives rise to a string of word-internal consonants. An epenthetic schwa [a] 
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appears after the second consonant of the Root, as shown by the data in (12.1.a'-b') and (12.2.a'-c'), 

in order to provide a more optimal syllabification. The ungrammatical forms in (12.1a"-b") and 

(12.2a"-c") show that these forms do not satisfy the prosodic constraints on syllable and Foot as 

well as the outputs in (12.1a'-b') and (12.2a'-c') do. (cf. Chapter 3 and Chapter 7 (§7.6)). 

(12.1) Diminutive Reduplication 

Input Syncope 

a. qwup=sn 

a'. DM-q w up=s[ i ]n+[? ] q w u-q w <u>ps in 

a . 

b. Vatnupil 

b'. DIM-?atnupil ?a-?<a>tnupil 

b". 

b'". 

(12.2) Diminutive Reduplication 

Input 

a. 0kw=nac=tn 0[9]kw=nac=tn 

a'. DIM-0kw=nac=tn+[i]+[?] Oi-0kw[9]nact[i]n 

b. tkwii 

b'. DIM-tkw<li 

b". 

b'". 

c. Xq-m=afai 

c'. DIM-Xq-m=aiai'+[?] 

t[9]kwtt 

ti-tkw[9]ti 

X[9]q[9]m=a,fa<l 

Xi-Xq[9]?ma,ia1' 

Output 

qwdpsin 

qwdqwp[9]sin 

*qwdqwp . sin 

*q w dq w [9lpsin 

Vatnupil 

?a-?t[9lnupel 

*?a-?t. nopil 

*?a-?[9ltnupil 

Output 

0 u k w n a c t 9 n 

0i0k^[9]nactin 

*0i0kw . nac . tin 

*0i0[9lkwnactin 

tukwfi 

t i - t k w [ 9 l i i 

* t i - t k w . ti 

*ti-t[9lkWcli 

XXqgmata;'! 

XC-Xq[a]?maiAJ 

*Xi-Xq. matai 

Gloss 

hair on legs 

bit of hair on legs 

car, automobile 

small car 

Gloss 

chair 

small chair 

rabbit 

small rabbit 

mattress 

small mattress 
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C ,111 *Xi-X[9]qrha'tai 

Comparison of the simplex forms with their corresponding diminutives shows that a vowel occurs 

between the first and second consonant of the Root, as in (12.1.a-b) whereas it appears after the 

second consonant of the Root in the corresponding diminutive (12.1.a'-b'). This may look like 

vowel metathesis and reduction. However, it is here hypothesized that the different syllabification 

results from syncope of the Root vowel and schwa epenthesis. The portion of the word which 

corresponds to the Root is underlined in Column 3. 

If schwa is epenthetic in (12.1) and (12.2), then perhaps the distribution of schwa is 

predictable in all contexts in which it occurs. This means that the distribution and surface 

realization of schwa should follow from its phonological representation and the interaction of the 

constraints on prosodic representations. 

There have been a number of recent proposals for other Salish languages which suggest 

that schwa is not present in the underlying/Input representation and that its distribution is entirely 

predictable (cf. Matthewson (1994), Roberts and Shaw (1995), Kinkade (1997), Shaw (1996.b)). 

This is the position which is adopted here as well. The task therefore becomes showing that the 

contexts in which schwa does occur can be determined by constraints within the grammar. 

4.2.1.1 Related Theoretical Issues 

Before continuing with the discussion of epenthetic schwa, note that there is some data 

which presents an opportunity to explore related issues of theoretical interest. The data in (13) 

shows surface [A] which occurs between a Root and a following Lexical Suffix (=LS). 

(13) Epenthetic [A] 

Input Output Gloss 

a. piq=sin (stv) 

a', picpsin-'uf a cx1 w 

p9fq[A]sin 

pgiq^seVnofaxx' w Did you slip? 

to slip (foot slips) 

b. clq=sin-m cflq[A]sin9m cross one's legs 
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The question which arises is does [A] come from epenthetic [a] (i.e. a bare NUC), as in (14) or an 

epenthetic full vowel [V] (NUCp), as in (15)? Recall from §2.4.2.2.1 that the full vowels are 

Nuclear and moraic whereas schwa is characterized as a bare Nucleus, in keeping with the Nuclear 

Moraic Model. 

(14) . 

Input [NUC] 

a. piq^sin (stv) (psi'u- q[9]) (sin) 

a'. p,lq=sin-'ui a cxw (pafu . q[s]) (si?nu)('facxw) 

b. cMq=sin-m 03lu- q[a]) (sinam) 

Output 

patq[A]sin 

paiq[A]se?no<fa3CXv 

cflq[A]sin9m 

Gloss 

to slip (foot slips) 

Did you slip? 

cross one's legs 

(15) 

Input 

a. p1:q=sin (stv) 

[NUCp] 

(p^u -q[V]n) (Sin) 

Output 

pafq[A]sin 

a'. p1-q=sin-'u1: a cxw (p3fu -q[V]^ (si?nu)('lacxw) p3iq[A]se?no'fa3cxw 

b. 6lq=sin-m 0al u . q[V]jO (sinam) 6Llq[A]sin9m 

Gloss 

to slip (foot slips) 

Did you slip? 

cross one's legs 

The reason it is difficult to tell is that [A] occurs in unstressed post-tonic position, a position which 

is particularly susceptible to full vowel reduction (lal to [A]). Note however that [A] also arises 

from height assimilation and is conceivably a variant of either epenthetic schwa (a bare [NUC]) or 

an epenthetic full vowel [V] in this phonological context (cf. §2). 

Although we have been discussing schwa epenthesis (i.e. epenthesis of a bare NUC), the 

Foot structure in (14-15) Column 2, indicated by the parentheses ( ), suggests that surface [A] is 

moraic, since Feet in the language are hypothesized to be minimally bimoraic. If [a] is Nuclear but 

non-moraic, then the representations in (14) Column 2 will violate the constraint which ensures that 

Feet are minimally bimoraic (i.e. Foot Binarity), as shown by the initial mono-moraic Foot. 
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Epenthesizing a vowel which is both NUC and moraic therefore creates more optimal Foot 

structure, as shown by the structure of the left-most foot in each example in (15) Column 2. 

In (12) above, epenthesis of a bare [NUC] is the minimal amount of structure needed in 

order to syllabify the word-internal stray consonants. Since Minimality requirements are met in 

(12), the insertion of prosodic structure is strictly minimal. Contrast this with (15) which requires 

the addition of extra prosodic structure (both a NUC and a mora) in order to syllabify the string of 

consonants, and provide a more optimal Foot structure which crucially meets the constraints on 

Minimality. This shows that schwa epenthesis occurs not only to create optimal syllables but also 

to create optimal Feet. This provides additional evidence for the generalization in §4.2.3 that 

schwa is epenthesized for purposes of stress assignment. Strengthening of schwa [NUC] to an 

epenthetic full vowel [NUCu] is addressed in §4.4. 

The data in (13-15) also raise the following interesting issues. If schwa is hon-moraic and 

syllables can be bimoraic (CaCuCu), then why is epenthesis necessary here at all? What prevents 

the ungrammatical forms in (16) Column 3? 

(16) 

Input 

a. p i q = s i n (s tv ) 

a'. p1q=sin-'u'T a c x v 

b. c l q = s i n - m 

Output 

paiqAsin 

p9iqAse?noisecx w 

*6ftqAsin9m 

No epenthesis Gloss 

*paiq .sin to slip (foot slips) 

*p6iq . se?noi:secxw Did you slip? 

*cf lq . sinam cross one's legs 

Although the forms in (16) Column 3 may satisfy syllable structure constraints, notice that these 

candidates have adjacent stresses which constitutes a violation of *CLASH, a constraint which 

militates against adjacent heads of Feet. Vowel epenthesis therefore not only creates well formed 

syllables but it also creates optimal Foot structures, while avoiding a violation of *CLASH. The 

epenthetic [NUC] intervenes between adjacent heads: d o d . This means that *CLASH is ranked 

above DEPfNUC], as shown by the partial constraint ranking in (17). 
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(17) piq=sin [psiqAsin] to slip (foot slips stv.) 

plq=sin •CLASH DEP[NUC] 

a. (pat. q9)(sin) 

b. (p9iq)(sin) *! 

The other question which requires consideration is why does vowel epenthesis occur in the 

position in which it occurs. What prevents forms like those in (18) Column 3? The epenthetic 

vowel [A] appears in square brackets. 

(18) 

Input Output * Locus of [A] 

a. ptq=sin (stv) p9lq[A]sin *pa . i[A]q . sin 

a'. ptq=sin-'ui a cxw p9iq[A]s£?no'f£ecxw * p 9 . i[A]q .s£?no"ia3CXw 

b. 6lq=sin-m &9 lq [ A ]s in9m * C 9 . l[A]q . s i n 9 m 

Gloss 

to slip (foot slips) 

Did you slip? 

cross one's legs 

It is proposed here that the ungrammatical forms in (18) Column 3 violate at least two constraints 

which are argued to be operative in the language. First, as will be argued in Chapter 5, there is a 

highly-ranked constraint which militates against schwa in a stressed open syllable (informally, 

* 9 ] a ) basically following Blake (1992), and Shaw (1995, 1996). Secondly, the epenthetic vowel 

[A] has been epenthesized into a Root, violating Root Contiguity. Root O-Contiguity in Sliammon 

is proposed to rule out Root-internal epenthesis, and is a particular instantiation of the general O-

Contiguity constraint of McCarthy and Prince (1995:371): "The constraint O-CONTIG rules out 

internal epenthesis: the map xz -» xyz violates O-CONTIG, but xy -» xyz does not." (cf. also 

LaMontagne 1996). The idea here is that epenthesis is more optimal at the edge of a morpheme, 

especially a Root, than it is in the middle of a morpheme. In contrast, the optimal forms in (18) 

Column 2 show that stressed schwa occurs in a closed syllable thereby satisfying * 9 ] a , and that 
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[A] epenthesis has taken place at a morphological boundary (between the Root and following LS 

thus satisfying Root Contiguity (O-CONTIG ROOT)). The output forms in (18) Column 2 do not 

violate either of these constraints, as shown by the tableau in (19). 

(19) 

piq=sin *a]a O-CONTIG ROOT 

«• a. [pat. q]Root [A] sin 

b. *[pa . iNqj-Root sin *! 

This raises a related issue: if violations of Root Contiguity are avoided, then what about the 

initial epenthetic [a] schwa? Doesn't it also incur a Root contiguity violation? The answer is yes, 

but here Root Contiguity (O-CONTIG ROOT) is violated in order to satisfy the higher ranking 

constraints on Proper Headedness, and the Align Left Constraint which ensures that primary stress 

is aligned with the left-edge of the stem. 

4.2.1.2 Language -internal Evidence for Schwa Epenthesis 

Further to the cross-linguistic evidence from across the Salish language family for the non-

phonemic status of schwa, this section provides three language-internal arguments which support 

the hypothesis that schwa is epenthetic in Sliammon. These arguments are based on the canonical 

shapes of Roots in the language. 

First, there are no Roots which surface with an initial consonant cluster in the language, as 

illustrated by the unattested Output forms in (20). The reader is referred to Appendix V for a 

representative sample of Roots in Sliammon which provides verification of this generalization. 

(20) 

Output 

a. *CCV.... 

b. *CCa.... 

Sliammon does have roots of the shape CACA (where A is a full vowel), as shown by the data in 

(21). 
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(21) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. ciya ciye ~ ciya grandmother, grandma 

b. Xina AE?na oolichan oil 

c. kwupa kwupa grandfather, grampa 

d. ?usa ?dsa blueberry 

e. kwut'a kwut'a barbecue stick 

f. canu 6e?no dog 

g. xakwu xakwu cow's parsnip 

h. kwaxwa kwaxwa box 

Sliammon also has Roots of the shape C a C A (i.e. where a surfaces between the initial two 

consonants; under the hypothesis that schwa is epenthetic, these roots would be / C C A / ) , as shown 

by the data in (22). 

(22) C a C A Roots 

Input Output Gloss 

a. xpi xapi xXpi to turn back 

b. pcu pacu picu basket 

c. t^xu t ' 6 ax w u f°dx w o ling cod 

d. qya qa?ya qa7ya~qa?ye water 

e. mna ma?na ma?na child, offspring 

f. sma sa?ma sa?ma mussel 

The absence of CC-init ial roots on the surface is accounted for by the combined effects of the 

constraints *COMPLEX ONSET and DEP[NUC] (schwa epenthesis). Since complex onsets are 
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generally banned in Sliammon, schwa epenthesis occurs in order to satisfy the higher-ranking 

constraint "COMPLEX ONSET. 

Although there are CACA and CaCA Roots in Sliammon, there are no Roots attested of 

the form CaCa or CACa, i.e. where the second vowel is schwa: 

(23) * C a C a , * C A C a 

If the distribution of schwa were idiosynchratic, akin to the distribution of the full vowels Ii, u, al in 

the language, then we would expect to find the same patterns of distribution within the Root 

domain. Instead what we observe from the data in (21-22) versus (23) is that there is an 

asymmetry between the distribution of the full vowels in Roots and the distribution of schwa. 

The analysis which is presented in this chapter not only predicts the occurrence of CaCA 

Roots but also the absence of * C a C a and *CACa Roots. The asymmetry between the existence of 

roots with schwa as the first vowel versus the absence of roots with schwa as the second vowel 

( *CaCa, *CACa) is explained as follows. Proper Headedness at the level of the Foot ensures that 

schwa is epenthesized after the first consonant (/CCA/ -* CaCA) in order to provide a Nucleus as 

the head of the stress foot and also to satisfy "Complex Onset, whereas there is no motivation for 

the presence of the second schwa in the unattested Roots * C a C a and *CACa. Note that Foot 

Binarity is satisfied at the level of the mora since free-standing CAC Roots are bimoraic and 

independently footed in the language. If schwa were present in underlying representation and 

therefore claimed to have an unpredictable distribution, we would fail to have an explanation for the 

observed asymmetry in CVCV Root canons. 

Another similar argument comes from the observed shapes of CVCC Roots in the 

language. Sliammon has a general constraint against CARR Roots in the language, indicating that 

there is a general constraint against adjacent resonants (*RR) in the language. 

(24) *CARR 
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If we then consider the inventory of CVC Roots in the language, we observe another asymmetry. 

CAC Roots have the following canonical shapes where 0=obstruent and R=resonant. Bound 

Roots are followed by a hyphen (i.e. CAC-) whereas free-standing Roots are not marked in this 

manner. CAC Roots exhibit the full range of logical possible combinations of Obstruents and 

Resonants in combination with the full vowels /i, u, a/, as shown by the data in (25). 

(25) CAC Roots 

Attested Patterns 

a. OAO Roots 

b. OAR Roots 

c. RAO Roots 

d. RAR Roots 

Examples: 

Xip under 

kwin how many 

yiq- need(s.t) 

niy- forget 

Xup to heal tax- old 

kwum- red, flushed tarn what 

wukw scoop net nat night 

wuw- sing man father 

Contrast this with the possible combinations of Obstruents and Resonants in combination with the 

vowel schwa. There are OaO, OaR and RaO Roots in the language, but RaR Roots are 

conspicuously absent, as shown in (26-27). 

(26) CaC Roots 

Attested Patterns Examples 

a. OaO Roots Xap deep, bottom Xaq go outside paq white 

b. OaR Roots qwal' to come qay to die tarn belt, tie 

c. RaO Roots maX calm on water nap- under, inside yap to break (a cup) 

(27) *RaR 

The gap in the attested CaC Root patterns is explained if schwa is epenthetic whereas the observed 

contrast does not have a well-motivated explanation if schwa were present in underlying 

representation. 
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These three arguments pertaining to permissable Roots canons in the language provide 

compelling internal evidence that schwa is epenthetic in Sliammon. 

4.2.2 Schwa / Zero Alternations 

There are many sets of morphologically related words in Sliammon which show schwa-

zero alternations: 9 ~ 0 . Consider the following Nouns and their corresponding diminutive forms 

which show that surface schwa alternates with zero: (9 ~ 0). These data are presented under the 

hypothesis that schwa is not present in the Input (i.e. it is non-lexical) and that we can determine 

where it occurs. 

Note that Weak Roots take Ci- as the diminutive reduplicative prefix rather than C 9 - , as in 

(28.a'-f). Diminutive is also marked by glottalization of the rightmost syllable-final resonant (with 

a number of complexities). Further, certain lexical items may also take the lexical suffix l=\AI 

young of a species, in addition to the Ci- reduplicative prefix. Stems which end in a consonant 

cluster also take an [i] "infix" in the diminutive. The point which is of relevance here is the 

presence and absence of schwa between the first and second consonants of the Root. The simplex 

forms in (28.a-f) all have schwa between C i and C 2 of the Root, as shown by the forms in Column 

2. The related diminutive forms in (28.a'-f) do not have a schwa in this position, as indicated by 

the space . 

(28) Epenthetic Schwa 

Input Schwa ~ 0 Output Gloss 

a. eya* Ggyai: 0a?yei: lake 

a'. D M - e y a i ei-e_yaf eceyet small lake 

b. kwnay kw9nay kwa?nAy lid 

b'. DM-kwnay kwi-kw_nay kwikwnAy small lid 

c. sma S9iha sa?ma mussel 

c\ DIM-srha=ui si-s_ma?u,i sismaVof small mussel 

d. pskt p9sk9t pgskit biscuit, pilot bread 

d'. DIM-pskt+[i]=u"i pi-pjslritui pepskyi-toi small biscuit 
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e. sxm 

e'. DM-sxm+[i] 

f. ms 

f. DM-ms=iri+[?] 

S9X9m 

si-s_x[i]m 

m9s 

mi-rh sui 

SAXAm 

sisxem 

rriAS ~ mas 

me?Emsu,i 

racing canoe 

small racing canoe 

mink 

small mink 

The existence of schwa/zero alternations illustrated by the data in (28) raise the following 

questions: what determines the contexts in which schwa surfaces and those contexts in which is 

does not? Is the distribution of this vowel is predictable? Consider the distribution of schwa and 0 

in (28). In (28.a-f) Column 2, schwa occurs between the first two consonants (Ci and C 2 ) of the 

Root in order to syllabify this initial consonant cluster since there is a highly ranked constraint 

against complex onsets (*COMPLEX ONSET) in Sliammon (cf. §3.2.2.1). Furthermore, insertion of 

an epenthetic schwa [NUC] satisfies Proper Headedness and the requirements that primary stress is 

aligned with the left-edge of the stem. Consider the following partial tableau which shows the 

ranking of *COMPLEX ONSET with respect to DEP[NUC]. Recall that schwa becomes [a] before [?] 

(cf. §2.4.4.1), and that intervocalic R' are realized as V?RV since there is a high-ranking constraint 

against R' in Onset position (cf. §5.2). 

(29) Gyat 69?yaf [6a?yef] lake 

Byai •COMPLEX ONSET DEP[NUC] 

v&a. e9?yai [6a?yai] 

b. 6yat *! 

Contrast this with the diminutive examples in (28.a'-f) in which the first consonant of the 

Root (Ci) functions as the coda to the first syllable whereas the second consonant (C2 ) of the Root 

functions as the onset to the second syllable. Since the consonants are syllabified, schwa 

epenthesis is not required. Furthermore, the vowel of the diminutive prefix receives primary stress. 

It therefore satisfies both the Align L constraint and Proper Headedness (cf. Chapter 3). Since the 
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constraints which drive schwa epenthesis are satisfied, there is no reason to have surface [a] in the 

post-tonic unstressed syllable. The fact that schwa is not present between C i and C2 of the Root is 

indicated by the underlined space in Column 2. (Note: I have not presented a formal account of 

Reduplication here - or established how to define the Base for purposes of Reduplication. Since 

Diminutive Reduplication involves syncope of the Full Vowel, this seems to entail checking that 

the vowel of the Input is identical to the vowel of the Reduplicant (I-R relation, in sense of 

McCarthy and Prince 1995; see Shaw (1998) on Lillooet Diminutive Reduplication). The purpose 

here is to compare morphologically related words - simplex and related reduplicative forms. 

A further instance of a alternating with 0 is shown by the Perfective and Imperfective pairs 

in (30). (Here I am assuming that Base-Reduplicant (B-R) Identity is an Output-Output relation, 

following M&P (1995), as indicated in Column 2). 

(30) Epenthetic Schwa 

Input Red+Base Schwa ~ 0 Output Gloss 

a. Xpxw Xapxw Xapxw break 

a'. IMP-Xpxw-t c IMP-(Xapxwac) Xa-X<a>pxwac Xa-Xpxwac I'm breaking it 

b. et'e-m 0a'?t'eam 0a?t'eam jig for cod 

b\ IMP-et̂ -m+t?] c IMP-(ea't'eamc) ea'-0<a>t'eamc 0L0t'eamc I'm jigging 

c. jX jiX-jeX town 

c'. HMP-jX lMP-(jaX) ja-j<a>X Jiy*~jfi:3t he's running 

d. ns-m nasam nisam swim 

d'. MP-ns-m+[?] MP-(nasam) na-n<a>sam ninsam swimming 

e. kwaf spill 

e'. iMP-k™! rMP-(kwaf) kwa-kw<a>i k wuk wi ~ kwi5kwt spilling 

f. kw-f-t kwait kwatt untie it 

f. MP-k w i-t lMP-(kwa'<rt) kwa-kw<a>ft kwu'kw<lt untying it 

g- &i Clt rain 

g'- IMP-& iMP-tcai) 6a-6<a>t raining 
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h. xwX=igan 

h\ IMP-xwX=igan 

xw9Xigan xwa?XegAn 

MP-(xw9XigAn) xw3-xwO>5vigAn xwaxwXegAn 

halfmll 

half filling 

In (30.a-h), schwa occurs between the first two consonants of the Root (Ci and C2) in order to 

syllabify this initial consonant cluster and satisfy the metrical constraints, just as in (28) above. 

Contrast this with the Imperfective example in (30.b') in which the first consonant of the Root (Ci) 

functions as the coda to the first syllable whereas the second consonant of the Root (C2) is the 

onset to the second syllable. In this case, both consonants are syllabified, and schwa does not 

occur, as indicated by the <9>. Note that the Imperfective reduplicative prefix also bears primary 

stress. It occurs within the stem domain and satisfies the constraints on Proper Headedness and 

Align L. 

4.2.3 Proposed Analysis 

McCarthy and Prince (1994), Alderete (1997), van Oostendorp (1999) posit a constraint 

*SCHWA which is a particular instantiation of the family of *Structure constraints. *SCHWA is a 

constraint which assigns a cost to each instance of schwa which appears in the Output and is a 

general ban against additional unmotivated structure. Van Oostendorp (1999) suggests that 

evidence for such a constraint comes from languages which ban schwa all together, and from other 

languages in which schwa has limited distribution. The constraint * SCHWA will prevent rampant 

insertion of schwa ; schwa will only appear in those contexts in which it is constrained to do so by 

some higher-ranking constraint within the grammar. I adopt DEP[NUC] as the correspondence 

version of this constraint, following Shaw (1995, 1996) (cf. M&P 1995 on Correspondence). 

Schwa epenthesis, which is claimed to be insertion of a bare Nucleus within the Nuclear Moraic 

Model, incurs a violation of DEP[NUC]. 

If there is a cost associated with schwa [NUC] epenthesis, then we can explain why we 

get /Xpxw/ X[9]pxw break and /lMP-Xpxw-t 5/ X[g]Xp . XWAC I'm breaking it but not 

*X[9]X[g]pxWAC which entails an additional instance of schwa epenthesis which is not needed in 

order to satisfy constraints on prosodic structure. The ungrammatical form *[X9 . Xgp . XWAC] also 
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violates the constraint which bans stressed schwa in an open syllable (*9]a) which will be 

discussed in Chapter 5. 

All Sliammon scholars to date have noted that primary stress in the language tends to be 

word-initial. Following Blake (1999) this is analyzed as resulting from a high-ranked constraint 

which ensures that the left-edge of the prosodic word (PrWd) is aligned with the left-edge of the 

lexical stem. 

(31) Align L 

The left-edge of the prosodic word (PrWd) is aligned with the left-edge of the stem 

This constraint interacts with Proper Headedness is repeated here in (32), following Shaw's 

(1996c) formulation. 

(32) Proper Headedness Shaw (1996c: 10) (cf. Ito and Mester 1992; Ola 1995) 

a. P R O P H E A D pw A Prosodic Word is headed by a Foot 

b. P R O P H E A D FT A Foot is headed by a Syllable 

c. P R O P H E A D a A Syllable is headed by a N U C [ = S Y L L N U C ] 

By epenthesizing schwa between Ci and Cj of the Root in (30.a-h) above, the syllable structure 

constraint which strongly disprefers complex onsets ( * C O M P L E X ONSET) in the language is also 

satisfied (cf. (29)). 

(33) Tableau: Xpxw Xapxw break 

Xpxw A L I G N L P R W D PROPER H E A D C O M P L E X ONSET DEP[NUC] 

«• a. (Xapxw) * 

b. X(psxw) *! * 

c. (Xpxw) *! 

d. (Xpaxw) *! * 
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To summarize, epenthetic schwa in Sliammon plays several important functions: 

(i) epenthetic schwa satisfies syllable structure constraints, the one motivated here being the ban on 

Complex Onsets (cf. §3.2.2.1), (ii) it provides a nucleus (i.e. a head) which satisfies the constraint 

which ensures that the Foot which is the head of the prosodic word is properly headed, (iii) it 

ensures that stress is located as close to the left-edge of the stem as possible, and (iv) an epenthetic 

[NUC] is epenthesized into a word-internal syllable in order to create structures which avoid 

violations of *CLASH. The fact that epenthetic schwa does not occur in all metrically weak word-

final CC syllables is discussed in §3.2.2.3.1. 

4.3 Full Vowel Reduction 

4.3.1. The problem 

Sliammon has a large number of related words which show full vowels alternating with lax 

vowels, as illustrated by the data in (34). The syllables showing the alternations are underlined in 

the Output column of (34). 

(34) Full Vowels Alternate with Lax Counterparts 

Input Output Gloss 

a. yax-t-anapi-as-'ui yax-[a]t-anapi-s-ut ye .xa .ta .na ,pe .sot He was thinking of you 

a', yax-t-anapi c yax-[a]t-anapi c ye . xa . ta . na . pic I remembered you (pi) 

b. hihw c xaX-ng-mi hihiwc xaXnumi he:wc xaX . no . me . I love you very much 

b'. xaX-ng-mi c xaXnumic xat. no . mic . I love you (sg) 3 

c. ?awukw-hV c ?awu-hu-kw c ?A . wo . hokwc I have tobacco 

c'. ?awukw ?awukw ?a. wvkw ~ ?/wukw tobacco 

3Notice that if this proposal is correct, then this constitutes evidence that the first person subject clitic 5 I in these 

contexts is syllabified with the preceding object suffix and is therefore part of the Prosodic Word domain. This will 

become important in determining the position of clitics within prosodic and morphological domains, and is 

identified as a topic for future research (cf. Selkirk 1995 on the position of clitics, and Watanabe 2000 on clitics in 

Sliammon). 
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d. t'ug-0-as t'ug-[u]-0-as to . gu . 0AS she recognizes me 

d\ t'ug-t c fug-[3]<t>5 to . guc I recognize her 

e. DIM-mixa'i=uf mi-m<i>xafui mem . xa . idi black bear cub 

e'. mixai mixai me.XAJ black bear 

f. ?ittan-hV c ?i'fta-ha-n c ?ei . ta . hAnc I've got food 

f. ?rttan ?rftan 1(A. tAn eat, food 

g- sup=nac-hV a supna-ha-c a sop . na . ha . ca . Has he got a tail? 

g'- sup=nac supnac sop. SAC tail 

Notice that lil is realized as [e] in an open syllable (34.a-b) whereas it surfaces as [i] in a closed 

syllable (34.a'-b'). The vowel IvJ is [o, u] in an open syllable (34.c-d) whereas it surfaces as its lax 

[v] counterpart in an unstressed closed syllable, as in (34.c'-d'). The vowel lal is realized as [a] in 

an open syllable as in (34.e-g) whereas it surfaces as [A] in a closed syllable, as in (34.e'-g'). The 

full vowel counterparts occur in unstressed open syllables whereas the lax variants occur in 

unstressed closed syllables. The alternation between the tense and lax vowels is referred to here as 

Full Vowel Reduction, following Blake (1999). 

The question which is addressed in the next section is what is the appropriate 

characterization of Full Vowel Reduction in Sliammon? What is clear about Full Vowel Reduction 

(or shortening) in Sliammon is that it is crucially dependent on Stress Assignment. 

4.3.2 Full Vowel Reduction and Stress Assignment 

It is hypothesized that Full Vowel Reduction is driven by Foot structure constraints in the 

following way. Recall that syllables in Sliammon are grouped together into left-dominant feet 

(or trochees) as discussed in §3.3. Feet are proposed to be ideally bi-moraic (pp) (that is they 

satisfy FtBinp) but may be tri-moraic (ppp) (i.e. an "uneven" trochee), under pressure to 

incorporate moras into syllables (Parse-p-to-a), and incorporate syllables into Feet (Parse-o-to 

Foot). The best foot of course is the one which satisfies both FTBINp and FTBINa (i.e. Cv . Cv). 

Since output forms cannot satisfy all conflicting constraints simultaneously, the optimal form will 
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be the one which is most harmonic and incurs minimal constraint violation. Under the hypothesis 

that a full vowel is moraic and a reduced vowel is not, Full Vowel Reduction can be explained as 

follows: A full vowel in a weak metrical position loses a mora <u> in order to optimize the 

resulting Foot structure. Full Vowel Reduction occurs in order to create a well-balanced bi-syllabic 

bi-moraic trochee'or a quantitatively 'even' trochee, as discussed in §4.3.2.1, and also occurs in 

order to create a single bisyllabic trimoraic foot, as will be shown in §4.3.2.2. 

4.3.2.1 Bisyllabic Bimoraic Foot 

Kager (1995: 400) in his summary of stress systems states that languages which have 

moraic trochees "are predicted to display processes that increase durational evenness within the 

foot." Shortening to a reduced full vowel can be viewed as a prosodic constraint which "modifies 

an uneven trochee into a rhythmically balanced even bi-moraic trochee". This is represented here 

as shown in (35). 

(35) 

a. 

Input 

(C*up Op,) Ft 

Output 

(Ou- Op) Ft 

This is similar to what happens in Sliammon. As shown by the Sliammon data in (36), vowel 

reduction occurs in the unstressed syllable, underlined in Column 3. 

(36) 

Input 

a. gaqiG 

b. qx-mut 

c. qigaG 

d. mijaG 

e. ct-t-as 

V-reduction 

gaqeG 

qaxmut 

qigAG 

mijA0 

&3t-tAS 

Output 

gageG 

q/xmyt 

qegAG 

miiAG 

cfttAS 

Gloss 

husband 

many, lots 

deer 

flesh, meat 

he cut it 
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The loss of a mora creates an optimal bi-moraic trochee, by reducing the phonological weight of the 

non-head, as shown schematically in (37). In the Output, each syllable within the Foot contains a 

mora: (d u . au). 

(37) 

Input Output 

a. (dji. a^) (d u . a <u>n) *(d^ . a u u ) 

In particular, the constraint P E A K P R O M F T makes sure that the head of the Foot is equal to (or 

greater than) the phonological weight of the non-head. The data in (38) show the contrast between 

the licit forms in Column 2 which have undergone vowel reduction in comparison to the 

ungrammatical but totally faithful candidates in (38) Column 3. 

(38) 

Input V-reduction *V-reduction Gloss 

a. g a q i e gap . qe0p *gau . qep6p husband 

b. qx-mut qaxu . mutu *qsxu . muutu many, lots 

c. qigaO qep . gA6u *qep . gauOu deer 

d. mija8 miu . JA0U *mip . japBp flesh, meat 

e. ct-t-as catu . tAsp *cstp . tausp he cut it 

Since stress is always fixed on the word-initial syllable in Sliammon, surface candidates 

like those in (38) Column 3 are ill-formed since the syllable which functions as the weak member 

of the Foot is heavier (pp) than the head of the Foot (p). Shaw (1998) proposes the constraint 

P E A K P R O M FT (as a refinement of P E A K P R O M as defined by Prince and Smolensky 1993) which 

captures the generalization that the prominence of the head of a Foot (as defined by moraic weight) 

is greater than or equal to the prominence of the non-head. 
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(39) PEAK PROM FT 

The prominence of the Head of a foot > the non-head, 

i.e. FT= (v ...v), (v....a), (a...a), *(a...v) 

The idea here is that the weight of the stressed syllable as a whole, not just the nuclear head is equal 

to or greater than the phonological weight of the unstressed syllable: FT=(rfu.u au) , (dup a), 

(dp. au), *(d au), *(du aup). The loss of a mora <u> is therefore a minimal violation of 

Faithfulness which satisfies this constraint PEAK PROM FT. It also creates an even bi-moraic 

trochee which best satisfies Foot Binarity (cf. §4.7 for a summary of the constraints). 

(40) gaqiO [gaqeO] husband 

gaqie p . pu PEAK PROM FT STRESS-TO-W •CLASH FTBINu MAX[u] 

<HP a. ga . qe6 

u.. <u> u 

* * 

b. ga. qe6 

|i . H u 

*! * 

c. ga: . qe6 * 

Candidate (40.c) requires some discussion. Given the present constraint ranking, we might 

ask what prevents the three moras from being distributed such that the stressed syllable contains a 

long vowel. If the moras are linked to the vowels in the Input, then (40.c) will violate constraints 

on the insertion and deletion of Paths (autosegmental associations between Root node and mora; 

cf. Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994). 
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4.3.2.2 Bisyllabic Trimoraic Foot 

In the this case, vowel reduction reduces the total number of moras from four to three so 

that both syllables can be incorporated into a single metrical Foot. Vowel reduction occurs in 

metrically weak (unstressed) syllable, as shown schematically in (41). 

(41) 

Input Output 

a. (aUn . a u u) (d u u . a <u>u) *(du u . a u u) 

Consider the data in (42) which provides motivation for this claim. (Recall that schwa becomes [e] 

after an alveopalatal and before a glottal, as discussed in Chapter 2. This accounts for the surface 

form in (42.a)). 

(42) Root-suffix 

Input V-Reduction Output Gloss 

a. s?t-mut S9?t . mut S9?tmyt [sE?tmut] very high 

b. sup=nac s u p . nAc sdpnAc tail 

c. t^iyc^agic t^iy. 6a?. g i c t' e iyca?gi,c twisted spine 

As shown by the examples in (42), the vowel in the unstressed syllable is "reduced" in the surface 

form: IvJ [u] as in (42.a), and lal [A] as in (42.b), and lil [i] as in (42.c). Full Vowel Reduction is 

interpreted as a reduction in vowel quantity (i.e. the loss of a mora) since it is clearly motivated by 

Stress Assignment (i.e. the prosodic constraints on Foot Structure), as shown in (43). 

Note that in (42.c) it is the second Foot (ca?gich) pt in (t̂ iy) Ft^a?gich Ft twisted spine 

which undergoes reduction, as indicated by the Foot structure in (43.c). 
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(43) 

Input Foot Structure No Reduction Gloss 

a. s?t-mut (sgVtm .̂nrutu) *(sa?tuu. mutup) very high 

b. sup=nac (sdpup. nAcp.) *(sdpup. nacup) tail 

c. t̂ iyĉ agic (t̂ iyXcaVu-u, . gicu) *(t'eiy)(ca?uu,. gicup) twisted spine 

Vowel reduction in Sliammon is analyzed here as the loss of the mora <u> associated with 

the vowel in the second syllable without any alteration to either its nuclear (NUC) or featural 

content. What is significant about this proposal is that full vowel reduction is characterized as a 

change in vowel quantity and not vowel quality. Recall that §2.4.5 establishes that the realization 

of reduced full vowels is distinct from that of schwa. Since the head of the Foot (i.e. the stressed 

syllable) prefers to be prominent, it is the vowel in the weak syllable which surfaces as non-moraic, 

excluding surface forms like the ones in (44) Column 3. 

(44) Vowel Reduction does not take place in a stressed syllable 

Input Output *Reduction Gloss 

a. s?t-mut se?tmut *(se?tu. mut^) very high 

b. sup=nac sdpnAC *(sopu • nacpp) tail 

c. t»iy6=agi5 t®iyca?gie *(t'eiy)(cA?^. gic^u) twisted spine 

Recall that stress is strictly word-initial in Sliammon regardless of the quality of the initial 

vowel (see §3.3, as well as Davis (1970), Ffagege (1981), Kroeber (1989), Blake (1992, 1995), 

Watanabe (1994), and Urbanczyk (1999)). In (41-42) above, vowel reduction <u> not only 

allows both syllables to be incorporated into a single metrical foot, but it also enhances the relative 

prominance of the head of the Foot. The cost associated with Full Vowel Reduction is a MAX-| i 

violation. The fact that stressed syllables prefer to be heavy is encoded in the following constraint, 

following Prince and Smolensky (1993) and others, including Blake (1995, 1999). 
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(45) Stress to Weight 

A stressed syllable prefers to be heavy 

Consider the partial tableau in (46) which shows how this works. 

(46) sup=nac [sdpnAc] tail 

sup=nac (pp . pu) STRESS TO WEIGHT FTBINu MAX[u] 

« • a. (sd u p u . n A C u ) '.';.-*' 

b. (sd u p u . n a u c u ) * i * 

c. (sopu . nAcu) *! 

d. (sopu . n a uc u) *! 

What rules out candidates like (so up u)(na uc u) in which there is total faithfulness (correspondence) 

between moras? In this case, seems that *CLASH must be ranked higher than FTBINp, as shown in 

(47). 

(47) 

sup=nac pu up STRESS-TO-WEIGHT *CLASH FTBINu MAX[u] 

«• a. (so'uPu . n A c u ) II^SIIK^WHHBN 

b. (sd up u) (na u c u ) *! 

Notice that (47.a) also satisfies FTBINa since the output is comprised of a single bi-syllabic foot 

whereas (47.b) violates FTBINa twice. In the non-optimal form (47.b) there are two feet, and each 

foot is comprised of a single syllable which violates FTBINa twice. 
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4.3.2.3 The Representation of Vowel Reduction 

A reduced full vowel (R-schwa) is analyzed here as a nuclear non-moraic vowel 

(i.e. schwa) which has the place specifications of the underlying full vowel, as shown in (48). 

(48) Nuc 

I 

RN 

Place 
I 

[f] 

Full Vowel Reduction incurs the loss of a mora, as shown in (49). Notice that the vocalic place 

features remain unchanged. 

(49) 
Input Output 

NUC NUC 

I I 
u <u> 

I I 
RN RN 

Place Place 

[fj [f] 

As can be seen from the phonological representation in (49), the Output of Full Vowel Reduction 

is distinct from epenthetic schwa [NUC] which is devoid of inherent place features. Epenthetic 

schwa is realized as [i~ tr , e , v, o, A, a] depending on the adjacent consonants and vowels, as 

shown in Chapter 2. Recall that the distinction between a reduced full vowel and epenthetic schwa 

(E-schwa) is manifest in surface representations in Sliammon, as discussed in §2.4.5. 
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The claim made in this section is that full vowel reduction in Sliammon is not the loss of the 

phonological features associated with the vowel; rather it is construed as the loss of phonological 

weight, i.e. as the loss of a mora. The resulting "reduced" full vowel has the prosodic 

representation of schwa since it is Nuclear (NUC) but non-moraic, but retains the inherent feature 

specification of the full vowel. It is claimed here that it is this duality which defines a reduced 

vowel. -

4.3.2.4 Contexts in which Full Vowel Reduction (R-schwa) is Blocked 

Although many post-tonic full vowels surface as a reduced full vowel, there are a 

systematic set of cases in which vowel reduction is blocked. In the examples in (50), a full vowel 

appears in the Output instead of a reduced vowel. A s expected under the present analysis, vowel 

reduction does not seem to take place as freely in a bimoraic, bi-syllabic Foot of the form 

( C v u . C V J J , ) as shown by a comparison between the data in Column 2, and the less optimal forms 

in Column 3. 

(50) Vowel reduction is blocked: ( u u ) -> *(p) 

Output form Morafication / Footing * Vowel Reduction Gloss 

a. gageOegAn (gajx • geuXGê  . g A n u ) *(gap • ge)(©e^ . gAn^J doe, female deer 

b. tuwumaye (ttV w u u ) ( m a u • yap,) *(tu^ . wu)(map,. yap,) cold wind, Westerly 

c. t°at°awusin ( 1 % • f̂ auXwuu • s m u ) * ( f % . t'6A)(wup . S i n u ) hail 

d. k wasasa?Aq (* w au • s a u ) ( s a u . ? A q u ) * ( k w a u . SA)(sap,. ?Aqp,) becoming warmer 

e. nacawigii (na^ £auXwiu • g i fy ) *(nap,. cA)(wiu . g i fy ) one boat 

f. Xaxajunis (Aaja xaja)(jup,. n i s u ) *(Xap . XA)(JUU, . n i s u ) wisdom teeth 

g. tatoGenAC C V tOu)(6e u . nACu) •(tap,. to)(eep . nACu) gluteous muscle 

The relevant generalization is that the weak metrical syllable is in all these cases an open syllable. 

If vowel reduction is the loss of a mora, then we can explain why it is blocked in this context. 
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Vowel reduction in this context would create a less optimal mono-moraic ( d ^ o) Foot, which 

violates FTBINp. I conclude that the constraint which ensures that Feet are minimally bi-moraic 

(FTBINp) must be relatively high-ranking in Sliammon, as argued in Chapter 3. This is contrasted 

with cases like those in (36-38) in which vowel reduction does take place in order to ensure that 

Feet are binary at the moraic level. 

4.3.3 Implications of the Proposed Analysis o f Fu l l Vowe l Reduction 

4.3.3.1 Imperfective Reduplication and reduced full vowel 

Consider the interaction between Imperfective reduplication and Ful l Vowel Reduction. 

Strong Roots (i.e. Roots with an initial full vowel i, u, a) take an initial C V - reduplicant in the 

Imperfective and retain the root vowel, as shown by the data in (51). The syllabification of each of 

the following Imperfective forms is affected by suffixation. This wi l l subsequently be constrasted 

with the realization of non-suffixed Imperfective reduplicative data. 

(51) 

Input Red+Base 

a. t'in 

a'. IMP-t'in-?9m 

b. ?ilq=ay 

b'. HMP-?ilq=ay 

c. JU0-t 

c'. MP-juO-t-as 

d. sup-?m 

d'. IMP-sup-?m 

e. q was-m 

e'. IMP-qwas-m+[?] M P - (q w as9m) 

f. ?aO-?m 

f. MP-?a0-?m MP-(?ae3ih) 

MP-(t'in?9m) 

TMP-(?ilqay) 

TMP-QiiOutas) 

IMP-(sup?9m) 

Output 

t'en 

t'et'en?9m 

Velqay 

?e?elqay 

jvBvt 

JujuQotAS 

sopgm 

sosopgm 

q w a s 9 m 

q w a q w a s 9 i h 

?a6(?)Am 

?a?a6Aih 

Gloss 

barbecued fish 

barbecuing (fish) 

barbecue deer meat 

barbecuing deer meat 

to push s.t. 

s/he is pushing it 

to chop wood 

chopping (s.t.) 

flower 

blooming, flowering 

to give (like at a potlatch) 

giving 
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Notice that both the full vowel of the reduplicant and the full vowel of the Root may occur in open 

syllables, as indicated by the underlined portion in (51.c'-f) Column 3. Also notice that the 

relationship between the Base and the Reduplicant requires that the vowel of the Root and the 

vowel of the reduplicant have the same basic vowel quality (i.e. Ci-CiC, Cu-CuC, Ca-CaC). They 

are still subject to height/place assimilation constraints discussed in Chapter 2, as shown by the 

data in (52). In (52.a'), the vowel I'll is realized as [e] before kw and as [i] between coronals. In 

(52.b') IvJ is realized as [u] in the environment of alveopalatals and as [o] before xw. 

(52) 

Input Red+Base Output Gloss 

a. i:ikw-?m t ik w 9 m ~ iikwvm to sew (s.t.) 

a'. IMP-'likw-?m IMP-(<rikw9m) -rrfekw9m~ triekwom sewing (s.t.) 

b. juxw-t jdxw9t vomit 

b'. IMP-juxw-t MP-(iuxw9t) TuToxwAt vomiting 

Now consider what happens to the Root vowel in unsuffixed Imperfective forms. As 

shown by the data in (53.a-c) Column 3, the Root vowel surfaces in an unstressed closed syllable 

(relevant syllable is underlined). The Root vowels vary somewhat in their realization [o ~ o] and 

[a~A] . 

(53) 

Input Red+Base Output Gloss 

a. MP-^up IMP-(Aup) AoXop ~ totop it's healing 

a', tup top to heal, heal up 

b. IMP-?axw MP-(?axw) ?a?axw snowing 

b'. ?axw ?axw snow (falling) 

c. IMP-yax MP-(yax) ya-yax yeyAx sobering up 

c'. yax yex to sober up 
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The question which is raised here is do Root vowels in a Base-Reduplicant relation also undergo 

full vowel reduction in closed unstressed syllables? The output forms in (53) suggest that full 

vowel reduction occurs here as well. If reduction is the loss of a mora as argued above, and the 

phonological features of the full vowel are retained, then the vowel of the Base and the vowel of 

the Reduplicant still satisfy the Indentity constraint on Vowel feature specifications. It appears to 

be possible to satisfy the prosodic constraints which drive Full Vowel Reduction and the vowel 

Identity constraint on vowel features at the same time. Although the interaction between Full 

Vowel Reduction and other morphological processes, especially Reduplication, requires further 

research, the initial findings discussed here provide support for the proposed analysis of Full 

Vowel Reduction. 

4.3.3.2 Height Assimilation independent of Full Vowel Reduction 

Consider the examples in (54) which show that stressed a varies between [a ~ A]. It is worthwhile 

to point out that these instances of [A] cannot be the result of Full Vowel Reduction because they 

are all stressed. 

(54) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. tan tan tan~tXn mother 

b. man man man ~ mXn father 

c. nat nat nat~nXt night 

It is necessary to distinguish the examples in (54) from examples like those in (34) above, since if 

the variant [X] in (54) were the result of Full Vowel Reduction, then these examples would be 

mono-moraic. As shown in Chapter 3, independent words tend to satisfy Minimality; that is they 

are minimally bimoraic. The variation between [a ~ X] cannot be the result of Full Vowel 

Reduction since output forms like [tXn<u>u] would be sub-minimal (i.e. mono-moraic), as shown 

by the contrast between the data in (55) Columns 2-3. 
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(55) 

Input Ouput * Vowel Reduction Gloss 

a. tan taunp ~ tXunp *tXnu mother 

b. man mapnu ~ mXpnp *mXnp father 

c. nat nautu ~ nXutu *nXt)i night 

The alternations like tan ~ tXn therefore must be due to something else. It is proposed here that this 

is vowel height assimilation before a coronal consonant. (Recall that the resultant height of the 

vowels i, u, a, 9 is determined by the height of the adjacent consonants, as discussed in Chapter 2). 

This means that a following coronal consonant affects the height of lal but does not affect its 

prosodic representation. The independent existence of constraints on height/place assimilation at 

the sub-segmental level (via feature sharing) makes the identification of Full Vowel Reduction 

more difficult. The presence or absence of stress provides some evidence. Full Vowel Reduction 

is therefore complicated somewhat by the independent existence of vowel-consonant interaction in 

the language. 

4.3.3.3 Summary of Full Vowel Reduction 

Consider the Output representation of a Reduced Full Vowel repeated here in (56) in which the 

Nucleus dominates the inherent features [f]. 

(56) 
Nuc 

<p> 

I 
M 

Given the distinction between Nuclear versus Nuclear moraic vowels inherent in the Nuclear 
Moraic Model adopted in this thesis (Shaw 1993 et seq.), the inventory of Output vowels is 
exactly what we might expect given the range of possible combinations. Since all vowels are 
Nuclear, consider the possible logical combinations of the Nucleus (NUC) with moras and features 
presented in (57). 
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(57) 

Full Vowel Reduced Full Vowel E-Schwa Epenthetic Full V 

Nuc Nuc 

1 

Nuc Nuc 

1 

M-
1 

1 
<u> 

1 

1 
[f] [fj 

i, e, u, o, a [l, E, U, 0, A] [9] [VI 

So far we have discussed the contrast between Full vowels, epenthetic schwa (E-Schwa) and 

Reduced Full Vowels. The fourth logical possibility is represented in (57) Column 4. This is the 

representation of an epenthetic Full Vowel. We now turn to discussion of Full Vowel epenthesis 

as an instance of Vowel Strengthening in the next section. What is of particular interest is the fact 

that Weak Roots (Roots which typically surface with an initial schwa) show schwa/full vowel 

alternations. It is proposed that these are cases in which schwa is strengthened to a full vowel. 

4.4 Slrengfrening of Schwa: Schwa / Full Vowel Alternations 

Strengthening of Stressed Syllables 

Kager (1995: 367) notes that "stress tends to be enhanced segmentally: stressed syllables 

may be strengthened by vowel lengthening or by gemination, while stressless syllables may be 

weakened by vowel reduction." There are a number of Roots in Sliammon which show many of 

the morphological diagnostics for Weak Roots (i.e. /CC/ CaC, /CCC/ CaCC) but which surface 

with a full vowel in a stressed open syllable, instead of schwa. These schwa/full vowel 

alternations are proposed to follow from the well-formedness constraints on the prosodic 

representations. The presence of a full vowel, instead of schwa, can be viewed as a form of 

strengthening or fortition which favours a nucleus with phonological weight (NUCp,) in a stressed 

open syllable. Kinkade (1997) makes a similar observation and proposal for Upper Chehalis 
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(Tsamosan Salish) showing that schwa alternates with full vowels; the full vowel occurs in a 

stressed open syllable (cf. Rowicka (2000) for a theoretical treatment within a Strict CV- model of 

syllable structure, citing data from Kinkade 1991). 

4.4.1 The Data 

The following data show alternations between stressed schwa in a closed syllable (58.a-d) 

versus a full vowel in a stressed open syllable (58.a'-d'). This first set of data shows 9 ~ u; other 

data exemplify ing £ ~ a follow in (61-63). The epenthetic vowels which alternate appear in 

square brackets [ ] in Column 2 and are underlined in Column 3. 

(58) 9 ~ u 

Input 6~u Output Gloss 

a. t'ekw-t id[£]kwt t'ei5kwt wipe s.t. 

a'. t'ekw=uja=tn P[u]kwu?Jaten L!okwu?jat9n ~ tn napkin (wipe=hands) 

b. xwm xw[9]m x w 9m swift, fast 

b'. xwm=a'l=kwu xw[u]ma'ikwu xwdmatkwu Homathko River 

c. IMP-pxw[-i-]m+[?] p[9]pxwim pXpxwem starting to steam 

c\ pxw-m+[i] p[u]xwim puxwem ~ puxwem steam 

d. DM-kwe=ays[-i-] kw[9]kw0ayis kw9'kw6ayis small island 

d\ kwO=ays kw[u]0ays kwu0ays ~ kwiieays island 

Notice that epenthetic schwa (i.e. a bare NUC) [ii, 9 , A] tends to occur in a closed syllable whereas 

the full vowel ii [d ~ ii] occurs in a stressed open syllable. 

The ungrammatical forms in (59.a'-d') Column 3 show that schwa is avoided in a stressed 

open syllable. This is the context in which stressed u occurs instead. Notice that the 

corresponding forms in (59.a-d) show that schwa does occur in an initial stressed syllable, if and 

only if the syllable is closed. The full vowel u and schwa are in complementary distribution in this 

context. 
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(59) 

Input Syllabification Ungrammatical Gloss 

a. t'ekw-t t'e[9]kwt *t'eukwt wipe s.t. 

a'. Fkw=uja=m f*[u]. kwu? . ja . tan . kwu? . ja . tan napkin (wipe=hands) 

b. xwm xw[a]m *xwiim swift, fast 

b\ xwm=a<t=kwu xw[ii] . ma* . kwu . *x w a . mat. kwu Homathko River 

c. IMP-pxw[-i-]m+[?] p[a]p . xwirh . *pup. xwim . starting to steam 

c'. pxw-m+[i] p[u]. xwim *pa . xwim steam 

d. DM-kw0=ays[-i-] kw[a]kw . 6a . yis *k w uk w . 0a . yis . small island 

d'. kw6=ays kw[u] . 6ays [kwv...] *k wa . 0ays island 

What seems to be happening is that Weak Roots take a schwa in order to ensure that the stressed 

syllable contains a Nucleus, satisfying Proper Headedness as argued in §4.2.3. In an open 

syllable, both a Nucleus and a mora surface in order to ensure that the head of the Foot has both a 

Nucleus and phonological weight, thus avoiding stressed schwa in an open syllable: *a] a. The fact 

that schwa tends not to occur in a stressed open syllable is explored in detail in Chapter 5. 

It should be noted here that some Weak Roots also show variation in the way in which they 

are strengthened. As indicated above, stress can be enhanced either by (i) vowel lengthening 

(strengthening) or (ii) by gemination. The data in (60) show vowel strengthening in (60.a'-c') and 

consonant gemination in (60.a"-c"). The diminutive forms in (60.a-c) show that these are Weak 

Roots. 

(60) 

Input 

a. DM-t^xu+t?] 

a'. t'exwu 

a". t'6xwu 

Epenthesis 

t'ei-t'exwu? 

t'e[u]xwu 

t'e[a]xwu 

Output 

t'9Lt'eXwO? 

f edx wo 

t'9oxw:o 

Gloss 

small ling cod 

ling cod 

ling cod 
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b. DIM-nxwiL ni-nx w i i n i n x M small canoe 

b'. nx w iL n[u]xwii n u x M dugout canoe 

b'. nxwiL+hVPoss n[u]xwi-hi-l nuxwehei he has a canoe 

b". nx w iL n[9]xwif m5x w:ii dugout canoe 

c. DM-AXway+[?j ti-t.. xway . Xi Xxway small chum 

c'. £x w ay t[\i]. xway . XWOXWAV chum, dog salmon 

c". txw=ay X[s]xway AOXW:AV chum salmon 

Clearly both strategies can be used in order to avoid stressed schwa in an open syllable. At the 

present time, it is unclear why the Roots in (60) variably show either Vowel Strengthening or 

Consonant Gemination whereas vowel strengthening alone is recorded for the data in (58-59). 

It is proposed here that vowel strengthening is insertion of both a Nuc and a mora (a DEP 

NUC and a DEP-p violation) in order to satisfy the constraints that the Foot is Properly Headed and 

bears phonological weight (cf. Chapter 3). 

One question which we need to address is: i f strengthening is insertion of [NUCp], then 

how are the features of the full vowel determined? Why is the full vowel in (58-59) above realized 

as [u ~ o] and not as [i ~ e] or [a]? It is proposed here that the features of the full vowel are 

determined by the nature of the adjacent consonants. In particular, the foil vowel [u] appears to be 

epenthesized in a stressed open syllable in the environment of either a preceding or following 

labialized consonant. The vowel quality is due to assimilation (feature sharing) with adjacent 

consonants and is not determined by markedness considerations. 

Now consider examples in which stressed 6 in a closed syllable alternates with a in an open 

syllable. 

(61) 9 ~ a 

Input Epenthesis Output Gloss 

a. x(kw x [9]t l w X A t l w design 

a', xt^+fi] x[a]t'ikw xat'ekw design's already there 
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b. fclfc-t 

b\ tlk+[i] 

c. ?sp 

c'. ?sp+[i] 

d. Xms=tan 

d\ Xms+[i] 

t'[3]lk9t 

t'[a]lik 

?[s]sp 

?[a]sip 

X[9]mst9n 

X[a]mis 

tehbt 

fXlek ~ t'/lik 

? 9 S p 

?AS£p 

Xgmstgn 

X/mes ~ Xames 

make a hole 

a hole 

finish 

it's finished 

village, community 

where one resides 

Syllabification of these examples in (62.a'-d') Column 3 shows that schwa is avoided in a 

stressed open syllable. Notice that while the less optimal examples in (62.a'-d') Column 3 are 

bimoraic, the head of each Foot is weightless and the non-head is heavy (bimoraic). This is clearly 

less optimal than the attested Output forms in (62.a'-d') Column 2. The Output forms in (62.a'-d') 

Column 2 show that vowel strengthening ensures that a full vowel occurs in a stressed open 

syllable. 

(62) 

Input Syllabification Ungrammatical Gloss 

a. xfkw 
* A f * w . *xafkw design 

a'. xfkw+[i] xa - t'ekw. *X9'. t'ekw. design's already there 

b. t9lk-t isl. lbt. *tal. k9t. make a hole 

b\ tlk+[i] ia. Uk. *t9. lik. a hole 

c. ?sp ?9Sp . *?asp finish 

c'. ?sp+[i] ?X .sep. *?9 . sep. it's finished 

d. Xms=tan ^9m. st9n . *Xam. st9n. village, community 

d'. Xms+[i] Xa. mes . *Xg. mes . where one resides 

Now compare the licit forms in (62.a-d) Column 2 with the ungrammatical examples in (62.a-d) 

Column 3. The contrast between these two sets of forms shows is that epenthesis is always 

minimal. Epenthesis of schwa (a bare NUC) satisfies the constraints which require that the Foot be 
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properly headed whereas epenthesis of a full vowel (NUCu) in this context produces less optimal 

Foot structure since an additional mora has been added. The ungrammatical forms in (62.a-d) are 

trimoraic rather than bimoraic. These forms constitute unmotivated violations of Foot Binarity and 

are therefore sub-optimal. 

The full vowel (NUCu) is realized as a [a ~ A] in the context of a uvular or glottalized 

consonant. Notice that the presence of a following labialized consonant takes precedence over a 

preceding glottalized consonant in determining the realization of the epenthetic full vowel, as 

shown by examples like (58.a'). 

Consider the following morphologically related words which also illustrate the 9 ~ a 

alternation, but indicate that it is not necessarily restricted to the initial stressed syllable, as in 

(63.b-b'). 

(63) 

Input Epenthesis Output Gloss 

a. m6qw m[9]0qw m/0qw torch 

a'. m0iqw m[a]Oiqw ma0eqw torch 

b. DIM-m6qw mi-m[9]6qw me-mA0qw small torch 

b'. DrM-m0qw+[i] mi-m[a]0iqw me-ma0eqw small torch 

The diminutive forms in (63.b-b') make this look like a Weak Root; however, there are a small 

number of unaffixed Strong Roots which take a Ci- diminutive prefix as well. Additional research 

is required in order to determine the status of this Root. 

4.4.2 Discussion and Proposed Analysis 

Consider first an analysis of (63.a). 
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(64) m6q w m90q w torch 

m6qw pp FTBINu DEP[u] DEP[NUC] 

« - a . m^[Nuc] 6|iqw(i 

b. marNUCfi] 6|iqwn *! 

(65) m6[i]qw [maeeqw] torch 

mOqwuu+[i]u SYLL PROM FT FTBINu DEP[u] DEP[NUC] MAX[u] 

a. ma[Nucu] • ©e<u>qwu i 
b. m9[Nuc] -6e<n>qwn *! SIIIIIBBBte * 

c. marNuc] . 6e u q w

u *! '";:.''''3.-. * '. • 

d. m[i]6qw uuu 

e. mapsiucu] • ©e u q w

u *! 

Candidate (65.d) requires further discussion. Although FTBINu successfully rules out this 

candidate, it should also be noted that the expected position of the [i] infix is between the final two 

consonants of the Root, so that this candidate also represents non-minimal violation of the 

Alignment constraint which governs the position of this affix. 

If FTBINp dominates MAX[u] and DEP[p], then why are there CACC surface forms in 

Sliammon like those in (66)? In keeping with our present assumption regarding morafication 

which is that the full vowels and all coda consonants are moraic, forms like CACC where A is a 

full vowel appear to be trimoraic. 

(66) 

a. qwanx q wa un ux u [qwanx] crab apple 

b. wal0 wa ul u6 u [walG] bullfrog 

c. piwi piu w u^u [pewi] rendered fat, lard 

d. qawG qauW u 6 u [qaw6] potato, potatoes 
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Notice that these forms are all mono-morphemic Roots. If the constraints on Root Faithfulness 

(ROOT FAITH: MAX ROOT, DEP ROOT) outrank Foot Binarity (FTBINu) and the context free 

constraints DEP[u] and MAX[uJ, then it will be more important to keep lexically specified Root 

material, violating FTBINp, in order to satisfy the higher-ranking constraint on ROOT FAITH. 

Consider the tableau in (67) which shows how this works. 

(67) 

qwanx \x\i\i ROOT FAITH FTBINU DEP[u] MAX[u] 

a. qwanx (upu) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ B i i i 1 lip 

b. qwsnx (<au>up) *! * 

Forms like those in (68) provide evidence for a different analysis: (CVp,. CCu) 

(68) 

a. janxw [jenxw ~ j enw] fish, any fish 

The reader is referred to §3.2.2.3.1 and the discussion of minor syllables in Sliammon. 

4.4.3 Implications of Strengmening of Weak Roots for Vowel Ablaut 

It is proposed here that many of the Weak Roots which show schwa/full vowel alternations are 

phonologically conditioned. Schwa surfaces in a closed syllable (under primary stress) whereas a 

full vowel surfaces in an open syllable. 

Watanabe (2000) maintains that the full vowel allomorph is associated with plural forms. 

The situation is complicated by a number of factors and appears to require further research. 

Representative data are cited in (69) from Watanabe (2000). 

(69) Watanabe (2000) 

a. xaX It (a string-like object) breaks (HW 2000:290) 

a'. xaX-aw They (string-like objects) break 
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b. pax It got ripped (HW2000) 

b'. pax-aw It ripped all apart 

c. xw9t'm-a-t team I will drop it (HW 2000:291) 

c'. xwat'im-a-t t e 3m I will drop them 

d. qatxw-a-t-as He burned it (HW 2000:292) 

d'. qatixw-a-t-as He burned them 

Note that all of the forms cited by Watanabe are compatible with the analysis proposed here, 

namely the full vowel [a] surfaces where there would otherwise be a stressed schwa in an open 

syllable. Many of the cases of'plurality' cited by Watanabe (2000:287-296) involve a plural object 

interpretation. Third person objects in Sliammon are not generally marked overtly on the predicate, 

and do not generally show morphological marking which distinguishes plural objects from singular 

objects. Therefore, in order to argue that a particular vowel quality indicates the 'plural', it seems 

necessary to show that these forms not only occur with an overt plural object NP but that they 

cannot occur with an overt singular object NP. It is the elicitation of these pairs of grammatical and 

ungrammatical examples which is required in order for the argument to go through. Neither 

Watanabe nor I (unfortunately) have the requisite data to test this. Notice too that (69.a'-b') take the 

plural marker /-'Vg/ -aw, so that the source of the plural interpretation is probably due to the 

presence of the plural marker rather than to the vowel quality of the Root. 

The proposal advanced here is that the appearance of the full vowel instead of schwa is 

phonologically conditioned, as argued in §4.3.4. This is not intended to exclude genuine cases of 

morphologically or lexically-conditioned vowel ablaut, rather to point out that there are schwa/full 

vowel alternations which are sensitive to the prosodic structure of the language, and need not be 

marked specially in the lexicon (cf. Kinkade (1997) on Upper Chehalis for a similar conclusion). 

4.4.4 Further Theoretical Implications 

The Nuclear Moraic Model (Shaw 1993 et seq.) adopted here shows the incremental 

relationships between schwa, full vowels and long vowels, as in (70). It also predicts the fact that 
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long schwa [a:] does not exist. Weight by definition is determined by the moraic count of the 

segments involved and their relative position within the syllable. Schwa is strengthened to a full 

vowel, as argued in §4.4 whereas full vowels are strengthened to yield a surface long vowel [V:]. 

(70) Schwa is weightless (cf. Nuclear Moraic Model Shaw 1993 et seq. and §3.0) 

Schwa Full Vowel Long Vowel 
weightless mono-moraic bi-moraic 

Nuc Nuc Nuc 
1 A 

u u 
i 1 \ / 

[9] [ctf] [of] 

The model therefore provides a unified account of strengthening and reduction by stating that 

strengthening involves the addition of a mora whereas weakening (reduction) involves deletion of a 

mora - the prosodic unit which characterizes phonological weight, as in (71). Kinkade (1997) 

makes essentially the same point for Upper Chehalis. 

(71) 

a. Vowel Reduction delete MAX[|i] §4.3 

b. Vowel Strengthening add [a] DEP[|i] §4.4 

If we were to adopt a model in which schwa and the full vowels Ii, u, al have the same 

prosodic representation; in particular, all vowels [i, u, a, a] are uniformly moraic, as in (72), then 

how would we characterize the special behaviour of schwa in Sliammon? 

(72) Uniform Model of Vocalic Weight 

o a 
/ \ / \ 
(1 \l 
1 1 

H M-
1 1 1 1 

C aC 
1 1 

c vc 
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Given the model in (72), the property which typically characterizes schwa is its lack of 

phonological features. Let's see how this model would account for the observed behaviour of 

schwa. Why is stressed schwa in an open syllable avoided? One would need to claim that schwa 

requires a coda consonant to close the syllable in order to provide features for schwa - a kind of 

licensing mechanism (cf. Blake 1992). Schwa needs to enter into a feature-sharing relation in order 

to be licensed. 

Another question which arises with the model in (72) is what prevents long schwa? If schwa 

is moraic then why aren't there long schwas just like there are long vowels? A logical argument 

here would be that it is derived from the fact that schwa has no features - since it has no features, 

there is nothing to spread. However, if schwa and the full vowels both have the same prosodic 

representation, then why is schwa epenthesized into a closed syllable whereas the full vowels 

[i, u, a] are epenthesized into an open syllable? Again this would be related to the featureless status 

of schwa - epenthesis of a full vowel entails both insertion of a mora and the feature(s) association 

with that vowel - epenthesis of schwa is therefore less costly since if schwa is featureless it does 

not incur any *[f] violations. 

Within the Nuclear moraic model, schwa in a stressed open syllable is dispreferred since it 

consists of a syllable which lacks phonological weight (see detailed discussion in Chapter 5). 

Within the model in (72), one would have to say that schwa in an open syllable is not licensed 

again by its failure to acquire phonological features from a tautosyllabic consonant to its right. This 

implies that schwa only gets features from the consonant which follows it and not from the 

consonant which precedes it. To some extent, we have seen that consonants which precede vowels 

do exert less effect on them than the consonants which follow them, but if we consider rounding of 

schwa in the environment of a labialized consonant, the labialized consonant may either precede or 

follow schwa (cf. §2.4). 

Given a model in which schwa and the full vowels are both moraic, we need to ask how to 

characterize Full Vowel Reduction? Full vowel reduction to schwa would have to be characterized 

as the loss of features associated with the full vowel. Then we need to ask, why would a fu.ll 
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vowel lose its features in an unstressed syllable? One would need to give an explanation of the 

following kind: the articulatory target is not fully realized in unstressed syllables. Although the 

tongue is heading towards the production of [a], it falls short of this articulatory target in post-tonic 

position, and is realized as [A]. This approach entails the loss of phonological features but no 

change to the prosodic structure of the reduced full vowel. This approach would have trouble 

explaining the lack of identity between the realization of schwa and the laxed variants of full 

vowels since it claims that they should be identical. 

I have just sketched an alternative type of analysis to the one presented here but I do not 

find the motivation as compelling as the model and proposal which is argued for here. 

In particular, schwa is different from a full vowel in two ways - lack of phonological 

weight and lack of vowel features. As argued in Chapter 2, one of the basic observations 

regarding schwa (and the variants of schwa) in Sliammon is that there is a weight contrast between 

the full vowels i, u, a and schwa. Schwa is perceptibly briefer in duration. This weight contrast is 

derived in a straight forward manner within the Nuclear Moraic Model since schwa is nori-moraic 

whereas full vowels are moraic. 

4.5 Non-alternating Schwas 

There are some examples of what I will call "non-alternating" schwas in the language 

(cf. van Oostendorp (1999) on "stable" schwa). One example involves the various forms of the 

clitics used to express the Future tense in Sliammon, as illustrated in (73). The first person 

singular and plural, and second person singular forms appear to have resulted from the fusion of 

the future clitic /sm/ with the preceding subject clitics to yield team, stam and cxwam respectively. 

The second person singular and first person plural subject clitics are cxw and st, whereas te is the 

form of the first person possessive marker. The second person plural involves the subject clitic cap 

'you (pi)' followed by the future marker sam. The third person forms are uniformly sam. The 

form sam is expected in intransitive clauses where the 3rd person subject is unmarked, a point also 

made by Watanabe (2000: 45-47). 
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(73) Future 

a. lsg subject + future te9m4 I will.... 

b. 2sg subject + future cxw9m You (sg) will... 

c. 3rd subject future s9m S/he will.... 

d. lpl subject + future st9m We will.... (with C9C P L RED of predicate) 

e. 2pl subject future cep S9m You (pi) will.... (with C9C P L RED of predicate) 

f. 3rd pi subject future S9m They will... (with -'Vg plural suffix) 

Consider the following data which exemplifies the Future Paradigm. The subject plus future clitics 

are underlined. 

(74) 

Input 

a. tan te m 

b. tan cxwm 

c. tan sm 

d. CgCpL-tan stm 

e. CgCpL-tan cap sm 

f. tan-'Vg sm 

Output 

tan t99m 

tan cxw9m ~ tan cxwum 

tan sam 

tgntan st9m 

tgntan cep. sam 

ta?naw sam 

Gloss 

/ will be a mother 

You (sg) will be a mother 

She will be a mother 

We will be mothers 

You (pi) will be mothers 

They will be mothers 

Notice that the first and second person plural forms are accompanied by C9C P L - reduplication of 

predicate, and that the 3rd person plural 'they' involves the -'Vg plural suffix. 

4 I have also documented some examples which take can sam and can sam in the Future. Relevant examples 
include: /jfq-t can sm/ ft/q cen sam] T will smooth it; I will sand it (with sandpaper)'; /tq-t can sm ta ?imin/ 
[t/q cm sam t 3 ?emm] 'I wil l close the door'; ffi can sm/ [jit Sen sam] 'I'm gonna go run'. Many of the examples 
which I have recorded involve Weak Roots of the form CaC; in addition, quite a number also involve transitive 
sentences with inanimate 3rd person objects. This construction is also documented in Blake (1996, 1997), as in 
/q"? cn sm ?iftan k w masiqw/ [qwXf can sam ?eitAn k w a rnXseq"] T'm gonna come over and eat sea urchin.' Further 
research is required in order to determine the distribution of t eam versus can sam/can sam. 
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The point which is central to the discussion at hand is the distribution of schwa in these 

forms. The schwa which occurs after the subject does not alternate with "zero": it is always 

present in the surface form, as shown in (74.a-f). Even though there is no evidence for schwa/zero 

alternations, it is here claimed that these schwas are epenthetic in the environment before the 

resonant -m. Note that epenthesis of schwa [a] before a resonant is predictable (cf. Matthewson 

1994 on Stat'imcets, and Kinkade 1998 on Upper Chehalis, for example)5. The lack of surface 

alternations is attributed to the position of these clitics within the morpho-syntax. These elements 

occur within the clitic group and occupy the second position within the sentence. They follow the 

predicate complex when it occurs in word-initial position. As clitics, they are outside of the 

domain of the word-formation processes such as reduplication and suffixation, contexts in which 

schwa/zero alternations are well-attested. 

4.6 Summary 

This chapter has presented evidence for different kinds of alternations involving schwa. It 

is claimed here that schwa in Sliammon is basically an epenthetic prosodic position; namely, a bare 

nucleus [NUC] which is inserted in order to satisfy constraints on prosodic structure in the language 

- foot structure and Proper Headedness in particular, following research by Shaw (1993 et seq.) on 

other related Salish languages. Since schwa is a bare [NUC], we can derive that fact that schwa is 

also featureless, as argued in Chapter 2. 

Excrescent schwas discussed in §4.1 are claimed to be transitional vowels which are the 

result of co-articulatory effects and are not phonologically active. In contrast, epenthetic schwa 

occurs in stressed closed syllables, as argued in §4.2. A reduced full vowel, is claimed to have the 

prosodic structure of schwa and the featural representation of a full vowel, and is claimed to arise 

from the loss of a mora in an unstressed closed syllable §4.3. Not only are full vowels reduced to 

5 S c h w a e p e n t h e s i s i s o f t e n n o t r e c o r d e d i n S l i a m m o n w i t h t h e i n s t r u m e n t a l L S = t n . T h e r e s o n a n t n i s o f t e n 

s y l l a b i c a f t e r t h e h o m o r g a n i c s t o p t , a s i n t a p t n corset a n d q a t ^ t n hair grease, hair oil. 
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prosodic schwa, but some Weak Roots show schwa/full vowel alternations in which schwa [NUC] 

is strengthened to an epenthetic foil vowel. In these cases, the surface vowel has the prosodic 

representation of a full vowel but the melodic structure typically associated with schwa; it is 

featureless (§4.4). Since schwa is claimed to be non-moraic, following the basic hypothesis of the 

Nuclear Moraic Model (Shaw 1993 et. seq.), we can also derive the fact that there are no long 

schwas. 

It should also be noted that the patterns presented here for Sliammon schwa are strikingly 

similar to those documented by Kinkade (1997) for Upper Chehalis. This is o f significant interest 

since Sliammon and Upper Chehalis are related Salishan languages which belong to different 

branches of the language family and are separated geographically from one another (located at 

extremes of area occupied by the language family). 

4.7 Summary of OT Constraints 

4.7.1 Constraints 

(75) Faithfulness Constraints 

Constraint Effect 

DEP[NUC] Prohibits insertion of an empty Nucleus (NUC) 

DEP[u] Prohibits insertion of a mora 

M A X [ u ] Prohibits deletion of a mora 

ROOT FAITH Faithfulness ( M A X and DEP) constraints relativized to Root 

(76) Syllable Structure 

Constraint Effect 

• C O M P L E X ONSET Syllables do not have complex onsets 

*9]o Schwa does not occur in a stressed open syllable 
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(77) Prosodic Constraints 

Constraint Effect 

ALIGN L PRWD-TO-STEM The PrWd is aligned with the left-edge of the stem 

PROPHEAD PW A Prosodic Word is headed by a Foot 

PROPHEAD FT A Foot is headed by a syllable 

PROPHEAD a A syllable is headed by a NUC [=SYLLNUC] 

STRESS-TO-WEIGHT A stressed syllable prefers to be heavy (i.e. bimoraic) 

SYLL PROM FT The weight of the stressed SYLL > weight of the unstressed SYLL 

FTBINU Feet are bimoraic 

FTBINa Feet are bisyllabic 

*CLASH Avoidance of adjacent heads of feet: *(d)(d) 

(78) Contiguity 

Constraint Effect 

O-CONTIG ROOT Insertion (DEP) into a Root disrupts adjacency relations (CONTIG) 

4.7.2 Effects of Constraint rankings 

(79) 

Partial Ranking Effects 

*CLASH » DEP[NUC] epenthesis of schwa in order to avoid adjacent Heads of Feet 

*CONSET » DEP[NUC] epenthesis of schwa avoids a Complex Onset violation 

PROPHEAD » DEP[NUC] epenthesis of schwa ensures that each PrWd is headed by a V NUC 

ALIGN L » DEPfNUC] schwa inserted so that Head of PrWd is aligned with left-edge of stem 

FTBIN|p] » MAX[U] A mora is deleted in order to satisfy FOOT BINARITY 

S-TO-W » FTBINfn] more important to have heavy head than satisfy FTBINfu] 

PEAKPROM FT » MAX[|J,] deletion of a mora from non-head, so that weight of the stressed Syll 

is greater than or equal to the weight of the non-head (unstressed) Syll. 

FTBINu » DEP[(I], DEPfNUC] epenthesis of [NUCu] in order to make sure that Feet are bimoraic 

ROOT FAITH » FTBIN[p] more important to have Root I/O correspondence than satisfy FTBINfu] 
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Chapter 5: 

Constraints on the Distribution of Schwa 

Raven has all the girls he needs. 

He's got machismo and charisma. 

He sings Cole Porter songs in the shower 

and thinks he's James Cagney. 

When he's dry he plays the piano 

choosing a Chopin nocturne, so touching. 

Phyllis Webb 

Stressed schwa "tends to occur only in closed syllables in Salish languages." 

Kinkade (1997: 206), citing Patricia A. Shaw (p.c.) 

5.0 Introduction 

As we saw in the last chapter, schwa is epenthesized in order to satisfy Proper Headedness; 

it also prevents violation of *Complex Onset. Although schwa is epenthesized under pressure 

from higher-ranked constraints, there are also conflicting constraints on the contexts in which 

schwa can occur. This chapter brings together a range of seemingly unrelated data and aims to 

show that an explanation for the range of observed allomorphy is due to the constraint which bans 

stressed schwa in an open syllable, informally *a]a , and its interaction with other constraints. 

Although schwa does occur in a stressed open syllable in a limited number of cases, as shown in 

§5.7, there are also phonological constraints operative in Sliammon which militate against this 

configuration. This is a classic case of constraint conflict; a formal analysis will be presented 

within a correspondence version of Optimality Theory. 

In this chapter, it is observed that the main strategy used in order to avoid a stressed schwa 

in an open syllable in Sliammon is to close the syllable with a moraic coda consonant: CsCjx. The 

range of examples which will be discussed in this chapter are summarized in (1). 
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(1) *3]0 

Input *6]o Output Section 

a. C a O ' V * C a . O'V Ca? . O'V §5.1 Glottalized Obstruents 

b. C a R ' V * C a \ R'V Ca? . RV §5.2 Glottalized Resonants 

c. C a O V * C a . OV CaO :V §5.3 Gemination 

d. CaC=V * C a . O V CaC=[h]V §5.4 [h]-epenthesis 

What do these examples have in common? At first blush, there does not seem to be any reason to 

believe that the surface realization of glottalized obstruents and resonants is related to consonant 

gemination or h-epenthesis; however, the goal of this chapter is to show that these seemingly 

unrelated cases of surface allomorphy receive a single principled analysis which makes reference to 

the phonological constraints on syllabification and foot formation. 

As argued in the previous chapter, Roots which have an initial consonant cluster require 

schwa epenthesis in order to satisfy Proper Headedness at the level of the Foot, as well as to 

satisfy the constraint which bans Complex Onsets in the language. In each optimal output 

candidate in (1), the second syllable satisfies the Onset constraint while the first syllable satisfies 

the constraint which bans schwa in a stressed open syllable. Simultaneous satisfaction of both 

constraints is achieved by associating some of the features of C2 with the coda of the first syllable, 

and the remaining features with the Onset of the second syllable, as will be shown in detail in 

§5.1-5.4. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: §5.1-5.2 discuss the surface 

realization of glottalized consonants in the language; in particular, the fact that the laryngeal 

constriction can be sequenced independently of the oral closure and release. The relative timing of 

the oral and laryngeal gestures makes it possible to satisfy both constraints. In addition, presence 

of the coda consonant following stressed schwa implies that there is conservation of underlying 

moraic contrasts and ensures that the weight of the head of the Foot is greater than or equal to the 

weight of the non-head. §5.3 discusses gemination of an intervocalic consonant whereas §5.4 

shows that some unexpected cases of h-epenthesis follow from the ranking of *a ] a . §5.5 explores 
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the implications of the proposed analysis for Imperfective reduplication. §5.7 discusses a number 

of cases in which schwa does occur in a stressed open syllable, providing evidence that the 

constraint *6]a is itself violable, and must be ranked below the constraint which aligns primary 

stress with the left-edge of the Prosodic Word (PrWd). The final section §5.8 discusses the 

formalization of the constraint *a]a. 

5.1 Surface realization of Glottalized Obstruents 

The first case which is considered involves the surface realization of glottalized obstruents. 

5.1.1 The Problem 

Glottalized obstruents (stops and affricates: p, t®, t', % t, k, kw, q, qw) are weakly ejective, 

as initially noted by J.Davis (1970), and are generally realized with the glottal release following the 

obstruent. Data conforming to these generalizations are given in (2). 

(2) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. ps pas P>AS numb 

a'. ps=iqwan pas:iqwan pXs:eqwAn numb head, can't think 

b. "fup̂ s-t ga •hipustga fdposth g A peel it! 

c. xap xap xap cradle basket 

d. t'eit'eit' t'eit'eit' t'ee-t'eLt' narrow 

e. t'eut'ekwum t'eut'ekwum t'6dt'6kw6m half-smoked fish 

f. t'in t'in t'en barbecued salmon 

g. t'upit fupit t'dptth sun-dried fish (cod) 

h. t'at'mi?im+[cgl] t'at'mi?im t'at'me?Lm gambling, bingo 

i. Xum Xum torn enough 

j. MP-Xuf tu-tvft sfhe is growing 

k. Xax=ay Xaxay elder, old person 

1. MP-Xqif Xa-Xqif giving birth 

m. clq-t c i l q A t h sign one's name 
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n. cx 6ax &AX ripe, done, cooked 

0. naC na6 na& different 

o'. na-na& nanac nanA& wrong 

P- im-[i] kil[i]0 keliG crooked 

q- k i M kikik kikik ~ kikek crow 

r. tlk+[i] t'al[i]k talik ~ talek a hole 

s. kwunut' kwu?nut' kwu?not' porpoise 

t. k wU?UX w kwu?uxw kwulvxw ~ fcwd?uxw smoked fish 

u. iakw fakw iakw swell up 

V. qis-t qisat qeseth tie it 

w. qis-?m qis?9m qes?Am tie (s.t.) 

X. piq piq peq wide 

y- mq msq m/q full (from eating) 

z. qwit qwit qwet beach 

In a certain limited set of cases, glottalized obstruents involve restructuring of the glottal 

portion of the ejective so that glottal closure precedes the obstruent, but with the apparent retention 

of the laryngealization associated with the obstruent, following Kroeber (1989), Blake (1995, 

1998, 1999), Urbanczyk (1999.a on Klahoose), as shown by the data in (3.a-g). 

(3) 

Input ? in coda Output Gloss 

a. t q w a t9? . q w a t 'a?qwa ~ ta?q wA devil fish, octopus 

b. jk w=us-m j9? . kwus9m je?kwus9m paint one's face 

c. ft a cxw9m j9? . Xacxw9m j e ? A a c x w u m Are you going to run ? 

d. t^-INC-NTr-an t^g? . 6acuxwan t'6a7ceciixwAn I made it bitter 

e. pq=aya p9? . qaya parqaye chimney, stove pipe 

f. q t -m qg? . t9m qa?t9m heavy 

g- pt*t p9? . F t part^t tin can 
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For each of the forms cited in (3), the morphologically related forms in (4) show that it is truly a 

glottalized obstruent (O'), and not a 111 which is the second consonant of the Root. 

(4) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. D M - t ' q w a t'i-t'9?qwa t'it'a?q wA small octopus 

b. j k w - ? m j9kw?9m j i i k ^ V A m paint (s.t.) 

b\ j k w - t J9kwt Ji5kwth rub it 

c. J* run 

c\ CaCpL-jpt te9m ]stpt te9m jifajit te9m I'll go running 

d. t'e96 m bitter 

e. pq p9q p A q smoke 

f. qt'-m-?m=min q9t'ma?amin q A t m a V A m i n sinker (fishing line) 

g - CaCPL-pt ' e t P9t'e-p9?t'et P9t ' epa?t' et h lots of tin cans 

g'- DIM-pt^t-ti] p i -paTt^iJt pepa?t ' e i t h small tin can 

The problem then is to determine in what context(s) glottalized obstruents are post-glottalized as in 

(2) and (4), and in what contexts the glottal constriction also precedes the obstruent (?0'), as in (3). 

The data in (5.a-l) below provide evidence that glottalized obstruents are realized as post-glottalized 

following any consonant or full vowel. Further, a surface form with a preceding glottal closure 

was systematically rejected, as shown by the ungrammatical forms in (5.a-l) Column 3. 

(5) 

Input Output *?0' Gloss 

a. pu-pfB=ayin pdpt̂ ayen *pdp?t'eayen uneven, crooked shape 

b. t^i-t^aym Wpayin? 1 1 *t'eit'e?payin?n triangle 

c. CH-t^amq^ayam t'eaWeamqwAyi.m *t'eam?t'eamqwAy9m foggy 
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Did you tip over? 

see-saw (playground) 

playing with rag dolls 

grasshopper 

great-grandmother 

really different 

I'm inhaling it 

ton (metal) 

sewing (s.t.) 

Contrast this with the behaviour of the forms in (6.a-e)j in which the glottalized obstruent is 

always preceded by a glottal closure [?0']. Notice that what these examples have in common is 

that they involve Weak Roots /CC/ [CaC]. The [?] in the forms in (6) Column 2 functions as the 

coda to the initial syllable, and therefore satisfies the constraint against schwa in a stressed open 

syllable. Compare these examples with the ungrammatical forms in (6) Column 3, which violate 

this constraint. Since the Output candidates in Column 4 satisfy * 9 ] D , and glottalized obstruents 

are not restricted in syllable-initial position, as shown in (2), no other changes between the Input 

and the Output take place. The Output forms show the effects of schwa colouration (C-V feature 

sharing), as discussed in §2.4.4. 

(6) 

Input ? in coda *6]o Output Gloss 

a. kt'=iqw=uja ks? . t'iqwu?Ja *kyg . t'eqw6?je kye?.t'eqw6?je pinky (finger) 

b. xwX=igan xw9? . Xigan *XW9 . Xeg9n xwa?.Xeg9n halfmll 

c. gq=i?pan g9? . qi?pan *g9 . qe:pAn gX?.qe:pAn it has no lid 

d. et̂ -m 09'? . t'e9m *09 . t̂ grn ear.t^m jig for cod 

e. qt'-m qd?.tarn *q9 . tarn qa?.t9m heavy 
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d. qm^-'ut a cxw 

e. xwa-xwalpali? 

f. MP-tanai 

g. DM-Xtx+[i] 

h. c-acamiqw 

i. nacVmut 

j. HMP-'Tut-t+f?] c 

k. xi? 

1. HW-iikw-?9m+[?] 

qAmkwo"la;cxv 

xwaxwAlpale? 

tat'a?3nAi 

*q/m?kwoiaJcxw 

*xwaxwAl?pale? 

*ta?t'a?nAi 

XaXatex ~ XaXAtex *Xa?XatEX 

ii.temeqw ~ &Ecameqw *c:£?CEm£qw 

na&3moth *na?6mot 

idiot'tic11 *ioioiivc 

XEt'6 *X£?t'6 

<fftekw9ih *"lrre?kw9m 



It should be noted that glottal restrucmring also occurs with Roots/Stems which have an initial 

consonant cluster, and where the second consonant is a glottalized obstruent (O'), as shown by the 

forms in (7). 

(7) 

Input ? in coda *$\a Output Gloss 

a. xwpan='ay xw9? . pan?ay *xw9 . pan?ay xwa?9pAn?9y Indian tea 

b. mPut mjtf.Foi * m 9 . M mA'?t'eoi pus 

These Roots/Stems may involve suffixes which are no longer analyzable from a synchronic 

perspective, in which case, they could be grouped together with the Weak Roots in (6), or they may 

belong to the class of CCVC roots which are far fewer in number than other Root shapes (cf. 

Appendix V). 

A comparison of the data in (8.a-h) Columns 2 and 3 shows that when schwa occurs in a syllable 

closed by an ejective obstruent, restructuring into a [?0'] sequence does not take place. 

(8) 

Input Output *C^?0'.C Gloss 

a. IMP-Xp-INC tit . p9p *tilt. p9p getting deeper 

b. IMP-cpx-INC £95 . pgpx *tilb . pgpx getting dirty 

c. pq p9q * P 9?q smoke 

d. IMP-pq-INC p9p . qgq *p9rp . qgq getting smokey 

e. tq tiq **9?q rot 

f. IMP-Aq-INC A9A . qgq *tilt. qgq getting rotten 

g.th tih *tilh sleep 

h. CH-gt'e ggt̂ ggt'9 [gCt^gAt'6] *g9?t'9g9t'e person who is a 
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To summarize, the realization of /OV is in complementary distribution: 

(9) 

a. /OV -»• [?0' ] /9 V 

b. /OV -» [O'] / elsewhere 

Kroeber (1989: 107) notes that "a number of instances of surface short a are in fact 

produced from underlying 9 " , as shown in (10). 

(10) 9 ^ a ? / # C C V 

where C is a glottalized stop or affricate, and #=word boundary 

Notice that the formulation given by Kroeber includes the word boundary #, indicating that this set 

of properties hold at the left-edge of the word domain. Note however that primary stress is also 

strictly aligned with the left-edge of the word in Sliammon, as discussed by Davis (1970; cf. also 

§3.3). As argued in Blake (1995, 1999; cf. also Urbanczyk (1999.a), stress is the crucial 

condition, not the fact that these examples occur word-initially. That is, this restructuring of a 

glottalized obstruent into a ?-0' sequence captures a property of the syllable bearing primary stress 

(i.e. the head of the Prosodic Word). 

§5.1.2 Proposed Analysis 

The question which we need to ask here is why is schwa systematically avoided in stressed 

open syllables? Since optimal syllables have both a nucleus and phonological weight, it is better 

for schwa to occur in a stressed syllable closed by a moraic coda consonant CgCjx than for schwa 

to occur in an open stressed syllable which has no moraic content. Furthermore, the syllable which 

is the head of the stress Foot needs to satisfy P E A K P R O M F T , the constraint which ensures that the 

phonological weight of the stressed syllable is greater than or equal to the weight of the non-head 

(cf. Chapter 3). 
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Onset formation and faithfulness to underlying moraic structure are both satisfied if the 

laryngeal features of the glottalized obstruent occupy the coda of the first syllable while the 

obstruent occupies the Onset to the following syllable, as shown by the structure in (11). 

(1.1) Input: tqwa t9?p . qwau [ta?qwa] devil fish, octopus 

s 
a 

/ I \ 
/ N \ 

/ | u 
/ I \ 
t' 9 ? 

/ 

W 

a 
/ | 

/ N 
/ u 

a 

Recall that schwa is systematically lowered to a brief [a] in the environment before ? (cf. (10) and 

Chapter 2). There is independent evidence from Compensatory Lengthening facts that glottals in 

coda position are moraic, as shown by the sets of alternations in (12). The forms in (12) Column 3 

show that loss of a syllable-final glottal induces Compensatory Lengthening of the preceding 

vowel (cf. Blake 1992, and §3.1.1.1). 

(12) 

CLengthening 

xwuju:maya 

ca:nact9n 

Input V? coda 

a. xwujum=aya xwuju?maya 

b. c7=nac=tn ca?nact9n 

c. niV-'ui ?mut niVui ?a?mut 

c'. ?rhut-'ui c ?9?mutu'l c 

d. t9yta ti?ta 

e. GgyGa Gi?6a 

?a:mutu,i' c 

ti:ta 

ei:6a 

Output 

xwuju?maye 

c;e:nActn 

ntloi ?a?muth 

?a:mot6f c 

ti?tA ~ ti:tA 

Gloss 

store 

cushion 

s/he was home 

I was home 

that one (gen.) 

0I?6A ~ 0I:0A ~ e that one (fern.) 

The proposal here is that the [?] is moraic, and therefore satisfies the constraint that syllables have 

phonological weight. The constraint is formalized as SYLL M O R A , following Shaw (1996). 
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In summary, glottalized obstruents are generally post-glottalized [O']. Glottalized 

obstruents are realized as [?0'] when they occur in intervocalic position following a stressed 

schwa. The output candidate satisfies the constraint which bans schwa in a stressed open syllable: 

*a]a. This particular approach extends to the analysis of the surface realization of glottalized 

resonants presented in the next section. 

5.2 Surface realization of Glottalized Resonants 

Reduplicative facts show that glottalized resonants pattern as unitary segments with respect 

to these morphophonological processes, and thus motivate the existence of underlying glottalized 

resonants. Harris (1981) for Island Comox, Davis (1978), Blake (1992, 1995) and Watanabe 

(1994) posit underlying glottalized resonants /RV in Sliammon, a position which entails that the 

surface distribution of glottalization associated with the resonant is entirely predictable. 

5.2.1 Glottal Restmcturing 

In Sliammon, underlying glottalized resonants /R7 often surface sequentially, as in (13-14). 

In (13.a-j) an intervocalic glottalized resonant surfaces as pre-glottalized: [?R]. 

(13) R' ̂  [?R] 

Input v ? . R v Output Gloss 

a. t'iniqw t'i? . niqw te?neqwh salmonbeny 

b. Xina Xi? . na Xe?na ~ Xe?ena oolichan oil 

c. xwifm xwi? . lam xwe?3lAm rope 

d. ?al'as ?a?. las ?a?Us sea cucumber 

e. payan pa?. yan par^m ~ p^^en bark 

f. qwwif qwa'? . wit qwa?wii ~ qwa?awii pitch, gum 

g- kwwic kwa? . wic kwa?wic sturgeon 

h. sma sa?. ma sa?ma blue mussel 

i. qya qa? . ya qa?ye water 

j- l ' i 

cm=uja 
ca? . mu? . ja 6e?3mo?je cold hands 
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When a glottalized resonant occurs in word-final position, the output is variable. Blake 

(1992) most often records [R? ~ R'], as in [ciiy? ~ cuy] child or [pal? ~ pat] heron, crane , whereas 

Watanabe (1994:224) states that the "resonant is chopped off abruptly by the closure of the glottis, 

or the closure may occur somewhere in the middle of the resonant. In such cases, an echo of the 

resonant, often voiceless, is heard after the glottal closure is released, i.e. [m?m ~ ?m] for example." 

Watanabe (1994) cites [tX?m ~ tX?m] belt and [tdn?n] that one as examples. In my own 

fieldnotes, the glottal portion most often follows the resonant (post-glottalized) in stressed mono

syllables, as shown by the stressed forms in (14.a-f). 

(14) /RV — [R? ~ R?R] 

a. trh tarn tXm?m ~ tXm? belt 

b. qwf qwaf qwol? - qwXl? come 

c. tarn kw sin tarn kw sin tamkw sinr What was that? 

d. pal' pal' pal? heron 

e. cuy cuy cuyr child, young 

f. tw taw tiiw?w ice 

Contrast this with the realization of /RV in unstressed syllables in (15.a-d). These 

glottalized resonants tend to surface with creaky voice articulation, and seem to lack the distinctive 

full glottal closure [?R ~ R? R ~ R?] associated with the examples in (14) above. 

(15) /R ' / -» [R ' ] 

Input 

a. hiyum 

b. CaCpL-sayja 

c. qwf=ay 

d. xaws 

hiyum 

say-sayja 

qwaiay 

xaws 

Output 

heyurh 

sisayje 

qwaiay ~ q^fay 

xaws ~ xXws 

Gloss 

seagull 

leaves 

driftwood 

new 
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Blake (1992) argues that the prosodic position in the syllable plays an important role in 

determining the distribution of the glottal constriction with respect to the oral closure. Glottalized 

resonants are generally banned in non-moraic (syllable onset) position as evidenced by the lack of 

word-initial [R'] in the language. It is proposed here that this is encoded in the constraint 

*R70nset . The lack of absolute word-initial glottalized resonants follows from the fact that an 

initial glottalized resonant does not have access to a preceding syllable so that restmcturing can not 

take place. 

In word-internal intervocalic position, glottalized resonants are restructured as in (13) 

above, whereas glottalized resonants occur freely in moraic (coda) position either word-internally 

or word-finally. Blake (1995) makes two additional observations: (i) Foot structure (i.e. stress 

assignment) plays an important role in determining the surface realization o f glottalized resonants, 

and to a lesser extent (ii) the features of the adjacent consonants and vowels also play a role. The 

surface realization of / R 7 is then governed by a number of different prosodic and melodic factors: 

(16) (a) syllable structure 

(b) foot structure 

(c) melodic structure (features) 

The patterns which are observed are as follows. Glottalized resonants (R') have a complete glottal 

closure and release [R?] in the coda of a stressed word-final syllable (i.e. a monosyllable), as 

shown by the data in (14), whereas glottalized resonants are realized with creaky voice [R'] in 

unstressed codas, as shown by the data in (15). This is summarized in (17). 

(17) Foot Structure and R' 

(i) C V R ' -» [CvR?] post-glottalized (full glottal closure) in the coda of a stressed syllable. 

(ii) C V R ' -» [..CvR'] creaky voice (partial glottal closure) in the coda of an unstressed syllable. 
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In a metrically prominent position under primary stress one finds a maximal syllable whereas in a 

metrically weak position, one finds a non-maximal syllable with creaky voice articulation 

throughout the resonant rather than full glottal closure after. 

(18) 

(i) maximal [CvR?] syllable in metrically prominant position (primary stress) 

(ii) non-maximal [CvR'] syllable in metrically weak position 

Consider another context in which glottalized resonants are realized sequentially: this is the 

case in which a Root-final glottalized resonant is followed by a vowel-initial Lexical Suffix. This 

word-internal, intervocalic glottalized resonant is restructured so that the glottal portion of the 

glottalized resonant remains in coda (moraic) position. The resonant portion functions as the Onset 

to the following syllable as illustrated by the data in (19.a-c), satisfying the high ranking constraint 

that all syllables in the language have an Onset. The ungrammatical forms in (19) Column 3 are 

ruled out by the constraint against [R'] in Onset position. 

(19) 

Input 

a. qwan=iqwfa 

b. fan==ukw 

c. cm=uja 

Output 

qwa?a . nuqw . fa 

f a? a. nuk^ 

ce?3. mo? . jeh 

•R'/Onset 

*qwa . hvqw . fa 

*f a. nuk"* 

*6e . mo? . jeh 

Gloss 

knee 

mountain goat skin 

cold hands 

It is proposed here that glottalized resonants /RV are sets of phonological features which can be 

reconfigured in order to satisfy this constraint on metrical prominence, following Blake (1995, 

1999). In particular, the proposal made here, in keeping with Blake (1992), is that the coda ? 

continues to occupy the mora associated with the second consonant of the Root and therefore 

satisfies Faithfulness of the underlying moraic structure. By retaining the underlying moraic 

structure, the phonological weight of the stressed syllable is also enhanced. All other features of 

the Resonant are parsed into the Onset position. 
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Consider the following examples in (20) which show this deconstruction of /R7 has the 

consequence that stressed schwa surfaces in a closed syllable, and therefore satisfies the constraint: 

* 9 ] a . Since /j, j, g, g/ function as resonants (i.e. they pattern with the resonants in processes 

involving resonant glottalization), I have included examples with /j, g/ here in addition to /rh, n, y/. 

See Blake (1992, 1995) for argumentation regarding the Resonant status of /j, j, g, g/. 

(20) C2 is a glottalized resonant 

Input Output *Ci and *R70nset Gloss 

a. p m a p a ? 3 m a *p9 . m a wooden float 

b. sm- i t se? 3 met h *S9 . met dried 

c. trh=us-tn ta? 3 mostn *t9 . mos tn headband 

c'. tm=iws- tn ta?mewst9n *t9 . mews tgn garter (stockings) 

c". tm=igan-tn ta?megatn *t9 . megatn tied round waist 

d. k w n a y k w a ? 3 n A y * k w 9 . n A y cover, lid 

e. 6y-m 6a? 3ytm *09 . y 9 m to sink 

f. ?j-m=uja ?a?jem6?je *?9 . je . md? . je right hand 

g. t^it^a-m ga ta? ag vit' e9m ga * f 9 . g i t^gm ga take it off! 

h. qga qa?ga *q9 . ga walking stick 

Compare the Output in (20) Column 2 with the unattested forms in (20) Column 3. The surface 

forms involve (i) schwa epenthesis, (ii) the restructuring of the glottalized resonant [?R] with loss 

of laryngealization on R, and (iii) lowering of schwa to [a] before the glottal. The surface forms in 

Column 2 avoid violations of at least two constraints in the language: (a) the constraint which bans 

schwa in a stressed open syllable, and (b) the constraint against glottalized resonants in syllable 

onset (non-moraic) position, as in (21). 

(21) 

a. * 9 ] a Schwa does not occur in a stressed open syllable 

b. *R70nset Glottalized resonants do not occur in syllable Onset (non-moraic) position 
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Contrast this with the ungrammatical forms in (20) Column 3 which violate both of these 

constraints. Since the output candidates satisfy both *i]a and *RVOnset, one would not expect to 

find surface forms of the shape: [Ca?R'V ...] since this would still violate *R70nset. Examples 

like [CaR'. V] are also ruled out by high-ranking constraint which ensures that all syllables have 

Onsets in Sliammon, as argued in Chapter 3. 

5.2.2 Proposed Analysis 

Formalization of the analysis sketched in the preceding section is developed below, and 

refers to the constraints presented in (21-22). 

(22) 

O N S E T Syllables have onsets. 

P E A K P R O M F T Within a Foot, the weight of the stressed syllable (i.e. the Head) is 

greater than or equal to the weight of the unstressed syllable. 

N O C O D A Syllables are not closed by a Coda (i.e. a non-Nuclear mora). 

Consider the tableau in (23) which shows how the proposed constraint ranking predicts the surface 

form in (23.a) and rules out the candidates in (23.b-c). This is a partial constraint ranking which 

assumes that schwa occurs in the optimal position (cf. §Chapter 3-4), and does not deal with 

deriving the effects of schwa colouration; in particular, the lowering of schwa to [a] before ? 

(cf. §2.4.4). 

(23) pma ps?.ma [pa?ma] wooden float 

Input: pma pup O N S E T S Y L L P R O M * R V O N S E T *6]o N O C O D A 

a. pa? .ma p . p 

b. pa . ma — . p * i * 

c; path .a p . p *! * 
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The optimal candidate in (23.a) satisfies the top-ranking constraints at the cost o f incurring a NO 

CODA violation. Candidate (23.b) violates a number of these constraints since schwa occurs in an 

open stressed syllable, and a glottalized resonant occurs in Onset position. In addition, the 

phonological weight of the head of the Foot is less than the weight o f the non-head. This incurs a 

SYLL PROM violation. Candidate (23.c) violates the high-ranking constraint which ensures that all 

syllables have onsets in Sliammon. 

One question worth exploring is why is the glottalized resonant systematically realized as 

[? . R] rather than [R . ?] ? That is, what rules out a candidate like [pam . ?a], and makes it less 

optimal than candidate (23.a) pa? . ma ? 

5.3 Geminate Consonants 

The next section discusses syllabification of a single intervocalic consonant with the 

observation that resonants and obstruents are lengthened after stressed schwa. These consonants 

are pronounced as geminates. In contrast, consonants are not lengthened when they occur in 

intervocalic position after a stressed full vowel. It w i l l be argued that this is another case in which 

the observed contrast is governed by the constraint *a ] a . 

5.3.1 Geminate Resonants 

Resonants are lengthened when they follow a stressed schwa, as shown by the data in (24). 

(24) CaR.V 

Input Syllabification Output Gloss 

a. jmitam jam . me . tarn 

jam . me . t unc 

jim:etam it's not the right way 

a', jmitam c j im :e tA ihc h I'm uncomfortable 

b. cni can . ni cin:e it's me 

c. kwn-i-t-'u<l c it k w an . ne . tu t . cit fcwTjn:etM cith I've seen it already 
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Syllabification presented in Column 2 represents speakers' judgements, and is correlated with the 

increased duration which is documented in Column 3. In contrast, resonants are not lengthened 

when they occur in intervocalic position following a stressed full vowel, as shown by the data in 

(25). 

(25) No Gemination 

Input Output Gloss 

a. pilq pi lsq pe . lAq bracket fungus 

a'. DHM-pilq-[i] pi-p[a]l[i]q pe . pA . leq h small bracket fungus 

b. tumis tumis h i . mis man 

c. lamatu lamatu la . m a . to sheep 

d. qwalas q w a l A S q w a . IAS raccoon 

e. t'ay=aq=min tayeqmin ta . yeq . min . clam shell 

f. hajuq w hajoq w h a . j oq w steam cook 

g- mawic mawic m a . wic fawn, young deer 

h. DHM-wal0-[i]+[?] wa-wal'[i]0 wa . wa? . U0. small bullfrog 

h'. wal8 wal0 wal© bullfrog 

5.3.2 Gerninate Obstruents 

The next section shows that intervocalic obstruents show the same behaviour as 

intervocalic resonants. When an obstruent occurs between two full vowels, gemination does not 

take place as in (26), whereas when an obstruent occurs after a stressed schwa and before a 

following full vowel, it is lengthened, as in (27) Column 3. 

(26) 

Input 

a. tiqiw 

b. tirfa'i 

c. tatas 

d. qaqiq" 

Syllabification 

t i . qiw 

t'u. i a f 

ta. tas 

q a . q i q w 

Output 

te . qew 

to . iAi 

ce . ces 

q a . qeq v 
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horse 

bed 

snag (tree) 

bladder wrack 



(27) Gemination 

Input Syllabification Output Gloss 

a. ppa pap. pa pap: A pepper 

b. Xkw-NTr-'u<t a cxw Xa'kw. kwuxwuf a c x w Xi)kw:uxwulaecw Did you catch it? 

b'. Xkw-t ga Xakwt ga AVkwt gA catch it! 

c. tq=ipan-t ga taq . q i . pa(n)t. ga tXq:epAt ga close the lid 

c'. tq^pan - t - 'u t a cxw taq .qi .pa(n).tu.fa.cxw 'tXq:epato'raecw Did you close it? 

c". tq-t-'ui: can taq . t o t . c m tXqtoicin I closed it 

d. qws-[i]m qwas . s i m qwXs:em white foam, froth 

e. qx=amii qax . x a . m i l qXx:ami* lots of food 

e'. qx * 

qax qXx lots, many 

f. i:x=aqap tax . x a . qap *Xx:aqAp bad smell 

f. t x iax tXx bad 

g- mx=awu! max . x a . w u i mXx:awuf half moon 

Gemination is a form of Coda/Onset formation which ensures the optimal satisfaction of three 

independent constraints: (i) that the head of the Prosodic Word best satisfies constraints on 

phonological weight; (ii) Faithfulness to underlying moraic structure; and (iii) avoids violation of 

the constraint *a]a. 

5.4 h-epenthesis 

Epenthesis of the least marked consonant [h] is one way of resolving vowel hiatus in 

Sliammon. When a vowel-final Root is followed by a vowel-initial Lexical Suffix, [h] surfaces 

between the two vowels in order to avoid hiatus. Since h-epenthesis is driven by the constraint 

which bans vowels in hiatus, epenthetic [h] is not expected after Roots which end in a consonant. 

However, when a CaC Root is followed by a vowel-initial LS, an epenthetic [h] does surface. 
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This section aims at accounting for this rather unexpected pattern. It will be argued that [h] 

epenthesis occurs after CaC Roots in order to satisfy the constraint *9]a. 

5.4.1. Root=LS: h-epenthesis 

When a vowel-final Root is followed by a vowel-initial Lexical Suffix (=LS), an [h] 

surfaces between the two vowels, as shown by the data in (28.a-h). The data in (28.a'-h') shows 

that the Root is vowel-final. The LSs =aya place, container, =ukwt blanket, covering, =aja leaves, 

foliage, =awus eye, and =awtxw building are all vowel-initial (cf. Appendix VI for additional 

examples of each LS). 

(28) Root=LS 

Input [h] epenthesis Output Gloss 

a. kapi=aya kapi[h]aya k ya3pihaye coffee pot 

a'. kapi kapi kya5pi ~ kyepi coffee (< English) 

b. sukwa=aya sukwa[h]aya siikwahaye sugar bowl 

b'. sukwa sukwa siikwa sugar (< English) 

c. f3ya=aya t̂ aVyafhJaya t̂ aPyehaye refrigerator 

c\ Fya t'e9?ya t̂ aVye store food 

d. tala=aya tala[h]aya talahaye wallet 

d'. tala tala tala money (loan) 

e. lamatu=ukwt lamatu[h]ukwt lamatuhukwt sheep's wool; sweater 

e\ lamatu lamatu lamatu ~ lamato sheep (Fr.< C.Jargon) 

f. ?usa=aja ?usa[h]a?ja ?6saha?je blueberry bush 

f. ?usa ?usa ?6sa blueberry 

g- tala=awus=tn tala[h]awustan talahawustsn eye glasses 

g'- tala tala tala money (loan) 

h. piya=awtxw piya[h]awtxw piyshAwtxw drinking place, pub 

h\ piya piya piye beer(< English) 
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5.4.2 Lack of [h] epenthesis after C-final Roots 

If the Root/Stem ends in a consonant, then generally no [h] surfaces, as shown by (29-32). > 

(29) L S =aya place, container 

Input No [h] epenthesis Output Gloss 

a. puk w=aya pi i :k waya pu:k w ays book bag 

a'. puk w puk w puk w book (< English) 

b. xwuj-m=aya x wujumaya xwujumaye store 

b'. x w uj -m x w u j 9 m x w u jum sell 

c. ngin=aya ngginaya niginaye lunch basket 

c'. ngin n9g in nCgin lunch 

d. k w9tt=aya k w9*taya kwA"ftayE cupboard 

d'. kw<ft kw9<h kw/<rt plate 

e. Xa'f-m=aya Aaigmaya check -9- Xa*9maye salt shaker 

e'. Aat-m Xafem Aalgm salt 

f. pq=aya p9 rqaya parqaye stove pipe 

f. pq pgq 
> •» 
p A q smoke 

g- W9xw9x=aya W9xw9xaya check 9 w/xwAxaye cigarette case 

g'- CH-wx W9X -W9X WAXWAX cigarette 

(30) L S =ukwt blanket, covering 

Input No [h] epenthesis Output Gloss 

a. t't'e-[i]m=ukwt t9?t' e imuk wt tarf^enruk^ red blanket 

b. k ws-[i]m=uk wt k w 9 s i m u k w t k w i5senruk wt blue jeans, denim 

c. puq w=uk w t puq w uk w t pbq w vk w t grey blanket 

d. k w um=uk w t k w umuk w t k w unruk w t red (pink) blanket 

e. x w £=aj=uk w t x w 9Aa juk w t x w 9 l a j u k w t mtn. goat blanket 

f. p9i t=uk w t p 9 i t u k w t p 9 f t u k w t thick blanket 
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(31)" LS =aja leaves, foliage 

Input No [h] epenthesis Output 

a. xwus-Vm=aja xwusuma?ja xw6soma?je 

Gloss 

soapberry leaves 

(32) LS =awus eye 

Input 

a. Xip=awus 

b. qwup=awus 

c. iakw=awus 

No [h] epenthesis 

Xipawus 

qwiipawus 

iakwawus 

Output 

Xepawus 

qw6pawus 

iakwawus 

Gloss 

area below the eye 

eyelashes 

swollen eye 

5.4.3 Apparent Exceptions 

When a CaC Root is followed by a vowel-initial Lexical Suffix, an intrusive [h] surfaces. 

Given the behaviour of other consonant-final roots above, this is somewhat unexpected. The 

analysis proposed here is that the [h] functions as the Onset to the following syllable, and therefore 

prevents a violation of the constraint *9]a. Consider the data in (33). 

(33) [h] epenthesis 

Input [h] epenthesis Output Gloss 

a. pO=iqwan p96[h]iqwan pA0heqwAn black hat 

b. xws=iqwan xw9s[h]iqwan xw9sheqwAn black hat 

c. xs=aya X9s[h]aya xXshaye oil can 

d. &=ukwt c9<r[h]ukwt 6iihtikwth rain coat 

e. ci-=ukwt=nac C9i[h]ukwtnac ^LfhDkwtnach rain pants 

f. ts=iqw t'9s[h]iqw t'Csheqw nasal mucus, snot 

g- qx=awus q9x[h]awus q/xhawDs black eye 
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Notice that in each example, epenthetic [h] is preceded by a fricative. My current database includes 

only a single example of a CaC Root ending in a stop followed by a vowel-initial LS. As seen in 

(34), it takes an epenthetic [?]. 

(34) [?] epenthesis 

Input [?] epenthesis Output Gloss 

a. pq=iqwan paq[?]iqwan pXq?eqwAn blonde hat 

The presence of [?] in this case may be determined by the [-continuant] specification of the 

preceding consonant. The least marked consonant [h] appears to be epenthesized between vowels, 

as in (28) and after fricatives, as in (33) whereas [?] occurs with CaC Roots ending in a stop. 

5.4.4 Proposed Analysis 

As shown by the ungrammatical forms in (35), if a laryngeal [h, ?] were not epenthesized, then this 

would leave schwa in a stressed open syllable. 

(35) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. p6=iqwan pA0heqwAn *pa . 6eqwAn black hat 

b. xws=iqwan xwasheqwAn *xwa . seqwAn black hat 

c. xs=aya xXshaye *xa . saye oil can 

d. &=ukwt cTilrukwth *6a . <rukwt rain coat 

e. &=ukwt=nac 6iihukwtnach *6a. fukwtnac rain pants 

f. ts=iqw t'isheqw *t'a . seqw nasal mucus, snot 

g- qx=awus q/xhawus *qa . xawus black eye 

h. pq=iqwan pXq?eqwAn *pa . qeqwAn blonde hat 
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Epenthesis o f the laryngeal ([h/?]) ensures that stressed schwa occurs in a closed syllable. This 

means that the cost associated with epenthesis must be less than the cost associated with leaving 

schwa in a stressed open syllable. The partial constraint ranking is given in (36). 

(36) 

*9]o » DEP[h/?] 

Notice that epenthesis occurs at a morphological boundary, and therefore does not interrupt the 

Contiguity of either the Root or the following Lexical Suffix. This is shown by the tableau in (37). 

(37) xs=aya [xXshaye] oil can 

x[a]s=aya O-COMTIGUITY ROOT * 9 ] 0 DEP[h/?] 

" 3 s a. X9s . [h]a . ya 

b. xa . sa . ya *! 

c. xa[h]. sa . ya *! 

The optimal candidate (37.a) entails a low-ranking DEP[h] violation in order to satisfy the higher -

ranking constraint *a]a. Notice that epenthesis of this unmarked consonant occurs after the Root 

X9s- oil and before the L S =aya p7ace, container. Since epenthesis occurs between morphemes, 

the high-ranking constraint which ensures that Roots are a continuous uninterrupted substring (O-

Contiguity Root) is also satisfied. The output candidate in (37.b) is ruled out by the constraint 

which bans schwa in a stressed open syllable, whereas candidate (37.c) entails epenthesis within 

the domain of the Root. This incurs a fatal violation of the high-ranking Contiguity constraint. 

The next section explores the implications of the analysis with another morpho-

phonological process: Imperfective reduplication. 
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5.5 Implications: Imperfective Reduplication 

5.5.1 Strong Roots 

Kroeber (1989:109) observes that when strong roots undergo CV- Imperfective 

reduplication they retain their root vowel. Examples of perfective and imperfective pairs from my 

own research include the following examples, and confirm Kroeber's findings. CAC roots are 

presented first in (38-40) whereas the perfective and imperfective pairs of CaC roots will be 

presented in (41). 

For CAC roots, the Imperfective aspect is formed by reduplicating the initial consonant 

(Ci) and the vowel of the base with no reduction of the original root vowel. CAC Roots retain the 

root vowel ( V 2 ) in the output form when they undergo Imperfective reduplication: 

[ C V 1 - C A 2 C . . . . ] . Note also that the vowel of the reduplicant has the same basic vowel quality as 

the root vowel: [Ci-CiC... , Cu-CuC..., Ca-CaC...], as shown in (38-40) below. As can be 

observed from the Imperfective (IMP) examples, the second consonant of the root is never copied 

(cf. Sapir (1915), Blake (1992), Watanabe (1994, 2000) on Imperfective reduplication). 

C A C Roots 
(38) Imperfective Reduplication: CiC Roots 

Input Output Gloss 

a. pif9-ay=it'ea pit̂ ayit̂ a pet̂ ayit̂ A wash clothes 

a'. IMP-pit'e-ay=it'ea pi-pit̂ -ayit̂ a pepet̂ ayit̂ A washing clothes 

b. ?ilqay ?ilqay ?elqay ~ ?elqay barbecue deer 

b\ HMP-?ilqay ?i-?ilqay ?e?elqay barbecuing deer 

c. ?im-as ?imas ? e m A S walk 

c'. MP-?im[-'Vg-][i]s ?i-?im-ig-is ?e?emegis people walking 

d. Viitan ?iitan ?eitAn eat 

d'. IMP-?i<ltan+[?] c ?i-?ritan c VeVeltsnc I'm eating 

e. t'in t'in t'en barbecued fish 

e\ IMP-tin-?m t'i-t'in-?3m tet'enVam barbecuing fish 

f. 0iq-m ©iqam 6eqam dig 

f. MP-eiq-t-as 0i-0iq-[a]-t-as 0E0eqetAS s.o. is digging it 
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(39) Imperfective Reduplication: CuC Roots 

a. JuG-t JuG-9-t JuGut push it 

a'. MP-juG-t-as ju-JuG-[v]-t-as JUJU0Ot9S he is pushing i 

b. sup-?m sup-?9m sdp9m ~ sdpgm chop wood 

b'. MP -sup-?m su-sup-?9m sdsopgm chopping wool 

c. g u x w - m g u x w - 9 m g w ux w um bark (as dog) 

c'. IMP-gux w-m g u - g u x w - 9 m g w u g w u x w x ) m barking 

d. JUX w-t jUX w -9 t jOXw9t vomit 

d'. MP- jux w -t JU-JUX w-9t jUjOXwAt vomiting 

e. ? u t q w u ?u-lqwu ? d l q w o dig clams 

e'. MP -?u tq w u+[? ] ? u - ? u t q w u ? ?d?otq w 6? digging clams 

(40) Imperfective Reduplication: CaC Roots 

a. cag-anaq cag-anaq cegAnAq help s.o. 

a'. IMP-cag-anaq ca-cag-anaq 6e6egAnAq helping s.o. 

b. h a y i - m hay r -9m h a y f A i h ~ h a y t A m flirt 

b\ IMP-hayi-m+[?] ha -hay t -9m hahaytAih flirting 

c. q w a s m q was9m q w a s 9 m flower 

c'. rMP-q wasm+[?] q w a - q w a s 9 r h q w a q w a s 9 m flowering 

d. ? a x w ? a x w ? a x w (falling) snow 

d'. M P - ? a x w ?a-?axw ? a ? a x w it's snowing 

5.5.2 Weak Roots 

Contrast this with the behaviour of Weak Roots which surface with an initial C 9 -

reduplicative prefix followed by the CC form of the Root: [C9-CC], as illustrated by the data in 

(41). Weak roots lack a vowel between the first and second consonants of the Root. If schwa is 

epenthetic, then these may be considered vowelless roots which do not have schwa epenthesis after 

the first consonant of the root in Imperfective forms: *C9-C[9]C-VC, since the root final 
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consonant is syllabified as the Onset to the following syllable. If schwa is present in the Input, 

then syncope of the root vowel takes place in order to satisfy constraints on syllabification. In 

particular, syncope would occur in order to prevent a violation of * 9 ] a - The data below are 

presented under the hypothesis that these roots are vowelless, and schwa is epenthetic. 

(41) Imperfective Reduplication: Weak Roots 

Input Output Gloss 

a. Xpxw Xspxw X9'pxw ~ Xgpw break 

a'. IMP-Xpxw-t c Xs-Xpxw-9t c XgXpxw9c I'm breaking it 

b. xwX=igan xwgX=igan xwa?Xeg9n half Ml 

b'. IMP-xwX=igan xw9-xwX=igan xwaxwXeg9n half filling s.t. 

c. tkw-t t9k w-t tiikwt~tukwt pull it 

c\ HMP-tkw-t-as t9-tkw-t-as t9tkwtas ~ t9 tk w tAS he's pulling it 

d. kwf k w 9f spill, tip over 

d'. lMP-kwt k w9-kwt kwiikwf spilling 

e. qwx-t cn sm qw9x-(t) C9n S9m qwXx cm s 9 m I'll fillet it (fish) 

e\ IMP-qwx-t cn qw9qwx-t C9n qwoqwxt9 cm I'm filleting it 

f. 6t'9-m 69?t'e9m ea?t'e9m jig for cod 

f. IMP-et̂ -m+t?] c 09-et'e9m c ecet̂ gmc ~ exet̂ gmc I'm jigging 

g- tg=qin tgwqin tuwqen answer back 

g'- MP-tg=qin+[?] t9-tg-[a]-qin tatgaqen answering back 

Kroeber (1989) also notes that a number of roots of the shape Cah, Ca? display the pattern 

shown by weak roots of the shape CaC. He states that these are likely roots of the form Cah, Ca? 

in which the schwa is lowered before a laryngeal. This is the position adopted here and 

represented in (42) Column 2. 
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(42) Imperfective Reduplication: Ch, C? / Can, Ca? Roots 

a. qh-?m qsh-Vam qdh?9m 

a'. MP-qh-?m q9-qh-[a]?9m qXqha?Am 

b. m?-t m9?-t ma?t 

b'. IMP-m?-t-as+[?] m9-m?-[a]-t-as marmatAS 

lift (s.t.) 

lifting (s.t.) 

take it 

s/he is taking it 

Notice that the reduplicative prefix in word-initial position receives primary stress in 

keeping with the generalization that stress in Sliammon is aligned with the left-edge of the stem. 

Consider further discussion of what prevents schwa from occurring between Ci and C2 of the 

Root. For example, why is [t9tgaqen] answering back optimal rather than the ungrammatical 

example *[t9t9gaqen]. Not only does *[t9t9gaqen] violate the constraint *9]a but it also creates a 

structure in which the second instance of schwa occurs in an unstressed open syllable in post-tonic 

position. If schwa is non-moraic, then both the first and the second syllables lack phonological 

weight: C9C9. In contrast, the optimal candidate [tdtgaqen] satisfies *9]a since schwa occurs in a 

closed syllable. In addition, the coda consonant t creates a mono-moraic closed syllable - a 

syllable which has phonological weight. 

5.5.3 Discussion and Analysis 

Consider the forms in (43) 

(43) 

Input 

a. k w i 

a'. MP-kwi 

b'. IMP-kw9! 

c'. IMP-kw9* 

k w 9 i 

kw9-kwt 

*k w 9?k w 9i 

*k w 9 -k w 9 i 

Output 

kwtft 

kwi5kw<r ~ k w i i k w i 

*kwa?kw9f 

*k w 9'k w 9* 

Gloss 

spill, tip over 

spilling 

spilling 

spilling 

As argued in §5.1, glottalized obstruents are re-structured (i.e. ?kw) so that stressed schwa occurs 

in a closed syllable. One question which arises is why the output candidate in (43.a') is more 
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harmonic than the sub-optimal candidate in (43.b')? What constraints or set of constraints rule out 

(43.b')? Consider the tableau in (44) which outlines an analysis. 

(44) 

i M P - k w i *g]o SEG-INTEGRITY DEP[9] 

a'. k w 9 l w i 

b\ k w 9 ? k w 9 i *! ** 

c\ k w 9 k w 9 i *! 

The optimal candidate (44.a') incurs only one violation of the constraint DEP[g], which alone 

suffices to create an output form which satisfies *6]o without requiring the deconstruction of /OV 

into [?0'], violating what may be termed segmental /OV-integrity. Note that regardless of the 

ranking of these constraints, both other candidates incur two violations of DEP[9], as well as a 

violation of one of the other crucial constraints. 

Consider what further objections there would be to a surface candidate like * [k w 9 k w 9 i : ] 

(=44.c'). Notice that this candidate also violates PEAK PROM FT since the unstressed syllable is 

mono-moraic whereas the syllable bearing primary stress is non-moraic. 

5.6 Summary 

In summary, there are a number of seemingly unrelated cases which receive a uniform 

account given the constraint * 9 ] a . Each set of examples involves ensuring that the optimal output 

candidate involves a closed CgC syllable as opposed to an open C 9 syllable. Even though this is a 

configuration which is avoided if possible, the next section explores examples which do seem to 

involve schwa in a stressed open syllable - this is a classic case of constraint conflict and we need 

to ask what would compel a violation of * 9 ] a . 
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5.7 Stressed schwa in an open syllable 

5.7.1 The Problem 

Consider the following examples which provide evidence that schwa does occur in a limited 

number of stressed open syllables. 

(68) 

a. ngi a wut-t nagi a wutat ni . gi ?A wutoth Did you bend it? 

b. qg-m+[i] qag-[i]m q X . g im howl; siren going 

5.7.2 Proposed Analysis 

A s argued above, it is important that primary stress is aligned with the left-edge of the stem, 

and that the constraint *a]a is also satisfied. The best output is a candidate which satisfies both of 

these constraints, i f possible. If not, then the highest-ranking constraint takes precedence. In this 

case, it is more important for the head of the Prosodic Word to be aligned with the left-edge of the 

Stem than it is to satisfy * a ] a , as shown by the output and syllabification of the examples in 

(68.a-b). This is important since it establishes the relative ranking of these two constraints. 

(69) 

ALIGN L PRWD » *a]a 

In addition, since Complex Onsets are generally ruled out in Sliammon, as argued in §3.2.2.1, 

candidates such as *ngi and *qgtm are clearly not optimal. This entails that *Complex Onset 

outranks *a]o. 

(70) *Complex Onset » *a]a 

The question which arises with respect to (68.a-b) is why the intervocalic [g] fails to undergo 

gemination in order to avoid a violation of *a]a similar to the cases discussed in §5.3? Recall from 

§2, that the sonorant obstruent /g/ is variably realized as [g ~ k ~ x w ~ w ~ u] depending on its 

syllabic position. In particular, in word-internal syllable-final position Igl surfaces as [w], and in 
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Onset position Igl surfaces as [g]. Since geminates are by definition a single set of features 

associated with two prosodic positions, the candidates *nig:i and * q A g : i m violate the constraints 

on the realization of /g/. The candidates *[naw. i] and *[qaw . im] provide evidence that Onset 

outranks *i]o. 

(71) Onset » *i]o 

5.8 Formal Issue: The constraint *6]o 

As we have observed, stressed schwa in an open syllable tends to be avoided, if possible. 

It seems important to consider what generalization(s) the informal constraint * a] a captures. Ca 

constitutes a weightless syllable which, within the framework adopted here, is Nuclear but has no 

moraic content, following Shaw (1995, 1996). Shaw (1996) posits that optimal syllables are both 

nuclear and moraic; that is, they satisfy the constraint which states that all syllables have nuclei 

(SYLL NUC), and that all syllables have phonological weight (SYLL MORA), where weight is 

represented in terms of moras. An epenthetic schwa is characteristically inserted to ensure 

satisfaction of SYLL NUC. Under the further hypothesis that schwa itself is weightless, then a 

schwa in an open syllable fails to satisfy the constraint on phonological weight (SYLL MORA). If 

there are two syllables within the stress foot, the initial Ci. syllable may also violate PEAK PROM 

FT. 

Consider the following Foot structure which clarifies this point further. If schwa is non-

moraic, then schwa in a stressed open syllable violates SYLL MORA since the first syllable lacks 

phonological weight. In addition, in order to satisfy FTBINp., the non-head would have to be 

bimoraic, leading to a non-optimal structure like the one in (72). 
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(72) 

This represents a surface candidate in which the phonological weight of the head of the Foot is less 

than the weight o f the non-head; this violates PEAK PROM FT as discussed in detail in Chapter 4 

(§4.3.2.1). Foot well-formedness is therefore at the heart of the issue. The constraints in the 

grammar drive durational evenness typical of trochaic systems, and prominence of the head of the 

Foot, as shown by the more optimal structures like the one in (73). (Note: the structure in (73) also 

assumes that Ful l Vowel Reduction has takes place in the weak member of the Foot). 

(73) 

This chapter provides both formalization and a proposed explanation of the basic insight 

presented in Blake (1992) that schwa in Sliammon is licensed by a moraic coda consonant. 
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Chapter 6: Two Further Imputations 

Anicca, Dukkha, Anatta 

6.0 Introduction 

This chapter explores two further implications for the analysis developed in the context of 

this dissertation. §6.1 documents and analyzes the variant forms of the possessive -hV suffix in 

Sliammon. The account presented here accounts for its variable behaviour: it is a suffix following 

vowel-final stems whereas it is an " inf ix" following consonant-final stems. Stems which end in a 

consonant cluster take [i] epenthesis rather than schwa epenthesis. The fact that the vowel [i] is 

epenthesized is somewhat unexpected given the hypothesis that schwa is the epenthetic vowel in 

the language. §6.2 makes important claims regarding the status and form of prefixes, interacting 

with pervasive constraints on the morpho-syntactic structure of the language. The effect of these 

general constraints on two prefixes in particular is dicussed. One is the s-nominalizer, broadly 

attested across other languages in the Salish family, but conspicuously absent in Sliammon. The 

second is a plural prefix/infix, here hypothesized to be IU-1, cognate with the plural 1-infix in 

Saanich. The existence of this prefix has not been previously recognized by others working on 

Sliammon, undoubtedly due to its variable realization, viz. [-i? ~ -U? ~ -a?]. What is shown here is 

that these variants follow directly from the convergence of hypotheses related to the realization of 

sonorant /LV, combined with constraints on prefixation. A crucial observation related to both these 

underlying prefixes is that both, being strictly "consonantal", would violate the constraint 

*C0mplex Onset i f they were simply prefixed, i.e. *s -C . . . , * L ' - C . . . Significantly, 3-epenthesis is 

not an available strategy to rescue either of these cases. 

6.1 Possessive Affix:-hV 

6.1.1 Transiaryngeal Harmony and me Possessive Affix 

Sliammon has a possessive affix which is translated with the following range of meanings: 

'have, own, be wearing, have s.t. with oneself or 'have' in the sense of 'caught, shot'. The 

possessive data presented here are cited from a single speaker but are entirely consistent with the 

documentation of the possessive suffix -hV recorded by Watanabe (2000). 
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6.1.1.1 Transiaryngeal Harmony 

The possessive affix is proposed to be an initial h followed by an unspecified full vowel V 

(Nucp): /-hV7. Stated in prosodic terms, this affix consists of a mono-moraic "core" syllable. The 

vowel quality of the unspecified full vowel is determined by the quality of the immediately 

preceding full vowel, as shown by the data in (1-3). The position of the affix will be discussed in 

detail in §6.1.2. Basically, it is suffixed to a vowel-final stem, but with consonant-final stems it is 

infixed into the stem from the right margin, such that it is positioned immediately before the stem-

final consonant. For the moment, our focus is on the quality of the vowel of the possessive affix. 

For example, if the final vowel of the stem is /if, then the vowel in the possessive affix is also /if, as 

shown by the data in (1). 

(1) Final vowel lil 

Input 

a. ?atnupil 

a'. ?atnupil-hV c 

b. nxwiL 

b'. naxwiL-hV 

c. qayix 

c'. qayix-hV 

d. ?imin 

d'. ?imin 

e. t'in 

e'. t'in-hV c 

f. saplin 

f. saplin-hV c 

g. &tq-?iri=min 

g\ ctq-?m=min 

i-hi-

?atnupil 

?atnupi-hi-l c 

n 9 x w i i 

n9x w i-hi-i 

qayix 

qayi-hi-x 

?imin 

?imi-hi-n 

t'in 

t'i-hi-n c 

saplin 

sapli-hi-n c 

cbtqamin 

cbtqami-hi-n c 

Output 

?atnopel 

?atnope-helc 

nt5xwii 

nuxwehe'f ~ nuVehei 

qayex 

qayehex 

?emin 

?eme-hen 

ten 

t'e-hench 

saplen 

saplehench 

&tqamen 

6ttqa-mehench 

Gloss 

car 

I have a car 

dugout canoe 

He has a canoe 

fish eggs, roe 

It has eggs, roe 

door 

It's got a door 

barbecued fish 

I've got b. fish 

bread 

f have bread 

knife 

I have a knife 
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When the final vowel 

the data in (2). 

ofthe stem is IvJ, the vowel 
o 

of the possessive affix is also IvJ, as shown by 

(2) Final vowel IvJ 

Input u-hu- Output Gloss 

a. puk w pukw pukw book 

a'. pukw-hV c pu-hu-kw c puhohokwch I have a book 

b. ?awukw ?awuk w ?AWl)kw tobacco 

b \ ?awukw-hV c ?awu-hu-kw c ?Xwoh6kwch I have tobacco 

c. canu Ca?nu de?no dog 

c'. canu-'hV c 6a?nu-hu c 6e?noh6c I've got a dog 

d. kapu kapu kyepo ~kyaepo' ~kapo coat 

d'. kapu-hV c kapu-hu c kyepohoch I've got a coat on 

The data in (3) shows that when the stem-final vowel is lal, then the vowel of the possessive afi 

is also lal. 

(3) Final vowel lal 

Input a-ha- Output Gloss 

a. mixai mixat m e x A * bear 

a'. mixa't-hV c mixa-ha-'I c mexahAfc*1 I shot/ caught a bear 

b. qiga0 qiga0 qe-gA0 deer 

b'. qigae-hV c qiga-ha-0 c qegahAech I've got a deer 

c. tma Xi?na telna ~ Xe?nA oolichan oil 

c'. Xina-hV c Xi?na-ha c Xe?nahAC I have oolichan oil 

d. gaqa6 gaqaG gaqA6 husband 

d'. gaqa0-hV c gaqa-ha-6 c gaqahAec*1 I have a husband 
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e. sup=nac 

e'. sup=nac-hV 

f. ?aya? 

f. ?aya?-hV 

supnac 

supna-ha-c 

?aya? 

?aya-ha-? 

sdp3nAc 

sdpnahAC 

?aye? 

?ayeha? 

tail 

He's got a tail 

house 

He's got a house 

A s can be seen from (1-3) the vowel quality of the affix -hV corresponds to the quality of the 

immediately preceding full vowel, yielding [...i-hi, ...u-hu, ...a-ha] respectively. 

The quality (i.e. features) of other non-adjacent vowels does not affect the vowel quality of 

the possessive affix, as shown by the contrast between the grammatical forms in (4) Column 2 and 

the ungrammatical data in Column 3. 

(4) 

Input Harmony ""Harmony Gloss 

a. n x w i L - h V c nsx w i - h i - i c * n 9 x w i - h 9 - i c I have a canoe 

b. saplin-hV c sapli-hi-n c *sapli-ha-n c I have bread 

c. ?awuk w -hV c ?awu-hu-k w c *?awu-ha-k w c I have tobacco 

d. 6anu-hV c ca?nu-hu c *canu-ha c I've got a dog 

e. qiga6-hV c qiga-ha-0 c *qiga-hi-0 c I've got a deer 

f. supnac-hV supna-ha-c *supna-hu-c He's got a tail 

From the above data, it is clear there is no evidence that the featural specification of any of the 

adjacent consonants determines the basic vowel quality1. 

'As expected, the consonants do incrementally affect the height of the resultant surface vowel, as shown by the 

Output forms in (1-4). The [-bk] vowel I'll is realized as [e ~ e] in the environment of [h], as shown by the 

examples in (1). The round vowel /u/ is realized as [o] in the environment of [h], as shown by (2). The vowel lal 

is [a] as in (3) whereas it is phonetically raised to [A] before a coronal. 
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6.1.1.2 Discussion and Proposed Analysis 

The possessive affix is always preceded by a full vowel to its left, as seen by the data in 

(1-4) above. The vowel of the possessive affix is always identical to the full vowel which precedes 

it. It is proposed here that this is a form of translaryngeal harmony - the rightward spreading of the 

features of the full vowel onto an empty full vowel to its right, as in (5). 

(5) 
PHAR 

V - h V-
I / 
I / 
M 

Since [h] is proposed to be minimally specified as PHAR in Sliammon, the presence of the PHAR 

node will not block the harmony. Since the possessive affix always occurs towards the right-edge 

of the stem, it is often outside of the domain of Limited Vowel Harmony, and is therefore analyzed 

here as a separate example of translaryngeal harmony in the language. For independently 

motivated examples of Translaryngeal harmony, see §2.4.4.5 and discussion in Watanabe (2000). 

6.1.2 Position of the Possessive Affix 

Now consider the position of the possessive affix /-hV/. 

6.1.2.1 Vowel-final stems 

The possessive affix -hV is a suffix after vowel-final stems, as shown by the data in (6). 

(6) Vowel-final stems 

Input Output Gloss 

a. canu-hu c canu-hu c &e?nohoc h I've got a dog 

b. t ^ u - h u c t ' e 9x w u-hu c t' edxw:ohoc h I got a ling cod 

c. kapu-hu c kapu-hu c k y e p o h o c h I've got a coat on 

d. Ama-ha c Ama-ha c Xe?nahac h I have oolichan oil 

e. qga-ha c qs?ga-ha c qa?gahac h I've got my cane 
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f. watla-ha c watla-ha c watlahach I have a sweetheart 

g- kwuta-ha c kwuta-ha c k wutahac h I've got a barbecue stick 

h. tala-ha c tala-ha c talahach 've got money 

6.1.2.2 Consonant-final stems 

When the stem ends in a consonant, the possessive affix -hV is Al igned to the right edge of 

the stem-final vowel, and the final consonant of the stem follows the suffix: / . . .VC-hV / - * 

[V-hV-C] . On the surface, the possessive affix appears to be "infixed". This suffix is mis-aligned 

with the edge of the stem by a single consonant, as shown by the data in (7). Recall that c is the 

lsg subject clitic I and is therefore not considered part of the stem. 

(7) Consonant-final stems 

Input Position o f - h V - Output Gloss 

a. n x w i L - h V nax w i -h i - i nux wehei: He has a canoe 

b. ?aya?-hV ?aya-ha-? ?ayeha? He's got a house 

c. ?imin-hV ?imi-hi-n ?eme-hen It's got a door 

d. t'in-hV c t'i-hi-n c t'ehench I've got b. fish 

e. ?atnupil-hV c ?atnupi-hi-l c ?atnope-helch I have a car 

f. ?awuk w -hV c ?awu-hu-k w c ?Xwoh6k w c h fhave tobacco 

g- pun-hV c pu-hu-n c piihonc h I have a spoon 

h. mimaw-hV c mima-ha-w c me-mahawch I've got a cat 

6.1.2.3 Stems ending in a consonant cluster 

Now consider what happens to stems which end in a consonant cluster. The possessive affix is 

mis-aligned by a single consonant at the right-hand edge of the stem domain, and the vowel [i] is 

epenthesized before the affix, as shown by the data in (8). 
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(8) Final C C clusters and [i] epenthesis 

Input 

a. janx w -hV c 

a*. 

a". Janx w 

b. sat tx w -hV 

b\ 

b'. 

b". sa i tx w 

c. t^ay^tn-hV 

c'. 

c". t ^ay^n 

d. 6kw=nac=tn-hV c 

d'. 

d". 0kw=nac=tn 

e. tm=us=tn-hV 

e'. 

e". trh=us=tn 

f. "iay=nac=tn-hV 

f. 

f'. i a y ^ a c ^ n 

Position of -hV 

jan[i]-hi-xw c 

*ja-ha-nxwc 

janx w 

sait[i]-hi-xw 

*sa't-ha-txw 

*sa-ha-i tx w 

t^ayttij-hi-n 

*t' ea-ha-yt9n 

G9kwnact[i]-hi-n c 

*09k wna-ha-ct9n 

Ggk w nact9n 

t9?must[i]-hi-n 

*tamu-hu-st9n 

tgmustgn 

iaynact[i]-hi-n 

*i:ayna-ha-ct9n 

4ay=nac=t9n 

Output 

j E n e h e x w c h 

jenx w 

sa i tehex w 

sa<ttxw ~ saMtw 

t^aytehen 

t^aytgn 

eu'kwnActe:hench 

Oi3kwnAct9n 

ta?mostehen 

tarmostgn 

iaynACtehen 

taynactgn 

Gloss 

I've got a fish 

fish 

He has a wife 

woman 

have an umbrella 

umbrella 

I've got a chair 

chat 

have a headband on 

headband 

have a skirt on 

skirt 

Notice that the possessive suffix -hV is not mis-aligned by two (or more) consonants, as shown by 

the ungrammatical examples in (8.a'-f). In fact, the possessive suffix needs to be aligned as close 

to the right-edge o f the stem as possible, and may only be mis-aligned by a single consonant. In 

addition, the possessive suffix is always preceded by a vowel. The examples in (8) above show 

that vowel epenthesis occurs in order to ensure that a vowel precedes this suffix. The vowel in 
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each case is the full vowel [ij. Schwa is not epenthesized in this context, as shown by the 

ungrammatical examples in (9.a-f). 

(9) 

Input 

a. janxw-hV c 

b. saitxw-hV 

c. t̂ aytn-hV 

d. 6kw=nac=tn-hV c 

e. trh=us=tn-hV 

f. tay^nac t̂n-hV 

[i] epenthesis 

jan[i]-hi-xw c 

sa-it[i]-hi-xw 

t^aytfij-hi-n 

03kwnact[i]-hi-n c 

t9?must[i]-hi-n 

•taynact[i]-hi-n 

*3-epenthesis 

*ja . n[s] . hVxw 

*sai . t[9] . hVxw 

•Fay .t[9] .hVn 

Gloss 

I've got a fish 

He has a wife 

have an umbrella 

*09kwnac . t[9]. hVn c I've got a chat 

*t9?mus . t[g]. hVn have a headband on 

*'taynac . t[9]. hVn have a skirt on 

Furthermore, the vowel of the possessive suffix harmonizes with the immediately preceding, full 

vowel, as shown in §6.1.1.1 above. If schwa were epenthesized as in (9) Column 3, the harmonic 

features would have to spread from some other source onto the vowel of the possessive suffix -hV 

since schwa is a bare Nucleus with no inherent features, as argued in Chapters 2. 

Since [i] is epenthesized, the vowel quality of the possessive affix harmonizes with this 

preceding epenthetic vowel [i]. This means that stems with final lil neutralize on the surface with 

stems with a final consonant cluster with the addition of the possessive suffix. The related non-

possessed stems are provided in parentheses in order to show whether or not the [i] is an inherent 

part of the stem or epenthesized in order to provide a full vowel nucleus. 

6.1.2.4 Analysis of the Position of the Possessive Affix 

A formal analysis of the position of the Possessive affix in Sliammon must capture a number of 

descriptive facts: 

(10) 

• The possessive affix is always preceded by a full vowel 

• After V-final stems, the possessive affix /-hV7 is a suffix 

• After C-final stems, the possessive affix I A N I is infixed 
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• It can be misaligned by one and only one consonant 

McCarthy and Prince (1993: Chapter 7) provides a description and analysis of a number of similar 

cases. For example, U lwa, a language of the Atlantic coast of Nicaragua, shows similar properties 

in which the possessive marker is sometimes a suffix and sometimes an "infix" ( M & P 1993:105). 

The formal analysis draws on constraint interaction in which a prosodic constraint (or constraints) 

P is ranked above a morphological constraint (or constraints) M following the general schema in 

(11): 

(11) P » M 

The prosodic constraint (P) defines the prosodic base of affixation and functions as a constraint on 

the prosOdy/morphblogy interface, "demanding that the affix be preceded or followed by a 

phonological string of a particular type" ( M & P 1993: 108). The tension in the grammar arises by 

conflict with a morphological (M) constraint Leftmost or Rightmost (instances of Edgemost) which 

characterize prefixing or suffixing (cf. (12) below for the formalization of Rightmost in terms of an 

Al ign constraint). The effects of the prosodic constraint wi l l only be felt i f it is ranked above the 

morphological constraint in keeping with the schema in (11). Consider an extension and 

application o f the analysis and ideas developed in M & P (1993) to an analysis of the Sliammon 

possessive -hV morpheme. 

Consider the constraints needed for an analysis of the possessive affix in Sliammon. It is 

claimed here that this affix is basically a suffix, and as such is subject to the morphological 

constraint Edgemost (R, -hV), referred to informally as RIGHTMOST POSS. The A l ign version of 

this constraint is provided in (12). 

RIGHTMOST POSS: 

(12) ALIGN (-hV, L ; Stem, R) 
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The left-edge of the possessive morpheme -hV is aligned with the right-edge of the stem; it 

is a suffix. 

If the align constraint RIGHTMOST POSS were undominated, then the possessive marker in 

Sliammon would always surface as a suffix. Notice however that this is not always the case, as 

noted above. In particular, it is infixed when it follows C-final stems. There is one condition, 

however, which seems to hold of all surface forms: the possessive affix -hV in Sliammon is 

always preceded by a full vowel. Consider then the phonological (P) constraint which captures 

this generalization. Since the prosodic constraint needs to refer to authentic units of prosody, 

following M & P (1993:32), it is formulated in terms of the following Alignment constraint. 

(13) ALIGN POSS-to-NUCji 

Al ign (-hV, L ; Nucu, R) 

The left-edge of the possessive morpheme is aligned with the right-edge of a full vowel. 

This interface constraint ensures that the left-edge of the affix -hV is aligned with the right-edge of 

a nuclear mora (i.e. a full vowel). This phonological constraint therefore defines the base of 

affixation, and delimits possible affixation sites. Consider the following tableau which shows how 

the morphological constraint RIGHTMOST POSS interacts with the Alignment constraint: ALIGN 

POSS-to-NUCu. 

(14) Possessive -hV with Consonant-final stems 

Input: /t'in-hV/ ALIGN POSS-to-NUCu RIGHTMOST POSS 

" 3 * a. t i -hV-n lIlliilB 

b. t'in-hV • * i 
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The tableau in (14) shows that the optimal candidate (14.a) violates the constraint RIGHTMOST 

POSS minimally in order to satisfy the high-ranked phonological constraint (Align-to-Nucp) which 

aligns this affix with the right-edge of a full vowel. The possessive affix is mis-aligned in order to 

satisfy this higher-ranking phonological constraint. Candidate (14.b) is less optimal since it 

violates the high-ranking ALIGN constraint. The interaction between these two constraints therefore 

ensures that the possessive affix is "infixed" after C-final stems. 

Now consider how this constraint ranking affects the position o f the possessive affix with V-f inal 

stems. 

(15) Possessive -hV with Vowel-f inal stems 

Input: kapu-hV ALIGN POSS-to-NUCp RIGHTMOST POSS 

a. kapu-hV 

b. kap-hV-u *! 

c. ka-hV-pu 

The optimal candidate in (15.a) satisfies both constraints since the left-edge of the affix is aligned 

with the preceding full vowel and -hV is a suffix. Mis-alignment of the affix by infixing it into the 

stem creates unnecessary constraint violations, thus ruling out candidates (15.b-c). 

Now consider the analysis of the cases which end in a consonant cluster. Recall that these cases 

involve [i] epenthesis in order to provide a vowel preceding the affix. Since [i] is epenthesized 

rather than either [u] or [a], the cost associated with [i]-epenthesis must be less than the cost 

associated with epenthesis of either of the other full vowels. This motivates the partial ranking in 

(16). 

(16) DEP[u] , DEP [a] » DEP[i]. 
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These constraints on vowel-epenthesis are ranked below the A L I G N constraints, as shown by the 

tableau in (17). The phonological constraint ALIGN POSS-to-NUCp, and the morphological 

constraint RIGHTMOST POSS govern the surface position of the -hV affix. 

(17) The position of the Possessive affix with CC-fmal stems 

Input: Janx w -hV ALIGN POSS-to-NUCn RIGHTMOST POSS DEP[a], DEP[u] DEP[i] 

•s" a. }an[i]-hi-xw ^ ^ ^ p j l l l l i i l l l l i l l ^ ^ B 

b. Janx w -hV * i * 

c . jan -hV-x w *i IHIHHEi 

d. ja-ha-nx w * * l 

e. ja-ha-n[i]xw 

f. jan[a]-ha-xw * *! 

g. jan[u]-hu-xw * *!' j j j l l l l i l l l l ^ j i j 

Consider why [i] epenthesis does not occur in C-final forms like those in (7) above. The relative 

ranking of DEP[i] with respect to RIGHTMOST POSS ensures that misalignment is minimal and that 

vowel epenthesis does not occur unless it is driven by a higher-ranking constraint, as in (18) 

(18) 

Input: t'in-hV ALIGN POSS-to-NUCn RIGHTMOST POSS DEP[i] 

«sr a. t'i-hV-n 

b. t'in-hV *! 

c. t'in][i]-hV ' *! 
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Another question which is central to this thesis is why schWa epenthesis does not occur in 

CC-f inal stems? What rules out the surface forms in (9) Column 3 above? There seem to be 

potentially two constraints which conspire to prevent this as an optimal output form. First, 

epenthesis of schwa involves epenthesis of a bare Nucleus and therefore would not provide the 

phonological features required in order to satisfy the constraints on transiaryngeal harmony. In 

addition, the way in which the ALIGN constraint is formalized, entails alignment to a vocalic head 

which is both Nuclear and moraic. Since schwa is Nuclear but non-moraic, [o] epenthesis fails to 

satisfy the ALIGN constraint. 

In addition, this raises another related question; the central claim throughout this thesis is 

that schwa does not optimally occur in a stressed open syllable. The question is whether or not it 

ever occurs in an unstressed open syllable? Given the defective distribution of schwa and the 

surface patterns discussed in §2, schwa does not seem to occur in this position either. 

6.2 Implications: Non-reduphcative C - Prefixes in Shammon 

Sliammon is typically characterized as a language which has lost all non-reduplicative C -

prefixes due to the constraint against word-initial consonant clusters in the language (J.Davis 1970, 

Blake 1999). This is attributed to fixed word-initial stress, and the influence of neighbouring 

Wakashan languages. Section 6.2.1 provides historical comparative evidence for the loss of the 

common pan-Salish nominalizing prefix s- irt Sliammon, and provides an account of why this 

single C - prefix does not surface. 

Section 6.2.2 provides evidence for the existence of an IV-I plural marker in Sliammon. 

Although this morpheme always appears "infixed" within the stem domain, it is aligned as closely 

as possible with the left-edge of the stem. Since mis-alignment is always limited to a single 

consonant, this morpheme displays classic characteristics of a prefix (cf. McCarthy and Prince 

1994). This is particularly interesting given that Sliammon is usually characterized as the only 

Salish language which lacks non-reduplicative prefixes (cf. Kroeber 1999:11-13). Although the 

Plural IV-I morpheme always surfaces as an "infix", it is claimed here that it has the basic 
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properties of a non-reduplicative C - prefix. The question then is why does the s-nominalizing 

prefix systematically undergo deletion whereas the Plural / L ' - / prefix is consistently misaligned? 

6.2.1 Loss of the Lexical Norjiinalizing prefix s- in Shammon 

This first case deals with the loss of the lexical nominalizing prefix s- in Sliammon. 

6.2.1.1 Comparative Evidence 

One of the striking properties of Sliammon is the absence of the lexical nominalizing prefix 

s- which is found in all of the other Salish languages (cf. Davis 1970:15, Blake 1992, Kroeber 

1999:11-13). Compare the Sliammon (SI) and Sechelt (Se) forms in (19) which show the absence 

of this widespread prefix in Sliammon (data set cited in Blake 1992). The Sechelt data are cited 

from Beaumont (1985), abbreviated R C B , in the orthographic form presented there, and 

represented within angled brackets. A phonetic representation consistent with the conventions 

adopted in the present work is given in the Output column. 

(19) 

Proposed Input 

a. nx w r f 

a'. <snexwilh> 

Output 

m5xwii 

sn9x w i i 

Gloss 

dugout canoe 

canoe 

Source 

SI 

Se R C B 1985:25 

b. q w yx 

b'. <skw'eyex> 

q w / y x ~ q w e y 9 x 

sq w ay ix 

firewood 

firewood 

SI 

Se R C B 1985:153 

c'. <sxwes> 

XWAS animal fat, lard 

grease 

SI 

Se R C B 1985:276 

d. tumis 

d'. <snimish> 

tumis 

storms 

man 

man 

SI 

Se R C B 1985:24 
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Sliammon also lacks other non-reduplicative consonantal prefixes (C-) often found in other Salish 

languages. The reader is referred to (Beaumont (1985:184, fn. 30) on the x w - prefix in Sechelt; van 

Eijk (1997:48-53) on Lillooet; Suttles (in press) on Musqueam (hanqaminam) Salish; Kinkade 

(1991: 365) on Upper Chehalis, amongst others, for examples o f C - prefixes in other Salish 

languages. Kroeber (1999:11-13) includes general discussion and additional references. 

6.2.1.2 Discussion and Proposed Analysis 

It is argued here, following Blake (1999), that the lack o f non-reduplicative single C -

prefixes follows from (i) the constraint on stressed schwas in open syllables (*a] a), and (ii) from 

the undominated interface constraint which requires that the left-edge of the Prosodic Word be 

aligned with the left-edge of the morphological Stem. The discussion wi l l focus on the s-

nominalizing prefix. 

Reduplicative prefixes (Diminutive, P lura l ; Imperfective, and Characteristic) are within the 

domain of stem-formation in Sliammon, as well as within the domain of the Prosodic Word since 

they receive primary stress in word-initial position, as shown by the data in (20). 

(20) 

Input 

a. xwil'm xwi?lam 

a*. DIM-xwil'[-i-]m+[?] xwi-xwlim 

b. xTaqn Xa?laqan 

b\ CaCPL-Xl'aqn Xal-Xa?laqan 

c. t'in t'in 

c\ MP-tin-Vm t'i-t'in?am 

d. ix tax 

d\ CH-ix+fi] iax-i[i]x 

Output Gloss 

x w e? 3 lAm rope 

xwexwlem string, thread 

Aa? 3laqAn slug 

XilXa?9laqAn lots of slugs 

ten barbecued fish 

t'et'en?am barbecuing fish 

"TAX bad 

iXxfex weak 
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Non-reduplicative prefixes are hypothesized to be outside of the domain of morphological stem 

formation in most other Salish languages (Czaykowska-Higgins and Kinkade 1997:25; 

Czaykowska-Higgins 1997:153-195 on Moses-Columbia Salish (Nxa?amxcin)). Consider what 

would happen i f a non-reduplicative s- prefix were posited in the Input form. 

If an s- nominalizing prefix were posited in the Input then the surface constraint in the 

grammar would militate against surface realization of that prefix at the cost of underpaying the 

features associated with /s- /. This means that A l ign L PrWd, *Complex Onset, *i]a are both 

ranked higher than MAX[s]-Affix, as in (21). 

(21) 

ALIGN L PrWd, "COMPLEX ONSET, *9 ]a » MAX [s]-Aff ix 

The tableau in (22) shows the evaluation of the candidates. 

(22)-

Input: s-CVCV ALIGN L PrWd COMPLEX ONSET *9 ]a MAX[s]-Affix 

«• a. Cv . Cv 

b. s . Cv . Cv *! 

c. . sCv.Cv *! 

d. s9.Cv.Cv *! 

e. C[s-]v.Cv *l 

f. Cv[s-].Cv 

Notice that the optimal candidate in (22.a) violates MAX [s]-Aff ix where each of the other 

candidates is ruled out by violation of a higher-ranking constraint. The period marks a syllable 

boundary. The presence of the s-nominalizing prefix in candidate (22.c) is ruled out by the high-

ranking constraint which ensures that the left-edge of the Prosodic Word is aligned with the left-

edge of the stem. Since non-reduplicative prefixes are located outside of the stem domain, the 
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presence o f the initial s- creates a violation of this constraint. Candidate (22.c) also violates the 

constraint against Complex Onsets in the language. Epenthesis of schwa in order to try and save 

this prefix, as in (22.d) is also ruled out. Not only does this candidate violate Alignment, but it also 

violates the constraint *6]a. Candidates (22.e-f) are both ruled out since they violate Contiguity of 

the Root without improving the resultant output. These candidates involve attempts to "infix" the 

s-prefix in order to parse this morpheme. Although this is non-optimal in the case of s-, it wi l l be 

argued in the next section that this is optimal in the case of the Plural IV-I morpheme. 

6.2.2 / L V Plural 

In this section, I would like to reconsider C i V ? V - and C i W V C 2 - reduplication proposed 

in Watanabe (2000:243-246) and suggest that these "prefixes" are comprised to two Separate 

morphemes: a reduplicative prefix and a plural marker: IV-I which has a least three different 

phonologically conditioned allomorphs: [-i?- ~ -u?- ~ -a?-], and is basically "prefixal" in nature. 

The section is organized as follows. First independent evidence is presented for the existence of a 

plural IV-I affix in Sliammon (distinct from the plural - ?Vg suffix). Historical and comparative 

evidence is provided in order to provide a background for the existence o f such an affix in 

Sliammon, and to place it within the broader Coast Salish context. The final four sections show 

that the plural morpheme IV-I can co-occur with Diminutive, Diminutive Plural, Imperfective and 

Characteristic reduplication thus explaining the difficulty Watanabe (2000) experiences in 

determining a consistent meaning for C i V ? V - and C 1 V Y V C 2 - reduplication. 

The plural prefix IV-I is always minimally misaligned in order to satisfy the Alignment 

constraint which ensures that the left edge of the Prwd is aligned with the left-edge of the 

morphological stem. IV-I vocalizes and surfaces as [i?, u?, a?]. Since IVI represents a set of 

features which can function as the head of the syllable, the misalignment o f IV-I results in its 

constituting the initial syllable nucleus. 
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Plural Infix 

Consider the following pairs of related words which show that a -V?- "infix" indicates plurality. 

Notice that this infix always occurs after the left-most consonant in the word. 

(23) 

Input 

a. pi?-it 

a'. [L']+pi?-it 

b. jaja 

b\ [L'Haja 

Position of [affix] Output 

pi?it pe?et 

p[i?]i?it pe?e?et 

ja?ja jeVje 

J[a?]aja? jeraie? 

Gloss 

stuck together 

really stuck together 

relative 

relations 2 

6.2.2.1 Historical Comparative Evidence 

The plural 1-infix [al ~ ?la] is well documented in a number of other closely related Coast 

Salish languages such as Halkomelem (Cowichan and Musqueam dialects), and Saanich. Below I 

present comparative evidence from Saanich drawing on the research of Montlef (1986:105) who 

states that the [1] infix "is by far the most common form of the plural." In words which consist of 

only a (C)CVC syllable in Saanich, the infix [?la] appears after the stressed vowel in order to 

indicate the plural, as shown by the examples in (24). 

(24) Saanich (North Straits Salish) 

Position of [affix] Gloss 

a. st̂ apla]!!! bones 

b. scafrla]* lots of wood 

c. sâ Vla]* roads, doors 

d. na[?la]s they're fat 

(dataMontler 1986: 106) 

Root Source 

(cf.v^am) Sa 

(cf.vca<r) Sa 

(cf.vsa<t) Sa 

(cf. vnas) Sa 

2This was extracted from the following phrase: ?3t9ja?aja? [ ? A t 9 je?aje?] AU my relations. 
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In longer forms, the infix is [-91-] is placed immediately after the first consonant of the Root, as 

shown by the Saanich data in (25). The left-edge of the Root is indicated here by the symbol V. 

(25) Saanich (North Straits Salish) (data Montler 1986:105-106) 

Position of [affix] Gloss Related word Source 

a. sv/?[9l]a0=9s faces s?a09s face Sa 

b. v/s[9l]p=9qs-t He sharpened some points spdqst He sharpened it Sa 

c. sVitglj^aOgn Hps sipa^n lip Sa 

d. Vs[9l]eq-9i They're outside seq9'l He's outside Sa 

e. vm[9i]aay baskets maay basket Sa 

f. Vrj[9l]iq-9n masts rjiqgn mast Sa 

Montler (1986: 107) also documents the [9l] form with reduplicative prefixes, as shown by the 

data in (26). 

(26) Saanich (North Straits Salish) 

Position of [affix] Gloss Morpheme Gloss Source 

a. kw[9l]9+Vfcw9wy9kw little fishhooks DM[PL]+vTishhook Sa 

b. S-t[9l]a+Vt9l9W creeks s-DM, ACT[PL]+Vriver Sa 

c. £W[91]9+Vlwat9? crows DIM[PL]+vraven Sa 

d. s-qw[9l]9l'+V/qw9l' several stories s-CHAR[PL]+Vspeak Sa 

This is the same position occupied by the fL'-f infix in the Sliammon reduplicative examples which 

will be discussed in (§6.2.2.3 - 6.2.2.6). 

From a historical/comparative perspective 1*9 [?b] in Saanich corresponds to IVI 

[y ~ w ~ a?] in Sliammon. The development of Proto Salish *f is summarized in (84) drawing on 

historical/comparative research by Swadesh (1952), and Harris (1981 for Island Comox). The 

Proto Salish development of PS *1 to y ~ w in Sliammon is well attested in the historical 

comparative literature (cf. Thompson (1979), Kuipers (1981-82), Kinkade (class notes), and 
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Kroeber (1999), for example). What is less well understood is the development of PS *f to ?a ~ a? 

in the environment of the low vowel a (cf. Blake 1992). 

(27) Development of Proto-Salish *f in Sliammon 

PS *f > w in the environment of a round vowel: u/o 

> ? in the environment of the low vowel: a 

> y elsewhere 

Within the synchronic grammar of the language, the sound (collocation of features) which shows 

this range of surface alternation is represented by the symbol /LV, since it exhibits the alternations 

characteristic of / L V (cf. §2.2 and Appendix IV). What is here posited as the plural / L V does not 

surface as [i] since it never occurs word-finally, but does show alternations between 

[y ~ w ~ a ? ~ ?a] all of which are characteristic of /LV and can not be attributed to lyl, /w/, Or /a?/ in 

the contexts in which they occur. 

6.2.2.2 Synchronic evidence in Sliammon 

This section provides synchronic evidence for [y ~ w ~ a?] alternations in Sliammon. 

Perhaps the best examples come from a detailed investigation of the numbers one and two and the 

related words which are derived from these foots. 

(28) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. paL' pa?a pa?a one 

a*. saL' sa?a sa?a two 

b. paL'=agii pa?agrf parage one boat, canoe 

b\ saL'=agrf sa?agrt saVagil two boats, canoes 

c. paL'=us pawus paw?us one dollar 

c*. saL'-us sawus saw?us two dollars 

c". DM-saL'=us sa-swus SASU?US two sm. round things 
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d. CaCPL -paL ' (paL-paL') pay-pa?a pe:pa?a one person3 

d'. CaCPL -saL ' (saL-saL') say-sa?a se:sa?a two people 

(29) Distribution of / L V 

? in the environment of the low vowel: a 

w in the environment of a round vowel: u/o 

y elsewhere 

Notice that y and w surface as [?i ~ i?] and [?u ~ u?] respectively. This / L V infix is clearly distinct 

from the - ' V g plural suffix (cf. Watanabe 2000 for discussion of the -(?)Vg plural). 

6.2.2.3 Plural Infix and Diminutive Reduplication 

Given both the synchronic and diachronic evidence for the existence of a plural / L V affix 

in Sliammon, it is proposed here that what Watanabe identifies as the C V 7 V - prefix, which 

indicates diminutive plurals, consists of two morphemes: the plural / L V morpheme and the C V -

diminutive prefix, as indicated schematically in (30) and illustrated by the data in (31). The + sign 

is used between the Plural / L V and the first element of the stem in order to highlight the non-

concatenative nature of this affix. 

(30) P L U R A L [ L ' - ] + D IM-Roo t 

3Notice that the present analysis does away with the need to suggest that there is a separate reduplicative pattern 

Ci /C i : - in order to account for these plural forms. They are exactly what is expected of / L ' - / in the phonological 

context in which it occurs: paL-paL' > pay-pa?a > [pe:pa?a] one person. Glottalization associated with /R7 is 

systematically lost within the CaC- reduplicative prefix, as documented by Blake (1992, 1995) and Watanabe 

(1994): 
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The plural infix IVI is realized as y [-i?-] after the initial consonant and before the vowel i , as 

shown by the diminutive plural forms in (31). 

(31) Plural Infix: IVI y [e? ~ e? ~ i?] 

Input Position of [affix] Output Gloss 

a. tiqiw tiqiw teqew horse 

a'. DHM-tiqiw+[?] titqiw tetqew small horse 

a". [L']+DM-tiqiw t[y]i-tqiw te?etqew small horses 

b. b\ hi &i rain 

b'. [L']+DM-cH=ukwt+[i] 6[y]i-6i=ukw[i]t ci?i£*okwit lots of little raincoats 

c. pukw pukw piik w book 

c'. DIM-pukw pi-pukw pepukw little book 

c". DIM-PL-pukw pi-pakw-pukw pepukwpiikw lots of small books 

c*" [L']+DIM-pukw=ui- p[y]i-pukw=u'f pe?epukw,u'i lots of little books 

d. t' 6it' eikw t' eit' eikw worm 

d'. [L']+DlM-t' eit' eikw t'e[y]i-t'e[a]t'eikw Fe'VeFa-Fe^ small worms 

Contrast this with the data in (32) which shows that the plural infix IVI is realized as w [-u?-] in 

the environment of a round vowel. 

(32) Plural Infix: /L7 -w-~ -u?- [o?~w] 

Input Position of [affix] Output Gloss 

a. DH\t-Aiiqw-it Aii-Aqwit AOAqw6t spotted 

a'. [L']+DIM-Xuqw-it X[w]u-Xqwit AO?OAqwet patches, little spots 

b. musmus musmus musmus cow 

b'. [L']+DM-musmus m[w]u-msmus md?omsmus little cows 

c. i u k w tuk w •fukw fly 

c\ lMP-fukw iu-<hikw « f u k w flying 

c". [L']+DIM-tukw }[w]u-"rk.w •id?ofkw a plane 
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The choice of either the -y- and -w- allomorphs of the plural infix / L V is determined by the 

following vowel and reflects the historical sound changes discussed in (27). Note also that the 

plural / L V infix occupies the position immediately following the first consonant of the stem, and 

therefore accords well with the Saanich and Halkomelem data. Consider the data in (33) which 

shows that / L V is realized as [-a?-] before the low vowel a. 

Gloss 

river 

creek 

creeks (dim. pi.) 

Notice that the presence of diminutive reduplication triggers deletion o f the Root vowel as 

discussed independently in Davis (1970), Kroeber (1989), Blake (1992, 1999, in prep.), Watanabe 

(1994, 2000). 

Predictions 

If [-i?-, -u?-, -a?-] are phonologically conditioned allomorphs of the plural morpheme /L ' - / , 

and add plural semantics to the above diminutive forms as proposed above, then one expects this 

infix to co-occur with other Roots and stems, adding p lura lor augmentative semantics in these 

cases as well. Consider the range of reduplicative data presented below which provides support 

for this position. 

6.2.2.4 Plural Infix and Diminutive Plural Reduplication 

The following example shows that the plural / L ' - / affix can also co-occur with roots/stems 

which have undergone diminutive plural reduplication, and is translated as 'lots o f little bits of 

Diminutive Plurals are doubly reduplicated forms (Ci -CaC) in which the Diminutive morpheme 
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(33) Plural Infix: / L V [-a?-] 

Input Position of [affix] Output 

a. q wat-m q watam q watam 

a': DM-qwat-m+[i]+[?] q w a-q w t im q waq w teri i 

a". [L']+DM-qwat-m+[i]+[?] qw[a?]a-qwtim q wa?aq w tem 



precedes the C a C reduplicant (cf. Blake 1992, Watanabe 1994; Urbanczyk (199x) on 

Lushootseed). The plural / L V occurs immediately after the stem-initial consonant, in this case after 

the initial consonant of the diminutive reduplicant, as shown by (35.a'"). 

(34) PLURAL[L'-] + DIM - CaCpL - Root 

(35) 

Input 

a. saplin 

a'. PL-saplin 

a". DIM-saplin 

a'". [L']+DIM-PL-saplin 

Position of [affix] 

saplin 

sap-saplin 

sa-splin 

s[y]i-sap-saplin 

Output 

saplen 

sapsaplen 

sasp 3 len 

se?es9psaplen 

Gloss 

bread 

lots of bread 

little bit of bread 

lots of little bits of bread 

6.2.2.5 Plural Infix and Imperfective Reduplication 

The plural / L V infix also co-occurs with Imperfective reduplication, as shown by the data in (37). 

(36) PLURALfL'-] + IMP - Root 

(37) 

Input 

a. f*q-?m 

a'. [L']+IMP-t'eq-?m 

Position of [affix] 

t ' e 9q?9m 

t ' 6 [y]9-f eqa?9m 

Output 

t'eXq?Am 

Gloss 

throw (s.t.) 

throwing (lots) 4 

4The example given by the consultant is that you would use this if you were throwing more than one rock, 

throwing lots of rocks. Do note that the predicate is formally intransitive as indicated by the presence of the Active 

Intransitive marker /?m/; however, the implied object (expressed overtly by a NP preceded by the oblique marker ?a) 

can be singular or plural. 
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b. ym-t yam-t yCmt kick it 

b \ [L']+IMP-ym-?m y[y]9-ym-a-?9m yi?ima?9m soccer game 

b". [L']+MP-ym-?m y[y]-ym-a-?3m yi?irna?9m soccer game 

c*. [L']+IMP-Xiqw-?m X[y]i-Xqw-a-?9m Xe?eXqwa?9m playing catch 

d. ns-m nss-am nCsgm swim 

d'. [L']+IMP-ns-m n[y]9-ns9m ni?insim they're swimming 

e. x^-t xw9yt xweyt stretch it 

e'. [L'J+MP-x^-t-as x^yjg-x îatas xwe?ex^fetAS s/he is stretching it 

f. xway-m xway9m xwayim to dive 

f. IMP-xway-m+? xwa-xwyim xwaxwyim diving 

f. [L']+MP-xway-m+? xw[a?]a-xwy9ih xwa?Axwyim diving many times 

g- jt pt jit run 

g'- [L']+IMP-jX j[a?]a-j9X jtfajit they're running 

The plural infix may co-occur with diminutive and imperfective reduplication to give 

reading such as: raining a little bit, sprinkling, drizzling. 

(38) PLURAL [L'-] + D I M - I M P - Root 

Data exemplifying this morphological collocation follow: 

(39) 

Input Position of [affix] Cmtput 

a. cH h i t i i 

a'. IMP-CH h - t i t i t i 

a". [L']+DIM-IMP-6'i 6[y]i-ci-c9<r ci?iclcii 

Gloss 

rain 

it's raining 

raining a little bit 
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6.2.2.6 Plural Infix and Characteristic Reduplication 

The plural infix IVI also co-occurs with Characteristic reduplication. Example (40.a') was 

described as meaning calm for a long time (constant over a period of time; e.g. it's been calm for a 

week/month now). 

(40) 

a. mX-mut maXmut m/Xmot very calm (on water) 

a'. [L']+CH-mX m[a?]aX-maX maraXmaX calm for a long time 

The combination of Characteristic reduplication and plural infixation seems to account for the 

C i V 7 V C 2 - forms cited in Watanabe (2000:246). I have retranscribed Watanabe's data to conform 

to the transcription system and representations adopted in this work and present this data in (41). 

Crucially the surface sequence C 1 V W C 2 - is proposed here to be composed of two morphemes: 

Characteristic reduplication and the plural IV-I prefix. Notice that the examples involve weak C a C 

Roots and Characteristic reduplication which appears to involve a C a C - prefix. The plural 

morpheme IV-I is realized as [a?] before an adjacent [a]. 

(41) data cited from Watanabe (2000: 246) 

Input Position of [affix] Gloss 

a. hqw-t hoqwt sniff at it 

a'. [L']+CH-hqw-t h[a?]aqw-haqwt keep smelling it, keep sniffing at it 

b. Xx w - t Xax w t spit it out 

b'. [L']+CH-Xxw-t X[a?]axw-Xaxwt spitting all over the place 

c. Xq Xaq get rotten 

c'. [L']+CH-Xq X[a?]aq-Xaq all (e.g. apples) are getting rotten 

d. }kw-t jak w t rub it 

d'. [L']+CH-jkw-t j[a?]akw-jakwt rubbing both (e.g. legs) 

e. R w l kwaf it spilled 

e'. [L ' ]+CH-R w i kw[a?]a*-kwa* it spilled all over the place 
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f. rrifc mgX" calm (on water) 

f. [L ' ]+CH-mX m[a?]aX-m9X calm spot all over the place 

g- ps pas it is numb 

g'- [L ' ]+CH-ps-INC p[a?]as-p9s-9s they (e.g. both legs) are numb 

h. rt tgi-t turn it (e.g. page) 

h'. [L ']+CH-rt-t t[a?]a<r-t9tit spreading out many of them (e.g. blankets) 

i. x4 xai: get angry 

i'. [L ' ]+CH-x"i x[a?]a'r-x9'i getting (really) angry 

The translations of (41.a'-i') are consistent with Characteristic reduplication which occurs with 

descriptive predicates and emphasizes a characteristic trait Or tendency, and the augmentative nature 

of the plural fU-l affix 5. The proposed re-analysis of these forms is transparent, given the 

identification of Characteristic reduplication (cf. Blake 1992, Watanabe 2000, and Blake (in prep)) 

and the existence of the plural / L ' - / morpheme. 

6.2.2.7 Discussion and Proposed Analysis 

The formal analysis developed in this section basically follows the line of analysis 

proposed by McCarthy and Prince (1994) for similar types of cases involving "infixation". 

Although the plural / L ' - / marker in Sliammon is aligned as close to the left-edge o f the stem as 

possible (i.e. it is a prefix and tries to satisfy L E F T M O S T ) , it is always mis-aligned by a single 

consonant in order to satisfy the higher-ranking constraint which ensures that the left edge of the 

Prosodic Word is aligned with the left-edge of the stem. This partial ranking is presented in (42). 

(42) A L I G N L P R W D » L E F T M O S T 

5 S e e T h o m p s o n a n d T h o m p s o n ( 1 9 9 2 ) f o r a d e s c r i p t i o n o f t h e r a n g e o f m e a n i n g s t y p i c a l l y a s s o c i a t e d w i t h 

C h a r a c t e r i s t i c r e d u p l i c a t i o n i n T h o m p s o n ( S a l i s h ) , f o r e x a m p l e . 
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This has the effect of positioning this affix consistently after the first consonant of the stem. A s 

shown by the following data, this could be the Root-initial consonant as in (43.a'-b'), or the first 

consonant of the left-most reduplicative prefix, as in (43.c'-e'). 

(43) 

a. pi?-it pi?it pe?et stuck together 

a'. [L']+pi?-it p[i?]i?it pe?e?et really stuck together 

b. Jaja ja?ja relative 

b\ [L'j+Jaja j[a?]aja? je?aje? relations 

c. DIM-Auqw-it AU-£q w i t AOAq w et spotted 

c'. [L']+DIM-Auqw-it • X[w]u-Xqwit Xd?oAqwet patches, little spots 

d. saplin saplin saplen bread 

d'. [L']+DIM-PL-saplin s[y]i-s9p-saplin se?es9psaplen lots little bits of bread 

e. IMP-xway-m+[?] x w a - x w y i m x w ax w yirh diving 

e\ [L']+IMP-xway-m+[?] xw[a?]a-xwy9rh x w a?Ax w yLih diving many times 

Notice that the output of / L V "infixation" entails glide vocalization, and creates a surface 

C V ? V sequence; it creates an open [CV . C V ] syllable structure which satisfies the constraints 

ONSET, NOCODA and SYLL NUC discussed in Chapter 3. Misalignment of / L V in order to satisfy 

the high-ranking A L I G N constraint does riot create unnecessary violations of prosodic constraints, 

unlike infixation of s- as discussed in §6.2.1.1-6.2.1.2, although the cost associated with infixation 

is that it violates Contiguity. The other difference between the treatment o f and / L V follows 

from their respective featural representation. The plural morpheme / L V consists of a resonant 

which can be realized as a vocalic Nucleus, whereas ls-1 is not an eligible prosodic head. 

Word-initial vocalization of the / L V prefix in candidates such as *?ipi?it from the Input 

/[L']+pi?-it/ would violate the ALIGN constraint, since the left-edge of the PrWd fails to be aligned 

with the left-edge of the stem: 

The data and analysis presented in this section are significant since they identify a non-

reduplicative prefix in Sliammon, the / L V Plural, and show that this prefix is "infixed" after the 
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first consonant of the stem. Furthermore, IV-I has phonological features which allow it to vocalize 

and function as a vocalic Nucleus. Schwa epenthesis fails to occur as in *L'[9]-pi?it. Since stress 

must be aligned with the left-edge of the stem, schwa epenthesis in this context does not improve 

satisfaction of the Alignment constraint. This analysis of C V ? V and C V 7 V C into separate 

morphemes C [V? ]V and C [ V ? ] V C also enables us to reduce the inventory o f proposed types of 

Reduplication in Sliammon, and explains the interpretation of the data in §6.2.2. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

"Language is the most massive and inclusive art 

we know, a mountainous and anonymous work 

of unconscious generations." 

Edward Sapir (1921:220) 

7.0 Introduction 

This chapter highlights the central descriptive observations and theoretical claims made in this 

dissertation. It also recaps some of the theoretical implications of the proposed analyses. 

The primary source of the data in this dissertation is my fieldnotes collected from 1988 -

2000 in consultation with elders resident in Sliammon (cf. Appendix II). The body of the 

dissertation is supplemented with a set of Appendices which document important aspects of the 

phonology and morphology of the language: Appendix IV on Sound Contrasts, Appendix V on 

Root Canons, Appendix V I on Lexical Suffixes, and Appendix VII on the predicate complex, the 

primary affixes (prefixes and suffixes) and clitics attested in the data. The subsequent sections 

focus on the descriptive and theoretical claims made in the preceding chapters. 

7.1 Summary: Representation of Schwa vs. Full Vowels 

In this dissertation, I have argued that schwa in Sliammon is characterized as a bare Nucleus. 

Schwa is proposed to be non-moraic (i.e. it is weightless), and it lacks inherent phonological 

features. The allophones of schwa are brief in duration, and acquire their phonological features via 

colouration from adjacent consonants (and vowels), as discussed in detail in Chapter 2. It is 

proposed that this representation of schwa accounts for its phonological behaviour. This is 

contrasted with the proposed representation of the full vowels Ii, u, al in Sliammon which are 

claimed to be both Nuclear and moraic at the prosodic level. Ful l vowels are also specified for 

inherent phonological features at the melodic level. 

One of the major claims of this dissertation is that Ful l Vowe l Reduction in Sliammon is 

not reduction to schwa. A reduced full vowel entails the loss of a mora resulting in a surface 

vowel which has the same prosodic representation as schwa (i.e. it is Nuclear but non-moraic), but 
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crucially a reduced full vowel retains the features associated with the underlying full vowel. This is 

evidenced by the distinct realization of schwa versus a reduced full vowel in comparable 

environments. 

Although the output of schwa colouration is distinct from the output of Ful l Vowel 

Reduction, the claim made here is that they share the same prosodic representation — both are 

Nuclear and non-moraic. 

7.2 Phonological Features 

From a descriptive perspective, this dissertation has aimed at documenting the full range of 

cOnsonant/vowel interactions, in addition to the effects of prosody on the surface output 

representations. In Chapter 2, it is argued here that Vowe l Assimilation to adjacent consonants 

(and vowels) is subject to Grounded Constraints, following Archangeli and PuUeyblank (1994). 

The presence versus absence of inherent phonological features associated with the full vowels 

versus schwa, which is featureless, in conjunction with the Grounded Constraints in the language 

accounts for observed differences in Vowel Assimilation. 

In Chapter 2 it is argued that the uvulars and laryngeals function as a natural class of post-

velar consonants (i.e. PHAR), causing retraction of a preceding vowel. The dissertation also 

claims, following Kroeber (1989) and Blake (1992), that schwa is lowered and retracted to [a] in 

the environment before ?. This generalization has important implications for the representation of 

laryngeals. 

7.3 Prosodic Structure of Shammon 

This dissertation makes a number of important claims regarding the prosodic structure of 

the language. Coda consonants in Sliammon are claimed to be moraic, as evidenced by 

Compensatory Lengthening in the language. The failure of schwa to undergo Compensatory 

Lengthening, and the contrast in the behaviour of CaC versus C A C syllables is therefore attributed 

to the phonological weight o f the Nucleus. C a C p is mono-moraic whereas C A p C u is bimoraic. 

Consequently, this thesis provides substantial empirical evidence for Shaw's (1996c) claim that "an 
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adequate theory of syllable structure must recognize both Nuclear headedness and moraic weight as 

independent structural properties". Chapter 3 motivates syllable structures and metrical structures 

which are assumed in the remainder of the thesis; arguments are provided from a wide variety of 

constructions, as well as from native speaker judgements regarding morafication and 

syllabification. 

7.4 Distribution of Schwa 

One of the important generalizations regarding the distribution of schwa is the complementarity 

between the locus of stressed schwa and the occurrence of minor syllables in Sliammon. It is 

argued in Chapter 3 (§3.3) that Sliammon has left-headed trochaic feet. C C Roots therefore take 

schwa epenthesis in order to satisfy the constraint Proper Headedness at the level of the foot 

(=2.a-a'). In contrast, final extra consonants which occur at the right-edge of mono-morphemic 

words resist schwa epenthesis, as shown in (2.b-b"). 

(2) 

Input Output Gloss 

a. ci- hi cii rain 

a'. 

b. sa<hxw sa i tx w sa t . tx w woman 

b'. *sa<i.t[9]xw 

b". *sa . t[a]tx w 

Consider the tableau which characterizes the difference between these examples. 

(3) 

Input: c i P R O P H E A D F T O - C O N T I G R O O T D E P [ N U C ] 

«£p a. c[9]i • * 

b. ci *! 

Input: sattx* P R O P H E A D F T O - C O N T I G R O O T D E P f N U C ] 

w a', saf . t x w 

b'. sa i . t [9 ] x w *! • * 

c'. s a . <f[9]txw *! * 

d'. sa . f[9] . t[9]xw ** 
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Schwa epenthesis occurs in (3.a) in order to satisfy the high-ranking constraint on Proper 

Headedness at the level of the foot, whereas in (3.a') Proper Headedness is satisfied by the initial 

vowel /a/- In (3.a') schwa epenthesis is blocked between the final consonant cluster since it would 

otherwise violate Root Contiguity. Notice that this analysis confirms Shaw's (1996c) hypothesis 

that Proper Headedness consists of three independent and rankable constraints within the grammar, 

summarized again in (4). 

(4) Proper Headedness Shaw (1996c: 10) (cf. Ito and Mester 1992; Ola 1995) 

a. PROPHEAD p\y A Prosodic Word is headed by a Foot 

b. PROPHEAD FT A Foot is headed by a Syllable 

c. PROPHEAD a A Syllable is headed by a NUC [=SYLL NUC] 

Notice that the final minor syllable (txw) in saf . t x w in (3.a') violates Proper Headedness at the level 

of the syllable (=SYLL NUC), since it lacks a vocalic Nucleus. This means that the constraint on O-

Contiguity of the Root must also outrank PR0PHEAD o as shown by the tableau in (5). 

(5) 

Input: saf tx w PROPHEAD FT 
PROPHEAD PW 

O-CONTIG ROOT PROPHEADo DEP[NUC] 

i®" a. s a i . t x w 

b. sa<r.t[9]xw * ! i 

Throughout the dissertation the distribution of schwa is subject to the distinction between derived 

and non-derived morphological environments. The observed asymmetries in Root canons in 

Sliammon (Chapter 4) provide language-internal evidence for the claim that schwa is epenthetic 

rather than present in the underlying representation. 

7.5 Summary: Strategies to avoid Stressed Schwa in an open syllable 

In Chapter 5 it was argued that stressed schwa in Sliammon tends to occur in closed 

syllables. Although stressed schwa does occur in a stressed open syllable in a limited number of 

cases involving intervocalic non-continuant resonants /j, g/, there are also phonological constraints 
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operative in Sliammon which militate against this configuration. In Chapter 5, it is argued that a 

wide range of seemingly unrelated allomorphy receives a unified explanation with reference to the 

constraint which bans schwa in stressed open syllables *9]a, and its interaction with other 

constraints in the grammar. The strategies discussed in the context of this dissertation are 

summarized in (6). 

(6) Strategies to avoid violation of *9]cr 

Input Output Strategy 

a. C a O ' V Ca? . O ' V *C6 . O ' V Restructure glottalized obstruent §5.1 

b. C a R ' V Ca? . R V *C6 . R ' V Restructure glottalized resonant §5.2 

c. CaCV CdC:V * C 9 . C V Gemination of intervocalic consonant §5.3 

d. C9C=V CsC=[h]V *C9 . C V [h] epenthesis after fricatives §5.4 

e. CaC=V CsC=[?]V * C 9 . c v [?] epenthesis after stops and affricates §5.4 

f. CaC[i]C C[a]C[i]C *C9 . C[i]C Strengthening of schwa to a full vowel §4.4 

What all of these strategies have in common is that they conspire to prevent schwa from occurring 

in a stressed open syllable. They do so by closing the syllable with a moraic coda consonant: 

C 9 C p . 

One further question which the summary in (6) raises is: what is the distribution of these 

different strategies? For example, when do we get Glottal Restructuring as opposed to 

Gemination? Generally, the strategies are entirely predictable, based on phonological properties. 

If the medial consonant is either a glottalized obstruent or a glottalized resonant, then ordering of 

the glottal release with respect to the oral closure is the strategy which is adopted (=6.a-b). In the 

case that the medial consonant is non-glottalized, there are alternative strategies. Gemination and 

[h/?] epenthesis (6.c-e) are strategies which are used by different speakers. Epenthesis of [h/?] is 

documented between a Root and a following Lexical Suffix, whereas Gemination is documented in 

a wider-range of contexts. At the present point in time, it is also difficult to tell whether or not this 

variation should be attributed to individual differences between speakers, or if this distinction 

should be attributed to dialectal differences. Finally, strengthening of schwa to the full vowel [a] 
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co-occurs with the infixation of the stative morpheme [i], as in (6.f). The non-continuant resonants 

/j, g/ resist Gemination due to the constraints which govern the vowel/glide/obstruent alternations. 

As documented in Blake (1999), there are also other cases of allomorphy which are affected by the 

constraint *6]o. Further research wi l l entail documentation and analysis of other allomorphy 

which shows similar behaviour. 

In Chapter 5, it is argued that the informal constraint *a]a captures a prevalent 

generalization regarding foot structure in the language. The illicit surface form * C a . C A C violates 

the constraint SYLL MORA (cf. Shaw 1995, 1996), since the first syllable lacks phonological 

weight, expressed in the dissertation in terms of moras. In addition, the second syllable is bimoraic 

C A C u u . This creates an ill-formed structure in which the phonological weight of the head of the 

foot is less than the phonological weight of the non-head. This violates the constraint PEAK PROM 

FT which is argued to have a significant role to play in the prosodic organization of the grammar. 

Optimal surface forms like CaCp . CaCp show that the constraints in the grammar drive durational 

evenness which is typical of trochaic systems (cf. Hayes 1995, Kager 1995). 

7.6 Summary: Status of unstressed schwas in open syllables 

Much of the discussion in this thesis focuses on the distribution of stressed schwa. In this 

section, I briefly summarize one case of schwa epenthesis in an unstressed word-medial syllable. 

Consider the analysis of the diminutive form in (7.a'), repeated here from Chapter 4 (§4.2.1). 

(7) 

Input V-Syncope in DIM Output Gloss 

a. q wup=sn q w dpsin hat oh legs 

a'. DIM-qwup=sn+[i]+[?] qwu-qw<u>psin q wdq wp[9 ]sin bit of hat on legs 

When a C A C Root undergoes diminutive reduplication (DIM) and is followed by a consonant-

initial suffix, such as =sn, this collocation of morphemes along with morphologically triggered 

root-vowel deletion gives rise to a string of word-internal consonants: [ C A - C C - C V ; . . ] . Since 

trimoraic syllables are avoided *puu]a , and complex onsets are also pervasively banned in the 
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language, schwa epenthesis occurs in order to optimize syllable structure constraints, and parse the 

Root-final consonant. The formal analysis is recapitulated here in (8). 

(8) Input: DIM-qwup=sn+[i]+[?] Output: [qwdqwp9siA] bit of hat on legs 

qwu-qwup=s[i]n Root Faith *COnset O-Contig Root DEP[Nuc] 

«*• a. q w d q w . p[9] . sin . * 

b. q wdq w<p> . sin . *! 

c. qwd<qw>p . sin . *! ;" "-i.-iS^f 

d. q w d q w . psin . 

e. q w d . qw[9]p . sin . *! 1 

f. q w dq w p . sin . *! 

In summary, an attempt to improve the resulting syllable structure by deletion of either Root 

consonant is ruled out by Root Faithfulness, as in (8.b-8.c). Candidate (8.d) violates the high-

ranking constraint against complex onsets in the language, whereas schwa epenthesis in (8.e) 

violates the contiguity relations between Ci and C2 of the Root. The optimal candidate (8.a) incurs 

a DEP[Nuc] violation, the cost associated with inserting schwa, but notice that schwa is inserted 

between the Root-final consonant and the initial consonant of the following Lexical Suffix =s[i]n. 

The position in which schwa is inserted produces optimal prosodic constituents without creating 

violations of either Root Faithfulness or O-Contiguity Root. In general, non-initial schwa 

epenthesis takes place between morphemes in order to avoid disrupting Root contiguity. 

7.7 Other Implications: Peak Prom Ft and Full Vowel Epenthesis 

Chapter 6 discusses two further implications for the analysis developed in the context of this 

dissertation. Section 6.1 documents and presents an analysis of the variant forms of the - hV 

possessive suffix in Sliammon. In particular, stems which end in a consonant cluster are shown to 

take [i] epenthesis rather than schwa epenthesis [9] before the -hV suffix, as shown by the 

representative example in (9). 
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(9) 

a. trh=us=tn-hV 

b. 

t9?must[i]-hi-n 

*t9?must[9]-h9-n 

taPmostehen 

*ta?most9h9n 

have a headband on 

By comparing the well-formedness of the resultant Foot structure in (lO.a) versus (lO.b), we can 

explain why (lO.b) is ruled out. 

(10) 

a. trh=us=tn-hV t9?must[i]-hi-n (ta?u . mosp)(tep . henp) have a headband on 

b. *t9?must[9]-h9-n *(ta?u . mosp)(t9 . hgnu) 

In particular, focus on the well-formedness of the second foot: (tep . henp). In the optimal output 

form, the foot (tep . henp) satisfies Foot Binarity at both the syllabic and moraic levels. In 

addition, this foot also satisfies PEAK PROM FT which requires that the phonological weight of the 

head of the foot (i.e. the syllable: tep) is equal to or greater than the phonological weight of the 

non-head (i.e. the syllable: henp). It is hypothesized here that Ful l Vowe l Reduction applies in 

unstressed syllables in (9-10), in keeping with the generalization regarding Ful l Vowe l Reduction 

(cf. §4.3). Compare this with the well-formedness of the second foot in the ungrammatical 

example in (lO.b). The foot *(t9 . h9np) is comprised of an initial weightless syllable followed by 

a mono-moraic syllable (hgnp). This not only violates Foot Binarity at the level of the mora, but it 

also violates PEAK PROM FT since the unstressed syllable (h9np) is heavier than the head of the 

foot (tg). This is an example of the ways in which the initial analysis presented in Chapters 3 & 4 

can be extended in order to account for other data involving vowel epenthesis, like those presented 

in Chapter 6 (§6.1). 

7.8 Comparative Research 

This study clearly indicates that schwa is weightless in Sliammon; therefore, another project for 

future research wi l l involve a comparison of the distribution and representation of schwa in 
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Sliammon to the distribution and representation of schwa in other Salish languages (e.g. Bagemihl 

1991; Matthewson 1994; Kinkade 1993/1998; Willet and Czaykowska-Higgins 1995; Shaw et. 

al. 1999; Urbanczyk 1999a.b, amongst others). Further, the theoretical implications regarding 

weightless nuclei and headless minor syllables sets the stage for further comparison with other 

languages outside of the Salish language family which have been argued to have weightless vowels 

(cf. Michelsbn 1989, and Kager 1990). 

Van Oostendorp (1999a) in his discussion of the role of schwa in phonological theory 

attributes the behaviour of schwa to various subtheories: 

"In order to fully understand the behaviour of schwa, we need a fully developed 

theory of syllable structure, of metrical structure, of segmental structure, and of 

the way in which these different dimensions of phonological structure can interact. 

Inversely, while developing these subtheories, we sharpen our view of schwa " 

The analysis of the distribution and representation of schwa in Sliammon does involve issues 

regarding segmental structure, syllable structure, and metrical structure but also adds to this list the 

interaction of phonological and morphological components of the grammar. These findings further 

underscore van Oostendorp's (1999a) concluding remarks: 

"I suspect that we will not have a satisfying theory of schwa until we have a 

satisfying Theory of Everything. " 

I would like to conclude in the traditional way of the Homalco, Klahoose, and Sliammon people: 

ham k w u ?i? f W (also: ham k w u ?i? *6qw) 

ham k w u ?i? mXX" 
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Appendix I: Salish Language Classification 

The purpose of this appendix is to situate the language of the Homalco, Klahoose, and 

Sliammon peoples with respect to the other Salishan languages within the family. The Salish 

language family is comprised of 23 languages, as outlined in (1) following Czaykowska-Higgins 

and Kinkade (1998). 

(1) Salish Languages (cf. Czaykowska-Higgins & Kinkade 1998, and Kroeber 1999). 

I Bella Coola 

II Coast Salish 

Comox: Island Comox, and Mainland Comox: Homalco, Klahoose, Shammon 

Pentlatch . , 

Sechelt 

Squamish 

Halkomelem 

Northern Straits 

Klallam 

Nooks ack 

Lushootseed 

Twana 

III Tsamosan 

Quinault 

Lower Chehalis 

Upper Chehalis 

Cowlitz 

IV Tillamook 

V Interior Salish 

Lillooet 
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Thompson 

Shuswap 

Colville-Okanagan 

Columbian 

Spokane-Kalispel-Flathead 

Coeur d'Alene 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the language spoken by the Homalco, Klahoose, and Sliammon 

peoples is often referred to as "Comox" in order to include the Island Comox language once 

spoken on Vancouver Island and the language spoken by the Homalco, Klahoose and Sliammon 

people, traditionally spoken on the Mainland. The language spoken by the Homalco, Klahoose, 

and Sliammon peoples is the northernmost of the Coast Salish languages. For a detailed 

discussion of the Northern Coast Salish (Comox, Pentlatch, and Sechelt), the reader is referred to 

Kennedy and Bouchard (1990:441-452) in Handbook of North American Indians, Volume 7: 

Northwest Coast, edited by Wayne Suttles, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 

The reader is also referred to the maps and place names which appear in Kennedy and 

Bouchard (1983: 149 -170). The non-Salishan neighbours of the Mainland Comox (Homalco, 

Klahoose, and Sliammon) are the Chilcotin (Athabaskan) to Northeast, and the Kwakwala 

(Northern Wakashan) to the Northwest. The Sechelt (Coast Salish) are located to the south of 

Sliammon territory, and Lillooet (Northern Interior Salish) to the east across the Coastal 

Mountains. 
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Appendix JJ: Language Consultants 

This appendix contains a biographical sketch for each of the language consultants who have so 

generously contributed to the documentation of the language presented in the context of this 

dissertation: &e&ehatanapic ! The consultants names appear in alphabetical order. 

Dominic, Phyllis 

Born: May 4th, 1940 at Sliammon. Her grandfather was Johnny Dominic of Squirrel Cove. Mrs. 

Phyllis Dominic was raised by her paternal grandparents at Squirrel Cove on Cortes Island, arid 

moved back to Sliammon at age nine. 

George, Mary 

Mrs. Mary George (nee: Tom) was born August 2, 1924 at Sliammon, B.C. Her grandfather (her 

father's father) was Chief Tom (Thomas Timothy) of Sliammon, who played a significant role in 

providing her with her knowledge of the language. Mrs. Mary George was monolingual in 

Sliammon up until age six when she attended elementary school at Sliammon, and learned some 

English. She never attended residential school. Mrs. Mary George has lived at Sliammon all her 

life, and has been a language consultant for many years. 

Hanson, Eva 

Born: November 5, 1927. 

Mrs. Eva Hanson's mother was Cecilia Galligos of Sliammon, and her father was Albert Wilson of 

Church House. Mrs. Eva Hanson grew up in Homalco territory, and attended the school at Church 

House up until grade 6. She did not attend residential school. She moved to Sliammon in 1980. 
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Harry, Marion 

Bora: April 30, 1937 at Church House, B.C. 

Mrs. Marion Harry's father was Johnson Wilson of Church House, B.C. Her great-grandfather 

was George Wilson of Church House. Her mother was Josephine George of Church House, B.C. 

Mrs. Marion Harry's maternal grandfather was the well-known carver Frank George, also of 

Church House, B.C. Mrs. Marion Harry was monolingual until age 5 when she left Church 

House to attend residential school in Sechelt. She returned to Church House, and then moved to 

Sliammon in 1968. She currently teaches the Sliammon language in the Powell River school 

district. 

Harry, Pete 

Born: April 17, 1939 at Church House, Bute Inlet. 

Mr. Pete Harry's mother was Elizabeth (Hackett) Harry of Church House, and his father was 

Jimmy G. Harry also of Church House, B.C. Mr. Pete Harry was monolingual until about age 12, 

arid moved to Sliammon from Church House in 1968. 

McGee, Agnes 

Born: November 14, 1923 

Mrs. Agnes McGee's father was Jimmy Timothy of Sliammon and her mother was Molly Timothy 

(nee: George) of Sliammon. Mrs. Agnes McGee's paternal grandparents were Captain Timothy of 

Sliammori, and Anne Timothy of Cape Mudge. Agnes' maternal grandparents were Bob and 

Jeannie George of Sliammon. Agnes' first language is Sliammon which she spoke at home. Her 

parents Jimmy and Molly spoke both Sliammon and Chinook Jargon. Agnes McGee attended the 

elementary school in Sliammon and did not attend Residential School. 
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Mitchell, Joe 

Born: October 16, 1935 in Squirrel Cove 

Mr. Joe Mitchell's mother was Rose Dominick (Klahoose) from Squirrel Cove, Cortes Island. His 

father was William Mitchell, originally from Sechelt. Mr. Joe Mitchell moved to Sliammon in 

1959 and in 1971 was elected Chief. He actively pursued his interests in the relationship between 

language and culture. He was an expert story-teller who brought these traditional oral teachings 

to life. He passed away May 11th, 2000 at Sliammon. 

Paul, Elsie 

Born: September 21, 1931 at Sliammon 

Mrs. Elsie Paul's parents were Gilbert Francis and Lily (Timothy) Francis of Sliammon. Her 

maternal grandparents were Jim and Molly Timothy of Sliammon: Mrs. Elsie Paul was raised by 

her maternal grandmother Mrs. Molly Timothy. Mrs. Elsie Paul's first language is Sliammon, 

and she learned to speak English as a second language. Mrs. Elsie Paul continues to share her 

knowledge of the language and traditional teachings both within the community and within the 

broader cross-cultural context of the school system and other agencies. 

Pielle, Sue (nee: Mitchell) 

Born: December 23, 1932 in Sliammon 

Mrs! Sue Pielle is the daughter of Rose Dominick (Klahoose, Squirrel Cove) and William Mitchell 

(Sechelt); she is Mr. Joe Mitchell's older sister. Mrs. Sue Pielle started to teach the language in 

1977 at the alternate school at Sliammon. In 1982 she began to teach the language and traditional 

culture at the Sliammon ci:cuy school. She continues her active involvement in the Sliammon 

language program, and has been very involved in producing a number of Sliammon books and 

videos. 
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Appendix III: Comparison of Transcription Systems 

The following appendix is intended as a guide to the transcription systems used from 
(1971 - present) in order to write the Mainland dialects: Homalco, Klahoose, and Sliammon. 
Given certain issues of complexity in establishing direct correspondences for the transcription 
systems of Sapir (1915) and Baraett (fieldnotes), they are not included in the table below. The 
system adopted in this thesis appears as Current System. 

(1) Mainland Comox: Language of the Homalco , Klahoose , and Sliammon peoples 

Current System Davis (1971 et seq) Hagege(1981) Kennedy & Bouchard (1983) 

P , P P , P P , P P , P 
9 ,9 ' 9 ,9 ' tth, th' 

t,t' t,t ' t,t' t,t ' 
X , X X , X x , x t l , t l ' 
e,4 ch , ch' 
k , k k , k [ky,P] k , k , .: . k , k 
k w , k w 

k w / k ° , k w /k° k w , k w k w , kw' 

q , q q , q q , q k , £ 
q w , q w q w / q ° , q w / q ° q w , q w k w , kw' 

0 6 e th 
s s s s 
i i 1 lh 
s s s sh 
x w 

x w /x° xw 

X , x w 

x , x w /x° x , x w X , xw 

m , m m , m m m , m 
n , h n , h n n , n 
1,1' 1,1' L 1,1' 
y , y y , y y y-.y 
w , w w , w w w , w 
h h . h h 
? , ' ?. 7 
J , j J ,?J J 
g , g g ,?g g g , ?g 
/ L , L 7 [ y ~ w - • ! - ? ] y ~ w ~ i ~ ? y ~ w ~ t ~ ? 
/ i / N Id i Izl [e ~ e ~ I ~ i ~ ei] 
IvJ IvJ hi u lol [o ~ u ~ o] 
lal lal lal a lal [a] 
3 hi,. hi e lal [A ~ 9 ~ v [v]] 
i: i: e: ii 
u: . u: p: uu 
a: a: a: aa 
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(2) 

Current System Kroeber(1991/1999) Blake(1992) Watanabe (1994, 2000) 

P , P P , P P , P P , P' 
t 6 , f6 

5,5 ' t e , t ' e 

t,t' t,t ' t,t ' t, t' 
c , c c , c c , c 

x , X X , X X , X X , X' 
k , k k , k k , k k , k ' 
k w , k w k w , k w k w , k w k w , k ' w 

q , q q , q q , q q , q ' 
q w , q w q w , q w q w , q w q w , q ' w 

e e e e 
s s s s 
4 4 4 4 
s s s s 
x , x w x w X , x w x w 

X, x w X, x w X , x w x , x w 

m , m [Vm, m?, m] m , ?m/m? m , m [Vm , m?, rh] m , m' [Vm , mV, m'] 

n , h [?n , n? , n] n, ?n/n? n , n [?n,n?,n] n , n' [?n , n? , n'] 

1,1' [?l,l?,f] 1, ?V1? 1,1' [?l 1?, t\ 1,1' [?l,l?,fl 
y , y [?y, y?, y] y, ?y/y? y, y [?y, y?, y] y , y ' r?i,i?,n 
w , w [?w, wV, w] w, Vw/w? w, w [?w, w?, w] w , w' [?w, w?, w] 
h h h h 
? ? ? ? 
J,J J , ?J Y , Y T j ~ y ~ i ~ e ] J ,J 
g, g g,?g W, W [g-w-u-x"'] g, g' 
L , L ' [4 ~ y ~ w ~ ?] L, L ' [ 4~y~w~?] L , L ' 
N i Id N 

lul u lol lul 

lal a lal lal 

9 9 hi hi 

long vowel V : V- V : V : [i:, e:,u:, o:, a:] 
half long V- — V- V-
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Appendix IV: Consonant Contrasts 

rV.O Introduction 

The data in this Appendix provide evidence for the Consonant contrasts in Sliammon. The 

examples are organized from a phonological perspective, first by Manner of Articulation: Stops 

(stops and affricates) §IV.l, Fricatives §IV.2, Sonorant Obstruents /j, j , g, g/ §IV.3 and Resonants 

in §IV.4. Then within each section, the sounds are presented by Place of Articulation starting with 

anterior consonants moving progressively further back in terms of Place of Articulation: Labials, 

Interdental/Dental, Alveolars, Alveopalatals, Velars, Uvulars, and Laryngeals. Each plain sound 

precedes its glottalized/labialized couterpart. Every attempt has been made to provide a few 

examples of each consonant sound in word-initial, word-medial (syllable initial and syllable final), 

and word-final position in the environment of each one of the vowels: i , u, a, [a]. Word-internal 

examples of glide vocalization are also given. The data in the left-hand column shows the 

phonemic vowel quality plus the effects of schwa epenthesis whereas the data in the right-hand 

column is the surface output form. The exact morphological composition of each word is not 

indicated here, although suffixes are introduced by a hyphen (-) and Lexical Suffixes by the use of 

an equals sign (=). An epenthetic h appears in square brackets: [h], as does the stative infix [i], and 

[i] associated with diminutives. There are still some gaps in the data as indicated by the dotted line 

— . This appendix should therefore be considered a document which represents work in progress, 

and can be subsequently refined and updated. Place names cited from Kennedy and Bouchard are 

marked K & B (1983). 

TV. 1 Obstruents: Stops and Affricates 

The Sliammon Stops and Affricates are presented in the following order by Place of Articulation 

from sounds produced with primary stop closure in the front portion of the oral cavity to sounds 

produced progressively farther back in their Place of Articulation (LAB, COR, DOR, PHAR): 

p , p , t e , t ' 6 , t , t ' , X , X , c , 6 , k , k , k w , k w , q , q , q w , q w , ? . 
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(1) word-initial position 

a. pit [peyt-peit] 

pitaq [peilAqh ~ pelAqh] 

piwt [ptfwi] 

pispis [pispis] 

b. pus^iat [pOS'TA'l] 

pus-?m=min [pus?Amm ~ pus?Amen] 

pukw [pukw] 

pun [pun] 

pu?pxw [pu?pxw] 

puxw-[i]m [puxwem] u: 

puh-?9m [pun? Am ~ pu:?Am] 

puX-[i]m [pu:Xem] 

c. pal' [pal'] 

pa-paq-aq [papaqaq] 

paL' [pa?a] 

d. p9c-p[i]c [pgcpic] 

p9<ft [p/ft] 

paq [ PAq h] 

pgqw=ay [pXqway] 

pgskit [p9skith] 

low 

bracket fungus, mushroom 

rendered fat, lard 

here kitty, kitty (calling cat) 

Adam's apple 

baking powder 

book 

spoon 

kindling 

steam 

wind 

dust 

heron 

dawn 

one 

awake 

thick 

white 

rotten wood 

pilot bread (English buiscut) 
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(2) medial position: between vowels (syllable initial before i, u, a, a) 

a. Xip=iws [Xepews] underwear 

kapi [kapi ~ kyapi] coffee 

nap=iqwan [nXpeqwAn] brain 

pi-?i-pi-pukw [pe?epepukw] little books (dim.pl.) 

b. qwup=u6in [qwdpo0en ~ qw6:p66en] beard 

kapu [ka5po] coat 

c. 6apaxw=us [eapaxwos] antler, horn 

?upan [?dpAn] ten 

Xip=awus [Xe-pawus] below the eye 

tap=aymixw=tan [tapaymixwtan] brassiere, bra (cf. taptan) 

kwupa [kwiipa ~ kw\ipA] grandfather, grampa 

d. mapal=awus [mapAlawus] pupil (eye) 

papa [papA] pepper 

papa=aya [papAhaye] pepper shaker 

(3) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final after i, u, a, a) 

a. 4ip=tan [teptan] eyelashes 

b. xwup-xwup [xwophxwoph] hummingbird 

sup=nac [sdpnAc] tail 

c. saplin [saplen] bread 

kwup=ap=sin [kwupapsin] heel 

tap=tan [taptan ~ taptri] corset (tightening) 

d. nap=san [naps in] marrow 

nap=nac [napnAc] pants 

xapja=kwu [xXpjekwu] back eddy 

qap-t [qXpth] touch it 

e. kwu-kwpa-? [kwukwpa?] grandfather 
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(4) word-final position (syllable coda after i, u, a, a) 

-ip 

xwup-xwup [xwophxwoph] 

6ijiqwup [eCjeq-op] 

?u?p [?d?ph] 

Xup [Xdph] 

?aya?-ap [?aye?/p] 

tuy?=ap [uiy?ap] 

tat=nac=ap [tatnacep] 

cap© [cepG] 

Xap [XA P ] 

word-initial position (syllable onset before i, u, a, a) 

pipi [pepey ~ pepei] 

piq [peq] 

piyqin [peiqen ~ peiqen] 

pit'e=ay=it'ea=tan [pet'eayit'eatin ~ pef6-] 

pit^am [peWam] 

pi-pat^rtt [pepaVf̂ U11] 

puqw [poq-] 

puqw-uqw [pdqwoqw] 

puhu [poho] [pdxwo] 

paqam [paqAm] 

pal'at'6 [pal'At'6] 

paq=aya [parqayi] 

payan [payen ~ pa?9yen] 

hummingbird 

hat 

Church House (place name) 

heal 

your (pi) house 

follow behind s.o. 

hip 

aunt, uncle 

deep 

thin 

wide 

shoulder, shoulder blade 

washing machine 

squeeze, wring out (s.t.) 

small tin can 

brown, grey 

get moldy 

raven 

green, yellow, orange 

skunk 

smoke vent, stovepipe 

fir bark, bark of any tree 
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d. pa0 [p/6] black 

pa6k [pXek] bullhead (fish) 

pagay [ p A g A y ] halibut 

paq [pAq] smoke (from fire) 

paf9: [paW 1 ] tin can 

pat'e-pat'et [paFpa?!'69^] tin cans 

(6) medial position: before vowel (syllable initial) 

a. pay-piyqin [pipi9qan] 

b. ?apukw [Vapok^ ?apokw 

•rup-at [idpot] 

c. t'apas [tapas] 

d. -pa 

shoulders (pi.) 

maggots 

to peel (s.t.) 

cave 

(7) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. ~ipC 

b. puptacxw 

c. ?aptan 

d. sap=san 

pax-pxu 

(8) Word-final position 

a. ?asip 

b. tup 

xwup 

c. xap 

d. yap 

?asp 

e. x wu?x wp 

[pdptACXw] 

[Vaptan] 

[sXpsin] 

[paxp9xw6] 6: 

[?asep] 

[top] 

[xwdp] 

[xap] 

[yip] 

[?asp] 

[xwo?xwp] 

to braid gloss 

green sea urchin 

get hit on leg 

lots of ravens 

to call s.b. down 

peel 

pierce, poke 

cradle basket 

to break (as cup) 

end, finish 

awl 
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The sound t e occurs in a very limited number of morphemes. The sound t e is the form of the 

first person singular possessive pronoun my, as in the following examples. 

(9) te t e ?aya? 

paL'=us te t e ?apls 

[te t e ?aye?] my house 

[paw?us tete ?sepls] I've got one apple 

xaws tete X9q9m=ay?iq1 ,w [xaws tet6 XXqamayeqw] my strawhat is new 

As documented by Kroeber (1999:177) the nominalizer proclitic s is omitted after the possessive 

proclitic t e (as well as 0 2sgposs, and ms lplPoss). Kroeber observes that the possessive proclitics 

favour the presence of the determiners for phonotactic support since Sliammon (MComox) in 

general lacks initial consonant clusters. Consider the following data from Kroeber (1999) which 

shows the first person singular possessive proclitic t e in nominalized clauses. 

(10) data from Kroeber (1999:177) 

a. ni?-0ay-9m [tet6 k wik wpuwmix w] 

say-Tr+1 sgObj-Intr det lsg.Poss(+Nom) sand.dune 

They (might) say about me that lama sand dune 

b. ?a-?axw skwi?Tu<r [s9te p9ca?m-ui] 

Impf-snow this.morning det lsg.Poss(+Nom) wake-past 

It was snowing this morning when I woke up 

The glottalized counterpart f3, on the other hand, occurs with much greater frequency. 
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1? 

(11) word-initial position (syllable onset before i, u, a, 9) 

a. Mit [&6:&et] narrow 

ric-ic [Fecic] gef bitter 

[ie6yic] twisted 

tM-- [ F E K W - ] left (as in left-handed) 

Fiwcf / Fiwq [Fewqw ~ t'eewq] red elderberry 

b. t'eukw [t'eokw] day, light, bright 

t'eum=aju [Fomarju] barnacle 

t'99XU [t'6dxwo ~ f8oxw:o] ling cod 

t'eusus [t'edsos] dusk 

t̂ uV îs [t'6d?CLS] seven 

t̂ ux̂ am-Vâ min [t'edxwam?AmLn] dish pan 

c. t̂ apis [Fapis] throw it 

t%b[i]i [Facet] numb 

Fat'iq [t'eat'eq] a drop of water 

d. t'E96 [t'e9c] bitter, sour 

t̂ gms [f*AmS] soaked 

f̂ cil'i [t̂ gcel'e ~ Facel'e] kingfisher 

t'e9mt9q [t'eAmtAq] eulachon, candlefish 

te3m=t3n [t'69mt9n] breast 

[Fgttn] Refuge Cove K & B ( 1 9 8 3 ) 

t'e9kw-t [t'eukwt] wipe it 
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(12) medial position: (syllable initial before i , u, a, a) 

a. (6i-mw  

F i - P i q 

t ' eix w-t ' eix w 

xaf3=inas 

mana^i 

b. t'eu-t'euqw 

nat'e=us-am 

c. gat^-amin /gte-?m=min/ 

pit'e=ay:=it,ea 

pit'e=ay=itc'a=tan 

t'eax=it'ea 

haj=it'ea=tan 

d. 6at'eam 

t'eam-t'eam=tan 

Tit^am-Tit^am 

f^Et'^q] 

t'eexwt'eexw] 

xa^enAs] 

manatee] 

t'edt'eoqw] 

nat̂ osAm] 

gaf^Xmen ~ gXt^Xmen] 

pe'PayiFa] 

pet^ayifaUn ~ pet*-] 

t'eXxet'EA] 

hajit^atn] 

Bar 3 A m ~ eat^am] 

t^amt^amtan] [A] ?/a/ 

Ve-t^am ~ ?e:t'69m] 

worm 

mud 

fish hawk 

bone centre of chest 

drum 

feather 

nod one's head 

chisel 

wash clothes 

washing machine 

Worn out (e.g. clothing) 

frame for tanning hides 

spring salmon 

breasts (pi) 

blanket 

(13) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. - i f* 

b. — uP 

c. t^a-t^jirhin 

xaf^-Gut 

d. xwat'eqw=uja 

k ^ t ^ a c - t 

kwat'e=nac=igr? 

t'at'es 

[Wje?men] 

[xat^Bot] 

[xwXt'eqwd?je] 

[ k ^ n A c t ] 

[ k ^ n a c i g i i ] 

[t'Xt'6s] 

shadow 

to fit (as coat, clothes) 

wrist 

turn s.t. upside down 

Alpha Bluff K & B ( 1983) 

overturned canoes 

to squirt 
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word-final position 

a. x i F [xet'e] uncooked 

xif 3 [xef3] ton (metal) 

b. — ut*6 glutton, uvula 

c. palaF [palAt' 6 ] sArznA: 

d. Vat* [Tat'6 ~ V A F ] bay 

qaF- [qaf0-] gather 

e. maqwt'e [ma?qwt'e] wi/d" onions, onion 

word-initial position 

tin [tih ~ ti:] 

tint [ti:tik] i : 

tiqiw [teqew] 

tixw0ai [tixw6Af] 

tuqwum [tdqwom] 

tumis [toinus] 

tutxw=ia<r [tdtxwiai] 

tal'[i]c [tal'ic] 

taqwa [ta?qwa] 

takin / takan [taskm] 

tan [tan] 

ta?a=cis [ta?acis] 

takw=ana [tvkwana] 

tasit [tXset] 

takwfi [tukwie] 

tarn [tAm] tXm? 

ta-taw [tCtu?] 

big 

skinny 

horse 

tongue 

a cold 

man 

necklace 

round 

octopus, devil fish 

stockings 

mother 

to travel 

deaf 

near 

rabbit 

belt 

starting to freeze, icy 
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taq-t ga [tXqth g A ] close it (request) 

medial position: before a vowel or syllabic consonant (syllable initial) 

a. & w 9t=ic9n [k wt itec9n] humpback salmon 

S9p=ajitiq [sa?pajiteq] get hit on the chin 

b. saitxw-s [sattos] his wife 

c. tu?-tamis /tu-tumis+[?]/ [tu?tamis] : tu-ta?mis little boy-

d. iip=tan [ iept9n] eyelashes 

t3m=us=t9n [ta?mostn] headband 

qwatam ? [qwXtAm] river 

e. ?uitxw [?d* . tx w ~ ?di . tw] enter 

saftxw [sat. tx w ~ sat. tw] woman 

sa[?]ttxw [sa?t. tx w ~ sa?t. tw] young girl at puberty 

?attxw [?at . tx w ~?at . tw] room 

?iytxw [?ey . tx w ~ ?ey . tw] roof 

) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. ti-th=unaxw [tithdnaxw] rough water 

b. tutxw=ia ,l [t6txwtat] necklace 

c. s?t=qin [setqen] upper lip 

tat=nac=ap [tatnacep] hip, rump 

d. c9tq-amin /&q-?m=min/ [cf tqamm ~ cetqanun] knife 

q9tx w -9 t [ q X t x w A t ] burn it 

) word-final position 

a. xwi?it [xwe?et] wedge 

qwit [ q w E t ] beach 

xwuwit [xwdwet] ditch, hallow 
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b. Jukw-9t [jukwot] to crush s.t. 

c. na-nat [nanat] evening 

d. Osqat [0/qAt] sidehill 

69q9t=umixw [0AqAtdmixw] steep shore 

C9t [hi] get cut 

e. kwurht [kwumt] kelp 

yaxt [yext ~ yXxt] rib 

kwaft [kwa-tt] plate 

?aqwt [?aqwt] downstream area 

Xaxwt [Xuxwt] spit 

tarqt/t'gqt [ta?qt] mountain 

i 
word-initial position 

t'isus-9m [t'esos9m ~ t'isosgm] Sliammon (place name) 

t'i-t'sus [t'et'syos] salt water fish (at Sliammon) 

t'igim [t'igim] sweer 

t'in [ten] barbecued salmon 

t'ip=ay [tepay] barbecue meat 

t'is=iqw [t'iseqw] snot 

t'iq=nis [t'eqnes] to sharpen (a blade) 

t'imixw / t'iy=mixw [t'emixw] / [t'iymixw] medicine 

t'im=ay [t'emay] wild cherry tree 

tiy?9hi [t'ey?9m] wild cherry bark 

t'uq / tu?qw [t'oq]/ [to?qw] Squirrel Cove 

t'u?xw=ay [t'd?xway ~ t'd?xwAy] grand fir, balsam fir 

t 'u?n9x w [to?n9xw] cattails 

ftrtat [ t o iA t ] bed 

t U g - 9 X w [t'dgvxw] to recognize s.b. 
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tup-it [topit] t'd:pith? wind, sundried fish 

t'u?9mt [t'6?9mt] paddle 

t'ap=us [t'apos] blind 

t'apas [t'apas] cave 

t'amsin [t'amsin] twins 

t 'arri3x w [t'amuxw] gooseberry-

t'al [t'al] t'al basket ogress 

t'afam [tafem ~ tai^m] cedar sticks (for basket) 

t'ays [t'ays] blanket 

t'aqa [t'aqa] salal berry 

fam-?9m [t'am?9m] to guess 

t9p=qin-?9m [t'gpqengm] h cook bread by campfire 

t'3p=qin [t'gpqen] campfire bread 

t'9t'e-[i]m [taVt^em-taV^em] red 

t '9kws [t'9kws] to burst 

tgqt [t'arqt] mountain 

t '9q w 9m [t'Xqw9m] thimbleberry 

t '9X9m [t'Xxgm] six 

t'gggm [t'Xggm] moon, siin 

t '9g9q w / t 9 g a q w [t'a?gAqw] clay 

medial position: before vowel (syllable initial) 

t'i-tes-t'is [t'et'gst'es] any bird 

t V i q [t'eat'eq] drop of water, to drip 

t'iy-t'iy==mixw / t9y-t'iy=mixw [t'i:fiymixw] lots of medicine 

- t ' u — — 

t'aq-t'aq [t'aqt'aq ~ t'aqtAq] slow 
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kwut'a 

d. t'i-taq-taq=a?aq 

git'axw 

gat'-9t 

[kwdfa ~ kwuta] 

[t'it'aqt'aqaVaq] stress! 

[git'9xw] 

[gA'tAt] 

barbecuing stick 

barn swallow 

Mary Point (Cortes Island) 

to pry up 

(21) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. t'i-t'sus 

b. —ut'C 

c. ta-t'm-anaq 

d. x w 9 t '=m9x w 

q9txw=us 

e. X9t 'k w 

[tat'ma?nAq] 

[xwi5t'muxw] 

[qA't'xwos] 

[xa?t1cw] 

small salt water fish 

to imitate s.b. 

to drop s.t. 

skull 

totem pole 

(22) word-final position 

a. - i t ' 

b. ga?ut' 

kwunut' 

c. iagat' 

d. k9t ' /ki t ' 

k9t'=iqw=uja 

k w 9t ' 

[ga?6f] 

[kw6?nof] 

[taVgAtl 

[kit] 

[ke?t'eqw6?je] 

[k wAf] 

oar 

porpoise 

herring 

little; little finger 

pinky, little finger 

go upstream 

(23) word-initial position 

a. Xis=qin 

b. Xu 

c. Xa-Xapxw 

Xas-Xis-gm 

[Xisqen] 

[XaXApxw] 

[XasXisam] 

saliva 

pocket knife 

slimy 
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Xas [Xas] glass 

Xapxw [Xgpxw] broke 

Xsqam [XXqAm] grass, straw 

X9q9m=ayaqw / ayaqw ? [XXqamay£qw] ~ ay?eqw ? straw hat 

X9S-t [X9St] punch him 

Xgt-Xal'-Vm^min [XCfXaiar^men] ton (for ironing clothes) 

X9Xw-t [XXxwt ~ Xdxwt] spit it out 

XgrhXgm [XXmXgm] wet 

X9m-9t [Xa?mAt] wet it 

X9-X[9]rh-9t [XgXa?mAt] wetting it 

medial position: before vowel (syllable initial) 

x9X=iWs [xXXews] feather, pluck a bird 

—Xu ----- — 

Xgn-Xan [XCnXan] real shy 

xw9X=aju [xwtiXa?ju] trout, any kind of trout 

pgX-9m [pXXgm] pick fruit 

(25) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. — i X C 

b. —uXC 

c. Xa-Xq-t-awf [XaXqatawf] 

d. p9Xs=ig9i / p9Xs=igii [p XXsigii] 

X9-Xp[9]xw3t [X9Xp9XwAt] 

whispering to each other 

launch a canoe 

breaking it 
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(26) word-final position 

a. —iX 

b. —uX 

c. xaX 

d. —sX 

[xaX] break (rope, string) 

(27) word-initial position 

a. Xiqiw 

' Xi?Xi • 

Xip=qin 

Xip=it'ea 

Xina 

b. Xum-it 

X û-Xi=ay-9m 

Xu* 

Xu-Xu't 

X"up 

c. Xaqt 

Xa?f?um/X?fum 

Xatem 

Xax=ay 

X" ay-9t / Xay-at 

XVXay-a-t-as 

d. X*9p 

Xgqw 

Xgq 

Xgq 

[Xeqew] 

[Xe?Xe] 

[Xepqen] 

[Xepet̂ A ~ Xepit̂ a] 

[Xe?na ~ Xsna] 

[Xdmet] Xd:met? 

[XdXiaygm] 

[Xof] 

[XdXoi] 

[fop] 

[Xaqt] 

[Xarfrom] / [Xd?<rom] 

[Xa'tem] 

[Xaxay] 

[XayAt] / [Xayet ~ XayAt] 

[XaXayetAs] 

[XAP] 

[XAqw] 

[XAq] 

[XAq] 

dark 

fast 

lower lip 

woman's slip 

oolichan oil 

enough 

adopted child 

to grow (as plant) 

s/he is growing 

to heal 

long 

wolf 

salt 

elder (most respectful term) 

hold it 

s/he is holding it 

deep 

hard, solid 

rotten 

to go outside 
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Xgkw=inas 

X9q=sin 

X9qw=t9n / Xgqwtan 

Xgxw=ay 

X9ms=t9n 

X9s[i]m 

X9m-X9rn 

[X-ukwenAs] 

[XXqsin] 

[XijqwtAn] / [Xoqwtan] 

[XXxwAy ~ XoxwAy] 

[XXmstAn] 

[Xisem] 

[XgrhXgm] 

heart 

mocassins 

wall 

chum, dog salmon 

village 

green, yellow, orange 

square 

(28) medial position: before vowel (syllable initial) 

a. —Xi— —-

b. —Xu— 

c. xw9X=ay [xweXay] 

kwup=Xac [kwiipX9c ~ kwupXac] 

Xa-Xat[i]x [XaXatex ~ XaXAtex] 

d. Xgm-Xgms [XgmXgms] 

(29) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. kwiXt 

b. kwuX=kwu 

c. Xa-Xx=ay+[?] 

d. xwgX-xw9X=ay 

maX n̂ac 

[kwiXf] 

[kwuXkwu] 

[XaXxAy] 

[xw9'Xxw9Xay] 

[mdXnAC ~ mXXnac] 

mountain goat 

Hernando Island 

grasshopper (dim.) 

many houses, village 

village at head ofToba Inlet 

upstream area 

salt water 

old person (cf. Xaxay e/der) 

Goat Lake 

Mitlenatch Island 

(30) word-final position 

a. 6i-ciX 

q9j[i]X / qaf[i]X 

b. — uX 

c. xaX 

[6icrX]~ci: 

[qXjiX] 

[xaX] • 

short 

scar, a scar 

want 
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d. maX [HIAX] calm water 

[jiX] run 

e. qa?X [qa?X] otter 

(31) word-initial position 

a. ci-ciya+? 

ciya 

cij[i]xw/caj[i]xw 

cigitam 

b. cuy cf. /cuj/ 

c. cayis 

d. cay-cuy cf. /cuj/ 

[ciciye? ~ ciclye?] 

[ciye ~ ciya] 

[ce?jixw] 

[cigitam] 

[cuy] 

[ceyis] 

ci:cuy ~ ci:euy] 

grandmother 

grandmother, granny 

loose 

soon 

baby, child 

arm, hand 

children 

(32) medial position: before vowel (syllable initial) 

a. t^acil'i 

kwit=ican=san /kw 

ci-ciya+? 

hig=cis-ma 

b. pacu 

pi-pcu+? 

c. paq-at-cayis 

cay-cayis 

d. wa?c=awtxw 

?incari 

[t̂ acel'e] 

[kwiticmsin] 

[ciciye? ~ ciclye?] 

[hewcisma] 

[picu ~ picu ~ pecu] 

[pipco? ~ pepco?] 

[pAqafceyis] 

[ciceyis] 

kingfisher 

top of foot 

grandmother 

paddle with one paddle 

basket (generic) 

small basket 

palm 

arms, hands (pi) 

[wa?cawtxw ̂  wa-cu?txw] bathroom 

[?encin] motor (< English engine) 
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(33) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. eicmus 

b. ucC 

c. <fay=nac=t9n 

d. ji:=nac-t ? 

[Gicmos] 

[taynactan] 

Ql:nAct] 

back of house 

skirt 

to coil up 

(34) word-final position 

a. tal'[i]c 

qi?ic 

xi?ic 

b. —uc 

c. nap^Xac 

paq=nac 

d. maOac 

x w u m y 9 c 

k w 9W9C 

[tal'ic] 

[qe?ec] 

[xe?ec] 

[n/pAAc] 

[paqnXc] 

[ma0Ac] 

[xwumyic] 

[kwi5w^c] 

round 

moose 

salmon after spawning 

guts 

Canada goose 

cormorant, helldiver 

skin 

sturgeon 

(35) word-initial position 

a. ci-£tiy9x 

cbyk-[a]?amin 

b. cu?-cu? 

c. &ag='ay 

&ag=ten 

canu 

d. C9X 

hi 

hi=zyaqw 

[cic^ygx] 

[cika?Amm] 

[&?&>?] 

[ce?gAy ~ 6a?agay] 

[6ewt9n] 

[£e?no] 

[SAX] 

[hi] 

[cf iaysq w ~ 6e*ayeqw] 

sandpiper 

hying pan 

wren 

wooden spoon 

helper (the elders' helper) 

dog 

ripe, cooked 

rain, 

rain hat 
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cg'f^ac 

cgq 

teq 

C3?=umixw=tn 

[6ei9nac] 

[CAq] 

[esq ~ 6AC|] 

[co?om£xwt9n] 

rain pants 

tiny bird, robin 

fence 

floor rug, carpet 

(36) medial position: between vowels (syllable initial) 

a. XlC-l£ [xecit] Fall, Autumn 

t'99&=9'rp=ay [t^artaipAy] Sitka spruce 

m9cin=t9n [ma?£int9n ~ tn] fine-toothed comb 

b. Xicus [A1:COS ~ Xi:cus] Spring (season) 

macusaya / mgc- [macusaryE] flea 

c. ca-cag-a-6-as [6e6ega6As] s/he is helping me 

ca-catan [&E&£tAn ~ hecsefen] mouse 

S9c9y=ukwt [sa?CAy?ijkwth] leather coat 

d. <ri6-9t [ficit] comb it (hair) 

qaegm [qacbm] to bite 

(37) medial position: after a consonant (syllable initial) 

a. S9C9y [sa?cT] tanned leather hide 

g9C=iqwan [gA'ceq w 9n] bald, partially bald 

b. t ' W u s [Marcus ~ t ^ c o s ] mosquito 

c. pal'ascgn /pal'as&in [pa?9las6m] pine cones 

(38) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. 6i-ctiyax=ui: [cidtiyaxof] small sandpiper 

b. ucC — — 

c. qwa& [qwa&] to burp, to belch 

d. feet [iik] sleep 
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kwa6-kwac [k w ic l w a£ h ] lots of dogfish (pi.) 

(39) word-final position 

a. xic-ic 

b. uc 

c. pa?ac 

kwac 

d. 6a6 

[xe6i&] 

[pa?a£ ~ pa?A6] 

[kwac] 

[6ic] 

FaV/, Autumn 

fishing net 

dogfish 

straight 

(40) word-initial position 

a. kiks 

b. kul=awtxw 

c. kapi 

kamputs 

kanti 

d. kapam 

kat' 

kat'=iqw=uja 

kak-kiks 

kanika 

[kiks] 

[kwulawtxw] 

[kapi ~ kyapi] 

[kaemputs] 

[keente] 

[kyCpam ~ kip: am] 

[kit'] 

[kyet'eqw6?je] 

[kikkiks] 

[kinike ~ kinekA] 

cookie (< English cakes) 

school (cf. k w ul / kul school) 

coffee 

rubber boots 

candy 

button 

small finger, pinky 

little finger, pinky 

lots of cookies 

coloured person 

(41) medial position: before a vowel (syllable initial) 

a. kiki? [ki:ke? ~ k i^e?] 

takin [tsekm] 

takin=ayuqw /-ayuqw [takyinayoqw] 

[takyanayuqw] 

bug 

stocking, sock 

knitted toque 
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b. titul=kwum 

c. —ka 

d. —ka 

[ti:tolkwum] small roots 

(42) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. kiks 

b. ukC 

c. hankXala / hankXala 

hankala /hankala 

d. lakli 

tak-takin 

[kiks] 

[hankXala ~ hXnkXala] 

[hankela ~ hankyela] 

[Kkle] 

[tiktaekm] 

cookie (< English cakes) 

pot (cook in) 

pot (cook in) 

key 

stockings (pi) 

(43) word-final position 

a. ik 

b. uk 

c. ak 

d. paGk [pa6k] fcuZffiead-(fish) 

(44) word-initial position 

a. ki-kca? 

kiltust 

kig-kigam 

kil[i]0 

b. ku 

c. ka?am k w ki-kik 

d. kapayaxw 

[kekce?] 

[ketost] 

[kswkegim] 

[keU0] 

[kya?Am k w k i M ] 

[kipayvx™] 

small basket for sewing 

to hang s.t. up 

coyote 

crooked (cf. kalG-) 

the crows are crowing 

scissors 
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R9ie=iqw [£Aieeqw] crooked nose 

(45) medial position: before vowel (syllable initial) 

a. wa-wakila [wawakila] 

wikafi ? [WUCE?1E ~ wika?le] 

b. xay-xgykus / x g y -x9ykus [xayxekwus] 

c. C9yk-[a]?amin [cika?Amin] 

d. —ka 

limpets 

hermit crab 

nightmare 

frying pan 

(46) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. ki-kca? [kekcE?] 

b. --ukC 

c. -akC 

d. - 9 k C 

small basket for sewing 

(47) word-final position 

a. t'gl[i]k (: talik) 

ki-kik 

ti-tik 

b. —uk 

c. —ak 

d. — 9 k 

[tgkk ~ t'glik] 

[ki:kik~kik £k] 

[titik] 

a hole 

crow 

skinny 
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(48) word-initial position 

a. k wis-k wis [kwiskwis ~ k w isk w is] Steller's jay (blue jay) 

b. kwus-[i]m [kwusem] green, blue 

kwussn / kwusin [kwus9n 9 ~ i ~ e] star 

kwuma? [kwuma?] ratfish 

c. k w a s 9 m [kwas9m] grouse 

d. k w 9 t 9 m [kw9't9m] get sick 

k w 9 n / kwan [kwXn] that 

k w 9 y [kwi? ~ k w 9y] morning 

qgji k^gy [qXji kwi?] early morning 

kw9y=min [k w 9ymm] breakfast 

• k w 9W9C [kwa? 9wic ~ kwvwvc] sturgeon 

(49) medial position: before a vowel (syllable initial) 

a. hi-hk wi?iq w [hehkwi?eqw] great-great-grandmoth 

tukw=igiL=t9n [fuTcwigiyt9n] canoe bailer 

b. k w u£=k w u [kwutkwu] salt water 

sin=kwu [senkwu ~senkwo] ocean 

saL'=kwum [sawkwum] two (cedar) roots 

c. nukw=ay=mixw [nokwaymixw] population of village 

nikw=ayu [nikwayu] lamp 

ni-nkw=ayu+7 [ninkwa?yu] small lamp 

d. S 9 k w - 9 m /sukw-um [st5kwx)m] to shiver 

q9kw-m-a0ut [qXkW9ma6oth] stop doing s.t. 

k w u-k w uyuk w -9m [kwukwoyxikwum] trolling 

p 9 l k w - 9 t [ p 9 l k w A t ] to roll s.t. over 
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(50) medial position: before 

a. . . . ik wC 

b. pukw-pukw 

c. —ak wC 

d. t9kw-takwfi 

09kw-09kw=nac=t9n 

hgkw-t ga t9 0 kapu 

e. ti-tkwfi+? 

(51) word-final position 

a. sayikw 

b. pukw 

k w uyuk w 

fanukw 

c. qaykw 

qwit=iya?kw 

d. m90kw 

m9kw-t 

J9tkw 

k w 

(52) word-initial position 

a. k w in 

kwi£t 

kwit=igs 

b. k wu?ux w 

kwu?uxw=awtxw 

kwut'a 

consonant (syllable final) 

[puk w puk w ] 

[tiikwtt)kw <le] 

[0uk w 0uk w 9 nactn] 

[h9 'k w t 3gA t90 kye-po] 

[titkw4e?] 

[sayik w ~ sa?yik w ] 

[pukw] 

[k w dyuk w ] 

[ta^n-uk*] 

[qaykw] 

[qwetiye?kw] 

[m90kw] 

[nvukwth] 

[]itkw] 

[kwen] 

[kwifa] 

[kwe:tews] 

[kwd?oxw~kwu?xJxw] 

[kwu?oxwawtxw] 

[kwdt'a~kwut'a] 

books 

rabbits (pi.) 

chairs (pi.) 

hang up your coat (request) 

small rabbit 

tide flats 

book (< English book) 

fish hook, troll 

animal hide 

bald-headed eagle 

front yard (facing beach) 

blackcap berry 

taste it, eat it 

shake 

how many 

upstream area 

vest 

smoked salmon, fish 

smoke house 

barbecuing stick 
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kwunut' [kw6?not] porpoise 

kwu<N?ay [kw6t?ay~kw6fey] maple tree 

kwas [kwas] hot 

kwas=ixw6af [kwasexweAfl burn one's tongue 

Pat [Pat] dogfish 

Rwaxwa [kwaxwa] box 

kwawa [kwa?wa] belly, stomach 

kw9t' [kw9f] go upstream 

Pat-Pat [kwi£ hkwac- h] lots of dogfish (pi.) 

kw9?sta [kwa?sta], cup 

kwi-kw9?sta [kwe-kwa?sta] small cup 

kw9s-9m [kw9S9m] toasted herring 

kw9s-?9m [kw9s?9m] cook herring over open fire 

Psi [P6i] spill 

kw9*t (kwaft??) [PAit] plate, tray 

kw9st [kwust ~ kwist] to count s.t. 

(53) medial position: before a vowel (syllable initial) 

a. t' eukwi=kwu 

b. k w9y-k wuyuk w 

c. xwukw=ayin 

kwa-kwamie 

kwi-Rwac 

d. kwi-kw9c-kwac 

<rikw-?9m Intr. 

fikw-9t 

[Fofcwekwo] 

[kwi-kwiiy9kw ~ vP] 

[xwii:kwaym] 

[kwakwami0] 

[k w e' 9 k w a£ h ~ kwe?kwa6h] 

[PiPithPa&] 

[iiPsm ~ <rikwum] 

[<rikwLth] 

to dip up water 

lots of fish hooks 

skunk cabbage 

weasel 

small dogfish 

lots of small dogfish (dim.pl.) 

to sew (s.t.) 

sew it 

(54) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 
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a. i-ikw=Xac 

ftkw=jan 

b. kwu-kWli=ay+[?] 

c. kwa-kw69m 

d. t3kw-takw-t-as 

takw-takw-t ga 

J9kw-t 

[ f i k w Aac] 

[ i i k ^ e n ] 

[ k w u k w t a y ] 

[ k w a k w 0 A m ] 

[tXkwtukwtAs] 

[ tuk w tx)k w t 3ga] 

[>£ w t ] 

gunny sack 

to repair a net 

small maple tree 

to tell news 

they are pulling it 

pull them all up! 

rub it 

(55) word-final position 

a. ?i-?agikw 

Fi-Fik-

b. t'eukw 

t'eukw-ukw 

jukw/Ju?kw 

wukw 

<tukw 

c. iakw 

d. J9kw 

e. q9mkw 

?uwkw 

[ViVagik^-VePagik™] 

[Fe-Fek*] 

[t'eokw] 

[ F O ' ^ U K * ] 

[ j u k ^ - j u ? ^ 

[wukw] 

[tukw] 

[<rakw] 

[Mw] 
[qAmkw] 

[?u:k w] 

clothes 

worm 

day 

becoming day 

Indian rice 

scoop net 

to fly 

to swell up 

get rubbed 

to capsize, tip over 

all 

(56) between consonants 

a. xgt^-s [XAt l w s ] its design 

Note: The contrast between /q/ and /q w / is neutralized in favour of [qw] in the environment of the 

round vowel lul. There are many examples of q w in the environment of u but it is very difficult to 

find cases of q in the environment of u. The contrasts between iql and /q*/, and Ixl and lxwl are 

also neutralized in this context in favour of the labialized allophones [qf] and [x™]. 
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(57) word-initial position 

a. qiyup [qeyup ~ qeiyup] 

qigaB [qega0 ~ qegA0] 

b. qu — 

c. qawum [qa?wum] 

qaymixw [qaymLx w ] 

qayx [qayx] 

qayxa=Xac [qayxaXac ~qayxaAAc] 

d. qap=iws-3m [qgpewsgm] 

qax [qAx] 

[qAji] 

qgrns-at-ur st [qXmsato'rst1'] 

qsms-[a] ?m=m in=aya [qXmsa?3menaye] 

qaya [qarye] 

(58) medial position: before a vowel (syllable initial) 

a. *9x=qin [IXxqeri] 

tiqiw [teqew] 

b. —qu — 

c. t'aqa [t'aqa] 

qi-qap=awus [qeqapaw^s] stress 

paq-at=s3n [pXqa'isi.n] 

d. iaq-amin /iq-Vm=min/ [•rXqAmen] / [iXqXmen 

"t9q=iqwa(n)-t [<rXqeqwAt] 

(59) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

stern of a boat 

deer 

eye 

person 

Mink (stage name) 

kidney 

make the sign of the cross 

many 

again 

we stored it away 

cupboard 

water 

raspy throat 

horse 

salal berry 

bat 

bottom of foot 

war spear 

spear it on the head (codfish) 
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a. hiqs-amin 

b. --uqC 

c. Xaq-Xaq-?am 

d. maqsan 

saq-6ut 

t'aq-t caxw 

[heqsXmen] 

[XaqXaq?am] 

[mXqsin ~ mXqsen] 

[sXqGot] 

[t'Xqth cexw] 

canoe pole 

whispering (s.t.) 

nose 

sigh 

you paste it on, glue it 

0) word-final position 

a. pi:piyiq 

b. -—uq 

c. RED-say-n=aq (~ also =aq) 

d. pilaq 

paq 

Xaq 

t'eamtaq 

[pe:peyeq] 

[sisay3nAq] 

[ p e 9 l A q ] 

[PAq] 

[3Uq] 

[t'eamtAq] 

sledge hammer 

groin, pubic area 

mushroom, bracket fungus 

white 

out 

oolichans 

1) word-initial position 

a. qis-it 

qix=iqwan-am 

qi-qa?ga 

b. qii— 

c. qat'an 

qa?ut'e 

qaykw 

d. qas-qas 

qas=Xac 

[qeiset] 

[q£xeqwAnam] 

[qeqa?gA] 

[qat'an ~ qat'an] 

[qaVof6] 

[qaykw] 

[qXsqAs] 

[qasXasc] 

to tie s.t. 

dye hair 

small walking stick 

rat 

uvula, glutton 

bald eagle 

tired of sitting 

laughed so hard 
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qa?ga 

qa?ga-ha-ha cxw 

qaw-qaVga 

[qd?gA] walking stick, cane 

[qd?ga-hahAcxw] Have you got yr. cane? 

[ q 9 w w q a ? g A ~ q o w q a ? g A ] lots of walking sticks 

(62) medial position: before a vowel (syllable initial) 

a. gaq-it 

b. xwatqwum 

c. ?a-?aq-9(t) c 

qa-qayas 

qay-qaykw 

p9q=aya 

d. p9"tq-9m 

[gaqet] 

[ x w a t q w o m ] 

[?a?aqAc] 

[qXqayAs] 

[qeyqaykw] 

[pa?qayi ~ pa?qaye] 

[pX'xqgm] 

it's opened 

thunder 

I'm chasing him 

barrel 

eagles (pi) 

stove pipe (cf. pgq smoke) 

slippery 

(63) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. tiq=tn 

b. — uqC 

c. kwaqt 

d. S9q-t 

X9q=sin 

ygq-t-ui can 

maq-mut 

[t'eqtn] 

[kwaqt] 

[sXqt] 

[XXqsin] 

[yXqtofcLn] 

[mXqnruth] 

bay at Whaletown (Cortes) 

to scream 

peel off s.t. 

moccasins 

I bought it 

really full (from eating) 

(64) word- f ina l pos i t ion 

a. x i - xn iq [xex 9 neq] owl 

x i -? i -xn iq [xe?exneq] Owl's Grove; sacred place 

p iq t' lrrai [peq to ta i ] wide bed 

b. — u q — — 

c. — a q 
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d. paq 

Xaq 

caq 

saq 

maq 

[ p A q ] 

[XXq] 

[ceq ~ cAq] 

[sXq] 

[mXq] 

smoke from fire 

rot 

fence 

fifty cent piece; half 

full (from eating) 

(65) word-initial position 

a. q wiq wam 

b. qwuwit 

qwu6=nac=tan 

c. qwawi"t 

q wa?i 

qwasam 

d. qwal' 

qwanis 

qwai=ay-sn 

[qweqwam] 

[qwdwit] 

[qwd09nactin ~ tn] 

[qwa?wi'i~qwa7wE'r] 

[qwa?fl 

[qwasam ~ qwasAm] 

[qwXf] 

[qwXnes ~ qwanis] 

[q^feVsin] 

to nail (s.t.) 

beaver 

cushion 

pitch, chewing gum 

raspberry 

flower 

he, she, they came 

whale (humpback not orca) 

shoes 

(66) medial position: before a vowel (syllable initial) 

a. ?aqwis 

b. hanaqwus / hanaqw=us 

c. t'uqw=ana 

d. t'uqwam 

e. qwa-qwaf 

f. qwaqw-t ta laspul 

[?aqwes] 

[hanaqwos] 

[tuqwa?na ~ t'dqwa?na] 

[t'dqwam] 

[qwoqwAl'] 

[qwoqwth ta laspol] 

go downstream 

wolf eel; aggressive 

snail, deaf 

redcaps, thimbleberries 

coming 

head the ball! (soccer) 
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(67) medial position: after a consonant and before a vowel (syllable initial) 

a. C q w i 

b. qwup-qwup=awus 

c. q w9y-q w ay 

q w 9s - q w as9m 

d. C q w 9 

[ q w dp h q w opa WTJ s ] 

[q w 9yq w ay] 

[ q w 9sq w as9m] 

eyelashes (pi) 

talkative 

lots of flowers 

(68) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. qwan=iqw <ta 

b. iuqwmut 

qwuqw?-a ,f=kwu 

c. q wa-q wy-inat ?? 

d. q w 9 - q w W 9 X 

q w a - q w w 9 x 

hgqw-t ga 

[qwa?9neqwfa] 

[<rdqwmot] 

[ q ^ ' q ^ a ^ u ~ A*] 

[qwaqwyenAt] 

[q w Xq w w9x] 

[q waq w 9wAx] 

[hXqwt 3 gA] 

knee 

saps running 

soup, any kind of soup 

to coax s.b. 

duck, any duck 

duck, any duck 

smell it! 

(69) word-final position 

a. ca-camiq w [&ecemeqw ~ 6ecemeqw] great-grandparent 

t' iniqw [t'e?neqw] salmonberries 

masiq w [maseqw ~ mXseq w] purple sea urchin 

qaqiq w [qaqeqw] sea wrack, bladder wrack 

qgy iq w [qe-?eqw] any kind of fruit juice 

b. £ u q w | l oq w ] hard 

09japuq w [6ija3poqw ~ 6ijepoq w] hat 

c. &9i=ayaqw [6ifayeqw ~ 6eiayeqw] rain hat 

d. haj9q w [hajuqw] to dig (a pit) 

haj9q w / hajaq w [hajAqw] to steam-cook 

j 9 q w - j 9 q w [JoqW3jOqw] warm, tempid 
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e. F a m q n , [Pamq™*] cloud 

(70) word-initial position 

a. qwit 

qwit-t=sin 

qwitaxan 

b. qwuw=ana 

c. qwalas / q wal9s 

q ajx 

d. qw9s?i 

qw9X-qwiX=sin 

q w 9tem 

qw9x-t ga t9 qigaO 

q w 9x 

[qwet] 

[qwiXsin] 

[qwe:taxAn] 

beach 

starfish (beach=foot, leg)1 

front of house (faces beach) 

[qwdw9?ana ~ qw6wa?ana] ear 

[qwaUs] 

[qwXyx ~ qweyx] 

[qw9s?i] 

[qwdXqweXsin] 

[q w AtAm] 

[qwdxt3gA te qe-gA0] 

[q w A'x] 

raccoon 

wood, firewood 

lung 

starfish (pi.) 

river 

butcher the deer! (cf. fillet) 

slough 

(71) medial position: before a vowel (syllable initial) 

a. xwuqw-it 

b. qw9w-qwuw=ana 

puqw=us=ten 

c. qw9l-qwalas 

jiqwam 

kw9t-kwaft 

d. tuqw9m 

xwat'qw9m 

[xwd:qwet] : xwd:qw6t 

[qwdqwow9?ana] 

s.o. snoring 

ears (pi) 

[pdqwosten ~ pu:qwosten] face powder 

[qw9 ' lqwalAs] 

[)eqwam ~ je:qwam] 

[kw9tkwatth] 

[tdq w9m] 

[xwatqwom] 

raccoons 

sweat 

dishes, all the plates 

have a cold 

thunder (cf. puffball) 

xThis needs more work - the vowel makes this look like kwit- however, there is also a stem qwit=sn which means 

go down towards the water - this. 
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(72) medial position: before a 

a. jiqwnit/jaqwnit 

qwi-qwi£=sin=u<r X/fcw 

b. t' euqw-t'6uqw-uqw 

c. m9q w -mq w t ' e 

d. gaqw-t 

qw9-qwx-t C9n 

m9q w - t 

ant (syllable final) 

[jecfnet] 

[qwiqw 9£si-n6<r] 

[ F d q ^ o q ^ J 

[mtf q wmaq wF ~ moqw-] 

[g^qwt] 

[qwdqwxt 9 cm] 

[moqwt] 

ask for work 

small starfish (dim.) 

lots of feathers 

lots of onions 

to drag s.t. 

Vm filleting it (the fish) 

swallow it 

(73) word-final position 

a. — i q w 

b. iuq^ [ioqw] clear skies 

suqw I swq w [suqw] crazy 

<tuqw-'hiqw [<rdqw<ioqw] oysters 

t'eu-t'euqw [t'ed:t'e6qw ~ t"ed-t'66qw ] feather 

c. —aqw 

d. l a q w qw/lcw [ f 9 q w ~ f u q w ] arrow 

? 

(74) word-initial position 

a. ?iftan [?ei:t9n ~ ?eitAn] eat, food 

?imin [?emin] door 

b. ?usa [?dsa] blueberry 

Vulqay [VdiqAy] snake 

c. ?aq-9t [?aqAt] chase it 

?asxw [?asxw ~ ?asw] seal 

?ay=icin [?ayyicm] back (body) 
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d. ?9s-?asxw [?9s?asxw] seals 

?9\v-?awukw [?9'w?9w9kw ~ ?u-?9W9kw] tobacco (pi.) 

(75) medial position: between vowels (syllable initial) 

a. ti?i [te?e] this one here 

s[i?]i-s9p-saplin [se?es9psap9len] lots of little bits of bread 

ni?-it [ne:?et] be in the way-

b. xwu?us [xwu?os] porcupine 

mu?us [md?os] head 

SU?-9t [sd?ot ~ sd?ot] choose it 

tu?up / tu?up / tup [td?op ~ td?oph ~ tdph] stove 

c. xa?ay [xa?ay] bog cranberry 

?ay-?9J=u6-9m / ?9j- good [?ay?aju09m] language of our people 

nam-Vamin /nam-?m=min/ [nam?amen] pen, pencil, s.t. write with 

d. Xi?9m [*i-?am] cockle 

c-9?=umixw=t9n [&S?omexwten] floor rug, carpet 

X9?a [xa?a] butter clam 

) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. e9y6a/ei?ea [0e?ea] that one (fern.) 

6i?qw=sin (Fik^sin??) [6e?qwsin] left foot 

b. cur-cu? [co?&>?] wren 

c. 0a?pac [0a?pAc] antlers 

?a-?asxw+[i]=u"i [?a?se 9xwM] seal pup (dim.) 

xwa?xwit [xwa?xwet] egg, eggs 

d. tti9?-mu?us [ma:mo?os] a: heads (pi) 

m9?-t [md?^] get s.t. 

m9?-xw-an kwu [md? 3xwAn kwu] f We got it now (NTr.) 
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XsVlurh 

Xi-Xa?'rum=ui 

(77) word-final position 

a. qi-qti+? 

kway 

b. 0u ju? / hu ju? 

?amamu? 

6a-cnu+? 

qwu? 

c. kwuma? 

?aya? 

mi-mna? (cf. msna) 

kwu-kwpa+? 

xwa? 

d. S3? 

C9?=nac=tn 

C3?=umixw=tn 

<b?-

[Xa?3<rom] 

[XiXcrtiomirt] 

[qeqte?] 

[kwi?] 

[0o ju?]~[hd Jd?] 

[?dmamo?] 

[ce'cno?] 

[qwo? ~ qwd?] 

[kwiima?] 

[?aye?] 

[memna?] 

[kwukwpa?] 

[xwa?] 

[se?] 

[6e?nActm] 

[co?omexwt3n] 

6e?-

wolf 

young wolf, wolf cub 

youngest in family 

tomorrow 

to go home 

chiton 

small dog, puppy 

get water, fetch water 

ratfish 

house 

small child, baby 

grandfather (Dim.) 

no (Neg) 

climb, go up 

small blanket to sit on 

nig on floor 

be on top of 

TV.2 Obstruents: Fricatives 
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The fricatives in Sliammon are presented in the following order: 0, s, i, s, x w , x, x w , 

Examples of which are given in the next section. 

(78) word-initial position 

a. ©ic-irh ~ 0ic-im [©icLih ~ ©icim] up in the back woods 

0iq-?3m [0eq?Am] q /q-?/ dig (s.t.) 

0iq=nac [©eqnAch] dig roots 

0i-0ya-f [Gieayet] small lake 

6iy=umixw=t3n [0eyomlxwt9ri'~ mixw] floor 

b. ©umin [0dmm] eyebrow 

c. 6apax=us [©apaxos] male deer; horns on head 

©atixim [©atexem] small waterfall 

d. 0a6 [0LC] straight 

03yaf [©a?3yef] lake 

(79) medial position: between vowels (syllable initial) 

a. 0u0in [06©en] mouth 

qwup=u0in [qwd:po©en] beard 

©iw^uQin^sn [0ew^6et3n ~ 0EWD0Et3n] table 

kwixw=u0i(n)=t3n [kwixwu©et3n] lipstick 

b. kw3n-[i]0ut [kwdne-0oth] watch out, be careful 

t3S-0Ut [tXs©ot] to get close 

c. 0a-0apis c [0a0apisc] I'm bathing now 

©a-Oat^im^t [©a©at'ee-m'ut ~ e-] small Spring salmon 

d. ©3y-©3ya"f [eiiea?^!] lakes (pi) 

(80) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 
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a. qwup=i6xan 

b. ?a?ju0mit /?9-?j=ai0-m-it/ 

Au6-?9m 

c. a0C 

d. 09-0t'e9m 

i90=t9n 

p90k 

(81) word-final position 

a. kil[i]0 

b. ni?=aju=u0 ??? 

c. qiga0 

m9ja0 / m9ji0 

d. p90 

e. m90kw 

wal0 

qaw0 

s 

(82) word-initial position 

a. sin=kwu 

b. su?kw-[i]m 

SUp-9t 

c. sattx™ 

d. S9q-t 

S9q 

e. sqw9j-[i]m 

skwici 

[qwdpe0XAn ~ qwd:pe0XAn] hat under arms 

[?a?jo0met] to understand 

[Xo0?9m] hew, work with stone 

[Q&Psm ~ eceftrai] jigging 

[i90t9n ~ iXGtan] perfume 

[pA0k] bullhead 

[kele0] crooked 

[ni?a?ju0] ~ [ni:] bait a line, bait a trap 

[qegA0] deer 

[mXjE0] meat 

[ P A0] black 

[m90kw] blackcap berry 

[wal0] bullfrog 

[qaw0] potato, potatoes 

[senkwo ~ senkwu] ocean 

[sii?kwem] shake 

[soput] chop it 

[saitxw ~ saitw] woman 

[sAqt] peel it off (wild cherry bark) 

[sgq ~ SAq] half, half dollar, half-breed 

[sqwAjLm] poor 

[ s t t i ] bothersome, a pest 
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snaq [snXq] dear 

(83) medial position: between vowels (syllable initial) 

a. si-si6it e9m [sisi6ete9m ~ sisi0£t e9m] I'll give you advice 

b. cusug-9t 

c. sgy-say 

?usa 

d. VS9 

e. kwa?sta 

[COSOgAt] 

[si: say] 

[?dsa] 

[kwa?sta] 

wrongly accuse, insult s.o. 

scared 

blueberry 

cup 

(84) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. si-skwirh 

b. mu?us-s k w Janxw 

c. sasxwin ~ sa?sxwin 

d. q9s:=Xac 

[seskwim ~ seskwLrh] 

[md?os: k w 3 Jsnxw] 

[sasxwin] ~ [sa?9sxwm] 

[qXsXax] 

shaking 

fish's head; head of fish 

two the same, a pah-

laughed so hard 

(85) word-final position 

a. t'i-tes-t'is 

b. t^if^awus 

t9qw=us 

c. Xas 

kwas 

d. q9s-q9s 

pgs 

[tet'gstes] 

[Pet^wus ~ t' eet' e 9wus] 

[ta?qwos] 

[Xas] 

[kwas] 

[qXsqAS ~ qgsqgs] 

[pas] 

any bird 

peeping, spying 

rock cod 

glass (< English glass) 

hot 

tired of sitting 

numb, get numb 
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(86) word-initial position 

a. i i x w c [•tixwc] I lost a loved one 

•fikw-?9m [tifcwam~*ifcwum] to sew (s.t.) 

i ik^aHFa^an [*eyfcwa?yit*atAn] sewing machine 

b. iup=us [•to:pos] half bald 

<ruqw-u-0ut stress [idqwo0oth ~ -idqwo0uth] to clear up (weather) 

c. ta?amin [taVamin] Sliammon 

d. tax [•TAX] bad 

i90=tsn [i90t9n ~ tA0t9n] perfume 

i9qw=ana=t9n [igq^anafm] earring 

(87) medial position: between vowels (syllable initial) 

a. vti — — 

b. q ^ t - um [qwdfom] to wade 

c. (vAai [t'd'fa't] bed 

qw9i=ay [qw5lAy ~ qwvtay] driftwood 

d. A a i a m [fa-tom] salt 

(88) medial position: after a consonant and before a vowel (syllable initial) 

a. t9kw<ti [tuk îe] rabbit 

b. C+u — - — 

c. ian-f anukw / <tan9kw [fgntaVnuk™- i:Cn<ta?nt)kw] animal hides 

d. i9qw-i9qw=ana=t9n [<tAqw'tAqw?anatLn] earrings (pi.) 

(89) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. ii-ix=umis ['le'ixomis] little bit ugly 

b. mi-amin /t'u<r-?m=min/ [to^Amen] counter top 

c. ta-tn[i]kw [iainekw] small hide 
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kwaft [kwatt] plate 

d. ig-iqis [l/vtqes] going across 

s9*-saitxw [siisa'ftxw ~ sftsa'rtw] women (as in young women) 

(90) word-final position 

a. q w gwi i 

t*amqw[i]L 

b. A>Ap==ig[i]s=u'i 

c. pus=iai 

tix w0ai 

d. t9x w-tix w6af 

rngxawu* 

e. t'eamqwL 

[qwa?WL* ~ qwa?wei] 

[t*amqwtt] 

[iiipegis:oi] 

[pustat] 

[tlXw09f] 

[0a?3yet] 

[tdxwtixW0A*] 

[rnXxAwgi: ~ m/xAWui] 

[tHmqwi] 

pitch, chewing gum 

clouded over, overcast 

bikini underwear 

Adam's apple 

tongue 

lake 

tongues (pi) 

half moon 

cloud 

(91) word-initial position 

a. S9?=igs 

s im9n / sgmgn 

b. su?-9t 

c. sas-9t 

saw* 

d. s9rh 

S9m=ay=it'ea=t9n 

S9ms 

S9q-0ut 

[screws] 

[simAn] 

[sd?ot] 

[sesAt] 

[sew* ~ sXwt] 

[sim] 

[se?9mayit'9at9n] 

[sims] 

[sXq0ot] 

high=body gloss 

enemy 

choose it 

sneak up to it 

door, path, trail 

dry 

clothes dryer 

it's ours 

sigh 

(92) medial position: between vowels (syllable initial) 
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a. c i s i c x w / c is i t c x w tr.? 

i9q is=ay in 

b. t ' isus-am 

c. sa-sat=ap=s9n 

d. t ' is=iq w 

[cisicx™] 

[iXqEseym] 

[tesosgm] 

[sesEtap hsm] 

[ t ' is9q w ~ t ' iSAq w ] 

to challenge (to a race) 

bridge 

Sliammon (place name) 

high heels 

snot, nasal mucus 

(93) media l posi t ion: before a consonant (syl lable f inal) 

a. k wis-k wis 

b. mus-mus 

c. asC 

d. q w9s?im 

[kwiskwis ~ k w isk w is] 

[musmus] 

[qwXs?em] 

Steller's jay 

cow 

dolphin 

(94) word- f ina l pos i t ion 

a. tumis 

cayis 

b. mus-mus 

c. tam-as 

d. pan-as 

narh-as 

e. t'ays 

l a w - s 

[tumis ~ ui-mis] 

[ceyis ~ ce^is] 

[musmus] 

[tXmas ~ tXmAs] 

[pXnAs] 

[na?mAs] 

[t'ays ~ t'ayLs] 

[iXws] 

man 

arm, hand 

cow 

to des te s.t. 

to bury (tr.?) 

to get rid of s.t: 

blanket 

leave it 

(95) [x y ] as al lophone o f III 

a. x w 9 l ' uw la=x9n 

a'. X9 luwla=s9n 

a". sa-sat=ap=s9n 

b. ?imas 

[x w a? low laxy in ] 

[xy i low lasm] 

[s£S£taphSLn] 

[?EmAs] 

spiked heels, high heels 

spiked heels 

high heels 

walk 
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b'. ?imax=ija / ?imax=ija2 [VemaxyiVje ~ Vemaxyija] ant (lit: fast walker) 

(96) word-initial position 

a. x w i t ' e=t9n 

xwip=umixw 

xwip=umixw=t9n 

b. x w uk w t 

c. xwa? 

d. x w 9t ( x w 9 t ?) 

[xwit ' et9n] 

[xwipomixw] 

[xwipomlxwt9n] 

[xwiikwt] 

[xwa?] 

[xwut] 

swing for a baby 

to sweep the floor 

a broom 

nothing 

no 

Swainson's thrush 

(97) medial position: between vowels (syllable initial) 

a. n9x w r t /nx w iL/ 

b. x w u - x w u j9m 

c. xwa-xwa? 

C9tux wan 

d. V x w 9 

[nl5x w :Li ~ nux^i1! ~ ndxwe ,i] dugout canoe, canoe 

[xwuxwujim] stress sales person 

[ x w a x w a ? ] 

[ c i t ux w An ~ c i t ux w An ] 

noryer 

blackberry 

(98) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. tfxwea-l [tixw0at] 

b. t 'uxw?9m [tuxw?9m] 

c. ax w C 

d. Xgxw-t [ivxwt] 

n 9 x w - n 9 x w i i /CaCPL-nx w iL/ [nl)xwnuxwe'l] 

tongue 

huckleberry 

to beat s.o. in a contest 

dugout canoes 

2The suffix =ija/=ija may be a [-back] variant of the LS=uja hand, arm judging from the literal meaning of the 

word and the relationship to the Root ?imas/?imax walk. 
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[ qaym ix w ] 

[<rixw] 

[?ax w ] 

[Wax™] 

[tithonAxw] 

[ to?9n9x w ~ t o? 9 n -ux w ] 

[ t l g v l JX w ~ t i g v i x w ] 

person, native person 

lose a loved one 

falling snow 

it's snowing 

big waves 

cattails, bulrushes 

nine 

(99) word-final position 

a. qaymixw 

tixw 

b. ux w 

c. ?axw 

?a-?axw 

ti-th=unaxw 

d. t 'u?n9xw 

t 9 g i x w 

X 

(100) word-initial position 

a. x-i?-i-xniq / x[i?]i-xniq 

b. xu— 

c. xat'e=inas 

xata kw kiks 

xat a kw90 ?tttan 

xakwu 

xawgas 

xaws 

d. X9p i 

X 9 t k w - 9 ? 9 m / : -kwa?Am 

X9?a 

[xe?ex 3neq] 

[xait^enAs ~ xa-t^enAs] 

[ x a l A k w kiks] 

[xata k w 9 0 ?e i tAn] 

[xak wu] 

[XaWgAS ~ XAWgAS] 

[xaws] 

[xXpi] 

[ xAfk w t )?9m] 

[xa?a] 

Owl's Grove (place name) 

breast bone, sternum 

do you want a cookie? 

do you want to eat? 

cow parsnip, Indian rhubarb 

grizzly bear 

new 

to turn back 

carve, put a design on s.t. 

butter clam 

(101) medial position: between vowels (syllable initial) 

a. Gatixim [Oatexem] small waterfall 

b. t ' 6 9xu [t'e6xwo ~ f^ox^o] ling cod 

b\ DM-CaCPL-t^xu+t?] [t%' e AXt ' 99x w o?°] lots of small cod 
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c. mixa't 

yaxay 

qwup=iOxan 

m9x=awuer 

d. saxam 

[mexAT] 

[yaxAy ~ yXxAy] 

[qw6-pe0XAn] 

black bear 

clam basket 

hat under arm 

[mXxAwaf ~ mXxAwir i ] half moon 

[saxam ~ sXxAm] racing canoe 

(102) medial position: after a consonant and before a vowel (syllable initial) 

a. ...Cxi - — — 

b. ~ C x u ~ 

c. ma-mx-ay=san [ma7mxaysin ~ sin] wolverine 

ca-6x-[a]?amin 

d. -Cxa -

[c;E6xa?3men] microwave oven 

(103) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

[xexyeq] a. xi-xyaq ? 

xi-x&-[a]?min 

b. uxC 

c. xaxgrf 

yaxt 

d. wax-wax 

xakw-xakwu 

[x£xce?men] 

[xaxgif ] 

[yAxt] 

[ W X X 3 W A X ] 

[ xXk w xak w u] 

crab 

fork 

Indian doctor 

rib 

cigarette 

lots of cows parsnip 

(104) word-final position 

a. Xa-Xat[i]x 

b. ~ux 

c. qayax 

tax-ax 

d. qax 

[XaXatEx] 

[qayax] 

[taxAx] 

[qax] 

grasshopper 

digging stick, root digger 

getting old 

many 
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W9X-W9X 

e. qayx 

[ W A X 9 W A X ] 

[qayx] 

cigarette 

Mink (stage name) 

X w 

(105) word-initial position 

a. xwrX*=ay 

b. x w us-9m 

c. xwa-xwani 

xwawit / x w 9w i t 

d. x w 9p -ay in 

X W9S 

xw9s=aya 

[xwe'Xay] 

[xwdsom] 

[xwaxW 9ns?] 

[xwa?awit] stress 

[xwa?paym] 

[ X W A S ] 

[xwXshaye ~ xwXs:aye] 

mountain goat 

Indian ice cream 

tidepool sculpin, bullhead 

fire 

Labrador tea 

oil 

oil container 

(106) medial position: between vowels (syllable initial) 

a. x w i?i-x w iy 

b. xwu-xwup=ayi(n) c 

c. x w a-x w ay-9m 

suxwa 

t'euxw-am-?amin 

foxw=ay 

d. JUX w -9 t 

[xwe?exwey] 

[xwdxwope?ic] 

[xwaxwayim?] 

[soxwa] 

[f?6xwam?Amin] 

[XoxwAy] 

[jdxwAt] 

elastic 

making a basket 

housefly (cf. x w ay-9m dive) 

urine; to urinate 

dish pan 

chum salmon, dog salmon 

to vomit (tr.? vowel) 

(107) medial position: before 

a. x^lx^^igan-gm 

b. x wu?x wp 

suxwa=awtxw 

c. x w a-x w ni 

t9xw-n[i]xw-an 

consonant (syllable final) 

[x^x^egangm] 

[xwd?xwp] 

[sdxw?awtxw ~ sox^awtx 1 

[xax3ne?] 

[toxwne-xwAn] 
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d . toxwt [Xm w t ] to spit 

(108) w o r d - f i n a l p o s i t i o n 

a. p i x w 

b. q s p u x w 

c. j a x w 

j a x w - 9 t 

d . g i t 9 x w 

[pexw] 

[qXp>9xw] 

QaxwAt] a~ e? 

[g i t ' 9x w ] 

flood 

nut 

to melt (e.g. ice) 

to thaw s.t. 

Mary Point K&B(1983 #47) 

(109) w o r d - i n i t i a l p o s i t i o n 

a. h i w = c i s 

h i g a n 

h i y = n a c 

b. h u c 

h u m - h u m 

c. h a m u 

h a n a q w u s 

d . h a w - ? a m i n / h a w - ? m = m i n / 

h g w - h i g u s 

[hewcis] 

[ h E ? g A n ] 

[ h i y n A C ~ h e y n A c ] 

[hoc] 

[hdmhom] 

[ha?mo ~ ha?amo] 

[hanaqwos] 

[hXw?Amen] 

[hXwhegus] 

paddle 

strawberry 

bottom of basket 

Vm going 

blue grouse 

pigeon 

wolf eel; aggressive 

kettle 

chiefs 

(110) media l p o s i t i o n : b e t w e e n v o w e l s (syl lable in i t ia l ) 

a. hi:hi?/h9yh9y [he>:hey? ~ h e i : h e i ? ] 

b . p u h u = q i n [pdhoqEn] 

69 t=uk w t=nac [cf<l[h]6k wt 3nac] 

c. h a - h a s - 9 m c [ h a h a s g m c ] 

kapi=aya [kapihayE] 

d. h i - h g w ^ c i s - m a [ h E h A w c l s m a ] 

arrow 

raven's call 

rain pants 

I'm sneezing 

coffeepot 

get there by paddling 
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( I l l ) medial position: syllable initial 

a. hay-hiyum 

b. ?inhus 

C9i=ukwt 

ti-th=unaxw 

c. tih=aya 

ti-th=aya+? / ti-th=aya-[i]+? 

d. xhs 

[hiy9heyom?] 

[?enhos] 

[cufhokn1 1 ~ c t t iok w t h ] 

[tithonAxw] 

[tihaye] 

[tithayi?] 

seagulls (pi) 

new moon, new month 

rain coat 

big waves 

teapot, cup of tea 

small teapot 

(112) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. ...ihC — 

b. puh-?9m 

c. cah-cah-9m 

x w ah-?9m 

d. q9h-t 

[pun? A m ~ pu:?Am] 

[6eh6ehAm] 

[xwah?Am] 

[qAht] 

windy, to blow (wind) 

to greet, to thank 

to send s.o. 

hoist it up, lift it up 

(113) word-final position 

a. tih 

b. uh 

c. ?ah 

d. qgh-t 

[tih ~ ti:] 

[?ah~?a h] 

[qAht] 

big 

sore, pain 

hoist it up, lift it up 
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IV.3 Sonorant Obstruents 

J> J) § 5 g 

J which is realized a s [ i ~ y ~ i ~ e ~ c ] 

(114) word-initial position 

a. j i cays / jscays [j iceys] spear for cod & cod eggs 

b. juk w -9 t [jukwx)t] smash it up 

juwak w [ jU? 9 WAk w ] a wave (o f water) 

c jaja [JE?je] tree 

j a n x w [ jenx w ~ jenw] fish, any fish 

d. j9 tk w r jstk-] shake 

pi run 

j 9A L - j3A 1 =umix w |jEAJa?X6mixw] car (runs on ground) 

j 9k w =iq w =uja=t9n [je?kweqw6?jet9n] nail polish 

j 9 i -?9m -0 -as rjCi,?Am0As] s/he paid for me 

jaqis [jAqes-jE'qes] crawl 

5) media l posi t ion: between vowels (syl lable init ial) 

a. Xip=ajit iq [^EpajitEq] chin 

t^aj-it ga [FaJiPga] put it in the shade! 

qwaj-[i]m [q wajEm ~ qwajem] moss 

qaji [qAji] still 

b. v ju — . . . . 

c. ? imax- i ja [lemax^ip] ant (cf. ? imas walk) 

f 9 aj=awus - t9n [t^ajEwustgn] sun glasses, shade eyes 

mija0 [mejA0 ~ mEjA0 ~ mXjA0] meat 

g9ja /g i ja [gfje] earth, ground, dirt 

d. tat=nac=ap [tatnajtph] whole leg, hip 
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e. jan-janis [Tanjanes ~ jCnjLnes] teeth 

(116) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. ijC 

b. ujC 

c. fiaj=ten [Faytan] 

d. caj-cuj [ci:cx)y] 

Ja-jX [iay£~ji-A] 

haj=mixw [hXymixw] 

sun umbrella (cf. shade) 

children 

running (MP) 

build a house 

(117) medial position : between consonants: vocalization 

a- j3-J*+[?] J9-JA 

b. ja-jqis+[?] [ji:qes] 

running (cf. jaX run) 

crawling (cf. jaqis craw/) 

(118) word-final position 

a. if 

b. huj 

c. aj 

d. haj 

ha-hj=igiL+[?] 

[hoy] 

[hay] 

[hah^ igLt ] 

stop 

build 

building a boat 

1 
(119) word-initial position - systematic gap : *R'/word-initially 

(120) medial position: between vowels (syllable initial) 

a. qasnaj-i(t) c [qXs3na?jich] 

xajis [xa?jis] 

xaj-xajis [xe-xa?jis] 

368 
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qwa-qwj[i]x [qwaqwajex] little bit of wood 

b. ?9j=umis [?a?jumis] bright coloured, beautiful 

kwakw=aju [kwakwa?Ju] squirrel 

feum=aju [FdmaVjTj] barnacle 

xw9X=aju [xwi5Xa?ju] trout 

X W 3JU [xwa?ju] bait 

c. xwus-um=aja [xwdsoma?je ~ so] soapberry leaves 

?up=aja=cis [?6pa?jEcis] mittens (ten fingers) 

Xax=iqw=uja [Xaxeqw6?je] thumb 

wac=uja [wacu?je] wrist watch 

wac=uja=t9n [wacu?jatAn] wrist watch 

?irnax-ija [TEmaxyiVjE] ant (cf . ?imas walk) 

?9j=aq-3m [?a:j£qAm] rainbow 

d. qasnaj-am [qXsna?jim] to get dressed 

(121) medial position: after a consonant 

a. Cji — - — 

a. cu-c^ui [cuc3jui] small child 

a. Cja — . — 

a. ----- — 

(122) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. ijC — 

b. u]C — — 

c. qwajx [qwXyx ~ qweyx] wood, firewood 

d. X9J-X9Jis [xe-xa?jis] rocks (pi) 

cay-cuy /caj-cuj/ [cixijy] children 
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(123) word-final position 

a. ij 

b. cuj [cuy] child 

cajcuj [ci:cuy ~ci:ci)y] children 

c. qssnaj [qXs9nay] shirt, dress 

d. ? 3 j - 9 j [?a?j9y] get better 

[?a?Ti?~?a?ji:] making it good 

g is rea l izedas[g~w~u~k-

g ~ k voicing assimilation in Consonant clusters 

(124) wOrd-initial pos ition 

a. git^it cx w [git'eecxw] chop'wood (you?) 

b. giih-am [guhom] to bark (as a dog) 

gu-guh-sm [guguhom] barking 

c. ga [ga ~ gA ] imperative particle 

?rftan ga [?eit9ngA] go ahead, eat! 

ga?ut' [gaVotl oar 

gat'-9t [gAt 'At] to pry up tr.? 

d. g9t'e=akwup [ga?t'eakwup] to split wood 

g9&=iqwan [gXceqw9n] bald, partially bald 

g9-g£=iqwan [gowceqw9n ~ gswc] ?? all bald head 

ggq-t [gXqth] open it (door, window) 

ggxi [gXM] brave 
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(125) medial position: between vowels (syllable initial) 

a. saygii [saygit ~ sXygii] diaper 

kig-kig9m [kewkegim] coyote 

Xip=ig[i]s [Xepegis] long Johns 

Xi-Xp-ig[i]s [XeXpegis] small underwear 

kwum=igs [kwumsws] red snapper 

kwu-kwm=ig[i]s [kwi5kw9megyis] small red snapper (dim.) 

?i?agikw [?e?agikw~?E?agikw] clothes 

nagin [nigin ~ nigin] lunch, bag lunch 

n9giri=aya [niginaye] lunch basket 

t'ig-[i]m [teigim] sweet 

b. higus [negus ~ he-gus] chief 

sa?t higus [se?thegus] God 

c. Xagat[i]x [Xagatex] beating on a drum (Xatx tap) 

6ag-9t [cegAt] help him! 

hag-9t [hagAt] warm it up 

qigaO [qegA0] deer 

maga [mXg-9 ~ m9g-A] cougar 

d. t'eag9t'=iqw=uja=t9n [Faggteq^jitgn] ring 

t 9g9m [t'Xggm] sun 

.6) medial position: after a consonant and before a vowel (syllable initial) 

a. ni-ngin=aya+[?] [ninginaye?] small lunch basket 

b. hi-hgus [hehgus] chief, rich in old way (dim.) 

c. xawgas [xawgAs] grizzly bear 

d. i:axg-9t [faxgAt] to destroy it 
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(127) medial position: before a consonant (syllable final) 

a. kig-kigam 

Xip=igs 

kwum=igs 

kwit=igs 

t'ig=qin=tan 

b. ugC 

c. cag-ng-may-am 

hag-?am 

d. t^ag-t^agatWq^uja^tan 

tag=qin 

ta-tg=qin+[?] 

[kewkegim] 

[Xepews] 

[kwumews] 

[kwe:tews] 

[t'ikqetan] 

[6ewnomAyim] 

[hAg?Am ~ hag? Am] 

coyote 

underwear 

red snapper 

vest 

dessert (cf. t'igim sweet) 

I received help (from him) 

warm (s.t.) 

[t'eu-t'eagat'eqwojLtan] stress rings (pi.) 

[tiiwqen ~ tdw9qen] answer back 

[tat3gaqen] answering back 

(128) word-final position 

a. ig 

b. ug 

c. ag 

d. yag-ag [ya'gaw] it got dry, getting dry 

g 

(129) word-initial position - systematic gap: *R70nset 

(130) medial position: between vowels (syllable initial) 

a. xaws=agic 

•tag=it'ea 

mamyagi? / mam ?? 

sa-sygrt 

b. mi-mrnag=ul 

[xXwsa?9gLc] 

[ItfgiPa-ta?^] 

[mAmyas?ge?] 

[sasi?gii] 

[mem3ma?gucl] 

spine 

naked, without clothes 

bumble bee 

small diaper 

real small kitten 
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Appendix V: Sliammon Root List 

This Appendix contains a representative sample of Roots in the language. The Root is the 

lexical core of content words (i.e. words which are translated as nouns, verbs, adjectives and 

adverbs in English). The Root is also the only obligatory element within the predicate complex (cf. 

Appendix VII) which is comprised of a Root plus affixes. This Appendix also provides 

information regarding the attested Root canons in Sliammon. It is organized in the following way: 

Roots with an initial Full Vowel Ii, u, al are abbreviated here as CAC. . . and are often referred to as 

Strong Roots, as compared with Weak Roots which surface with an initial schwa: CaC. . . Bound 

Roots are followed by a hyphen whereas free-standing Roots/Stems are not. There are a number 

of generalizations which emerge from this Appendix. There is only one C V Root in the language 

IQuI or /hu/ which is the verbal auxiliary to go. The majority of Roots have at least two consonants 

(Ci and C2). There are also longer extended Roots (CVCVC) , which are themselves often Stems. 

Roots which are even longer in shape tend to be either borrowed words, sUch as ?atnupil, ?atmupil 

[?amopel] 'car' from English 'automobile', or words which are most often translated as Nouns in 

English. Some of these longer Roots/Stems are unanalyzable from a synchronic perspective. 

There is also a small class of inherently reduplicated Roots/Stems, such as t' eit' eikw 'worm', arid 

mus-mus 'cow' which must be based on the Roots t ' eikw and mus respectively; however, these 

Root are not independently attested. 

C A hu~0u go 

C A C - <Kkw- sew (cf. sewing machine; gunny sack; repair net) 

C A C juk w / ju?k w Indian rice (cf. juk w get crushed) 

C A C - / CaC hiy-, haj make, build (cf. =nac bottom of basket) 

C A C kwa£ dogfish 

C A C kwas hot (cf. burn one's tongue) 

C A C k w in how many 

C A C - kwit- top of (cf. top of foot, kwitiws vesr) 

C A C - kwUA- salty (cf. k w utk w u salt water) 
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C A C - kwul- Root (cf. kwirf='ay maple tree) 

C A G - ka?- to crow (cf. ka?-9m) 

C A C - kig- Root (cf. kig-kig-9m coyote) 

C A C - Xax- old (cf. Xax=ay elder ; thumb) 

C A C Xip under, beneath, below 

C A C hit to grow (as plant) (cf. also adopt a child) 

C A C - tuQ- work stone (cf. [Xu6-?9m] hew, work with stone) 

C A C - Xum- enough, sufficient (cf. Xum- it enough) 

C A C Xup to heal 

C A C Xas glass (< English glass) 

C A C - Xis- root (cf. Xis=qin saliva) 

C A C ?at'e / ?af? bay 

C A C ?ah sore, pain 

C A C - ?aq- get chased (cf. chase him) 

C A C - ?aqw- go downstream (as in ?aqw-is to go downstream) 

C A C ?axw falling snow 

C A C - ?ay- Root (cf. =icin back (of body) ; say- entire, whole) 

C A C - ?im- walk (cf. ?im-as walk -as Intr.) 

C A C Jaxw to thaw, to melt 

C A C Ju? home (cf. hu ga ju? go home!) 

C A C - juxw- vomit (cf. juxw-at to vomit) 

C A C - xwah- get sent (cf. - ?9m to send s.o.) 

C A C xwas oil, fat (cf. suet) 

C A C - xwiX- Root (cf. xwiXay mountain goat, -ay animate) 

C A C - xwup- poke (cf. making a basket) 

C A C •iakw to swell up 

C A C - iay- Root (cf. tay=nac=t9n skirt) 

C A C tixw lose a loved one 
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C A C tuk w tofly 

C A C <hiqw clear skies 

C A C - fup- Root (cf. =us half bald) 

C A C - tup- peel (cf. tup-ut to peel it) 

C A C t'al basket ogress (cf. Watanabe 2000 : tbl) 

C A C - taq- Root (cf. t'i-t'9q-t'aq=a?aq barn swallow) 

C A C - Faj- to shade (from sun) 

C A C - t'ig- sweet (cf. t'igim sweet) 

C A C t'in barbecued salmon 

C A C - t'iq- sharpen (cf. t'iqnis to sharpen a blade) 

C A C - t'ip- barbecue meat 

C A C - t'is- Root (cf. any bird) 

C A C - t'is- body fluid, mucus (cf. saliva, snot, eyes watering) 

C A C t' eukw day, light, bright 

C A C - Fu?- Root (as in FuT^ i s seven) 

C A C - Fum- Root (cf. Fum^aju barnacle) 

C A C - t'ug- be recognized (cf. tugsxw recognize s.b.) 

C A C - t'uqw- Root (cf. t'uqw=ana snail, deaf) 

C A C - t'uqw- Root (t'uqw-9mrec/caps, thimbleberries; snail, deaf) 

C A C xaX want 

C A C - xat'6- Root (cf. breast bone, sternum) 

C A C - bax- cook, fry (cf. microwave oven) 

C A C - bag- help (cf. cag='ay wooden spoon; cag-at help s.o.) 

C A C - bah- to greet, to thank, to pray (with -sm) 

C A C - cif- dance 

C A C cuj [cuy] baby, child (not ones offspring) 

C A C xap cradVe basket 

C A C - 0ap- bathe (cf. tub, bath tub) 
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C A C - 6iy- Root (cf. floor) 

C A C - gat- to pry up (cf. gat'-at to pry it up) 

C A C - guh- bark (cf. guh-um to bark (as a dog)) 

C A C - has- sneeze (cf.-am sneeze) 

C A C - hiw- rich in the old way (cf. higus chief; hiwcis paddle) 

C A C huj finish 

C A C x i F ton (metal) 

C A C xif 9 uncooked 

C A C - XlC- Root (cf. xi&-i6 Fall, Autumn) 

C A C kwan / k w 9 n that 

C A C - k w i x w - Root (cf. kwixw=uein=t9n lipstick) 

C A C - kwum- reddish, pink, flushed (cf. kwum=iws red snapper) 

C A C - kwup- hill (cf. kwupXac Hernando Island) 

C A C - kwus- Root (cf. kwusem green, blue; kwussn star) 

C A C lus Rose (name) 

C A C - mad Root (cf. macusa?ya flea) 

C A C man father 

C A C - muxw- Root (cf. muxw=aju belly button, navel) 

C A C mus four 

C A C - nat'e- nod (cf. naFusam to nod one's head) check 

C A C - narh- like, similar 

C A C - narh- to get rid of (cf. nam-as get rid of s.t.) 

C A C - nam- write (cf. - ?9m 'to write'; -?amin pen, pencil) 

C A C nan name 

C A C nat night 

C A C ni? be there 

C A C - nuh- invite to a feast, potlatch (with Mdl. nuh-um) 

C A C qwit beach 
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C A C - qwuw-

C A C - qaf6-

C A C - qac-

C A C - qix-

C A C qis 

C A C paL' / paL'a 

C A C pal' 

C A C pit 

C A C - puh-

C A C pukw 

C A C pun 

C A C - Puqw-

C A C - pus-

C A C - qwan-

C A C - qwas-

C A C qway 

C A C - q w iq w -

C A C - q w ul -

C A C - qwu0-

C A C - qwup-

C A C saL' / saL'a 

C A C - say-

C A C - sil-

C A C - sin-

C A C - sas-

C A C - sat-

C A C - su?-

C A C suqw / swq w 

Root (cf. qwuw=ana ear) 

to gather people together (cf. qat^-aw plural suffix) 

bite (cf. qa£-9m to bite) 

dye (cf. qix=iqwan-3m dye hair) 

get tied 

one 

heron 

low 

blow (cf. puh-?9m windy, to blow) 

book 

spoon (< English) 

powder (cf. face powder) 

have lump, raised area (cf.lump neck; Adam's apple) 

Root (cf. =iqw<ta knee) 

bloom (cf. qwas-am flower) 

talk, speak 

nail (cf. q w iq w -9m to nail (s.t.)) 

wade (with Mdl. qwui:-um to wade) 

Root (cf. qwu0nact9n cushion) 

body hat 

two 

whole, entte (?) (cf. say=ana neck) 

Root (cf. sil=avvtxw tent) 

Root (cf. sin=kwu ocean) 

sneak up (cf. sas-at to sneak up to if) 

high(cf. high heels) 

choose, select (cf. su?-ut choose it) 

crazy 
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C A C - sup- chop (cf. stump, tail) 

C A C tan that one 

C A C - tam to desire (cf. tam-as to desire s.t.) 

C A C tam what? 

C A C tan mother 

C A C - tap- tight (cf. brassiere, corset) 

C A C tih bis 

C A C - tuqw- Root (cf. tuqw-am have a cold) 

C A C wac watch (< English) 

C A C wuk w scoop net 

C A C - wuc- knuckle, poke (cf. wuc-utto knuckle s.o.) 

C A C xwa? no 

C A C - x wit ' 6- swing (cf. x^t^tan swing for a baby) 

C A C - x w ip- sweep (cf. sweep floor; broom) 

C A C - x w uk w - Root (cf. xwu:kwayin skunk cabbage) 

C A C - yai- call (cf. yaf-at to call s.o.) 

C A C - yiq- need (cf. yiq-it disgusted with it; need it) 

C A C pix w flood 

C A C - pit'9- wash (wring out, wash by hand) 

C A C piq wide 

C A C puqw brown, grey 

CACaC salt 

CACaC Xi?am cockle 

CACaC ?al'as / ?al'as sea cucumber 

CACaC Vi fam/T i f am blanket 

CACaC xwil'am rope 

CACaC talam cedar sticks (for basket) 

C A C a C t'amaxw gooseberry 
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CACaC eat'eam spring salmon 

CACaC kipam button 

CACaC ma0ac cormorant 

CACaC qawam eye 

CACaC saman enemy 

CACaC wuwam sing 

CACaC pafaf6 skunk 

CACaC paqam green, yellow 

C A C A kwawa / kwawa belly, stomach 

C A C A k w ax w a box 

C A C A kwut'a barbecue stick 

C A C A Xina oolichan oil 

C A C A ?usa blueberry 

C A C A Jaja relative, tree 

C A C A t'aqa salal berry 

C A C A - t*ufcwi- to dip up (cf. =kwu dip up water) 

C A C A xakwu cow parsnip, Indian rhubarb 

C A C A 6anu dog 

C A C A ciya grandmother 

C A C A harhu pigeon 

C A C A kwuma / kwuma? ratfish 

C A C A kwupa grampa 

C A C A kapi coffee 

C A C A kapu coat 

C A C A lusi Rose (name) 

C A C A mula mill (<English) 

C A C A sukwa sugar (< English) 

C A C A suxwa urine; to urinate 
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C A C A - ta?a- travel (ta?a=cis to travel, -cis 

C A C A tala money 

C A C A wayi skate (fish) 

C A C A puhu raven 

CACA(C) pipi / pipiy thin 

C A C A C kwunut' porpoise 

C A C A C k wu?ux w smoked salmon, smoked fish 

C A C A C k w uyuk w fish hook, troll for salmon 

C A C A C Xicus Spring (season) 

C A C A C Xiqiw dark 

C A C A C ?axi6 lie down 

C A C A C ?awukw tobacco 

C A C A C ?aya? house 

C A C A C ?apukw maggots 

C A C A C ?ima0 grandchild 

C A C A C ?imin door 

C A C A C ?upan ten 

C A C A C juwakw a wave (of water) 

C A C A C xwusum Indian ice cream 

C A C A C xwuwit ditch, hallow 

C A C A C •ranukw ahimalhide 

C A C A C fagat' herring 

C A C A C tixiw to catch a disease 

C A C A C t'apas cave 

C A C A C t'iniqw salmonberries 

C A C A C t^at'iq a drop of water 

C A C A C nhnib 

C A C A C t^iyid twisted 
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C A C A C - t'isus-

C A C A C ftrhvl 

C A C A C t'upit 

C A C A C xa?ay 

C A C A C calas 

C A C A C cayis 

C A C A C - 6apaxw-

C A C A C 6apis 

C A C A C 6icim~ ©icirh 

C A C A C eu6in 

C A C A C 6umin 

C A C A C ga?ut' 

C A C A C hajaqw 

C A C A C higan 

C A C A C hiyurh 

C A C A C xi?ic 

C A C A C kiki? 

C A C A C layam 

C A C A C - mapal-

C A C A C maqin 

C A C A C masiqw 

C A C A C mawic 

C A C A C mi?in 

C A C A C mixai 

C A C A C mimag [memaw] 

C A C A C mu?us 

C A C A C qwalas 

C A C A C qaVuf3 

small salt water fish (t'isusam Sliammon; sm. fish) 

bed 

wind, sundried fish 

bog cranberry 

three 

arm, hand 

Root (cf. =us antler, horn) 

bathe 

up in the back woods 

mouth 

eyebrow 

oar 

to dig (a pit); steam-cook 

strawberry 

seagull 

salmon after spawning 

bug 

devil 

dark (cf. mapal=awus pupil (eye)) 

hair 

purple sea urchin 

male deer, buck (< Chinook Jargon) 

wild carrots, carrot 

black bear 

cat(cf. maga cougar) 

head 

raccoon 

uvula; glutton 
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C A C A C qagan rose hip 

C A C A C qat'an rat 

C A C A C qaqiqw sea wrack, bladder wrack (type of seaweed) 

C A C A C qi?ic moose 

C A C A C pilaq bracket fungus, mushroom 

C A C A C q w awii pitch, chewing gum 

C A C A C qwuwit beaver 

C A C A C qayax digging stick, root digger 

C A C A C qi?iqw any kind of fruit juice 

C A C A C qiga6 deer 

C A C A C qiyup stern of a boat 

C A C A C takin stocking, sock 

C A C A C tal'ic round 

C A C A C tiqiw horse 

C A C A C tituf small 

C A C A C tumis man 

C A C A C waxas frog 

C A C A C xwu?us porcupine 

C A C A C yayi£/ yays£ Oregon grape berry 

C A C A C yaxay berry basket, clam basket 

C A C A C yiwup sail 

C A C A C pal'af9 skunk 

C A C A C paqiw deadfall 

C A C A C A lamatu sheep (< Chinook Jargon) 

C A C A C A wikal'i / wikal'a hermit crab (cf. wa-wakila limpets) 

C A C A C A C Aagatix beating on a drum 

C A C A C A C ?i?agikw clothes 

C A C A C A C hik w i?iq w great-great-grandmother (cf. hi-hkwi?iqw) 
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C A C A C C a C pal'ascan /pal'as&in pine cones 

C A C C kwa-tt dish, plate 

C A C C kwaqt to scream 

C A C C kwifa upstream area 

C A C C taqt long 

C A C C ?aqwt downstream area check 

C A C C ?asxw seal 

C A C C - ?ilq- Root (cf. ?ilqay barbecued deer meat) 

C A C C ?u?p Church House (place name) 

C A C C janxw fish, any salmon 

C A C C - xwatqw- / xwatqw- thunder 

C A C C t'ays blanket 

C A C C f?iwqw 1 t'eiwq red elderberry 

C A C C xaws new 

C A C C capG parent's sibling, aunt, uncle 

C A C C - 6i?qw- left, left-hand side (cf. =sin left foot) 

C A C C kwurht kelp 

C A C C kiks cookie 

C A C C - marnk- Root (cf. mamak=igs=t9n window, mirror) 

C A C C maqwt'6 wild onions, onion 

C A C C mal'qw fawn, young deer 

C A C C qwajx wood, firewood 

C A C C qa?X" otter 

C A C C qaykw bald-headed eagle 

C A C C piwt rendered fat, lard 

C A C C q w a?i / q w3?f raspberry 

C A C C qwa6t to burp, to belch 

C A C C qwanx crab apple 
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C A C C qaw6 potato, potatoes 

C A C C qayx . Mink (stage name) 

C A C C - talc- be round (cf. tal'[i]c round) 

C A C C - wa?c- bowel movement (cf. wa?c=awtxw bathroom) 

C A C C walG bullfrog 

C A C C x w uk w t nothing, none 

C A C C yaxt rib 

C A C C a C ?aptan green sea urchin 

C A C C a C t'u?naxw cattails 

CACCaC t'uxw?am huckleberry 

C A C C A k w uima to borrow 

C A C C A malya get married 

C A C C A - qayxa- Root (cf. qayxa=Xac kidney) 

C A C C A sayja leaf 

C A C C A watla sweetheart 

C A C C A C Xa?tum wolf (cf. XaTfVum) 

C A C C A C Vtftan eat, food 

C A C C A C xwa?xwit egg, eggs 

C A C C A C xwupxwup hummingbird 

C A C C A C fuimurh littleneck clam 

C A C C A C tuq w tuq w oysters 

C A C C A C •hiqwmut saps running 

C A C C A C t'aqt'aq slow 

C A C C A C t ' 9 ix w t ' e ix w fish hawk 

C A C C A C 6u?6u? wren (also recorded as 6s6o?6o?) 

C A C C A C xawgas grizzly bear 

C A C C A C 0a?pac antlers 

C A C C A C humhuiri blue grouse 
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C A C C A C k w isk w is 

C A C C A C laplas 

C A C C A C laspul 

C A C C A C musmus 

C A C C A C qaymixw 

C A C C A C saplin 

C A C C A C siwsiw 

C A C C A C tuy?ap 

C A C C A C wiwlus 

C A C C A C A C Vatnupil, ?atmupil 

C A C C A C C kamputs 

C A C C C ?apls 

C A C C C t'8amqwL [Famq^] 

C A C C C sattxw 

C A C C C A kwa?sta 

C A C C C A C Xa?t?um 

C A C C C A C lastpul 

CaC kway [kwi?] 

CaC- kwan-

CaC- kwas-

CaC- kwat-

CaC- Xaxw-

CaC Xaq 

CaC Xap 

CaC Xaq 

CaC Xaqw 

CaC- Xas-

Steller's jay 

plank, long board (< Chinook Jargon) 

soccer ball (cf. ~ lastpul) 

cow 

person, native person, First Nations person 

bread 

stinging nettles 

follow behind s.o. 

young man at puberty 

car, auto (< English automobile) 

rubber boots (< English gum boots) 

apple (<English apples) 

cloud 

woman 

cup 

wolf 

soccer ball (cf. ~ laspul) 

tomorrow (cf. k w i? sam tomorrow) 

see (cf. watch out, see) 

count (cf kwas-t count it) 

hump, bump (cf. kwatican humpback salmon) 

Root (cf. Xaxw=ay chum, dog salmon) 

decay, rot, rotten 

deep, bottom 

out, go outside 

hard, solid 

green, yellow, orange (cf. Xas-[i]m) 
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CaC- Xax w- beat, win (cf. Xaxw-t beats.o. in contest) 

CaC- Xax w- spit (cf. Xaxw-t to spit it out) 

CaC- Xarh- wet (cf. Xam-Xam wet) 

CaC- Xaq- Root (cf. Xaq-am grass, straw) 

CaC ?aj good 

CaC- jakw- paint, rub (cf. jakw-t paint it, rub it) 

CaC JaX run 

CaC ^ ' 
p q 

smooth 

CaC- x w aw- light fire (xaw-at light it, xw[a] w[i]t fire) 

CaC xwas oil 

CaC- xwap- Root (cf. =ayin Labrador tea) 

CaC xaX break (rope, string) 

CaC- xaX- pluck (cf. xaX=iws pluck/feather a bird) 

CaC iax bad (cf. =qin raspy throat) 

CaC- ian- to weave (cf. ian-t to weave blankets) 

CaC- fag- be without (cf. ,tag=it'ea naked, without clothes) 

CaC •faqw arrow 

CaC- <raqw- Root (cf. earring) 

CaC- t'at'e- bleed, red (cf. t'aF-am to bleed; t'aF-im red) 

CaC- t'aq- adhere (cf. t'aq-t paste it on, glue it) 

CaC- t'eax- be worn out (cf. t'eax=it'ea clothes worn out) 

CaC t'eac bitter, sour (cf. mosquito; Sitka spruce) 

CaC- t' eakw- wipe (cf. F a k M wipe if) 

CaC- t'eam- Root (cf. Famtan 'breast') 

CaC cax ripe, cooked 

CaC- ca?- on top of (cf. [6u?umixwtan 'floor rug, carpet') 

CaC cai rain 

CaC 6aq fence 
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CaC caq tiny bird, robin 

CaC- cat- cut, slice (cf. cat-q=amin knife ; cat-?amin saw) 

CaC- 0at'e- jig (cf. Oat^-am to jig for cod) 

CaC 6a6 flat, straight 

CaC- 0akw- Root (cf. 0akwnactan chair) 

CaC- 0aq- Root (cf. 0aq=ay sockeye salmon) 

CaC- gat'e- split (cf. =akwup to split wood) 

CaC- gac- bald, bare (cf. =iqwan bald, partially bald) 

CaC gsq open (cf. gaq-it it's opened) 

CaC- gaqw- drag (cf. gaqw-t drag it) 

CaC kway [kwi?] tomorrow 

CaC- max- Root (cf. max=awa't half moon) 

CaC maX calm (on water), no wind 

CaC- ma?- take (cf. ma?amkwum pick berries) 

CaC- makw- eat (cf. makw-t earj'O 

CaC maq to get full from eating 

CaC- maqw- swallow (cf. maqw-t swallow if) 

CaC mas mink 

CaC- riap- under, inside 

CaC- naq- Root (cf. na-nq-am killer whale) 

CaC- nay- forger (cf.'to forget s.t.') 

CaC- qan- Root (cf. qan=ayu needle) 

CaC- qas- tired (cf. qas=Xac laugh so hard) 

CaC- pan- bury (cf. pan-as bury it) 

CaC paq white 

CaC- paqw- to rot, to decay 

CaC- qwat- wash ashore (cf. qwaiay driftwood) 

CaC qwaf come 
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CaC qax many 

CaC qay to die (cf. qay-t kill it) 

CaC- qah- hoist, lift (cf. qah-t lift it up) 

CaC- qap- Root (cf. qap=iws-am make the sign of the cross) 

CaC- sax- Root (cf. sax-am racing canoe) 

CaC sal- turn, spin (salsal turning, spinning) 

CaC saq half, fifty-cent piece, half-breed 

CaC saq peel (cf. saq-t peel it off (e.g. wild cherry bark)) 

CaC- sap- get hit 

CaC- sa?- high, go up 

CaC- sarh- dry (cf. sarh-sam it's already dried) 

CaC- saq- sigh (cf. saqGut sigh) 

CaC- takw- pull (cf.takw-t pull it) 

CaC tag freeze (cf tag-t freeze it) 

CaC tarn to tie, belt 

CaC- takw- Root (cf. takwana deaf) 

CaC- tas- Root (cf. -Out to get close) 

CaC xwat Swainson's thrush 

CaC ysg it's been raining, and it's dried up 

CaC yap to break (as cup) 

CaC- pag- Root (cf. pag-ay flounder, halibut) 

CaC pa6 black 

CaC paq smoke (from fire) 

CaCaC t'axam six 

CaCaC t'agaqw clay 

CaCaC t'agam moon, sun 

CaCaC t'aqwam thimbleberry 

CaCaC kwawac sturgeon 
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CaCaC qwasam grouse 

CaCaCaC palamas plum (<English plums) 

CaCA xa?a butter clam (cf. diminutive xi-x?a) 

CaCA xapi, xapj to turn back 

CaCA t' eaxwu ling cod 

CaCA mana one's child, offspring 

CaCA maga cougar 

CaCA pacu basket (generic) 

CaCa papa pepper 

CaCA qaji, qajy again, still 

CaCA qaya water 

CaCA sama mussel 

CaCA taqwa octopus, devil fish 

CaCAC ?al'as / ?afas sea cucumber 

CaCAC xajis rock 

CaCAC faqis go across 

CaCAC 0aya"t / Gayit lake 

CaCAC majaG / maji0 meat 

C a C A C macin louse (cf. =tan fine-toothed comb) 

CaCAC masiqw, masiqw purple sea urchin (cf. m9sqw soft) 

CaCAC naxwit dugout canoe 

CaCAC qajiX / qajiX" scar, a scar 

CaCAC qapuxw nut 

CaCAC qwanis / qwanas whale (not orca/killer whale) 

CaCAC sakwum shiver 

C a C A C A Facali / Facil'i kingfisher 

C a C A C A kanika coloured person 

C a C A C A matula Victoria 
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CaCACA(C) manat^i, manat'ei? drum 

C a C A C A C Xafaqan / Xal'aqin slug 

C a C A C A C catuxwan blackberry 

C a - C A C A C qa-qayas barrel 

C a C A C C A xwal'uwla spiked (cf. spiked heels, high heels) 

CaCC kwa*t plate, tray 

CaCC- kal6- bent, crooked (cf. kil[i]6 be crooked) 

CaCC sleep 

CaCC- Xams- reside, house (cf. Xamis reside; Xamstan village) 

CaCC Xapxw broke (cf. XaXapxw pocket knife) 

CaCC ?asp end, fmish (cf. ?as[i]p to call s.o. down) 

CaCC ?awkw, ?uwkw be all gone; none; all 

CaCC xafkw have a design, get carved 

CaCC- •taxg- to destroy 

CaCC t'at'es to squirt 

CaCC t'akws to burst 

CaCC- t'alk- get/make hole 

CaCC t'eams soaked 

CaCC laps canvas shoes, runners 

CaCC ma0kw blackcap berry 

CaCC malxw dipper, Greybird 

CaCC- masqw- soft (cf. masqw-am soft) 

CaCC- qat'xw- Root (cf. qatxw=us skull) 

CaCC- patq- slippery (cf. patq-am slippery) 

CaCC pait thick 

CaCC- palk w - , pafkw- roll (cf. palkw-at roll s.t. over) 

CaCC qamkw to capsize, tip over 

CaCC- qams- store away 
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CaCC- paXs- float, surface (cf. paXsigrr launch a canoe) 

CaCC pat'et tin can, tin 

CaCC paGk bullhead (fish) 

CaCCaC t'eamtaq oolichan, candlefish 

CaCCaC maqsan nose 

CaCCaC palmas plum (<English plums) 

Ca-CCaC qwa-qwwax duck, any duck 

CaC-CaC wax-wax cigarette 

CaCCaC xwumyac / xwumyic skin 

CaCCA 0ay6a / ei?0a that one (fern.) 

CaCCA lakli key (FT. <Chinook Jargon) 

CaCCA qwas?i lung 

CaCCA tayta that one (gen.) 

CaCCA tak w ti rabbit 

CaC-CAC Xan-Xan real shy 

CaCCAC qasnaj dress 

CaC-CAC pac-pic awake 

CaCCAC qwas?im dolphin 

CaC-CAC say-say scared 

C a C C A C A hankala /hankala pot (cook in) 

C a C - C A C A C xag-xagai chipmunk 

C a C C C A C A hankXala / harikXala por (cook in) (cf. Watanabe 2000: hankiala) 
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Appendix VI: Sliammon Lexical Suffixes 

The following Lexical Suffixes (LS) are a sample of those attested in the data collected in 

this study (1988-2000) and are listed alphabetically by their general English gloss. For the most 

part, I use the "cover" terms adopted in Watanabe (2000) for ease of cross-reference, and include 

additional glosses which indicate the range of extended meanings for each LS. The examples are 

organized from a phonological perspective within each data set and are listed according to the place 

and manner of articulation of the root-initial consonant and first vowel of the root: i , u, a,a. 

Exceptions to this include forms involving numbers in which case it seems more natural to cite 

them in numerical order. 

Some of the LSs discussed by Watanabe (2000, Chapter 8) do not occur in the present data 

base, and are therefore not discussed here; these include: =csan Forehead, =i©xan Armpit, -am 

Inside of a container, =anxw Fish runs, =3n?af Child> and =tai Fathom. The reader is referred to 

Watanabe (2000: 186-189) for a discussion of the stative/non-stative forms of these LSs. I have 

listed the non-stative forms here and indicate stative forms where relevant. 

Lexical suffixes identified here which do not appear in Watanabe (2000) include the 

following: =xi0 Bed, =aymixw Breast, =anc Character, =tan Enclosure, =ay Person (non

productive), =ay-i People, =igan Sentiments, =9qsan Nose (non-productive), =atp Tree (non

productive), =aju Way to get food; bait (?). 

Ankle =ayiqwan 

Appearance =umis 

Area between legs =aq,=aq 

Arm =ayaxan, =ayaxan 

Armpit =i©xan 

Back =agic 

Back =icon 

Bed =xi0 

Belly =lawi 
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Berries -urn, =urha 

Blanket =ukw-t 

Body =igs 

Bottom =nac 

Breast =aymixw 

Breath =a?a<hvr 

Canoe, vehicle =igrt 

Character =anc 

Cheek =ajis 

Chest =inas 

Chin ' =ajitiq 

Clothes, cloth =it'ea 

Cloud, sky above =ayi=tn 

Corner =axan 

Cup-shaped object =awuf 

Day of week =s 

Door =sagf 

Ear (HW) =a?ana 

Enclosure =tan 

End, shape =ayin ~ =ayin 

Eye =awus 

Fathom =ta"i 

Field =iya?kw 

Finger =iqw=uja 

Fire, firewood =akwup 

Floor =umixw 

Food =iaw 

Foot, lower leg =s9n / =sin 
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Hand (non-productive) =cis 

Hand (productive) =uja 

Hat =ayuqw ~ =ay?iq1 

Head, round object =us 

Heel =ap=s3n 

House =mixw 

House, dwelling =awtxw 

Instrument =ayu 

Instrument =min 

Instrument =tn 

Intestine =Aac 

Intestine =ay£ 

Knee =iqwia 

Leaf, stalk =aja 

Lid =ipan 

Mattress =a?ai, =a?i 

Mouth (inside), language =qin 

Mouth, lips (external) =u0in 

Neck, ear =ana 

Net =jan 

Nose (non-productive) =aqsn 

Nose =iqw 

Outside =awui: 

People =ay-i 

Person (non-productive) -ay 

Person =ay-a 

Place =aya (~ =ala) 

Rock - =ays 



Roof 

Roots 

Sentiments, inner part 

Shoulder 

Side (of body) 

Smell 

Tens 

Thigh 

Throat 

Throat 

Throat 

Times 

Times: combined 

Toe 

Tongue 

Tooth, cutting edge 

Top of head 

Tree, bush (non-productive) 

Tree, bush (productive) 

Water 

Wave (of water) 

Way to get food 

Wind, weather 

Young of species 

=txw 

=kwum 

=igan 

=a?amcis 

=wum 

-aqap 

=sa? 

=anaq 

=agt'e 

=qaXay, =qXay 

=^ai 

=ai 

=ii 

=awu=s9n 

=ixw0af 

=unis, =nis 

=iqwan 

=stp 

=?ay 

=kwu 

=unaxw 

=aju 

=a?aq 

=uf 
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Examples: 

Ankle: 

(1) 

a. say= :ayiqwan 

=ayiqwan 

[saye?eqwAn] 

Indep. form: 

ankle 

Appearance: 

(2) 

a. tih=umis 

b. nam=umis 

c. i:x=umis 

d. ?j==umis 

=umis 

[tihomis ~ tihonus] 

[na?momis] 

[•iAxwomi,s] 

[?a?jumis] 

Indep. form: 

chubby, fat (cf. tih big) 

look like s.o. (cf. nam like, similar) 

ugly, bad looking (cf. tax bad) 

beautiful (lit: good looking) 

Area between legs, inside of thigh =aq ~ =aq 

(3) 

a. qwup=aq 

Indep. form: 

b. IMP-sum=aq-6ay-m a 1 

b'. IMP-sum=aq-t-uw-m 

c. PvED-say-n=aq 

[qw6-pAq] puiy'c nair 

[sd:s6mAq6ema] Are they gathering around you? 

[sdsomaqtuwum] they're gathering around us (cedar roots) 

[sisay 3nAq] groin, pubic area 

This LS may also occur in a number of wildlife terms: 

(4) 

a. DM-pu , l : : : :nac=aq-af+[?] [pupiaVnaceqAi] jelly fish (way it moves through water) 

b. tay=aq=min [tayeqmin] clam shell 

c. IMP-qwat'il=aq [q w aq w atelAq] butterfly (reflects motion) 

d. Al'=aq-n [Xa?laqAn] slug 

'The stem sum=aq-at is used to mean 'gather underneath one, to come up underneath one, to gather plentifully 

around one' and is used to refer to tasks/harvesting which are done between the legs, like root digging, clam 

digging, and berry picking. 
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d'. DM-AT=aq-n+[i]+[?] [Ma?laqen] small slug 

Arm, upper (elbow to shoulder): 

(5) 

a. iiqw-im=ay-axan 

b. qwup=yxan 

b'. DIM-qwup=ay-axan 

c. say=ay-axan 

d. 6g=ay-axan 

e. crh=ay-axan c 

f. DIM-qX=ay-axan c 

Armpit, underarm 

a. qwup=i6xan 

[ieq^mayAxan] 

[qwdpexAn] 

[qwdqwpayaxAn] 

[saya?yAxAn] 

[6a?gayexAn] 

[ce?9mayexAnch] 

[qaqXayAxsnc] 

[qwdpe0XAn] 

=ayaxan, =yxan 

feel quiver on right arm (good omen) 

hair under arm (cf. qwup- body hair) 

hair on arms 

elbow (cf. say-) 

sliver in elbow 

my arms got cold (cf. cm cold) 

I've got short sleeves (cf. qX short) 

hair under arms 

Back: 

(6) 

a. qwt=ican 

a'. DM-q w t=ic9n 

b. k w t=ic3n 

b'. kwt=ic3n=sn 

c. mx=ic[i]n 

=ic9n, =icin (stv.) Indep. form: ?ayicin [?ayyicin] back 

[qwaticin ~ qwXticin] humpback salmon check 

[qweqwtec m] small h umpback salmon 

[kwi3tecin ~ k^utecin] humpback salmon check 

[kwiticinsin ~ k w i ] top of foot 

[mXxecin] divided in half (stv.) 

Back, spinal column: 

(7) 

a. piq=agic 

b. f^iyc^agic 

c. wu6=agic c 

d. xawsin=agic 

=agic , =agic (stative) Indep. form: ?ayicin [?ayyicm] back 

[peqagic] 

[feiy6a?gich] 

[wu:6egichch] 

[xawsina?3gic] 

turtle (cf. piq wide) 

twisted spine (cf. fiyi twisted) 

I have s.t. poking my back 

spine (cf. xawsin bone) 
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e. Xpxw=agic 

f. Xi=agic 

[XXpxwa?gic] 

[XataVgic] 

break one's back (cf. Xpxw break) 

stiff back 

Bed: 

(8) 

a. suxwa=xi0 

b. IMP-qway=axi6 

=xi0, =axiO 

[sdxwaxee] 

[sdxwEwsam] 

[qwaqwayAxee] 

Indep. form: ?axi6 [?axe0] lay down 

to wet one's bed (cf. suxwa urinate) 

to wet one's pants 

talking in one's sleep (cf. qway speak, talk) 

Belly, counting bottles: 

(9) ' 

a. paL'=lawi 

b. saL'=lawi 

c. mus=lawi 

d. qa?=lawi 

=lawi 

[paylawe?] 

[saylawe?] 

[moslawe?] 

[qa?lawe?] 

one bottle 

two bottles 

four bottles 

sea worm 

Berries: 

(10) 

a. t'in=uma 

b. ma?9rrucw=um 

=uma, =um 

[t'enoma] 

[ma?Anucwum] 

berry (cf. ten barbecue fish) 

pick berries 

Blanket, covering, hide, pelt, skin: =ukw-t 

( ID 

a. kwum=ukw-t 

b. takin=ukw-t 

c. ian=ukw 

d. pq=ukw-t 

e. C3CpL-t'rh-uw=ukw-t 

[kwumvkwt] 

[ta3kinukwth] 

[pXqokwth] 

red blanket (cf. kwum- red) 

sweater (cf. takin stocking, knitted) 

deer skin 

white blanket (cf. pq [pXq] white) 

[t'Xmt'a?9mowukwth] making a quilt (cf. tarn tie, belt) 
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f. t't'eim=ukw-t [ta?t:'eenrokwth] red blanket (cf. t't̂ -m [taVf̂ am] bleed) 

g- &=ukw-t [ct<l(h)6kwth] rain coat (cf. c i rain) 

h. kwsim=ukw-t [kwiisemx)kwt] blue jeans (cf. kwasim blue) 

i. xwiX=aj=ukw-t [xwe.Xa.jukwth] mountain goat blanket (xweXay mtn. goaf) 

Body, whole body: =igs (=iws), =ig[i]s Indep. form: gi?iws [gi?eyus] whole body 

(12) 

a. mija6=igs [mejaOews] flesh (mija6 meat, flesh) 

b. Xip=igs [Xepews] underwear (cf. Xip under) 

c. cm=igs [ci:news] bone up front of lower leg, shin 

d. kwit=igs [kwe:te?us ~kwe:tews] vest 

e. qiga6=igs [qe:ga0ews] deer meat (cf. qigaO deer) 

f. kwum=igs [kwumews] red snapper (cf. kwum- red) 

g- kwan=igs-m [kwanewsAm] to rest (one's body) (cf. kwan- rest) 

g'- kwan=igs-m-'ui a cxw [kwanewsa?moia3cxw] Did you rest? 

g"- kwan=igs-it c [kwanewsich] I already rested 

h. pXs=igs 2 [pXXsews] chicken pox, measles (pXs come to surface) 

i. pq=igs [pXqews] pale body (cf. paq white) 

j - tm=igs=tn [taVmewstan] garter (for stockings) (cf. tarn to tie, belt) 

k. Xq=igs-m [XXqewsam] chicken pox 

1. qp=igs-m [qXpewsam] make sign of the cross 

m. xX=igs [xXXews] to feather a bird (cf. xX- pluck) 

n. MP-?h=igs c [?a?hewsc] my body is aching (cf. ?ah ache, sore) 

2This can be used to refer to any skin affliction in which the infection comes to the surface of the skin. See also 

pXs=igif [pAXs*igtf] put a boat in the water, launch a canoe. Given the relationship between these words I assume 

this root means something like be on the surface, come to the surface. 
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Bottom, base, behind, backsides: =nac 

(13) 

a. t°ip=nac [ t^^p^Ac 1 1 ~ nac] pointed tail (cf. t^ip sharp, pointed) 

b. tih=nac [ti:nach] it's empty (cf. tih big) 

c. RED-ciX=nac [6i:ciX3nac] short tail (cf. cit. short) 

d. hu c eiq=nac-'u't [hoc 6t?qnacirr] I went digging roots 

d'. rMP-6iq=nac c [eeeeqnachch] I'm digging roots (cf. 6iq dig) 

e. hiy=nac [heynAc] ~ [hiynAc] bottom of a basket 

f. qwu0=nac=tn [qwde9nactn] cushion 

g- sup=nac [sdpnAc] tail (cf. sup- chop) 

h. CaCpL- sup=nac=min [s3psop9n3cmiln] stumps (cf. sup- chop) 

i. IMP-jug=nac-t-as [jiiug3nactAs] he's coiling it up (a rope) 

j - ?u?<hxw=nac [TdVttunaec] salamander3 (cf. ?u"itxw come inside) 

k. tat=nac=ap [tatnacep ~ tat9nacip] hip, buttocks, whole hip 

1. Xaqt=nac [Xaqtanac] high-waisted (cf. Xaqt long) 

m. kali=nac [kelinAc] Kelly!!! (expressing frustration) 

n. kwan=nac-m [kwanacim] sir down (cf. kwan- rest) 

0. DM-saxwil=nac [sas9xwelnAc] salt grass 4 

P- •fay=nac=tn [laynactsn] skirt 

P'- C3CpL-"iay=nac=tn [tiiaynactn] lots of skirts 

q- xwat'qw-am-u=nac [xwatqwamonac] puff ba7V5 (cf.xwatqw-am thunder) 

Apparently you are not supposed to go near salamanders; be careful not to step over them, touch them nor make 

fun of them. If you do, he'll follow you home and crawl up your bum. 
4 Salt grass grows on the tidal flats. The male plant flowers - the Sliammon people ate the stocks of the female 

plants only. 
5 The word for this bell-shaped mushroom literally means "thunder-shit". Traditionally, the dust from the puff ball 

was used to help clean clothes. The dust from the puff ball was also mixed with urine in order to make a hair tonic, 

which made one's hair shiny. 
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(14) CC Roots 

a. XrhXm=nac 

b. cn=nac 

c. c?=nac=tn 

d. kwrh=nac 

d'. DIM-kwrh=nac 

e. R w ?=nae- t 6 

f. qX=nac 

g. ekw=nac=tn 

g'. 6kw=nac=tn-hV c 

h. sq=nac 

i. mX=nac 

j . np=nac 

[XamXamnAc] wet bum (cf. XamXam wet) 

[cinnac] head of the inlet 

[6e:nactm ~ 6e?nactLn] small blanket to sit on 

[kwX? 9mnic h] 

[kwikw?amnac] 

[kwt>t'e9nacth] 

[qXX9nach] 

[0ukw9nactin ~ tn] 

[0i5kwnActe:hench] 

[sXqnac] 

[mXX9n3ch] 

[nXphnach] 

cedar roots 

small (cedar) roots 

turn it over (a boat) (cf. kw9t go over) 

bobbed tail, like bob-cat (cf. qX bobbed) 

chair 

I've got a chat 

tow, towing 

Mitlenatch Island (cf. maX calm) 

pants, underpants (cf. nap- inside) 

(15) C C C Roots 

a. Xpxw=nac 

b. s?t+[i]=nac 

c. r?t=nac 

[XXpxW9nac] 

[si^nac11] 

[lX?tnac ~ K?thnac] 

break one's tail bone (cf. Xpxw break) 

on edge of seat; ready-to-run; bottom in at 

flabby bottom (cf. [lartet] sag, flab) 

Breast: 

(16) 

a. tap=aymixw=tn 

b. np=aymixw 

c. DIM-lt=aymixw 

=aymix 

[tapAyniixwtn] 

[napaymLx w ] 

[leltaymix*] 

Indep. form: t^m^tn [t^amtan ~ ta] breast 

brassiere, bra (tap- tight) 

breast milk (cf. nap- inside) 

breasts hanging (without a bra) 

6This means to 'turn the boat upside down' or 'turn it bottom up' so that the rain, sand, etc., won't get in it. 
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Breath: 

(17) 

a. ?uwfew=a?aiai 

=a?atai, =a?a=iai 

[?u:kwa?aiai] he's not breathing anymore 

Canoe, boat, vehicle: 

(18) 

a. calas=igii 

b. pAs=igii 

c. f3x=nac=igii 

d. MP-fq-ay=igii 

e. IMP-hj=igii 

=igrr 

[celAslgii] 

[ p A X s i g i i ] 

[t̂ AxnacLgii] 

[iXiqayigAi] 

[haVJlgi-r] 

Indep. form: nsx w i i [mjxwif] canoe 

three boats 

put boat in the water (p AS float, on surface) 

bottom of boat is worn out (cf. t^x worn out) 

patching a boat 

building a boat (cf. h9y=mixw build a house) 

Character, humour, kind: =anc 

(19) 

a. DM-ix=anc-m+[i]+[?] [ieixancim] angry (cf. i x [iXx] bad) 

Cheek: 

(20) 

a. A ik w =aj is 

b. q w um=aj is- t 

c. tat^ajis 

=ajis 

[Xekwa?ajis] 

[q^'maVjLS^] 

[tata?jis] 

Indep. form: say=ajis [saye?ji.s] cheek 

fish cheeks (in soup; round shaped) 

to kiss (s.o.) on the cheek 

cheek (cf. tat-) 

Chest 

(21) 

a. ?iy=inas-m c ?ay-

b. qwup=inas 

c. xate=inas 

=inas 

[?eyinAS9mc] 

[qwdpenAs] 

[xa^eriAs] 

Indep. form: [?eyinas] chest 

I feel it in my chest (visitors are coming) 

hat on chest 

breast bone, sternum 
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d. Xkw=inas 

e. IMP-jkw-m=inas 

f. ntx-[i]m=inas 

[Xi5kwinAs] 

[JeykwamenAs] 

[nAtxemenAs] 

heart 

heartburn (cf. j9-jkwrubbing) 

heart beat 

Chin: 

(22) 

a. Xi?p=ajitiq 

=ajitiq 

[Xe?pajiteq] chin (cf. Xip under) 

Clothes, cloth: 

(23) =i?a 

g. Xip=itea 

a. ig^t^a-m 

a'. ig=ifea(?) 

=it®a , =it'ea? (stv.) Indep. form: ?i?agikw [VeVagik™] ciofnes 

[Xepef^A] 

[•laVaglt̂ sm] 

s/ip, /ady's s/ip (cf. Xip under, deep) 

take off one's clothes (coat) (ig- undress) 

[UI&PA ~ ialgiPal] naked 

(23.1) -ay ît̂ a ~-ay=i^a 

a. pitB-ay=it'ea 

a'. pit'e-ay=it'ea=tn 

b. iik^ay^it^tn 

c. xwiqw-ay=it'6a=tn 

d. hakw-ay=h*a 

[pet'eayit'e9h] 

[pePayiPaton] 

[le^ayit^atAn] 

[x^q^Tyit^atan] 

[hXkwayit'eA] 

wash clothes (cf. pit9 wash, wring, squeeze) 

washing machine (cf. pit̂ -it squeezed) 

sewing machine (cf. iikw sew) 

washboard 

clotheshangingonline (hakw/h9kw hangup) 

(24) 

a. ?tfe-m 

a'. Vt̂ arhas 

[?if°am] 

[?X^a?mAs] 

blanket 

shawl 

Cloud, sky above, weather: =ayi=tn 

(25) 

a. ni?=ayi=tn [ne?ayit9n] 

Indep. form: ramq^i cloud 

cloudy, thick clouds (ni? exist, be there) 
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b. mahi=ayi=tn 

c. cH=ayi=tn 

[mahyeyitan] 

[cfiayitsn] 

mid-day, noon 

looks like rain (see it in the sky); rain clouds 

Corner: =axan 

(26) 

a. qwit=axan [qwe:taxAn] front of the house (cf. qwit [qwet] beach) 

b. 0ic-m=axan [GicmaxAn] back of the house (go round the back) 

Cup-shaped object, canoe, half-shell: =awui 

(27) 

a. mus=awui [mdsawuf] four boats 

b. t'euV=cis=awuf [t^dVcisawufJ seven boats 

c. ?upan=awui [VopAnawui] ten boats 

d. mus=awu,t mt'ay [mdsawui m a ? t A y ] four horse clams on the half shell 

e. 0iya=cis=awui mt'ay [OiyecisawDf ma?tA .y] five horse clams on the half shell 

f. t'xm=awui mt'ay [tAXAmawui m a ? t A y ] six horse clams on the half shell 

g- t'eu?=cis=awui mt'ay [t̂ orcisawTji ma?tA .y] seven horse clams on the half shell 

h. ta?a=cis=awui mt'ay [ta?acisaw'ui ma?tAy] eight horse clams on the half shell 

i. tigixw=awuf mt'ay [tCgyixwawi)i ma?tAy] nine horse clams on the half shell 

j- ?upan=awui mt'ay [VopAnawui maVtAy] ten horse clams on the half shell 

k. mx^awui [mAxawvi] half moon 

1. np=awui [nspawDi] in a boat, in a car (cf. nap- inside) 

m. ckw=9wui [ce?kwo?wui] sides of a basket 

n. ?uwu"i [?dwi)i] to board a canoe, to get on a boat 
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Day (of the week): 

(28) 

a. paL'=s 7 

b. saL'=s 

c. calas=s 

d. mus=s 

e. 0iyacis=s 

[paras] 

[sa?as] 

[ C E : 1 A S : ] 

[mos: ~ moss] 

[Giyecis:] 

Indep. form: Pukw [f̂ dk™] day, daylight 

Monday 8 (first day) 

Tuesday (second day) 

Wednesday (third day) 

Thursday (fourth day) 

Friday (fifth day) 

Door, road, path: 

(29) 

a. Xa=saw-?m 

a'. Xa=saw-t-'uf c 

b. kwt=Sawi 

c. kwt=sawi ga 

=sawi, =saw, =sagt Indep. form: 

[Xasew?9m] 

[XasewtMc] 

tkwdtsewi] 

[kwdtsewt g A ] 

to knock, rap (on s.t. esp. door) 

I knocked on his door 

switch to other side of road (k w9t go over) 

stay on the side of the road! 

Ear (see also Neck): 

(30) 

a. DIM-tih=?ana 

=?ana9, =ana 

[titha?ana] 

Indep. form: [qwdw?ana] ear 

big ears 

7 This is the only LS reported for Sliammon which consists of a single consonant. In terms of its canonical shape, 

it is suspect since all other lexical suffixes in the language are either minimally bimoraic, such as -VC or consist of 

a syllable CaC, such as =san. It may be possible to analyze the final s as the third person possessive marker -s 

rather than as a LS. This is a topic for further research. 

8The forms for 'Saturday' and 'Sunday' are as follows: [taqwtam] ~ [t'dqwtam] Saturday and [x^afnAt1] ~ 

[xaxatnAth] (lit: holy night) Sunday. One consultant also reports that her parents used [ye?yaw] Monday instead of 

the form given above. Sundays are counted in order to keep track of the weeks, moons are counted in order to keep 

track of the months, and snows are counted for the years: [pa?a %a.%isAnAt] one (Sunday) week , [pa?a t'XgAm] one 

(moon) month , and [pa?a qw6?mAy] one (snow) year. 

9Watanabe (2000:190) posits =a?ana, =a?ana (stv.) as the form of the LS for ear. From the perspective adopted here 

the first [a] appears to come from epenthetic [a] after a consonant cluster and before the LS =?ana, as in /tlk=?ana/ 

talk[a]?ana [t/lke?ana] hole in ear, and DIM-qwup=?ana / qwu-qwp[a]?ana [qw6qwpa?ana] hair sticking out of ears. 
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b. CaCpL-Aiqw=?ana 

c. DIM-qwup=7ana 

d. paL'=?ana 

e. t^x^ana-m 

f. tuc=?ana 

[ A s q ^ e q ^ a r i a ] 

[qwdqwpa?ana] 

[pay?ana] 

[Pdx^naTam] 

[tXlke?ana] 

earlobes 

hat sticking out of ears 

bundle of roots (packed oh shoulder) 

wash one's ears 

hole in ear 

Enclosure: 

(31) 

a. ?ap=tan 

b. Xqw=tan 

c. Xms=tan 

=tan 

[?aptsn] 

Indep. form: 

green sea urchin 

[Xaqwtan ~ Auqwtan] wall (of building) 

[Xamstan] house(s), village (Xsmes where one resides) 

End, extremity, shape: =ayin, =ayiri 

(32) 

a. r ip=ayin [t^epayin] sharp, pointed (ends) 

a*. DDvl-t^i^ayin+t?] [Ftf^payin] triangle 

b. DM-put' e=ayin [pdpt^ayen] uneven, crooked shape 

c. x w uk w =ayin [x wu:k wayin] skunk cabbage 

d. qac=ayin [qa? 9ceyin] Indian Hellebore 10 

e. say=ayin [sayayin] H L H Texada Island, Blubber Bay 

f. Jaq=ayn fteqayin] leaning, tilted, not upright 

g- RED-tl'[i]c=ayin [ta?t9leceym] oval, has rounded ends (cf. tal'[i]c round) 

1 0 The bulb of the Indian Hellebore (also known as False Hellebore) is recognized as a deadly poison. It looks like a 

sweet potato, and is finely grated in order to make a purified liquid tonic. The purified liquid is then used in very 

small amounts for cleansing and purification in a personal sweat lodge. It causes a violant physical reaction and is 

noted to improve one's sense of smell. It was sometimes administered to a hunting dog in order to ensure that the 

dog's sense of smell was keen. The purified liquid is also used on cuts and bruises. 
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h. XamXsrrrayiri 

i. 0qt=ayin 

i'. 6qt=ayin tayta 

j. iqis=ayin 

k. iq=ayin=tn 

1. l?t=ayin 

[XXmXaTmayin] 

[©XqAtayin] 

[0XqAtaym ti:ta] 

[•fXqesayin] 

[iXqayitan] 

[lartaytn] 

long, with square ends 

leaning (board leaning on roof); 0XqAt steep 

he's standing there doing nothing (leaning) 

bridge 

pike pole (used by boom man) 

lob-sided (la?tet flopped on couch, flabby) 

Eye: 

(33) 

a. t'ik=awus-m 

b. DIM-t îf^awus 

c. Xip=awus 

d. C9CpL-qwup=awus 

e. tala=awus 

f. fakw=awus c 

g. C a C p L - q a p = a w u s 1 1 

h. sVt=awus 

i. Xa-Xatx=awus-m 

=awus Indep. form: qawum [qa?wum] eye 

[t'Ckewussm] 

[t̂ et̂ pawDs] 

[Xepawus] 

[qwopqwopawus] 

[talahawus] 

[iakwawi)sch] 

[qXpqapaw9s] 

to wink 

slanted eyes (cf. t̂ ip- pointed) 

area below the eye (cf. Xip under) 

eyelashes (cf. qwup body hat) 

eyeglasses (cf. tala money) 

my eye is swelling up ([<ra:kwet] swollen) 

bats (qap- cover) 

[sartawus ~ setawus] area above eye, eyelid (cf. s?t high, above) 

[̂ â atxawussm] tapping on window (cf. Xstx- tap) 

Field: 

(34) 

a. syikw 

c. syikw-it (stv.) 

=iyikw,=yikw 

[sa?yikw] 

[se?yekwit] 

prairie, tide flats 

mud flat, point of land when tide's out 

1 ' A c c o r d i n g t o o n e c o n s u l t a n t , t h e S l i a m m o n p e o p l e b e l i e v e t h a t i f a b a t g e t s y o u a n d p u t s i t s w i n g s o v e r y o u r 

e y e s y o u w o n ' t b e a b l e t o s e e ; y o u ' l l b e b l i n d e d . T h i s a s t h e r e a s o n w h y y o u ' r e n o t s u p p o s e d t o m a k e f u n o f b a t s . 
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b. c 3 C p L - q w y = y i k w [q w eyq w e? 3 y ik w ] big sandbar 

Finger: (elongated object=hand) =iqw=uja, =iqw=uja Indep.: xwaw=iqw=uja [xwa?weqw6?je] ringer 

(35) 

a. np=iqw=uja=tn 

b. qap=iqw=uja=tn 

c. s?t=iqw=uja 

d. kit'=iqw=uja 

d'. kt'=iqw=uja 

e. xwt'e=iqw=uja 

f. Xax=iqw=u]a 

g. Xas-am=iqw=uja 

[nXpeqw6?jet3n] 

[qap?eqw6?jaetan] 

[sa?9teqw6?je] 

[kyet'eqw6?Je] 

[kye?t'eqw6?jE] 

[xw/Feqw6?Je] 

[Xaxeqw6?je] 

[Xasameqw6?j£] 

thimble (cf. nap- inside, cover) 

fingernail (qap cover?) 

to signal with the thumb (s?t- go upwards) 

pinky, little finger (cf. kit' kyit' small) 

pinky, little finger (cf. kf) 

wrist 

thumb (cf. tax old) 

middle finger (cf. tas Am strong) 

Fire, light, firewood: =ai-kwup, =akwup, =ap=ukw Indep. form: x w wit [xwa?wif] fire 

(36) 

a. ?aiay-aj=akwup=tn 

a'. ?aiay-aj=akwup=tn 

b. qwu?in=a<t-kwup 

c. IMP-?itq=ap 

c'. gif a=ap=ukw 

d. fMP-git'e=ap=ukw c 

[?a<fay£jEkwuptn] 

[?aia?yEjek w uptn] 

[q w d?Ena ' fk w up h ] 

[?E?EtqAp] 

[giFapi**] 

[ g ig i t ' e apuk w c h ] 

Indep. form: qwajx [qwXyx ~ qwey 9x] wood 

poker for the fire12 

poker for fire 

ashes 13 

gathering firewood 

split firewood 

f'm splitting firewood 

Floor, earth, ground, land: =umixw 

(37) 

a. xwip=umixw [xwipomixw] 

Indep. form: 

sweep the floor (cf. x w i p ? 9 m sweep (s.t.)) 

12They used to use an iron-wood (Rock Spiraea) stick to fix the fire. 

13Watanabe (2000) records qw3n?tfkwup 'ash'. 
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b. 6qat=umixw 

c. rMP-6t=umixw+[?] 

c'. cH=umixw=tn 

d. CaCpL-j^=umixw 

e. RED-tac=umixw 

f. c?=umixw=tn 

[0AqAt6mLx w ~ -tu-] steep hill, shore 

[ci6to?°mixw] he's cutting the grass (cf. cat cut) 

scythe (for cutting grass) 

car (running on land) (cf. pt run) 

any animal 

rug on floor 

[ci't6mixwt9n] 

[JeX9je?X6mLxw] 

[titacomix™] 

[cd?omexwt9n] 

Food, food supplies (stored away) =amrt 

(38) 

Indep. form: ?rft9n [Veitsn] food, to eat 

a. suwtic=amif 

b. ?uwkw=amii 

c. qx=amif 

c'. qx=amii 

d. qms=amif 

[sdwticamii] winter food (cf. sdwtic ~ sdtic winter) 

[?u:kwamLf ~ . msf.] to run out of food ( ? u w k w all used up, none) 

[qXx:amii] lots of food (cf. qx [qAx] lots, many) 

[qAxhanHi] lots of food (cf. qx [qAx] lots, many) 

[q/msami'T] food stored for winter (cf. qsms- store away) 

Food: 

(39) 

a. t'ex='law-m 

b. Xa=iaw-um 

=iaw 

[t^Axiawum] 

[X^rfawum] 

Indep. form: ?rftan peftAn] food, eat 

gather food in salt water (cf. t ' exw wash) 

any berry 

Foot, lower leg, toe, tide: 

(40) 

a. np=sin 

a'. np=s9n 

b. t 9xw=sin-m 

c. sp=s9n 

c'. sp=sin-'u<r c 

=s9n ~ =sin ~ =sih Indep. form: jsn [Tism] foot, lower leg 

[ngpsin] 

[ndpstn] 

trip, foot caught in s.t. 

bone marrow 

[hoc t^dx^sTrngm] wash one's feet (cf. t ? e9xw wash) 

[ s /p 9 s in ] 

[sApsi?9n6fch] 

get hit on the leg (cf. sp get hit) 

I got hit on the leg (cf. sp get hit) 
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d. qwup=s3n [qwdpsin] hat on legs 

d'. DM-qwup=s[i]n+[?] [qwdqwp9sin] little bit of hat on legs (cf. qwup- hat) 

e. xaw=sin [xaw^sin] bone 

f. qw <tay=s9n [qw9te?sln] shoe, shoes (cf. qw6iay driftwood) 

g- Xq=s9n [XXqsm] moccasins 

k. pq=sin [pXqsin] white root14 (cf. pgq white) 

k'. CVpL-pq=s9n [papqsin] white feet, lower legs (lack of sun exposure) 

1. kwaq-ai=s9n [kwaqaisin] split sole (of foot) 

m. piq=sin (stv.) [pgiqgsin] to slip (foot slips) 

rri'. piq=sn-'u't a cx w [p9iq9se?no'ta3cxw] Did you slip? (already happened) 

n. hj=sin [hAysin ~ hgysin] ladder 

o. DIM-xit^-a^sin+t?] [xExt'ea<isin] cork boots (loggers cf. xif 3 [xef3] ton) 

P- clq=sin-m [cLlq9sin9m] cross one's legs 

q- wuS-ai^sin c [wu:cefsinc] fhave s.t. poking under my foot 

r. 0g-ai=sin [8a7gAisin] sliver in foot 

Although the following lexical items are not analyzable from a synchronic perspective, they may 

contain this LS. 

(41) 

a. qwit-t=s9n 

b. ft£w=sin-m 

c. MP-Xiqw=sin-m 

[qwiXsin] 

[t' edkwsin9m] 

[XeXeqwsin9m] 

starfish (cf. qwit beach - "beach foot") 

spring tide, day-time tide (t̂ uk™ daylight) 

becoming a night-tide 

Hair: 

(42) 

=iy-qin ~ l-qin Indep. form: maqin [maqen] hat 

1 4 This is a white root which grows at the head of the inlet, and is eaten by geese. Perhaps water parsnip, or salt 

grass (?). 
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a. CH-Aq=iyqin [XAqXAqtiyqen] long hat 

b. iaqw=iqin [iaqweqen] one braid (of hat) 

c. CapL-iaqw=iqin [ ,iaiqweqen] two braids (ofhat) 

d. kwum=aqin [kwumaqin] sea lion ("having lump/s.t. on his head" 

e. pic=aqin [picaqen] triangle, lean too, pyramid shaped 

f. C3p=aqin [cipaqen] lean too, slanted roof 

Hand (not productive): =cis Indep. form: cayis [ceyis] hand 

(43) 

a. 0iya=cis [Giyecis] five 

a. t^uV^is [?6?5is] seven 

c. ta?a=cis [ta?acis] eight 

b. IMP-hiw=cis-ma [heh9wcisymah] paddling (with one paddle) 

Hand (productive): =uja ~ =uj ~ =uja? (stv) Indep. form: cayis [ceyis] hand 

(44) 

a. Xpxw=uja [XApxwu?je] break one's arm, hand 

b. cr=uja [cfto?jeh] cut one's hand 

c. s i p ^ j a [siipoVje] to slip out of one's hand 

d. cm=uja [ce?9mo?jeh] cold hands 

e. t^ik^uja [ t ^ u T j e ] left-handed 

f. pit^^ja-t-'ui c [pet'eo?jeto'tc] f squeezed her hand (cf. pit'9- squeeze) 

g. Xi?=uja [Xo?o?je] fast with hands, fast picker 

h. 6g=uja [0a?gu?je ~ 6a?guje?] sliver in hand 

i . Fkw=uja=tn [t'e6kwu?jatn] napkin (cf. t^ak^t wipe it) 
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There is also another allomorph (surface variant) of this LS =uy . Recall that j alternates with y. 

(45) 

a. IMP-t'exw=uy-m [t'e9t'exwoy?Am] washing one's hands 

Hat =ayuqw, =ayViqw Indep. form: 0jaqwup [0fjeqwop] hat 

(46) 

a. 6jap=uqw [0Cj£epoqw ~ 0Cjepoqw] hat 

b. takin=ayuqw [takyinayoqw] knitted hat, toque 

c. Xqam=ay?iqw [XXqamayVeq"*] straw hat 

d. &=ay?iqw [6i4ay(?)eqw] rain hat 

Head, top of head, hair, high point: =iqwan ~[=iqw9n]Indep. form: maqin [maqen] hat 

(47) Indep. form: mu?us [md?os] head 

a. sp=iqwan-0-as [sa?peqwa:0As] he hit me on the head 

a'. sp=iqwan-?m=min [sa?peqwan?emLn] fish club, club (esp. for salmon) 

b. IMP-?t'-m=iqwan [?a?t9meqwAn] hat is falling out 

c. xim=iqwan-t-m [xemeqwat9m] get clawed in the head 

d. tih=iqwan [tiheqwAn] big head 

e. fBip=iqwan [t'eepe9qwAn] pointed head 

f. np=iqwan [ngpeqwan] brain 

g. DM-piy=iqwan [ptfp9yiqwAn] cradle spot on baby's head 

h. g&=iqwan [g/6eqw9n] (partially) bald 

i . ps=iqwan [pAseqwAn] numb head, can't think 

j . xwulkw-ay=iqwan=tn [xwiilkwayeqwat9n] hat ribbon 

k. pq=iqwan [pXqheqw9n] blonde hat; female name (pgq [pAq] white) 
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1. paL'=iqwan 1 5 [paw?eqwan] one coiled bundle of cedar roots 

m. s?t=iqwan [se?teqwAn ~ sa] top of mountain 

n. qya=iqwan [qe?eqwAn ~ qey?eqwAn]Savary Island (cf. qya [qd?ye] water) 

n\ qi?=iqwan [qe?eqwAn] Savary Island (cf. qeqe? juicy, soft) 

0. tt?eim=iqwan [ta?t'eemEqwAn] red head (red hat) 

P- qix=iqwan-m [qexeqwAn3m] dye hat 

q- jkw=iqwan-m Qe?kweqwAn9m] to rub (dye on) hat 

r. xws=iqwan [xwi5sheqw9n] black hat 

s. p6=iqwan [pX6heqw9n] black hat 

t. puq=iqwan [pdqeqw9n] light brown hat (poqw grey, brown) 

u. pq=iqwan [pXqeqwan] blonde 

V. xis=iqwan [xeseqwAn] curly hat 

w. rMP-c4ys=iqwan [6e6eyeseqwAn] hat is all tangled 

Head, face, round objects (money, fruit): =us 

(48) 

a. tup^s-t 

b. nate=us-m 

c. l?t=us 

d. kwt=us-m 

d\ kwt=us-m-'ui a cx w 

e. wuc=us-0i te9m 

Indep. form: mu?us [md?os] head 

[tdpost] 

[naf^osgm] 

[la?tos] 

[kwdtos9m] 

to peel s.t. 

nod one's head (up and down= yes) 

face hanging down, "sad sack" (la?tet flab) 

turn around (kw9t turn over) 

[kwdtosa?9m0<ra3cxwh] Did you turn around? 

[wu:coseete9m] I'll knuckle you in the head (cf. knuckle s.o.) 

1 5 This term refers to a bundle of cedar roots which are already cleaned and split. The lengths of cleaned roots are 

doubled over, hung to dry and then bound at one end. The resulting bundle bears a strong resemblance to the shape 

and size of a human head. 
1 60ne elder suggets that this name for Savary Island may mean "having water on top" - referring to the fact that 

Savary Island has a large number of fresh water springs and that the fresh water is very close to the surface. I have 

recorded two different variants of this place name which requires further checking to confirm the appropriate form. 

In the meantime, I include both variants here. 
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f. piq=us 

g. ?ixw=us-t 

h. saxw=us-m 

h'. saxw=us-m-'ui a cx w 

i . qtxw=us 

j . tij=us-m 

k. IMP-?j-am=us=tn 

1. tih=us 

m. X3sim=us 

m'. pq=us 

n. nam=us 

o. trh=us=tn 

p. CaCpL-mSin^us 

q. paL'=us 

r. saL'^us 

s. sow=us-m 

[peqwos ~ peqwos] 

[?exwosth] 

[saxwos3m] 

[saxwosa?3moiaecxw] 

[qAt'xwos] 

[tijo:s3m] 

[?a?jemostn] 

[ti:hos] 

[Xisemos] 

[pXqos] 

[namus] 

[ta?9m6stn] 

[mi69ma?CLnos] 

[paw?us] 

[saw?us ~ saw?i)s] 

[sd?wus3m] 

broad face (cf. piq wide) 

to peel vegetables (potatoes) (?ixw carve) 

shave one's face (saxw shave) 

Did you shave? 

mind, skull 

wash one's face 

face keeps changing; mask (?3J good) 

big head (cf. tih big) 

pale face (sick, anemic) (cf. green, yellow) 

pale face (cf. psq white) 

picture, photo (of s.o.) 

headband (cf. tarn tie, belt) 

freckles (lots of them) (cf. rnaPcln louse) 

one dollar 

two dollars 

shake one's head (side-to-side= no) 

Heel, behind 

(49) 

a. DM-t'eip=ap=s[i]n 

b. kwup-kwup=ap=sn 

c. tuy=ap 

c'. tuy=ap-t-'ut c 

d. iaqw=nac=ap 

=ap 

[WpapSin] 

[kwupkwup?Apsin] 

[tdyAp] 

[tdyAptoic] 

[•taqwnacip] 

Indep. form: kwup=ap=sn [kwupapsin] heel 

high heels (narrow, sharp, pointed heels) 

heels (plural) 

follow behind (s.b.) (at heels) 

I followed behind him 

one braid of hat (down back) 

Heel (non-productive) =x3n ~ =xin 

(50) 

a. xwafuwlaxin [xwal'owlaxin] spiked heels, high heels (like deers hooves) 
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a'. x w i l 'uwlaxin [xwil'owlaxi,n] spiked heels, high heels (shoes) 

Hip: 

(51) 

a. qmp 

a'. CsCpL-qmp 

=amap ~ =9map Indep. form: qmp [qXrriAp] thigh, top of leg 

qXrriAp ~ qam:Ap 7ap 

qdmqamAp both thighs, one's lap 

House, dwelling, room: 

(52) 

a. tiws-am=awtxw 

a'. k w ul=awtx w 

b. cah-m=awtxw 

b'. cah-m=awtxw 

c. janx w =awtx w 

d. k w t-m=awtx w 

d'. 

e. sux wa=awtx w 

f. wa?c=awtxw 

g. qa?ay=awtxw 

h. k w u?ux w =awtx w 

i. IMP-qs-im+[?]=awtxv 

j . C 3 C P L - t m = a w t x w 

j ' . RED-tm=awtx w 

k. ?axie=awtxw 

1. ffi6ujus=awtxw 

m. pak w i t=awtx w 

=awtxv Indep. form: ?aya? [?aye?] house 

tiwsemawtx™] 

k w ulawtx w ] 

&ehamawtxw] 

ceham6?txw] 

Qenx wawtx w ] 

place of learning (cf. titiwsem learning) 

school ( < k w u l / k u l school) 

church (cf. cah-m pray) 

church 

cannery (cf. j anx w fish) 

k w dt9mawtx w ~ k wit] hospital, sick house (cf. k w 9t-9m be sick) 

k w t i ta? amawtx w ] hospital 

sdxw?awtxw] bathroom (cf. sux w a urine) 

wa?CAwtxw ~ u?tx w] bathroom (cf. wa?c bowel movement) 

qa?q 9yewtx w ] log cabin (cf. qa?qe? small cut logs) 

smoke house (cf. [k w u?ux w ] smoked fish) 

gym (cf. qaqs'em to play) 

jail (cf. tm [tAih] tie up) 

jail (cf. titm-it [tetmet] tied, bound up) 

bedroom, hotekdom (cf. ?axi0 lay down) 

mental institution (t^ayOojus mentally ill) 

floating house (cf. pa:k wit raff) 

k w u?ux w awtx w ] 

qXqse?mawtxw] 

t9mtamawtx w ] 

t9'mt9m?a?wtxw] 

?axe6Awtxw] 

t' eieojosawtxw] 

pak w i tawtx w] 
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House, foundation, people: 

(53) 

a. t'iy=mixw 

b. qa?qa=mixw 

c. hy=mixw 

c'. IMP-hy=mixw 

d. hiy=mixw 

=mixw17 

[t'iynruxw] 

[qa?qaimxw] 

[hiymexw] 

[hXhemixw] 

Indep. form: 

medicine 

starving people (cf. qa?qa hungry) 

build a home 

building a house 

[heymixw ~ hi:mixw] build a house, a home 

(54) with LS =ay 

a. qat'e=ay=mixw 

b. tac=ay=mixw 

c. nac=ay=mixw 

d. nukw=ay=mixv 

=ay=mixw 

[qaWvmix*] 

[tacaymixw] 

[na£aynuxw] 

[ndkwaymixw] 

Indep. form: qaymixw [qaymixw] person 

gathering of people (maybe: qdt6-) 

all our own people (cf. tac-) 

stranger (people from elsewhere) 

population of village 

(55) with -'Vg Plural ='Vg=mixw 

a. qat' e-'Vg=mixw [qat' eAW9mi.xw] gathering different peoples (qat'e-aw gather 

them) 

b. na&-'Vg=mixw [na&Awmixw] stranger (cf. na6 different) 

c. ?awkw-'Vg=mixw [?Awkwawmixw] all nationalities (cf. ?awkw- variety) 

Instrument: =min 

(56) 

1 7 There are some instances of surface [mixw ~ e?mixw] which although they appear to contain the LS=mixw may 

arise from a different source, namely the stative middle suffix -[i]m followed by the -(?)Vg plural affix. For 

example, the word which means 'they're laughing' is [qAsqase?mixw] may come from /REDpL-qs-[i]m-?Vg/ » qas-

qas-im-ig. Recall that g becomes xw in word-final position, as shown by the alterations in §x.x. The presence of 

the glottal stop in [qXsq3se?mixw] suggests this analysis rather than */REDpL-qs=ay=mixw/. This lexical suffix 

and related forms require additional research. 
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a. xwip-?m=min [x̂ lpVamen ~ -min] duster, small brush 

b. <ii6-?m=min [•ti-Semen] comb 

c. pus-?m=min [pus?Amen ~ -mLn] baking powder 

d . t'ui-?m=min [t'df?Amen] counter (counter top) 

e. t'euxw-am-?m=min [t'euxwam?AmLn] dish pan (aluminum) 

f. 6ui:=min [Ootmen] Indian paint 

g- nam-?m=min [nam?Amen] pencil 

h. nam=us-?m=min [namos?Amen] camera 

i. tc-?m=min [tC6?Amen] square stretcher for deer hide 

j- tg-?m=min [tu?Amen] freezer (cf. taw ~ tu? ice) 

k. DM-6x-?m==min+[?] [&ecxa?men] microwave oven 

k'. 6x-?m=min [cAX?amen] microwave oven 

1. qt'-m-?m=min [qAt 'ma?Amin] sinker (fishing line) (qt'-m [qa?t'am] heavy) 

m. 0C-?m=min [Oi6?Amen] chisel 

n. 6h-?m=min [0Ah?Amen] centre pole (for tent) (0h-t [0aht] prop s.t. up) 

0. it'-?rn=min [faPtAmen] herring rake 

P- hw-?m=min [hAW?omin] kettle (thing heat water in) 

q- gf8-?m=min [gAt^amin] ax (for splitting wood) 

r. np-?m=min [nspVamen] container:basket, suitcase, bucket, envelope 

s . &q-?m=min [cf tqamen ~ -min] knife 

t. f3wlcw-?m=min [t'eu:kwa?Amen] dipper (for water) 

u. DIM-msiqw-?m=min [memseqwAmen] pins (mssiqw [ m A s e q w ] purple sea urchin) 

rouge 

lip stick 

saucer (old word) 

Instrument: =tn 

(57) check all for [hi] 

a. kwixw=ajis=tn kwiw-? [k^iwaVjestan] 

a'. kwixw=u0in=tn [k*ixwo0et9n] 

b. 0iy=nac=tn [0eynACtan] 
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c. 6iy=umixw=tn 

d. 6iw=u6in=tn 

e. xwip=umixw=tn 

f. x w if=tn 

g. puqw=us=tn 

h. tap=tn 

i. qat'e=tn 

j . 6ap=tn 

k. t^m^n 

1. c?=uein=tn 

m. 10=tn 

n. srh-ay=it'ea=tn 

o. jl w-iq w-uja=tn 

p. np=nac=tn 

Iiistrument: 

(58) 

a. qn=ayu 

Intestine, abdomen, 

(59) 

a. <ttkw=Aac 

b. kwup=Xac 

c. say=Xac-m 

d. qayxa=Xac 

e. px=Xac 

f. qkw=£ac=tn 

[6eyomix w t9n ] 

[et5wi)6et9n] 

[xwiponuxwt9n] 

[xwit ' et9n] 

[pu:qwost9n] 

[taptn] 

[qa^tenHqaT^tn] 

[6aptin] 

[t'e9'mt9n] 

[6d?o6et9n] 

[•tXet9n] 

[seVmayit^atgn] 

[je?kweqwd?jEt9n] 

[n9pnact9n] 

=ayu 

[qXnayu] 

i, sack: =Aac 

[tikwXac] 

[kwu-pfoch] 

[say/tacim] 

[qayxaXac] 

[pgxfoc] 

[qXkw£axt9n] 

floor 

table 

broom (cf. x w ip- sweep) 

swing for a baby 

(cf. x^t^eOot a spring in one's step) 

face powder 

corset (with garter for stockings) (tap- tight) 

hair grease, hat oil 

bath tub 

breast 

table cloth (cf. £?- on top of) 

perfume 

clothes dryer (sm [s9rh] dry) 

nail polish (cf. j 9 k w rub, paint) 

saucer (for tea cup)(n9p- inside, under) 

needle ( for sewing) 

gunny sack (cf. i i k w sew) 

Hernando fsland (cf. kwup- hill) 

diarrhea (say- whole?) 

kidney (internal body part) 

to break open, explode (cf. px break open) 

apron, dancer's/kitchen apron (qkw cover) 
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g. qs=Xac 

h. qws=Xac 

i. np=Xac 

[qXsXasc] 

[qwXsXac] 

[napXac] 

laughed so hard (cf. qs tired) 

human liver 

fish, deer guts (cf. np- inside) 

Intestine, stomach: 

(60) 

a. ?h=ay£ 

b. ,ix=ayc+[i] 

c. ix=ayc-m 

=ayc 

[?ahAy6] 

[iXxayic] 

[IXxaycin] 

upser stomach (cf. Ilhl ?ah sore) 

not felling well (cf. fix/ iXx bad) 

hat standing on end 

Knee: 

(61) 

a. cq w =iq w ta-?m 

a'. MP-cq w = iq w fa -?m c 

b. RED-trh=iqwfa=tn 

=iq w fa Indep. form: qwri=iqw <fa [qwa?mjqwfa] knee 

[ce?9qweqw<la?Am] to kneel down 

[ c i cq w Eq w f se?Amc h ] I'm kneeling down 

[t9mta?meqwf atn] rag tied around knees (cf. tarn belt, tie) 

Leaf, stalk, root (of plant) foliage: =aja 

(62) 

a. Xip=aja [Xepa?je] 

b. DIM-tul=aja+[?] [tdt9la?Je?] 

c. t'uqw9m=aja [t'dqw9ma?je] 

d. xwus-m=aja [xwdsom?aje] 

e. paL'=aja [paraTje] 

f. xa?=aja [xaraTje] 

Indep. form: jaja [Te?je] tree; [sayje] leaf 

under brush 

small root 

thimble berry leaves (t'uqw9m thimble berry) 

soapberry leaves (xwus-um soapberry) 

edible stalk18 

bog cranberry bush (cf. xa? bog cranberry) 

18These are the edible stalks from the salmonberry and thimbleberry bushes. MG recommended picking the new 

shoots which are nearest to the ground. The skin is peeled off before eating. These are the first tender young shoots 

of the year, and maybe reflected in the morphological composition of this word: /paLV pa?a 'one', perhaps 

'first=stalk; first=growth'. 
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g. yarhaj=aja 

h. *q=aja 

[ye?maje?je] knot (on a tree) 

[XXqa?jE ~ AAq?a?je] bloom, when buds are coming on bushes 

Lid (lid for a basket, pot): =ipan, =i?pan Indep. form: kwnay [k w a?nAy] cover, lid 

(63) 

a. gq=ipan [gA?qe:pAn] it has no lid (cf. /gq7 g9q open) 

b. pus=i?pan [puse? 9 pAn] basket lid 

Mattress: -a?ai, =aiai, -aVaiaf Indep. form: qa?qa mat, mattress for sleeping 

uu 

(64) Indep. form: t'uiai [ t ' d i A i ] bed 

a. t ' e ut ' e uq w -a?=ai [t' edt' 6oqwa? ai] feather mattress 

a'. CaCpL-t'eut'euqw-a?=aiaIl [ t 8 3t ' e t ' e oq w a?atA ' l ] lots of feather mattresses (~ [t^if3-]) 

b. Xqm=afaf [XXqgmaias'i] thin (grass) mattress 

c. 
Mouth (outside), lips: =u6in , =u0in (stative)Indep. form: 0u6in [0d0in~So-Gen] mouth 

(65) 

a. tih=u0in [tihoGen] big mouth 

b. Xip=uOin [XepoGin] lower lip 

c. DIM-qwup=u6in [qwdqwp60in] grey cod (lit: whiskers on face) 

c'. qwup=u6in [qwdpo6in] hat on lip 

d. huj=u©in [hojoOin] finish eating 

d'. huj=uein+Stv [hdjoOen] be finished eating 

e. qway&=uOin [qwayco-0en] razor clam 

f. ta?qw=u6in-m [t£e?qwoeen9m] lick one's lips 

g . Y a x ^ O i n [?axw9jo0Ln] can't finish what's on your plate 

h. tqw=u6in [tXqwo0en ~ -o6in] fish trap (on river) 

i. kws=u6in-m [kwi5so0en9m] to tell a joke (cf. k w 9 s - ) 
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i ' . kws=uein-m 

j . IMP-qs-m^mOin-m+t?] 

k. sp=u0in 

k'. sp=u0in-'u't c 

1. s?t=u6in 

[kwiso6en9m] to tell a joke 

[qaqsa?mo0e?n9m] singing (know words and song) 

[sa?3p66in] get hit on the mouth 

[sar^o^ernoic 1 1] I got hit on the mouth 

[sa?t66en] upper lip 

This LS also has the allomorph [=u0] which occurs in a number of lexical items: 

(66) 

a. RED-?9j=ue-m [?ay?a?ju09m] Sliammon language; speak well 

Mouth (inside), language, voice: =qin 

(67) 

a. tig=qin=tn 

b. Xis=qin 

b'. Xis=qin-m 

c. mija6=qin 

d. tu?q=qin 

e. ?tuqw=qin 

f. qwum=qin-t 

g. VuVp^in 

h. fa?amin=qin 

i. qaymixw=qin 

i'. RED-qaymixw=qin-m 

j . qaykw=qin 

k. tg=qin 

k'. IMP-tg=qin+[?] 

[t'ikqetan] 

[Xisqen] 

[Xisqen9m] 

[meja0qen] 

[td?qhqen] 

[X"dqwqen] 

[qwdmqet h] 

[?d?phqen] 

[•ia?aminqen] 

[qaymixwqen] 

[q9yqAymixwqen9m] 

[qaykwqen] 

[tuwqen] ~ [ruwqen] 

[t9t9gaqen] 

Indep. form: sayqin [sXyqgn] mouth 

any sweet, dessert (cf. t'ig sweet) 

saliva (cf. XasXisam slimy) 

to drool 

flesh inside mouth (cf. mija0 flesh) 

Squirrel Cove language 

hard to understand (Xuqw hard to find) 

to kiss him/her 

Homalco language (local variety) 

Sliammon language (local variety) 

Indian language 

speaking Indian (cf. qaymixw FN person) 

eagle's call (cf. qaykw bald-headed eagle) 

to answer back 

answering back 
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1. s?=qin 1 9 

1'. s?-t=qin 

[sa?qen] 

[sa?tqen ~ se?tqen] 

turn it right-side up (cf. s? high, upwards) 

roof of mouth 

Neck (see also: Ear): =aria Indep. form: sayaria [sayE?na] neck 

(68) 

a. t̂ iyĉ ana [f*iyce?nA] twisted neck 

b. pus=ana [pu:sa?na] lump on neck 

c. say^ana20 [saye?na] neck 

d. Xay=ana [Xaye?na] handles (on purse, basket) 

e. xq=ana [xa?qa?nA] whirl pool 

e'. C3CpL-xq=ana [xXqxa?qa?nA] huge whirl pool; place name21 

f. Xpxw=ana [XXpxwa?9na] break one's neck 

Net, fishing net: =jan Indep. form: 

(69) 

a. tikw=jan [f ik^en ~ -tik^jEn ] to repair a fishing net 

Nose (non-productive): =qsn [=9qs9n] Indep.fonn: mqsn [mXqsm] nose 

(70) 

a. IMP-?j=qsn-?9m c [?a? 3 jEqs9n?9mc h] I sneezed real good 

b. ?g=qsn [?a?gEqsin] Harwood Island 

1 9This word means to 'turn s.t. (e.g. a boat) so that the open part is facing the sky'. 
2 0 The root say- 'whole, entire' occurs frequently as in sayiaf 'throat', say-mut as in saymut 6if 'it's pouring, 

raining very hard'. 
2 1One consultant gave this form as the name for Surge Narrows; another consultant said that Surge Narrows is 

called [t'at'p9?os]. This needs to be checked further. 
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Nose, elongated object (productive): =iqw Indep. form: /mqsn/ mXqssn nose 

(71) 

a. kil©=iqw [kil©eqw ~ kiTOeq*] crooked nose (cf. kil[i]0 crooked) 

b. tlk=iqw [t'Xlkeqw] 

c. tih=iqw [tiheq^j 

d. ts=iqw [t ' is9qw] 

e. Xaqt=iqw [Xaqteqw] 

nostril 

big nose 

snot, nasal mucus 

long beak 

People: =ayi 

The following forms were systematically elicited from one speaker with the LS =ayi rather than the 

form =aya cited in (74)below. 

(73) 

a. mus=ay-i 

b. 6iyacis=ay-i 

c. txam=ay-i 

d. t?eu?cis=ay-i 

e. ta?acis=ay-i 

f. tigixw=ay-i 

g. ?upan=ay-i 

[mosayi] 

[Oiyecsayi] 

[t'Xxamayi] 

[t^dVcisayi] 

[ta?aci:sayi] 

[tigix^yi] 

[?d:pAnayi] 

four people 

five people 

six people 

seven people 

eight people 

nine people 

ten people 

Person: 

(74) 

a. mus=aya2 2 

b. 6iyacis=aya 

c. t'x3m=aya 

=aya ~ =aya? (Stv.) Indep. form: qaymixw person 

[mdsaye] 

[©iyecsaye] 

[t'Xxamaye] 

four people 

five people 

six people 

2 2 The forms for 1-3 people are as follows: [pi:paye] ~ [pe:pa?a] 'one person', [sesa?a] 'two people', [ce^ayi] 'three 

people'. 
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d. t'eu?cis=aya 

e. ta?acis=aya 

f. tigixw=aya 

g. ?upan=aya 

[t^dTcisiaye] 

[ta?acis:aye] 

[tigixwoye] 

[?d:pAnaye] 

h. DIM-mus+[?]=aya PL-cuy [mdVmsaye cicuy] 

i . DIM-t'x9m=aya PL-cuy [tetxAmaye cicuy] 

j . DIM-?upan+[?] PL-cuy [?6:?9pAn cicuy] 

k. qx=aya? Stv. [qaxhaye?] 

seven people 

eight people 

nine people 

ten people 

four little kids 

six little kids 

ten little kids 

a lot of people (cf. qax many) 

Person, child: 

(75) 

a. Xax=ay 

a'. DM-Xax=ay+[?] 

b. AU 'Nay-m 

c. IMP-mna=ay-t 

=ay 

[XaxAy] 

[tatxAy] 

[Xofayirh] 

[mamnaVeyt] 

Indep. form: qaymixw [qaymix^ person 

elder (cf. tax old) 

elder 

to raise a child 

having a baby 

Consider the additional data which are words for living creatures which also end in =ay , a form 

the lexical suffix for person. 

(76) Animate, life form, person: =ay Gloss 

a. t'ip=ay [tepay] barbecue meat (Kl) 

b. ?ilq=ay [Ve'lqAy] barbecued deer meat 

c. ?uiq=ay [VotqAy] snake 

d. pg=ay [pXgAy] halibut 

e. pg=ay [pa?gAy] flounder 

f. Ax w =ay [XoxwAy] chum, dog salmon 

g. 0q=ay [GXqAy] sockeye salmon 

h. xwiX=ay [xweX\y] mountain goat 
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i . mt=ay [ m a ? t A y ] horse clam, geoduck 

We might ask why words like barbecued meat, mountain goat and horse clam would containt the 

same LS which is also used to mean person! I believe that an explanation can be found in the 

traditional oral teachings <xwaxwa7jim> [xwaxwa?jem] of the Homalco, Klahoose, and Sliammon 

people, as documented by Kennedy and Bouchard (1983:95): 

772ese [xwaxwa?jem] of the Sliammon tell of events that took place in the 

beginning of time, during what we might call the "Mythological Age." In 

the Mythological Age, things were not as they are today. The world was in 

a state of disorder and uninhabitable for the present-day Indian people. 

Beings who resembled humans, but who had animal spirits and the names 

of what came to be animals, roamed the land . Cannibalistic monsters and 

even mountains and winds preyed on the unsuspecting, until at last Ae 

animal-people tamed them and transformed the world into a safe place. 

Because of the activities of the animal-people, both animals and humans 

came to have certain characteristics The Sliammon people consider these 

accounts of the Mythological Age to be true, for the existence of the world, 

as it is, is proof [emphasis mine]. 

Place, container, basket: 

(77) 

a. xwaxwit=aya 

b. ?i?agikw=aya 

c. pq=aya 

d. wa?c=aya 

e. qaw6=aya 

f. ?apls=aya 

g. ?ayaxw=aya 

=aya, =aya? 

[xaxetayi] 

[?e?agikwaye] 

[parqayi] 

[wa?ceye] 

[qawOaye] 

[?aplisayi] 

[?ayexwAye] 

Indep. form: pacu [picu] basket 

egg carton (cf. xwa?xwet egg) 

clothes basket (cf. ?i?agikw clothes) 

chimney, stove pipe (cf. paq smoke) 

anus (cf. wa?c bowel movement) 

sack of potatoes (cf. qaw0 potato) 

box of apples (cf. ?apls apple) 

berry-picking basket 
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g'. ?ayxw=aya [?ayuxwAye] 

h. Aafm=aya [Xa'tsmaye] 

i. qwasam=aya [qwasAmaye(?)] 

j- xwuj-um=aya [xwuju-maye] 

k. kwan=nac-m=aya [kwan-acmaye] 

1. ngin=aya [niginaye] 

m. ?X-?m==min=aya [?AAamenaye] 

n. qms-?m-min=aya [qAmsa?9menaye] 

0. t s-m=igan=tn=aya [t'Csamegatinaye] 

P- ti=aya [tihaye] 

q- kapi=aya [kyapihaye] 

r. waxat'ei=aya [waxat̂ ehaye] 

s. qnayu=aya [qXnayohaye] 

t. makwa=aya [makwahaye] 

f. makwa=aya? [makwa?aye?] 

u. Xina=aya [Xe?nahaye] 

V. tala=aya [talahaye] 

w. t'eya=aya [t̂ aVyehaye] 

X. sukwa=aya [sukwahaye] 

y- papa=aya [papAhaye] 

berry-picking basket 

salt shaker (ct [Aafam] salt) 

flower pot, vase (cf. qwasam flower) 

store (cf. xupum sell) 

backsides (place where you sit) (kwan- rest) 

lunch basket (cf. nagin bag lunch, lunch) 

garbage can, pail (cf. ?aX-am garbage) 

cupboard (cf. qams- get stored) 

milk jug (cf. tas- mucus) 

tea, cup of tea, teapot 

coffee pot (cf. kapi coffee) 

pipe case (smoking) (cf. waxat̂ i pipe) 

needle case (sewing) (cf. qan=ayu needle) 

coffin (cf. makwa corpse) 

graveyard (cf. makwa corpse) 

oolichan oil container (Xe?na oolichan oil) 

purse (cf. tala money) 

refrigerator, storage box (t̂ aPye food stores) 

sugar bowl (cf. siikwa sugar) 

pepper mill, shaker (cf. pap A pepper) 

There is at least one word which may have an 1-variant of this lexical suffix =ala 

(78) 

a. hnk=ala [hankela ~ hankala] pot one cooks in 

Rock: =ays Indep. form: xajis [xaTjis] rock 

(79) 
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a. kw0=ays 

b. DIM-0ax=ays+[?] 

[kwi50Ays] 

[0a0xays] 

island 

pebbles 

Roof (see also house, building): =rxw 

(80) 

a. saf=txw [sattx*] 

b. rMP-?u-l=txw+[?] [?d?o-itxw] 

c. ?iy=txw peyHx*] 

woman 

coming m 

roof (of a building) 

Roots (cedar, spruce, root of tree), rope: =k wum 2 3 Indep. form: kwm=nac [kwa?Amnac] root 

(81) 

ti:tolkwum ~ titolkwum small roots, thin rope 

sawkwum two roots 

p X i k ^ m thick rope 

tihkwum big (thick) rope 

kwi5ikwumt untangle s.t. (roots, wool) 

a. titul'=kwum 

b. saL'=kwum 

c. pi=kwum 

d. tih=kwum 

e. kw<r=kwum-t 

Sentiments, spirit, inner part, inside (body), side of body, size: =igan 

(82) 

a. t*ifcw-1=igan [t'eekwtegAn] 

b. tic=igan c 

b'. tic=igan-ng-ms-as 

c. qix=igan-?m 

d. MP-qix=igan-m+[?] 

e. Xast=igan-m+[i] 

f. Xax=igan 

[ticigAnc11] 

[ticigAn:omsls] 

[qexegAn?9m] 

[qeq9xega?3nom] 

[Aasteganim] 

[XaxegAn] 

left-side of body 

I'm disappointed (cf. tiyc- / tsyc- miss) 

he disappointed me 

cheat 

he's telling lies 

feeling anxious, worried, uneasy 

wise (person) (cf. tax old) 

23There is also an independent bound root kwum- which means reddish, pinkish, flushed. 
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g. qway=igan 

h. IMP-qway=igan 

i. ?ay?=igan-s 

j. IMP-p?=igan+[?] 

k. ts-am=igan=tn 

1. DIM-M=igan 

m. kwn=ay=igan-?m+[i] 

n. s?-t qway=igan 

o. xwX=igan 

p. hw=igan 

q. rMP-?h-ay=igan=us 

r. ?j-am-t=igan 

s. ny=igan24 

s'. IMP-ny=igan 

t. xmj==igan 

[qwayeg9n] 

[qwaqwayegan] 

[?ay?i:gAns] 

[p9p?e?gAn] 

[t'lssmegatm] 

[c1ca?*egAn ~ . ce? 

[kwiinayigan?em] 

[se?th q w ayigAn] 

[xwa?Xeg9n] 

[hXwhegAn] 

[?a?hayiganos] 

[?a?jemtegAn] 

[niyegsn] 

[nsnyigAn] 

[xAiryigAn] 

think about it ("inner voice" cf. qway talk) 

talking to oneself 

inner part of cedar tree 

pregnant 

milk (cf. fis mucus) 

.] short person, shorty (root: M / bit) 

spiritual person, psychic (cf. kwan see) 

proud, high minded 

half mil 

silly, offbeat 

scary face (cf. ?h [?ah] hurt, sore) 

right-side of body 

to calm down, cool off (cf. ny forget) 

forgetting 

want what you can't have, covet (s.t.) 

Shoulder: 

(83) 

Side (of body): 

(84) 

a. ta?t=wum 

=am-cis, =a?amcis, =a?amcis (stv.) 

= w u m , = w u m (stv.) 

[ta?twum] side of the body (cf. tat ~ ta?t side) 

Smell, odour: =aqap Indep. form: 

(85) 

a. i:x=aqap [fAx:aqAp] bad smell 

2 4This means 'to calm down or cool off after having been mad about something' 
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Tens (in counting): =sa? Indep. form: ?upan [?6pAn] ten 

(86) 

a. 0am=sa? [6/mse?] twenty 

b. canaxw=sa? [cenuxwse?] thirty 

c. mus=acr=sa7 [mosAise?] forty (mds four) 

d. 0iyacis=ai=sa? [OiyeclsAise?] fifty (eiyecis five) 

e. txam=aer=sa? [tAxams'tse?] sixty (taxam six) 

f. t^uVcis^a^sa? [t?6d?cisa<ise?] seventy (t^dVcis seven) 

g. ta?acis=a<r=sa? [ta?acisatse?] eighty (ta?acis eight) 

h. tigixw=ai=sa? [tigyixwa-f§e?] ninety (tigixw nine) 

Thigh: -anaq Indep. form: 

(87) 

a. RED-say=anaq [sisayenAq] groin, crease, area between legs 

Throat: =qaX-ay, =qXay 

(88) 

a. trh=qXay=tn [t/mqXaytin] rag tied around neck (tarn to tie, belt) 

Throat: =tat Indep. form: sayiat [saytaf] iftroar 

(89) 

a. DIM-tuq=iai+[?] [tdtq'ia'i ~ tdtqWlf afj necklace check: tutq[a]<fa't 

a'. D M - t u x ^ a f [totxwtaf] necklace 

b. x w um = t rai [xw6miai] windpipe 

c. pus^at [pus'rai ~ pus'fa'i] Adam's apple, glottis (cf. pus- lump) 

d. }akw=<ra<i [iakwiai] mumps, throat swells (cf. iai\w swell up) 

e. T'jH'a'i-mut [?Ha<hrioth] really enjoy what is eaten 
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f. np=fai [napfa't] got s.t. in throat (cf. nap- inside) 

Throat: 

(90) 

a. qa?=agt'e 

b. tq=agf9 

c. <rx=agt'e 

=awt'e , =ag[i]t'e(stv.) Indep. form: qaYuti6 uvula, glutton 

[qa?A\vt'e] 

[tXqAWt' 6 ] 

[ f / x a w t ' 6 ] 

glutton, eat lots 

choke 

sore throat 

Times, number of times: =ai 

(91) 

a. mus=ai [md:sai] four times25 

a', mus [mos] four 

b. 0iya=cs=a<r [©iyecsaf] five times 

b. 0iya=cis [0iyecis] five 

c. t'9X3m=a,t [t'XxAmai] six times 

c'. txm [t'Xxam] six 

d. t'eu?=cis=a'T [t^dVciisai] seven times 

d'. t'6u?=cis [t'ed?cis] seven 

e. ta?a=cis=af [ta?aci:saf] eight times 

e'. ta?a=cis [ta?acis] eight 

f. t igix^af [ t igy i^^ i ] nine times 

f. tigaxw [tiguxw] nine 

g. ?upan=ai: [?d:pa:nA"i] ten times 

g'. ?upan [?opAn] ten 

h. ?upan=a'r hik w paL' [?d:pAn9<f hekw pa?a] eleven times 

2 5 The numbers 1-3 times are irregular: [nac£xw] 'once', [0a:ma] 'twice' and [cen9xw] 'three times', although 

speaker also produced [paVaVat] for 'once'. 
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Toe: =awu=s9n, =awu=siri 

(92) 

a. iap=awu=sn 

b. qap=awu=sin 

b'. qap=awu=sin=tn 

c. Xax=awu=sin 

[ fapa? 9 wusin] 

[qapawusin] 

[qapawusitan] 

Indep. form: xaw=awu=sn [xwa?wawDsin] toe 

to stumble, stub toe 

toe nail 

toe nail 

[AaxaVwusin] check big toe (cf. Xax old) 

Tongue: 

(93) 

a. threat 

=ixw6ai 

[tixweaf] 

Indep. form: t i x ^ a t [ t ix^af] tongue 

tongue 

Tooth, cutting edge, protruberance: =unis, =nis Indep. form: jints tooth 

(94) 

a. PvED-tih=unis [tithonis ~ tithones] big teeth 

b. Xaxaj=unis 

c. pq=unis 

d. texw=unis-m 

[Xaxajunis] 

[pXqwonis] 

[t'edxwones9m] 

wisdom teeth (elder=teeth) 

white teeth 

brush one's teeth 

Example with ==nis: 

(95) 

a. ix=nis 

b. ?j=nis 

[iXxnes] 

[?i:nes] 

dull, not sharp (cf. "fox [ iAx ] bad) 

sharp (object e.g. knife) 
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Tree, bush, wooden (productive LS): - ay 

(96) Obstruent final stem 

a. piyx= ay / payx- ? 

b. t' eiwq='ay 

Indep. form: jaja [TE?JE] tree 

c. t iniq w='ay 

d. cilas='ay 

e. t'u?xw='ay 

f. kwu<t='ay 

f. DIM-kwu<r='ay 

g. puq w='ay 

h. t'q='ay 

i. t'am9xw='ay 

j . q wa?f='ay 

k. q wanx='ay 

1. mt ' e=3ip='ay 

m. cf='ay 

n. f9c=9'lp='ay 2 8 

o. q w t='ay 

p. m0k w='ay 

[peyxAy] alder tree 

[t ' eewq w?Ay] red elderberry bush (t^iwq red elderberry) 

[t'e?neqway ~ te?niq wAy] salmonberry bush 

[cilAS?Ay] cherry tree 2 6 

[t'd?xwAy] Grand Ft 2 7 

[kw6'l?ay] maple tree 

[k wuk w < iay] small maple tree 

[poqwAy ~ pdqwAy] rotten wood 

[t'aq?Ay ~ t'aqh3?i] salal berry bush (cf. t'aqa salal berry) 

[ta?mi)xway] gooseberry bush 

[q^'i'Ay] raspberry bush 

[qwanxAy] crabapple tree (cf. qwanx crabapple) 

[ma?t'e9'fpAy] ocean spray, ton wood 

[ce?tAy] devil's club 

[t'ea?9cl1'pAy] Sitka spruce 

[qwi5f Ay] driftwood (cf. q w i - wash ashore) 

[mX0kway ~mX0kwAy] blackcap berry bush 

2 6This root appears to be borrowed from the English plural form 'cherries' [ceriz] since the root in Sliammon has a 

final [s] (devoicing of z to s). This occurs in a number of other borrowings from English into Sliammon, such as 

[kiks] 'cake' from English 'cakes', [Uks] 'duck' from English 'ducks', . This has been observed for a number of 

other Salish languages including Musqueam (hanqaminam) (Suttles), Island Halkomelem Gerdts (p.c). 
2 7The bark of the Grand Fir is very thick and expands when it is burnt. JM tells of a friend with a round tin heater 

who put too much Grand Fir bark into his heater -- the bark expanded and ruined the heater! 

2 8This root for Sitka Spruce is clearly morphologically complex: /fac=9l'p=ay/. The first lexical suffix =atp 

appears to be related to =atp 'tree, bush, plant' found, for example, in Lillooet (Salish): van Eijk (1985: 102). 

Since the productive lexical suffix for 'tree' =?ay is also added in the , I assume that =atp is lexicalized here. 
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(97) Resonant final stem 

a. higan='ay [he?ganAy] strawberry plant 

b. tuqw-m='ay [t'dqw3m?ay] thimbleberry bush (a.k.a. red caps) 

c. t'uxw?9m='ay [tuxwU?a-?mAy] huckleberry bush 

d . RED-kwum='ay [kwi5mkw,um?ay] arbutus tree (kwum- red) 

e. xwusum='ay [xwdsorhay] soapberry bush (xwusum soapberry) 

f. payan='ay [pa?yen?Ay] doughs fir, fir tree 

g- 6ag='ay [ c a ? g A y ] wooden spoon (cf. cag- help) 

h. txm='ay [tXxAm?Ay] red cedar tree 

i. t'ym='ay [teyniAy] wild cherry tree 

j - ctuxwan='ay [cituxwAn?ay] blackberry bush, canes 

k. qgan='ay [qa?gin?Ay] rose bush 

1. xwpan='ay [xwa?pAn?Ay] Labrador tea (bush) 

(98) Laryngeal final stems 

a. qwuV='ay 

a'. REDpi-qwu?='ay 

b. xa?='ay 

[qwd?ay ~ qwd:?Ay] Hemlock (western) 

[qwd: qwo: ?Ay] lots of hemlock 

[xa?ay] bog cranberry 

(99) Vowel final stem 

a. ?usa='ay 

b. qa?qa='ay 

c. hamu='ay 

[?dsa?Ay ~ ?dsahAy] high blueberry bush 

[qa?qa?Ay] bulrush, cattail stalk (for mattress making) 

[harmohAy] check cascara tree (lit: pigeon=tree)29 

29Apparently the pigeons like to sit in this tree - one consultant explained that it is because the bark is just about 

the same colour as the pigeons and that they are well camouflaged there. The bark is used to make a laxative tea. 
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The LS ='ay may also refer to long, outstretched objects as shown by the fo l l ow ing examples. 

(100) 

a. jrh-an [jCm?An] bfrd's nest 

a'. jm='ay [jLm?ay] wing (of a bird) 

Tree, bush (non-productive LS): 

(101) 

a. t?e£=3'Tp='ay 

b. mt'6=9<rp='ay 3 0 

wood 

[ tWifpay] 

[maWatpAy] 

=9"Tp 

Sitka Spruce 

stick for stringing clams, ocean spray, iron 

Water. 

(102) 

a. sin=kwu 

b. f 3it' eiq-ai=kwu 

c. miq-aiH^u-t-an 

d. k w u£=k w u 

= k w u 

[ senk w u ~ senk w o ] 

[t'eet'eeqa<tkwu] 

[meqatk w utAn] 

[ k w u l k w u ] 

Indep. form: qya [qa?ye] water 

ocean 

muddy water (cf. t^et^eq mud) 

I'm soaking it (soak clothes) 

salt water (cf. k w uX -om salty)31 

3 0 The stick used for stringing clams needed to be a hardwood so that it would not burn as the clams were cooked 

over the fire. The Sliammon people used the branches of either the Common Snowberry (Symphoricarpos albus, 

Turner 1998: 165) or Oceanspray, also know as "Ironwood" or Rock Spiraea (Holodiscus discolor, Turner 1998: 

181). 
3 1 I have also recorded: /q w u£=q w u/ [qwd*qwo] 'salt water' and /REDpL-qwu£=qwu/ [qwOAqwOAqwo] 'lots of salt 

water' and wonder if there may also be a =qwu variant of this lexical suffix in addition to the =kwu variant. Notice 

that the root to dig clams is /?uiqwu/ [?6fqwo] and the related Imperfective form is: /IMP-?ufqwu+[?]/ [?6?oiqw6?] 

'digging clams'. Perhaps there is some difference in meaning signaled by the choice of =kwu versus =qwu. Perhaps 

the =kwu variant is the stative form /=qwu+stv./ whereas =qwu is the non-stative counterpart. Do notice that the 

stative is often formed by [-i-] insertion. From a featural perspective, this is characterized as Dor [-back] (or Cor 

[ATR]) which if added to the features of the labio-uvular stop q w could conceivably front q w to kw. This line of 

argumentation may be useful in solving some of the other velar/uvular alternations observed in other Salish 

languages. 
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e. qwuqw?-ai-kwu 

f. £q-a<f=kwu 

g. xpja?an=kwu 

h. ?j-af=kwu 

[qwdqw?A-tkwu] 

[Xa?qatkwu] 

[xXpje?Ankwu] 

[?a?ie<fkwu] 

soup 

yeast (for making bread) (3foq rot, ferment) 

back eddy 

good, clear water 

Wave (of water): 

(103) 

a. ti-tih:=unaxw 

=unaxv 

[tithonaxw] big waves 

Wind, weather: =a?aq Indep. form: puh-?9m 

(104) 

a. t'aq=a?aq taq- ? [t'aqa?Aq] south-east wind 

a'. RED-t'aq=a?aq [t'Xt'qa?aq] south-east wind 

a". t'aq-a?=a?aq [t'aqa?a?aq] barn swallow 

b. kwas-INC=a?aq [kwasasa?aq] becoming warmer 

c. i:ayis=a?aq [tayise?aq] wind from the south 

d. cih-INC=a?aq [6e?mama?Aq] cold wind 

d'. C9CpL-cm=a?aq [cfm£ema?Aqh] cold air 

e. qwyt=a?aq [qw9ytA?aqh] wind from the north 

Young of a species, offspring, smaller in size: =uf 

(105) 

a. xwaxwarii=u<f 

b. xixiyaq-ut 

c. DM-i:agat'=u'l+[?] 

d. xwupxwup-u<f+[?] 

e. DIM-Xip=igs+[i]=uf 

f. DlM-kwm=nac=ut 

[xwaxwane?6fl 

[xexiyeqo't] 

[iaigato't] 

[xwdpxw6poi] 

[XeApegis-oi] 

[k^uc^srnnacuf] 

small bullhead (cf. xwaxwne? bullhead) 

small crab (cf. xexiy9q crab) 

small herring (cf. ta?gAt' herring) 

small hummingbird 

bikini underwear (extra small) 

extra small (cedar) roots 
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g. DIM-mimg=ui [me-rnma?gufj real small kitten 

Possible lexical suffixes 

Way of getting food, bait =aju 

(106) 

belly button 

barnacle 

trout 

It may also occur in the following word for squirrel 

(107) 

a. kwakwa]u [kwa-kwa?Ju] squirrel 

a. muxw=aju 

b. teum=aju 

c. xwX=aju 

[mdxwa?ju] 

[t^d-maTfij] 

[xwiiXa?jul 
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Appendix VII: 

The Predicate Complex and Affixes, Clitics, and Particles 

This appendix provides a brief outline of the internal structure of the predicate complex, and 

documents the affixes and clitics which appear in the present work. The reader is referred to 

Appendix VI for information regarding the Lexical Suffixes in the language, and to Appendix V 

for a sample Root list. See also Watanabe (2000) for discussion of the form and functions of these 

affixes and clitics, as well as additional morphemes which are not cited in this present work. 

This section presents a brief introduction to the internal structure of the predicate complex 

and is intended as a sketch which will provide appropriate background information on the 

morphology of the language, and is in no way intended as an exhaustive study. The reader is 

referred to J.Davis (1978), Kroeber (1988, 1991/1999), Blake (1996/1997) and Watanabe (2000) 

for further details. The structure of the predicate is often complex, as illustrated by the schema in 

(1). This schema is adapted from Watanabe (2000: 37) and includes the non-reduplicative plural 

prefix L ' - which is motivated by the description and analyses discussed within this dissertation. 

(1) Predicate Complex 

4[Proclitics 3 [ L ' - 2 [RED- i [ROOT]i - REDrNC=LS-Ind/Rlt. - TR/ INTR] 2-Obj - Su] 3 enclitics]4 

The Root is the only obligatory morpheme within the predicate complex, and contributes 

significantly to the meaning of the predicate. The morphological Root is the central core and is 

located within the innermost morphological domain: [ROOT]]. As proposed in Blake (2000), 

Lexical Suffixes (LSs) behave like bound Roots in Sliammon. This fact therefore raises the 

question of whether or not there is also a compound Root domain which includes the Root and an 

adjacent LS: [ROOT=LS]. The second domain in (1) (labelled 2[--]2) is hypothesized to contain 

those suffixes and reduplicative prefixes which make up the morphological Stem domain. This 

domain includes the transitivizers and intransitive markers, although notice that this domain 
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boundary is often obscured at the right-edge when the transitivizer is fused with the following 

Object suffix. Reference to the morphological stem or "Stem" domain is made throughout the 

dissertation. The third domain in (1) is the domain of the morphological word and includes the 

object and subject suffixes, as well as the non-reduplicative plural prefix IV-I discussed in Chapter 

6. The fourth domain in (1) is a prosodic domain which corresponds to the Prosodic Word 

domain. This schema is a working hypothesis regarding the internal structure of the predicate. The 

predicate complex may well have a more highly-articulated internal structure than is indicated in 

(1), but explicit motivation of each morphological and phonological domain is beyond the scope of 

the present study (cf. Czaykowska-Higgins (1998) on Moses-Columbian Salish). 

The data in (2) is organized in the following manner. Each morpheme is listed by a term 

which reflects the function of each affix/clitic. The middle column provides the proposed Input 

represenation for each affix/clitic, and the third column give an indication of the range of variants or 

"allomorphs" for each morpheme. Prefixes are followed by a hyphen (e.g. L ' - plural prefix) 

whereas suffixes are preceded by a hyphen (e.g. -t Control Transitive suffix). Clitics appear 

without hyphens, and are separated from adjacent morphemes in the Input by a space (e.g. a 

question clitic, as in Ixat a_ k w 6 ?rttan/ [xata k wu6 VtrftAn] Do you (sg) want to eat?). 

(2) 

Name Input Variants 

Active intransitive: Intr. -?m [-m, ?m, 9m , ? 9 m , a?am?] 

Active intransitive + stative -?[i]m [?em~...] 

auxiliary: be.there / it was h i /h i* [he~he?/hef] 

clitic k w u [kwu] 

clitic (just now?) k w i /k w y [k w i ~ kwi?] 

compound ligature -aL [ai~ay ~aw~...] 

conjectural clitic/particle ca [ce] (cf. Watanabe 2000) 

desiderative -am [am] 

diminutive glottalization [?]/[cgl] targets resonants 
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diminutive infix 

direct evidence (clitic) 

established marker (cf. hi hw) 

future: lsg.Su.+Fut. 

future: 2sg. Su.+Fut. 

future: lpl . Su.+Fut. 

future: 2pl. Su. Fut. 

future: 3rd person Fut. 

if 

imperative: polite request 

imperative (second request) 

imperfective glottalization 

indefinite 3person object: someone 

intensive: very 

intransitive 

means, by means of 

middle (cf. HW 1997) 

middle + stative 

nominalizer (syntactic) 

oblique marker 

particle 

passive (main clause) 

passive (subordinate clause) 

past 

plural (kinship) 

plural suffix 

plural prefix (non-reduplicative) 

question marker: yes/no Q (clitic) 

[-H 

k w a [kwa ~ kwa?] (Watanabe 20( 

hw [haw ~ hAw] 

t e m [te9m] 

c x w m [cxw9m ~ cxwum] 

stm [st9m] 

cap sm [cap s9m ~ cep S9m] 

sm [s9m] 

ga [ga] 

ga [ga ~ gA] 

gi? [gi? ~ gi:?] 

[?]/[c.gl] targets resonants 

-anaq [-anAq] 

-mut [-mut ~ -mot ~ -mut] 

-as [-AS] (e.g. [?emA§] walk) 

-ma [-ma] 

-m / -Vm [-m ~ Am ~ im ~ urn ~ am] 

-[i]m 

s [s...] 

?9 [?9 ~ 0] 

?ut [?0t] 

-m [9m] 

-it [-it ~ -et] 

-'u<i [vt ~oi~ lot ~ R ' -o i ~ o] 

-tan [t9n ~ tin ~ tAn] 

- ' V g [-ig ~ -ug ~ 'ag ~ aw ~ ...] 

L ' - [i?~u?~a?] 

a [a ~ a? ~ hA ~ ?a ~ ?A] 
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quotative k w a [kwa~Rwa?] 

reciprocal: -agi [-awl ~ ] 

Reduplicative Affixes: 

CH (Characteristic reduplication) C V C - / CaC- depends on shape of Root 

DIM (Diminutive reduplication) C V - / C i - C i ~ C u ~ C a 

IMP (Imperfective reduplication) cv- C i ~ Cu ~ Ca ~ Ca 

INC (Inchoative reduplication) -vc2 -iC ~ -uC ~ -aC ~ -aC 

CaCpL (Plural reduplication) CaC- CiC ~ CuC ~ C A C ~ CaC... 

CapL (plural prefix) Ca- Ca

reflexive: CTr.+Reflex. -Out t-Got ~ -a6ot ~ -ufrit ~ i0ut] 

stative (infix and suffix) [i]/-it [-it ~ et ~ et ~ [i] ] 

transitivizer: Caus. stg [stu ~ st ~ staxw ~ sx w ~ stag] 

transitivizer: CTr. -t [At ~ vt ~ ot ~ It ~ Et ~ t ~ 0...] 

transitivizer: NTr. ng [nu ~ n ~ ax w ~ nag] 

transitivizer: Tr. -as [as ~ AS] 

The summary in (3-5) provides the Subject and Object pronominal markers in the language. 

Notice that the form of the Object suffixes is dependent upon which transitivizer (-t, -ng, -stg) 

precedes it. 

Pronominal Markers in Shammon 

(3) Pronominal Subject Markers 

(cf. Davis 1970 et seq., Kroeber 1991/1999, Watanabe 1994/2000, Blake 1996/1997) 

Person Main Clause-full Main Clause-reduced Subordinate 
(conjunctive) 

Possessives 

lsg can,can c -an t e 

2sg caxw cx w -axw e 
lpl cat st -at ms 
2pl cap cap -ap -ap 
3person 0 Intrans (3Abs) 0 Intrans (3Abs) -as -s (3sg) 

-as Trans (3Erg) -as Trans (3Erg) -it (3pl) 
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(4) Object Suffixes -Active paradigm (with relevant transitivizer) 

Person Control Transitive Noncontrol Transitive Causative 
-t -ng -stg 

lsg Obj -0 (fused) -nu-ms -stu-ms 
2sg Obj -6i (fused) -nu-mi -stu-mi 
lp l Obj -t-uimrr -nu-muf -stu-mui 
2pl Obj -t-anapi -n-anapi -st-anapi 
3 Obj -t-0 -(n)axw-0 - S t 9 X w - 0 ^ - S X w - 0 

(5) Object Suffixes -Passive paradigm (with relevant transitivizer) 

Person Control Transitive Noncontrol Transitive Causative 
-t -ng -stg 

lsg Obj -0ay (fused) -nu-may -stu-may 
2sg Obj -6i (fused) -nu-mi -stu-mi 
lpl Obj. -t-uw -nu-muw -stu-muw 
2pl Obj -t-anapi -n-anapi -st-anapi 
3 Obj -t-0 -nu-0 (main clause) -stu-0 (main clause) 

-nag-0 (sb. clause) -stag-0(sb. clause) 

The articles in (6) appear frequently in sentential examples. A determiner typically precedes a 

overt Noun, and also co-occurs with the 1&2 sg and lpl . possessive pronouns. 

(6) Determiners (Davis 1974) 

Determiners/Articles: Subordinate clauses: 

ta visible 

k w nonvisible 

s remote 

i (dirnVsg. fern.) 

ta introduces embedded clause whose truth is readily perceivable. 

k w introduces embedded clause whose truth is not readily perceivable, 

s [sy] introduces embedded predication which is remote in time, 

i is also used in embedded contexts-function not yet determined. 
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